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Teaching Tips
TEACHING IN WAYS YOUTH WILL REMEMBER
Nothing ever becomes real till it is experienced. —John Keats
In eighth grade, my Sunday school teacher asked us to memorize eight pages of church doctrine. We
studied. We sweated. We got headaches. But we finally managed to recite those eight pages. Today I
couldn’t tell you a word from that document, but I can tell you what I remember—church made my head
and stomach hurt.
Once, I was asked to spend a night in our church basement where we had a homeless shelter. All I
had to do was hang out and sleep on a rotation with the other volunteer so that someone would always
be awake. I still recall almost every minute of that ten-hour experience. I remember the cold church
basement and I remember how grateful the homeless were about how warm it was. I remember the
homeless teenager who rolled up his sleeves to reveal fifteen scars where he had slashed his wrists. I
remember Jonas, whose cough rattled me awake and his dismissal of my concerns, because, as he put it,
he felt better than he had in weeks.
When he was an Ohio State University education professor, Edgar Dale created “The Ten Cones of
Experience,” which ranked ten educational methods according to their effectiveness. Of the ten, the
memorization I did in eighth grade ranked at the bottom of the list for being effective. First hand experiences, like the one I had at the homeless shelter, ranked first in educational benefit.
As educators, we need to look at other ways we can teach young people so that they enjoy what
they’re learning and remember what they learn—long after the lesson is finished. Dale says these learning methods from best to worst are:
•D
 irect personal experiences that have purpose—These include service projects, such as working in homeless shelters, food banks, or weeding gardens for the elderly.
•C
 ontrived experiences—Games, role-plays, simulations, and other activities where you try to
create an experience.
•P
 resentations that include drama—Puppet shows, plays, clowning demonstrations, anything
with drama.
•D
 emonstrations—Anything that doesn’t include drama, such as a demonstration on how electricity works or watching how to dissect a frog.
•S
 tudy trips—Trips that take you off site, such as looking for fossils on walls of a cave or going
to a museum to study a particular artist.
•E
 xhibits—Schools use these methods when they ask young people to exhibit their collections,
such as bugs, stamps, and rocks.
•V
 ideo—This includes movies, documentaries, and television.
•R
 ecordings—This includes radio, still photographs, and picture books.
•V
 isuals—Maps, drawings, charts, and other visual aids fall into this category.
•W
 ords—Lectures, conversations, memorization, and other learning processes that included
only words and symbols were the least effective teaching methods in Dale’s research.
Whenever you want youth to learn something, stop and ask yourself, What is the central message I
want them to walk away with? Then brainstorm various ways for the group to learn about that issue.
For example, maybe you have a group of youth who often bicker or fight. You could have them put
on a play depicting a fight between two best friends and explore what the fighting does to the friendship.
Or you could hop on the teachable moment when you and your group witness two people squabbling.
Learning by experience takes more thought beforehand, but these experiences give youth a lot to
think about long after you have ended your session. And that’s what we really want to do: Teach young
people in ways they will remember.
Featured Writer: Jolene Roehlkepartain
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Using Intersection
Intersection is a youth Bible study resource that features two primary components:
(1) This Teaching Guide provides options for both younger and older youth.
(2) Youth Pages are weekly, full-color handouts for youth, available separately.
Every session involves action and reflection with the goal of helping young people learn how to think deeply and
to reflect as Christians on their life experiences. When the lives of young people intersect with the Bible, youth are
called to live, act, think, and feel differently. Let us know how Intersection can be more helpful for your ministry.

PREPARING TO TEACH
We recognize the importance of helping teachers
communicate the relevance of the Bible, so each session
features two pages of teacher preparation and Scripture
background materials.
Learning Tension
Each session begins with a “learning tension,” a question
that focuses on an issue with which youth struggle.
Though an answer may seem obvious, try to avoid the
temptation to solve the problem or provide an answer.
Learning is more meaningful for young people when
they discover insights for themselves. Teachers can act
as guides for teenagers who are searching for truth and
relevance.
Session Preparation
Most sessions require a little preparation. Teacher
Resource Pages follow each session and may need
copying or preparing. In addition, some options require
gathering and preparing materials. You may find it
helpful to have Bibles, pencils, paper, markers, and a
writing board available. We recommend the use of the
first edition of The Access Bible™ by Oxford University
Press.
Keep in mind that many youth will be more comfortable
using Bible apps on their phones and other devices than
the copies of the Bible that you will have available. Youth
are technology-natives and using technology comes
extremely naturally to them. We encourage you to let
them use their technology to engage with the lessons by
looking up scripture passages, taking notes, and searching the Internet for examples during activities. They may
not always look like they are paying attention, but try to
strike a balance between helping them “unplug” during
your sessions and encouraging them in using the
resources with which they excel.
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Informative Symbols
Miniature symbols inform
the teacher of how an
option is connected to the
ways youth learn, whether an
option is part of the suggested
Teaching Plan, or whether an
activity is a low-preparation
option.
YOUTH PAGES
Intersection Youth Pages are full-color
activity sheets available in a digital format so they
can be easily downloaded and printed for your group.
Intersection Youth Pages are designed so they can be
used during the session and at home. (Samples follow
each session.) A Daily Bible Reading section provides
reflection guides that correspond to the sessions in this
Teaching Guide. Intersection Youth Pages are available as
a free download with Teaching Guide purchase. See back
cover for download instructions.

Here’s How It Works
Intersection has these major components: Why Does it
Matter?, Teaching Plan, Hearing the Scripture, Talk
about Life, Talk about the Bible, and Intersection.
Each session follows a process designed to help teens
experience meaningful Bible study.
TEACHER PREPARATION
Preparation materials include these components: Why
Does it Matter?, Teaching Plan, and Hearing the
Scripture.
• Why Does It Matter? focuses on how the session is relevant for youth.
• Teaching Plan suggests a practical five-step guide for
session preparation. Look for this symbol to use the
suggested Teaching Plan.

f

• Hearing the Scripture provides biblical commentary.
It seeks to answer, “What do these Scriptures mean?”
FOUR WAYS YOUTH LEARN
Youth learn in four basic ways, and Intersection intentionally weaves these learning styles into the teaching options.

i THINK

“I can’t understand this if it doesn’t make sense.”
Youth who learn best through processing information will:
•b
 e accustomed to gathering information and thinking
about it.
• likely be those who excel in schoolwork.
•b
 e gifted with the ability to visualize and analyze
information.
• r emember facts quickly and be able to use them in
solving problems or answering questions.
Challenge: This learner needs help moving from knowledge
about a scriptural fact to the application of its meaning.
Insight: Include dilemmas and facts that don’t seem to fit.
Provide problem-solving tasks. Use techniques like filling in
blanks, comparing stories, and finishing stories.

h ACT

“I can’t understand this until I’ve actually done it.”
Youth who learn best through touch and movement will:
•b
 e more concerned in being active, with actually doing
things.
•b
 e fascinated by handling objects or by activities
involving body movement.
• f ind projects interesting while they are happening, but
not while being planned.
•o
 ffer their best insights after the activity, not before it or
in its absence.
Challenge: This learner may need help reflecting on what
they’ve done.
Insight: Provide opportunities for them to do things and to
reflect on the activities.

TEACHING OPTIONS
The teaching portion of the session includes flexible teaching procedures that fit the way young people learn: Talk
about Life, Talk about the Bible, and Intersection. You
can follow your chosen options or adjust them to meet
your group’s specific needs. All options are clearly labeled
with informative symbols.
• Talk about Life launches the session. The variety of
activity ideas serves as a suitable opening for large or small
groups.
• Talk about the Bible offers choices for teaching
Scripture. There are options for both younger and older
youth.
• Intersection closes the session and helps young people
learn how to form their own responses.

e REFLECT

“I can’t understand this until I’ve had an opportunity
to observe and figure it out.”
Youth who learn best through watching and reflecting will:
• discover more through observing others and reflecting on
what they say and do.
• seldom take leadership or initiative during an activity,
even though they may participate willingly.
• not learn much from involvement in an activity, even
though they may participate willingly.
• offer their best insights toward the close, and maybe
afterward.
Challenge: You may become frustrated as this learner
watches and waits to form a response.
Insight: Assign tasks that help them reflect, such as recording or reporting duties. Also, assign post-session activities,
such as completing personal inventories, writing journal
entries, or gathering information.

l FEEL

“I can’t understand this if it doesn’t feel right.”
Youth who learn best through feelings and intuition will:
• examine decisions, actions, and beliefs through the filter
of feelings.
• know something because it “feels right,” or because they
have a “gut feeling” that it is best.
• be capable of saying or doing insightful and moving
things.
• offer opinions based on stories of experiences and
relationships.
Challenge: This learner needs help evaluating their
intuitions and feelings.
Insight: Include expressive activities (drawing, creating,
writing, etc.), story sharing, and personal surveys.
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Core Curriculum
Components of Intersection
Scripture is the central point of study for Intersection, and related subjects are brought into conversation with the biblical text. Intersection considers Bible study to be the most healthy arena for the
discussion of missions, spirituality, ethics, church history, church life, and theology.
BIBLICAL STORY
With attention given to major biblical themes, the revelation of God is the organizing center of
Intersection. Scripture tells God’s story for the purpose of shaping human life. Though the central
truth and message of the Bible never changes, Intersection guides youth to understand portions of
Christian Scripture in their original contexts, and then to interpret and apply the Scripture texts to
contemporary life situations.
MISSIONS
Intersection understands missions to be the call of God upon the life of every Christian to a personal
ministry in the world. Youth are called to a global view of the world’s community and encouraged to
give witness to their commitment to Jesus Christ.
SPIRITUALITY
The pressures of family, school, and community life leave young people with little space for quiet
moments of reflection. Intersection not only encourages the development of spiritual disciplines
such as prayer, meditation, and public and private worship, but it also nurtures individual gifts
through practical application of appropriate Scripture texts.
CHRISTIAN ETHICS
Instead of avoiding difficult questions or settling for oversimplified scriptural prooftexts, Intersection
addresses various dilemmas with respect for varying interpretations of Scripture and the need for
individual choice. Where Scripture is unclear on an issue, the biblical text is not reconstructed to
force-fit a particular position.
CHURCH HISTORY
Knowledge of the history of the Christian faith—from its inception to the present—is vital for the
informed living of young Christians today. Intersection calls upon the insight, wisdom, and understanding of the great champions of the faith who have traveled before us. As youth recall their
heritage, they are better able to make wise decisions about their future.
CHURCH LIFE
Intersection views the local congregation as the primary entity for nurturing the spiritual formation
of young people. Therefore, it is important for youth to understand the responsibilities of church
membership, the functional roles of the church, the roles of various church leaders, and the
relationship of the local church to the community.
THEOLOGY AND DOCTRINE
Instead of imposing various theological and doctrinal positions on Scripture passages, Intersection
deals with broad topics in these areas as they arise from the study of the biblical story.
Acquiring a basic knowledge and understanding of theological and doctrinal
themes can be a practical pursuit that affects the Christian lifestyle and
worldview of young people. When approaching theological and
doctrinal issues, Intersection does so in ways that are appropriate
to the developmental stages of older and younger youth.
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Jeremiah
Jeremiah was prophet to Israel and Judah at a tumultuous time. The people had adopted
many of the gods of their neighbors and had remained only loosely connected to the God
of Israel. In fact, perhaps it is more accurate to say they were connected in name only. The
book of Jeremiah is a conviction of Israel and Judah for their adulterous actions toward
their God, the same God who had chosen them as God’s children, who had led them out of
captivity and provided a land of “milk and honey” (see Ex 3:8 and Jer 11:5) in which they
could live. The people of Israel and Judah had forgotten these glorious blessings, and instead
of being grateful, they wandered away from God. As a result, they lost their privileged place
with God. Their way of life would change dramatically. Not only would they be separated
from the temple in Jerusalem, which was central to their way of life and their identity, but
their future would involve either slavery in a foreign land, persecution and death, or
subjection to foreign authority in the land that was once theirs.
Jeremiah was the one commissioned to bring all this “good news” to the people.
Obviously, he and the message he brought were not well received. Jeremiah was called
by God—even chosen before his birth—to be a prophet. He accepted this call, and with
God’s protection, he prophesied to Israel and Judah over a time span of almost forty years.
Included in the prophecy of Jeremiah is a look at what has led Israel and Judah to their
current situation, the consequences that will follow as a result of these actions, and the
future when they will be restored to the land that God had given their ancestors.
Our focal Scripture texts include not only the call and equipping of Jeremiah, but
the state of the people to whom Jeremiah prophesies. We also feature a lament from the
prophet concerning his condition as a result of his calling, an episode between Jeremiah
and a false prophet, and a look at what is to come for Israel and Judah after their time of
discipline. Together these sessions provide an overview of the book, and individually they
offer opportunities to explore and discuss questions of faith.
Our teenagers almost certainly are not avid readers of the prophetic books of the
Old Testament. Viewed from afar, such biblical books might seem boring, ridiculous, or
irrelevant to today’s youth. Prophecy, however, is none of the above. As teachers, we can
reveal both the interesting stories of prophecy and their relevance to the lives of young
people. God is still working to accomplish God’s will, and God is still calling us to be
disciples. The messages of Jeremiah are as meaningful for us today as they were for their
original audience.

Featured Writer: Mike McBrayer
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UNIT ONE
INTRODUCTION

Session Profiles
SESSION ONE: A PROPHET IS CALLED
Learning Tension: What was Jeremiah called to do? What might God be calling me to do?
Discipleship
Old Testament
Prophets

Jeremiah 1:9-19
As a result of their rebellion, the nation of Judah was to come under judgment. Jeremiah’s role as
God’s prophet was certainly an unpleasant task, and youth are bound to think him unfortunate to
have been called to such difficulty. The notion of following God’s will is more acceptable when it
involves something we would enjoy doing. It is helpful to remember that the LORD promised presence and deliverance for Jeremiah, assuring him that even though he would face opposition, his
foes would not prevail.
SESSION TWO: A PROPHET OF DOOM

Discipleship
Old Testament
Prophets

Learning Tension: How have I placed my trust in what represents God, rather than in God? What gets in the way of my following God?

Jeremiah 7:1-15
Numerous factors may potentially interfere with a believer’s relationship with God, and many people immediately specify these obstacles as “things of the world.” Less often, however, do we reflect
inwardly to examine our personal religious beliefs and practices, so that we can determine if they
are hindering our relationship with God. Jeremiah 7:1-15 challenges us to test the meaning and
value of our beliefs and practices.
SESSION THREE: A PROPHET IN PAIN
Learning Tension: What can I do when I disagree with God?

Spirituality
Old Testament
Prophets

Jeremiah 15:10-21
This session focuses on Jeremiah’s inner struggle and private pain. Help teens think about what
they can do when they disagree with God. By “disagree,” we are not referring to the lifestyle and
mindset of those who, having decided not to follow God, therefore disagree with God and choose
instead to do whatever they want. Rather, our definition of “disagreeing” with God is placed in context by Jeremiah’s call and relationship with God. He was attempting to be faithful, yet wondered if
his fulfilling God’s wishes really was best.
SESSION FOUR: A PROPHET OF TRUTH
Learning Tension: How can I determine the truthfulness in opposing views?

Theology
Old Testament
Prophets

Jeremiah 28:1-17
When Jeremiah and Hananiah delivered opposing messages, both claiming to speak for God, the
people of Judah faced a tough decision. It isn’t always easy to know what is true at a given moment,
and yet, when we are attuned to God and to our own good sense, that which is true, right, and good
becomes more accessible. Our teenagers need help figuring out how to recognize the truth in what
they see and hear. Hold forth patience and common sense as good companions in seeking the truth
of God’s way in the world.
SESSION FIVE: A PROPHET OF HOPE
Learning Tension: How does God’s discipline also have its advantages?

Discipleship
Old Testament
Prophets
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Jeremiah 30:1-11
Use this session to help your group consider the intent of God’s discipline. Emphasize that
discipline is not an end in itself, but a means intended to bring about a more noble result:
reconciliation with each other and with God. If we understand discipline as a path to reconciliation,
the harshness of the treatment is perceived not as punishment, but as love. How so? God has our
best interests at heart, and divine discipline is an expression of God’s love and hope for us.

TeacherPrep
May 3, 2020

A Prophet Is Called
Learning Tension
What was Jeremiah called
to do? What might God be
calling me to do?

Jeremiah 1:9-19
Access Bible
OT 966–967

Why Does It Matter?

The concept of calling is one that many young people struggle to understand. The question of what
God wants (that is, “What is God’s will for my life?”) is a regular topic of discussion in many youth
groups. Considering the call of others, including those in Scripture, often prompts questions about
the call of God in our own lives. Does God really have a calling for me? What is God calling me to do
or be? How can I do something for God? What if I am not good at anything? This struggle can lead
youth to give up on the call of God in their lives. Likewise, when a clear answer doesn’t come in a
timely manner, some push aside the slightest notion of God’s calling. Reflecting on Jeremiah and his
calling provides the opportunity for teens both to consider God’s call upon their own lives and to deal
with any questions that surround that calling.
Doubt is often associated with God’s calling. Most people wonder if they are even up to the task
of accepting a call from God. There is plenty of evidence of such doubt in the call of Jeremiah, but
1:9-19 picks up just beyond his expressions of doubt. We see in our passage the equipping of Jeremiah
for his call, which can serve us as well, for the equipping prepares us to take on the challenge of God’s
demands. No one, on his or her own, is up to God’s calling, but when God provides the essentials,
individuals can begin to do amazing things for the LORD. God touched Jeremiah’s lips and provided
visions that communicated what he was to prophesy. We are reassured by the knowledge that God is
involved in both the calling and the equipping. No one is left alone to do the will of God. In fact, the very
presence of God enables us to live our calling.
What if God is calling me to do something I don’t want to do? Looking at Jeremiah and his call could
easily bring up this question. Who would want to be a prophet? How does one reconcile what he or
she desires with what God wants? At times we all believe we know what is best for us. Let us be wary of
making assumptions about God’s calling, for it might serve only to limit God. As our Creator, God is highly
qualified to guide our lives. God knows us better than we know ourselves and will not lead us in a direction
for which we are not suited. God has great and exciting things in store for us. For our part, we must work to
be open to God’s call in our lives. Use the story of Jeremiah’s calling to help your youth consider God’s call
in their lives.

Featured Writer: Mike McBrayer

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (p. 9) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 10).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 11) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 12-13) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 14) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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he
hearing tr
pture

Sc i

Scripture Teaching Outline
1 – Historical Background
2 – Jeremiah’s Call
3 – The First Vision
4 – The Second Vision
5 – C
 hallenge, Warning, and
Promise
6 – God’s Call upon Youth
HEARING
Jeremiah 1:9-19 contains the closing
portion of a call narrative as well as
two related visions that reveal the
content of his prophetic assignment.
As a result of their rebellion, the nation
of Judah was to come under judgment.
Jeremiah’s role was to speak as God’s
prophet. The LORD promised presence
and deliverance for Jeremiah, assuring
him that even though he would face
opposition, his foes would not prevail.
UNDERSTANDING
The LORD spoke to Jeremiah concerning the nation of Judah during a
transitional era in the life of God’s people. This period witnessed the reign of
five kings and spanned over forty
years. During this time the Babylonian
Empire expanded, conquered the
previously dominant Assyrians, and
eventually overcame Judah. Zedekiah,
the last of Judah’s kings, was actually
given the throne by the conquering
Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kgs 24:17).
Like other Old Testament call
narratives, Jeremiah’s call follows a
predictable pattern: divine initiative
(v. 5), human resistance (v. 6), divine
rebuke followed by assurance
(vv. 7-8), a physical act of ordination
(v. 9a), and a description of the
commission (vv. 9b-10). God has
set Jeremiah apart as a prophet and
equipped him to bring a difficult
message to the people.
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Two visions follow Jeremiah’s
call, both of which reveal truths about
God’s intentions for the people. The
first vision (1:11-12) involves the
branch of an almond tree—the first
of the trees to blossom and a sign
of the coming of spring—and was
understood by Jeremiah as a sign of
God’s approaching judgment. The
image is built around a word play.
The Hebrew terms for a branch of an
almond (v. 11, shaqed) and watching
(v. 12, shoqed) further emphasize the
meaning of the vision. God’s rendition,
I am watching over my word to perform
it (1:12), highlights God’s resolve to
accomplish the judgment (Perdue,
624).
The second vision (1:13-16)
involves a boiling pot, tilted away from
the north (1:12), symbolizing northern
tribes that will overtake Judah. As we
see in Scripture from time to time,
here God uses an outside force as a
means of exacting judgment. Later
in Jeremiah, one sees that mere
resistance to this foreign invader
goes against the will of God. Verse 16
reveals that Judah had forsaken the
LORD and ignored the covenant by
which their relationship was forged.
The people had both worshiped other
gods and made for themselves idols,
and by doing so, they disregarded the
first two of the Ten Commandments.
These transgressions, along with their
consequences, are the substance of
much of Jeremiah’s prophecy.
Verses 17-19 include a challenge, a
warning, and a promise. Jeremiah
is challenged to prepare for action.
Gird up your loins (1:17) suggests
gathering up the long, flowing
material of his garment and tying
it off, so that it will not impede his
movement. God then warns Jeremiah
not to break down before them (Jer
1:17). Although Jeremiah would

Jeremiah 1:9-19
Access Bible
OT 966–967

indeed face intense opposition,
breaking down would only result in
losing the power and authority God
had given him as a prophet. Lastly,
he receives from God a promise of
presence and deliverance, a promise
making possible that which otherwise
would be impossible. What would
otherwise result in death results in
deliverance instead.
TEACHING
Jeremiah was faced with an unpleasant task, and youth are bound to think
him unfortunate to have been called to
such difficulty. The notion of following
God’s will is more acceptable when it
involves something we would enjoy
doing. What do we do with Jeremiah?
After hearing his story, who could
ever want to be a prophet? These are
good questions, and it is worthwhile
for youth to struggle with these issues.
The call of a prophet is a difficult one
that requires much faith and courage.
We are uniquely created for
God’s calling. However, we often
overlook our abilities and potential,
and God seeks to draw out those
untapped energies we harbor within
ourselves. In fact, many times others
have to identify our talents for us,
and even then we may continue to
deny our gifts. As faithful followers,
we can remain open to God’s call
throughout—and in all areas of—our
lives.
Robert Davidson, “The Book of Jeremiah,” The
Oxford Companion to the Bible (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1993).
Robert Davidson, “Jeremiah,” The Daily Study
Bible Series, vol. 2 (Philadelphia PA: Westminster Press, 1983).
Leo G. Perdue, “Jeremiah,” Mercer Commentary on the Bible (Macon GA: Mercer
University Press, 1995).
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o P REPARED FOR THE JOB
f Ask your teenagers to mention jobs or
activities for which it is necessary to
prepare ahead of time. You can offer examples,
such as public speaking or parachuting, to
begin the process. As each suggestion is
offered, have the group elaborate briefly on a
few of the preparations needed for that
particular activity. Ask questions that focus on presentation. You may want to give each group pencils and paper to
list the symbolism and its underlying meaning(s). When everyone is
the consequences of forging ahead without
finished, have volunteers share their groups’ movies along with the
preparing.
symbols and their meanings. Afterward, tell which movie you chose and
Reflection Questions
your reason for selecting it. Follow up by asking questions like the ones
• How might lack of preparation affect both the outcome
provided.
of an activity and the person performing the activity?

Life

Talk about

teaching options

• When have you faced a situation for which you were
unprepared? How does it feel to be unprepared?

o W HAT CAN I DO?
Materials: Pencils, paper

b Distribute pencils and paper, asking your

teens to write briefly about one of the
toughest things they have ever been asked to
do, something they feel comfortable sharing
with the group.
After a minute or so, collect the papers
and redistribute them, making sure that no
one receives his or her own. Ask your youth
to note on the backs of these sheets how
they might feel if they were faced with the
situations noted on their respective papers.
Afterward, have them pass their sheets of
paper to someone else in the group. Once
again, make certain that no one has the paper
with which they started originally.
Ask your young people to read what is
written on their papers and note underneath
the last person’s response what they might
do if faced with the circumstance described.
Finally, have each person share with the
rest of the group all three elements of the
responses on the paper they now hold.
o SYMBOLISM
Materials: Pencils, paper

Questions to Ponder
• Why do you think symbolism was used in these movies?
• What is the point of using symbolism to communicate a message?
• In what situations might symbolism be the preferred vehicle for communicating a message?
• What are the strengths and weaknesses of this method of communication?

o J UST WHAT YOU NEED
Materials: Pencils, note cards (optional: various items such as scuba gear, ballet shoes,
hard hat, stethoscope, calculator, Bible, baseball bat, etc.)

h This activity helps teenagers consider the importance of having the

right equipment for specific activities. You can either collect various
pieces of equipment or simply list them on note cards. (Ideally, there will
be one piece of equipment or one note card per person.) Choose familiar
items that are critical to carrying out the activity.
Arrange chairs in a circle and place the items or note cards in the
center. Next, have each person select an item from the collection. If you
have more learners than items, form small groups and share items. Then,
pose the following or similar questions.
Questions to Ponder
• How did you decide which item to select?
• With what do you associate the item?
• What do all of these items have in common?

Explain that the items are all pieces of equipment that enable the
user to pursue a desired activity. Continue by asking questions like ones
that follow. As you do, lead your young people to see that each of these
items either makes the activity possible or in some way enhances it.
Discussion Questions
• How would it affect the activity if the equipment were not available?
• How is this activity like Christian living?

i This activity may work better with older

youth, since it requires the ability to think
abstractly by reflecting on symbolism in
popular movies. Have in mind a couple of
movies that employ symbolism similar to that
evidenced in the visions of Jeremiah. Be
prepared to explain the symbolism and its
meaning(s).
Organize small groups and have them
select a movie that utilizes symbolism to
communicate a message beyond the obvious

Transition: Some young people may wonder what, if anything, God might
be calling them to do or be. Let’s read a Scripture passage describing God’s
calling and preparing of a young prophet. *
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younger youTtahlk about The BibLe
Preparation is an important part of our lives. Few of us would have the confidence to tackle difficult situations and
tasks if we felt unprepared. Jeremiah likely would not have known where to begin if God had said only, “Go and speak,”
without also supplying Jeremiah with the words to say. Experiencing more than a call from God, Jeremiah also received what
he would need to fulfill the call. Like the prophet, younger teens can be assured that God does not simply call us to a task, but
provides us with the love, strength, and ability we need to live out God’s call.

o F ULLY EQUIPPED
Materials: Bibles

Use this activity to help your youth
discover what God provided for Jeremiah
so that he could fulfill God’s call (tools, a plan,
protection, and deliverance). List the following
items on the board or a sheet of newsprint
(what each one represents is listed in parentheses, but do not reveal the symbolism to
your teenagers): hammer and nails (tools);
architectural drawings (a plan); hard hat or
football helmet (protection); and life preserver
(deliverance). Depending on their availability
and your preparation time, you may want to
bring in some of these items to display in the
center of the room on the floor or a table.
As you begin this activity, say only that
the items relate to the focal Scripture passage.
Distribute Bibles and introduce the text as
a conversation between God and Jeremiah
concerning what Jeremiah would do with his
life. Help your youth locate Jeremiah 1:9-19
and ask volunteers to read portions of the
passage aloud. Following the reading, draw
your group’s attention to where the items are
listed (or displayed). Explain that each of the
items symbolizes a particular part of the text.
Deal with the items in the order listed
above. (If you display the items, pass them
around so everyone can get a closer look.)
Determine as a group the typical purpose of
each object as well as how it might relate to
the Scripture. After considering each item,
discuss the following questions.

f

Questions to Explore
• How do these items complement one another?
• What do they communicate about what Jeremiah’s life
would be like for years to come?
• What if just one of these elements were not included in
God’s message to Jeremiah?

12

Afterward, explain what the items represent in Jeremiah 1:9-19,
using the Hearing the Scripture page to shed light on additional
aspects of the text as well. Show how the tools, a plan, protection, and
deliverance were included in God’s call. End this activity by describing
specifically how the absence of certain components of God’s message
might have affected Jeremiah’s call. God did not simply call Jeremiah
to complete a difficult task. God also equipped him with the necessary
tools, plans, protection, and deliverance.
o A PICTURE OF JEREMIAH
Materials: Bibles, markers, newsprint, tape

h Distribute Bibles, help your youth locate Jeremiah 1:9-19, and read

the text aloud. Provide markers and sheets of newsprint, asking your
learners to depict a portion of the Scripture text in a drawing. Explain
that you are not as concerned about their artistic ability as about their
interpretation of the passage. (Some of your teenagers may hesitate to
draw if they feel their work will be evaluated.) You can direct your young
people to work alone, with a partner, or in small groups.
After a few minutes, ask volunteers to share their drawings with each
other. Once everyone has shared, tape their illustrations to a focal wall in
your youth study area and use the drawings as a guide for retelling the
story. (You could begin with a drawing of God touching Jeremiah’s lips,
followed by one of a tree and then of a boiling pot, and so on.) As you
tell the story, use information from the Hearing the Scripture page to
highlight relevant details of the passage.
WHY NOT ASK...
• What is the difference between protection and deliverance?
• What enabled Jeremiah to take on the role and tasks of a prophet?
• What options did Jeremiah have concerning his call?

Transition: Although called to a difficult task, Jeremiah was promised God’s
strength and presence if he remained faithful. What might God be calling us
to do, and how can God equip us to fulfill our calling? *
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Practically everyone has encountered a situation for which they were not prepared. Our focal Scripture passage
describes Jeremiah’s preparation for the role and tasks of a prophet. He received the tools and assurance necessary to fulfill
God’s call upon his life. God’s presence and preparation of Jeremiah enabled the young prophet to live his calling. Prior to this
encounter, Jeremiah was one called to be a prophet. Only after the encounter did Jeremiah become one equipped to be a prophet.

o P ROPHETS AND PROPHECY
Materials: Bibles, news article about the future

f Prior to the session, obtain an article that
reports about predictions regarding the
future. You may want to obtain more than one
news article. Have a volunteer read the article
aloud, but do not introduce the reading as a
prophecy. Afterward, discuss the following or
similar questions.
Questions to Examine
• What kind of writing is this news article?
• How do you perceive this kind of writing?
• Do you know of any material in Scripture that is similar
to this piece?

Introduce Jeremiah 1:9-19 as the latter
part of Jeremiah’s call to be a prophet.
Distribute Bibles, help your youth locate the
text, and read it aloud. Ask if your teens can
figure out what God called Jeremiah to do,
and see if they can determine the primary
task of a prophet, as well as the role prophecy
plays between God and people. Ask additional
questions, using the Hearing the Scripture
page to supplement your group’s responses.
Additional Questions
• What did God give Jeremiah to help him with the tasks
of being a prophet?
• What were the two visions?
• What is represented by the olive branch and the boiling
pot?
• What circumstances might have led to the people of
Judah’s receiving such a word from the Lord?
• What seems important about verses 17-19?
• According to verses 17-19, what should Jeremiah expect
as a prophet of God? How does this further prepare
Jeremiah?

o P IECE BY PIECE
Materials: Bibles

b Distribute Bibles, help your young people locate Jeremiah 1:9-19,

and read the Scripture passage one portion at a time, discussing the
questions in the outline below. Allow ample time to discuss the charge of
a prophet as well as the importance of God’s equipping Jeremiah. Use
information from the Hearing the Scripture page to highlight relevant
details of the passage.
Jeremiah 1:9-10

• For what might God be preparing Jeremiah?

Jeremiah 1:11-12

• What could the vision of the almond branch mean?
• What feature in our own lives is like the symbolic meaning of the almond branch?
• How did this vision connect with Jeremiah’s calling?

Jeremiah 1:13-16

• What does the boiling pot represent?
• How would this vision be helpful to Jeremiah?
• What difference would knowing what is going to happen make to Jeremiah?
• Why are these things going to happen to Judah?
• How do you think Jeremiah felt about delivering such a message to his neighbors and
friends?

Jeremiah 1:17

• What does this verse suggest about the young prophet’s task?
• What do you think is the purpose of the warning?
• What is God’s concern for Jeremiah?
• How can a mere human being accomplish so great a task?

Jeremiah 1:18-19

• What is the importance of these verses?
• What do they add to the call of Jeremiah? Why is this necessary?
• Based on this passage, what kinds of difficulties do you think Jeremiah might have to face?

Transition: Although called to a difficult task, Jeremiah was promised God’s
strength and presence if he remained faithful. What might God be calling us
to do and how can God equip us to fulfill our calling? *
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o Y
 OU MIGHT BE A
PROPHET IF...
Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

Form small groups, distribute the
You Might Be a Prophet If... Youth
Pages, and ask your teens to circle the
items that identify a biblical prophet.
Have volunteers share, then ask your
youth to consider what a modern-day
prophet might look like or sound like.
Afterward, discuss these questions
before closing with a prayer.

f

Suggestions for Consideration
• What message might a modern-day prophet
deliver? How might a prophet be received by
the contemporary world?
• How might you respond if you realized God
wanted you to deliver a message?
• What message(s) do you think God wants
Christians to share?

o A PLAN FOR YOU
Materials: Markers, paper, Teacher
Resource Page

h Before the session, review the

Teacher Resource Page A Plan for
You (p. 15). Then on individual pieces of
paper, illustrate the following: a hammer
and nails, architectural drawings,
a hard hat, and a life preserver. You
could do this either by using large
handwritten letters, sketching the
items, or taping pictures to the papers.
Afterward, tape these sheets to the wall.
Refer to the sheets, use the Teacher
Resource Page, and ask questions like
these to guide your teens as they consider God’s call and plan for their lives.
Questions to Explore
• What tools has God given you?
• How does it feel to know that God has plans
for you?
• What does God’s offer of protection mean to
you? When have you felt protected by God?
• What does it mean for you to be delivered?
From what might God be delivering you? From
what do you feel you need deliverance?

14

Close by expressing that God
creates us and gives us a unique
complement of “tools”—skills,
abilities, and gifts. God’s call
provides wonderful opportunities for
participating in God’s greater plan, for
helping others, and for experiencing
the fullness and joy of life. God’s call
also includes a promise that we shall
never be alone and apart from God.
Afterward, end the session with a
prayer.
 HAT’S A PROPHET
o W
LOOK LIKE?
Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

h Distribute pencils and Youth

Pages, referring your teens to the
Youth Page What’s a Prophet Look
Like? Have your learners illustrate
their own ideal “prophet get-up.”
Encourage creativity as they prepare
their “self-portrait prophets.” Ask
them to include any “tools” they
might need and note what purpose
each tool will serve. Emphasize that
the visual appearance of these
“self-made prophets” is quite insignificant and that the tools your youth
choose to include are actually the
most crucial elements of the illustration. After having volunteers share
their ideas, close the session with a
prayer. Challenge your teenagers both
to seek God’s call upon their lives and
to follow God faithfully.
o M ESSAGE FROM GOD
Materials: Pencils, paper, envelopes

i Emphasize that Jeremiah’s

primary role was to deliver God’s
message to the people. Much like a
mail carrier, Jeremiah was delivering
not his own message, but the message
of another. Distribute materials and

FEEL

THINK

ACT

opt

ask your teens to write a letter offering a message that they believe God
wants the world to hear. Have volunteers share, then ask your youth to
address their envelopes to themselves.
Explain that you will mail their letters
as a reminder that God continues to
communicate messages through
prophets. Close with a prayer, asking
that your teens might be attentive and
obedient to God’s messages.
o C HALLENGE, WARNING,
PROMISE
b Point out the challenge, warning,
and promise issued to Jeremiah
by God in verses 17-19, and discuss
with your young people questions like
the ones provided. Afterward, close
the session with a prayer, asking God
to help your teenagers live up to their
calling.
Challenge: Stand up and tell them
everything that I command you
(Jer 1:17).
Warning: Do not break down before
them (Jer 1:17).
Promise: I...have made you today a...
bronze wall,...the people of the land...
shall not prevail against you, for I am
with you (Jer 1:18-19).
Questions for Reflection
• What challenges do you sense you have
received from God?
• What warnings is God offering today? How
do they affect the challenges God gives us?
• What promises has God made? How can
these promises affect the way we live?
How do they affect what we do with the
challenges God has given us?
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Teacher: Use this sheet with the option A Plan for You on page 14 of Intersection. Prepare to
share with your group the following information.

A Plan for You

The following items correlate to the movement through Jeremiah 1:9-19. Explain that each of
the items symbolizes a portion of the passage as well as our relationship with God.

Hammer and Nails
A hammer and nails symbolize the tools with which God equipped Jeremiah, tools that would
enable the young prophet to carry out God’s call upon his life. The most clear evidence in our
passage are the words that God placed in Jeremiah’s mouth (see Jer 1:9-10).

Architectural Drawings
Architectural drawings symbolize God’s greater plan, which Jeremiah was able to glimpse.
The two visions suggest what God had in store for the nation of Judah. The visions also
communicate to Jeremiah the essence of the message he was to speak.

Hard Hat
A hard hat symbolizes the protection God offers. In verse 18 God describes making Jeremiah
like an impenetrable fortress. God’s call upon Jeremiah’s life included not only a glimpse of the
larger plan, but a promise of protection.

Life Preserver
A life preserver symbolizes the deliverance God offers. It is paired with protection but adds a
more eternal aspect. Jeremiah is promised protection in this life and deliverance in the next.
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Youth PageSample

his sample Youth
Page is provided to

assist the teacher in session
preparation.
To order the full-sized color handouts
for your youth, call 1-800-747-3016 or visit
www.nextsunday.com/intersection
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A Prophet of Doom
Learning Tension

Jeremiah 7:1-15
Access Bible
OT 977–978

Why Does It Matter?

How have I placed my
A number of factors may potentially interfere with a believer’s relationship with God. Christians
trust in what represents
constantly
struggle to prevent this from occurring. Many people specify these obstacles as what the
God, rather than in God?
What gets in the way of my writer of 1 John referred to as the things in the world (1 Jn 1:15). Less often, however, do we reflect
following God? inwardly to examine our own religious beliefs and practices to determine if they are hindering our

relationship with God. Jeremiah 7:1-15 challenges the reader to test these beliefs and practices that
are so much a part of our religious lives. How can we allow our convictions to take on the meaning
and value intended for God?
As you lead and guide teenagers, it is important to emphasize that practices such as church
attendance, the reading and study of Scripture, and the receiving of communion are all important
in enabling us to approach and relate to God. Unfortunately, though, even these worthy pursuits can
become ritualized when we perform them only out of habit, neglecting their actual purpose: to lead us
toward knowing and experiencing God. Some well-meaning believers slowly and unwittingly exchange
faith in God for faith in a particular practice or belief about God. Simply attending church-related events
does not make one a Christian, but do our lives always illustrate this truth?
This inclination toward exchanging faith in God for faith in religious practices has long been a
human tendency—even during biblical times! Through the prophet Jeremiah, God charged that the
people were guilty of this offense, investing their faith in the temple and religious rituals, and even in a
particular belief about God rather than in God. For the believer, the ultimate result is a disconnection from
God, with the power of the relationship robbed. The false security that replaces it is eventually revealed as
empty and powerless.
Seeking to control our destiny is fundamental to human nature. Unfortunately, however, many aspects
of life are beyond our control. That is why many people turn to God, relinquishing control and placing
their trust in the Creator. Like adults, young people are tempted to “take charge” of their lives and even of
their relationships with God. Simply going to church becomes good enough. What we do with the rest of
our time doesn’t matter as long as we attend an occasional religious gathering or express acceptable beliefs.
Use Jeremiah 7:1-15 to discuss the meaning and value of religious practices and how they can become
instruments we seek to manipulate.

Featured Writer: Mike McBrayer

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (p. 17) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 18).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 19) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 20-21) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 22) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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Scripture Teaching Outline
1 – The Temple of Jerusalem
2 – The Illusion of Safety
3 – A Call to Morality
4 – The Reference to Shiloh
5 – Youth and the Passage
HEARING
Jeremiah 7:1-15 addresses the people of Judah’s distorted view of their
relationship with God. Jeremiah spoke
from the temple entrance, calling
those entering for worship to repent.
They had placed their trust in what
represents God (rituals, a building, even
a certain belief about God), rather than
in God. Their sinful ways made their
religious beliefs and practices hollow and meaningless. Their behavior
and stubborn resistance to God’s call
placed them in a dangerous position.
UNDERSTANDING
For ancient Israel, the temple in Jerusalem was the primary location of
God’s presence, and while worship was
by no means confined to the temple,
it became the focal point of religious
activity. In fact, God’s special presence gave the temple its status. Over
time, however, talking about God’s
presence and referring to the temple
became one and the same. Both the
holy city of Jerusalem and its Temple
seemed to possess a power of their
own. Judah’s ancestors could have
testified to how the Assyrians had laid
waste a generation earlier the lands
of Israel, Palestine, and Egypt and yet
could not take Jerusalem. Judah’s error
was believing that the Temple somehow assured God’s presence and their
protection.
During the time of Jeremiah,
the people of Israel looked back on

18

King David as their greatest leader.
When he assumed the throne, God
promised that David’s son would
build the temple and that his
descendants would rule forever (see
1 Sam 7:1-7). Later, the prophet Isaiah
interpreted these promises to mean
that Jerusalem’s safety was secured
unconditionally (see Isa 36–37). By the
time of Jeremiah’s ministry, the people
of Judah thought they would be safe
regardless of how they lived (Access,
OT 977).
Jeremiah’s temple sermon was
a call to morality. The people of
Judah had sinned greatly, and God
was aghast that they could deceive
themselves into believing they could
do as they pleased without suffering
consequences. Their sin removed their
attention from God and they became
focused on their religious beliefs
and practices. Thus, relationship was
lost and religious exercises became
their object of trust. They assumed
mistakenly that the presence of the
temple (that is, the presence of God)
assured their protection. In verse
three, it is apparent that the LORD no
longer dwelt with Judah and that only
through repentance could they regain
the presence of the LORD. The people
were living as they chose, disregarding
God’s call for obedience. It is clear
that, in order for the LORD to dwell
with the people again, they would
have to change their behavior.
Jeremiah’s mention of Shiloh
should have sent chills up and down
the spines of the people of Judah.
Later destroyed by the Philistines who
subsequently captured the ark of the
covenant (see 1 Sam 4), Shiloh—a
mere 18 miles from the temple—was
the place where the LORD first dwelt
with the Israelites when they were
settling the promised land. Like their

Jeremiah 7:1-15
Access Bible
OT 977–978

ancestors, if the people of Judah
remained unrepentant, they too
would be scattered and the temple in
Jerusalem would be destroyed.
TEACHING
Use this session to help young people think about things that get in the
way of their relationship with God.
Lead them to consider how they have
placed their trust in what represents
God rather than in God. Discuss with
them the contemporary religious
practices we employ to approach God
and how we get caught up in such
rituals. Many observances become
routine, and as a result, they lose their
meaning and purpose. Identify some
of these and discuss their intended
purpose.
Then, address how the practices,
when they lose their intended
purpose, can lead one to disconnect
from God. This loss of a living
relationship with Christ results in a
person’s living as they will, not as
God wills. For some, the rituals and
practices assume a power of their
own, and for others, the practices
and their relationship with Christ
become irrelevant. Point out that
religious practices are merely a means
of experiencing and maintaining
relationship with God. Note the risk
in assuming that religious exercises
and beliefs are sufficient in and of
themselves. Even more dangerous
is living without regard for what is
right and supposing that our religious
practices will somehow be pleasing
to God.
Gail R. O’Day and David Peterson, eds.,
The Access Bible, New Revised Standard
Version (New York: Oxford University Press,

1999).

o T RUST MISPLACED
f Ask your youth to name where they
deliberately place their trust. Then have
them name where they place their trust
without being conscious they are doing so (for
example, the walls of your youth study area,
a chair in which you sit, the driver of a bus on
which you travel, etc.). Then ask your youth to
name where they have placed their trust and
later found it to be misplaced. Finally, ask how
they choose where to place their trust.
Conclude your opening time by noting
how often we unknowingly place our trust
in other things and people. Although trusting
is a good practice, it is important to examine
the things in which we place our trust and
to verify whether they are worthy of our
devotion. Explain that this session’s focal
Scripture text contains Jeremiah’s message to
the people of Judah regarding how they had
misplaced their trust.
o M Y FAVORITE VEHICLE
Materials: Markers, newsprint, tape (optional:
tricycle)

i Give markers and newsprint to small

groups, instructing them to list as many
vehicles as they can. After a few minutes, have
your youth tape their lists to a focal wall. Place
a tricycle (or some other child’s riding toy)
before your group. Explain that this session
deals with vehicles. Ask your young people to
recall their childhood vehicles of choice, and
have them share their memories with the
group. Allow them to elaborate about their
rollerblades, Big Wheels, tricycles, and other
favorite childhood vehicles. Afterward, ask
questions like those that follow.
Reflection Questions
• For what purpose did you use your favorite vehicle: to
get from one place to another, or for fun?
• How has your use of vehicles changed as you have
grown older?

Continue the discussion by noting that
even though vehicles serve different specific
purposes, they all have the same general
purpose: to move a person literally or
figuratively from one place to another. Note
that this session’s Scripture passage focuses
on vehicles that move a person figuratively
toward God.
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o T RUST ME
Materials: Blindfolds, shaving cream, plastic plate, sheet of paper

h Use this option to help your youth think about placing their trust

solely in God. Prior to the session, gather enough blindfolds for half
of those you expect to teach. (You may want to have a few extras in case
you have a large group.) Write this message in large letters on a sheet of
paper: “We are going to act as if you are preparing to put shaving cream
on your partner. Do not reveal anything about this activity.” Conceal the
shaving cream.
Be sure that everyone has a partner. Have one partner in each pair
put on a blindfold, and ask the blindfolded teens to stand side by side
with their backs to a wall. Announce to those not wearing blindfolds that
they can get their supplies from you. (The blindfolded partners
may want to know what’s going on, but do not tell them. Simply
encourage them to be patient.) Quietly reveal the prepared statement to
those without blindfolds.
Have those who are not blindfolded stand about five feet from their
partners. Continue the charade by asking the blindfolded youth to hold
out their hands. Walk down the space between the two lines, stopping
before each blindfolded person. Instead of spraying a dollop of shaving
cream in their hands, however, spray it onto a plastic plate. (Since they
can’t see, they won’t know where you are spraying the shaving cream
and will wonder if they are about to be smeared by their partners.)
Those with blindfolds will likely be nervous about what they
suppose is about to occur. You may not even finish before a person
pulls off a blindfold in protest. If this occurs, include that person in the
charade so he or she doesn’t reveal the trick. Don’t actually put shaving
cream on anyone, but take the activity as far as you can. Afterward,
explain that this session’s focal Scripture text deals with misplaced trust.
Debrief the activity with questions like these.
Debriefing Questions
• At what point did you cease to trust me or your partners?
• What is it like to question whether you can trust something or someone?
• How can we know whom or what to trust?

Transition: Sometimes we place our trust in what matters and other times we
don’t. Let’s read from Jeremiah to discover how the people of Judah placed
their trust in what represents God rather than in God. *
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For many youth, going to church has become so routine that they rarely consider the actual reason they attend. They
often go with little or no expectation and usually receive exactly what they expect. Many young people do not have the
choice; a parent makes that decision for them. Others have the freedom to choose. Use Jeremiah 7:1-15 to help your teens
reflect on the meaning and purpose of religious practices and beliefs. Lead them to consider what gets in the way of their
following God.

o F ROM HERE TO THERE
Materials: Bibles, pencils, Youth Pages

Use this option to help teens compare
their religious practices to vehicles. Just as
the primary purpose of a vehicle is to transport us to a particular destination, the main
point of our religious exercises, buildings, and
beliefs is to bring us closer to God.
Provide small groups with pencils and
the From Here to There Youth Pages. Instruct
your young people to list the purpose and
function of various kinds of vehicles, and then
have volunteers share. If no one mentions the
primary purpose of a vehicle as helping us
get from one place to another, be sure to offer
that suggestion.
Explain that this session’s focal Scripture
text addresses vehicles, but not those used to
transport a person physically from one place
to another. Emphasize that the “vehicles” in
the passage are a means of approaching God,
and ask your youth to name modern-day
examples. They might mention such religious
practices as attending church services,
receiving communion, reading and studying
Scripture, or even praying. Point out that such
religious practices are meant to be vehicles
that help us approach God. In our Scripture
passage, however, religious beliefs and
practices are part of the problem.
Distribute Bibles, read Jeremiah 7:1-15,
and share information from the Hearing
the Scripture page. Use verses 4 and 8-11 to
further illustrate the main point. Reemphasize
that the people placed more meaning and
significance in what represents God (their
religious practices, their temple, and even
their particular beliefs about God) rather than
in God. Their greater problems were their sin
and the mistaken notion that their status as

f
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the people of God somehow allowed them unconditional assurance of
God’s favor no matter how they lived.
Follow-up Questions
• What in our church helps us approach God?
• In our church, what do you think we need to be most careful about as we seek God?
• What elements of organized religion may actually hinder some people from approaching
God?

o W HY CHURCH?
Materials: Bibles

i Organize pairs and have the partners explain to each other why they

participate in church and youth group activities. After some discussion, ask volunteers to share. Many may make claims like, “Because my
parents make me,” or “So I can see my friends,” but others may say, “To
help me through tough times,” or “So I can feel closer to God.”
Distribute Bibles and have volunteers read Jeremiah 7:1-15. Use
the Hearing the Scripture page, the information that follows, and the
questions provided to shed light on the text. Note that God created the
temple, and the modern-day church, for a reason. Explain the reference
to Shiloh and point out how the temple had ceased to be a place where
people experienced God. Instead, what actually only represented God
became the primary object of their affection and faith. Jeremiah’s
message of doom was God’s call to repentance. If the people would turn
from their sinful ways, seek forgiveness, and place their faith in God, the
relationship would be restored.
Suggestions to Consider
• What about the people’s reasoning and lifestyle disappointed and angered God?
• How would God respond if the people did not change their ways?
• How might God’s destruction of the temple influence the people’s relationship with God?
• How might not having a structure in which to worship actually help the people of Judah?

Transition: The people of Judah placed their trust in the temple and in their
beliefs about God rather than in God. How have we placed our trust in what
represents God rather than in God? What gets in the way of our following
God? *
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Over time, the people of Judah developed a false sense of security. By their own neglect, they became separated from
the meaning of their relationship with God. “Going through the motions” can happen to anyone. Most older youth can
think of instances when they go through the motions (pretending to do homework, appearing to listen to a parent’s lecture,
supplying the “right” answers at church— ones a leader wants to hear, etc.). Use Jeremiah 7:1-15 to help your teens consider
the effects of “going through the motions” on their relationships with God. How are we like the people of Judah? In what religious
practices do we participate mindlessly? What beliefs do we absorb without really thinking about them?

o E
 MPTY WORDS, FALSE
SECURITY
Materials: Bibles

f In the focal Scripture text, two phrases are
quoted from the worshipers at the temple:
This is the temple of the LORD, the temple of the
LORD, the temple of the LORD (7:4) and We are
safe! (7:10). Use these two phrases to explain
the situation that had developed over time
between the worshipers and God. Explore the
two phrases one at a time, using the following
or a similar process.
Distribute Bibles and read Jeremiah 7:115, drawing special attention to verse 4 as you
ask questions like the ones provided. As you
do, refer to relevant details from the Hearing
the Scripture page. Afterward, read again the
verses preceding and following the phrase
(vv. 3 and 5).
Questions to Ponder
• In what way could these words be deceptive?
• What attitude might render them meaningless?
• How could a person’s lifestyle influence the meaning of
these words?

Second, focus on the phrase from
verse 10, We are safe! Once again, use
background material from the Hearing the
Scripture page and ask questions like these.
Additional Questions
• How does this statement reveal the people’s false sense
of security? What does this suggest about their use of
the temple and its rituals?
• On what are they basing their safety?
• How have they taken God out of the equation of
relationship?

o SHILOH REVISITED
Materials: Bibles

b Use this option to help your youth understand the reference to

Shiloh in verses 12 and 14. Explain that Jeremiah 7:1-15 refers to an
earlier time in the life of God’s people. About 500 years before the time of
Jeremiah, God worked through Moses to deliver the Israelites from Egypt.
They had entered the promised land and lived there approximately 200
years when the Philistines, a neighboring people, prepared for war
against Israel. At the time, Israel’s leader was a priest named Eli.
Distribute Bibles and have a volunteer read 1 Samuel 4:2-10. You
may want to stop periodically during the reading to be sure everyone
understands the Scripture. Afterward, note that the defeat would have
been unexpected to Israel, as God had led them previously to defeat
many armies. The loss of the ark of the covenant was especially tragic.
(Distinguish it as being a different object than Noah’s Ark in Gen 6:5–
9:19.) The ark of the covenant was seen as bearing the presence of God.
The defeat at the hands of the Philistines and the capture of the sacred
ark of the covenant was a dark day in Israel’s history.
Locate and read Jeremiah 7:1-15, using material from the Hearing
the Scripture page to highlight relevant details of the text. Explain that
the threat of another experience like the one at Shiloh was a warning to
the people of Judah to change their ways. Ask questions like these.
Discussion Questions
• How would the people have heard the threat?
• What purpose would the loss of the temple serve? How might it move the people back
toward God?
• As in 1 Samuel 4, how had the people described in Jeremiah 7 placed more faith in what
represented God rather than in God?

WHY NOT ASK...
• If we were to relate to God as the people of Judah did, what would it be like?
• The people also worshiped a god named Baal. What results in having two gods?

Transition: The people of Judah placed their trust in the temple and in their
beliefs about God rather than in God. How have we placed our trust in what
represents God rather than in God? What gets in the way of our following
God? *
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o M OVING TOWARD GOD
Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

Distribute pencils and the Moving
Toward God Youth Pages, pointing
out the different means by which
teenage Christians approach God
(participating in services of worship,
receiving communion, participating in
youth activities, reading and studying
the Bible, praying, and singing hymns).
Have your youth write in the space
beside each entry an answer to the
following question: What is accomplished by using this means to approach
God? After your teens have addressed
this question for each entry, discuss the
following questions for each entry as
well.

f

Questions for Reflection
• How does this particular means of approaching
God help a person move toward God?
• What role does attitude play in the practice of
this vehicle? What influence does repetition
have on this practice?

Next, ask your youth to think of
additional means through which people
can approach God. Discuss each one,
using the questions above. Have your
learners name religious practices that
teens struggle to keep meaningful, and
ask what they do when they realize a
religious exercise or belief no longer
holds meaning for them in their
relationships with God. Close with a
prayer, asking God to help your youth
discover renewed meaning in their
spiritual lives.
o W HAT GETS IN THE WAY?
l Explain that when asked to name
barriers between us and God, we
often think of “sinful” things, such as a
pattern of lying or hate we feel toward
another person. Note, however, that in
some instances perfectly good things
can become barriers between us and
God. Emphasize that both perspectives
are evident in Jeremiah 7:1-15. In
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addition to their sin—or perhaps
because of it—the people had misplaced their faith and trust in what
represented God rather than in God.
Have your group consider
examples in their lives of good or
neutral things that can become
barriers in a relationship with God.
List their responses on the board and
pose questions like these.
Questions to Explore
• How can these things shift from being helpful
to being harmful?
• How can we keep our efforts to approach
God from becoming routines we go through
without much thought?
• What might result over time from losing sight
of the purpose of such rituals as church
attendance or communion?

Afterward, form a circle and ask
your teens to think of someone or
something they love that has taken
first priority in their lives. Close with
a time of silence during which they
may talk to the LORD about what gets
in the way of their following God. End
by saying a prayer on behalf of your
group. Ask God to help them realize
how they have removed God from
first place in their lives.
o S ACRED SYMBOLS
Materials: Pencils, Teacher Resource
Page

e Prior to the session, make copies

of the Teacher Resource Page
Sacred Symbols (p. 23). Before
distributing the copies to your young
people, ask them what they know
about either of the two images on the
page. They will likely identify the
Christian cross but may not recognize
the Jewish menorah.
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Explain briefly the importance
that Christians and Jews, respectively,
place on these items. Then refer
your youth to the reference in the
focal Scripture passage about the
destruction of the temple and the
separation of the people from their
God-given homeland (Jer 7:12-15).
The people of Judah could not
imagine living in absence of their
sacred temple, city, homeland, and
perhaps most importantly, their role
as the people of God. Use questions
like these to help your teens consider
what gets in the way of their
following God.
Questions to Consider
• Imagine that our church buildings, our sacred
symbols, and all we consider religiously significant have suddenly ceased to exist. How
would your life change—both as a member
of a church and as an individual?
• How can we maintain the meaning and
value of our religious practices without
having to live through another Shiloh
experience?
• How can we determine whether we have
placed our faith and trust in what represents
God rather than in God?

Have each person write on the
back of his or her paper three things
that might be getting in the way of
following God. Afterward, close with
a time of silence, inviting your teens
to reflect on one of their responses.
End with a prayer, asking God to help
them determine how they can be
more faithful. Challenge your group
to place their faith and trust fully
in God.
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Teacher: Use this sheet with the option Sacred Symbols on page 22 of Intersection. Make a
copy of this sheet for each person in your group.

Sacred Symbols
Christian Cross

For Christians, the cross is the most sacred of symbols, for it recalls the centerpoint of our
faith: the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. The Son of God triumphed over sin and death,
providing hope for all people that we, too, can overcome any and all circumstances in this life
even as we look forward to what lies beyond this world. The cross is used by Christians as a
symbol of God’s special presence.

Jewish Menorah

During their time at Mount Sinai, Moses and the
people of Israel experienced God in a unique way.
After giving the Law and forming a covenant (Ex
19–24), God offered the plan for the spaces and
symbols of worship (Ex 25–31). The lampstand,
or what Jews call a “menorah” (a Hebrew word
that translates as “candelabrum”), was revealed
in Exodus 25:31-40. Together with the ark of the
covenant (Ex 25:10-22) and the table (Ex 25:2330), the three symbolized God’s special presence.
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Youth PageSample

his sample Youth
Page is provided to

assist the teacher in session
preparation.
To order the full-sized color handouts
for your youth, call 1-800-747-3016 or visit
www.nextsunday.com/intersection
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A Prophet in Pain
Learning Tension
What can I do when I
disagree with God?

Jeremiah 15:10-21
Access Bible
OT 977–978

Why Does It Matter?

One striking aspect of this session’s focal Scripture passage is the boldness Jeremiah displays in his
expressions to God. Jeremiah seems to have said exactly what he was thinking and feeling. Most of
us are not accustomed to hearing people speak to God in such a manner, and likewise, the image
comparing God to waters that fail (15:18) is not one we typically use in reference to God. Our young
people are accustomed to hearing about praising God and even taking their concerns to God, but
expressing anger or frustration toward God is not usually discussed—and in many cases, it is actually
discouraged. In Jeremiah 15:10-21, the prophet was not simply complaining about his condition. He
was showing frustration about God’s involvement in his predicament. Often, we are comfortable taking
our anger over injustices or misconduct by others to God, but feeling anger toward God—much less
expressing that anger to God—seems risky and dangerous.
Some people do at times direct their frustration and anger at God. In fact, some of our very
own youth may experience such times, though they may be uneasy either about expressing or
acknowledging these emotions. Many people in our society continue to support the admirable—but
often unrealistic—teaching, “If you can’t say anything nice, don’t say anything at all.” Some teenagers,
however, mistakenly believe that this teaching urges them not to articulate negative thoughts and
feelings. Youth have strong emotions, but many rarely—if ever—assert them; others may express them
but feel guilty later. In either case, unresolved feelings result. Use this session to help your teenagers
realize that they do not have to hide their thoughts and feelings from God, especially since God already
knows what we are experiencing. We cannot keep anything from God, and God certainly does not need to
be protected from our so-called “negative” emotions. Ultimately, we only harm ourselves by holding in our
anger and frustration. Teens can benefit from being completely honest with God.
It is also important to note, however, that God did not confirm Jeremiah’s attempts to convict God
but received and responded to his complaints. Likewise, teenagers can also express their emotions in a
productive manner, at the right time, and with the right people. Emphasize that we are safe with God, who
desires that we be honest about who we are and what we think and feel.

Featured Writer: Mike McBrayer

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (p. 25) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 26).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 27) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 28-29) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 30) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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Scripture Teaching Outline
1 – Biblical Laments
2 – Jeremiah’s Confessions
3 – God’s Response
4 – A Condition
5 – Prayer Disallowed
6 – Honest Expressions
HEARING
Jeremiah’s taking issue with God is an
example of what occasionally results
from following God’s call. We don’t
always see the big picture as God does,
and consequently, we become frustrated and angry. The LORD responded
to Jeremiah by promising to watch
over and take care of him in times of
trouble. However, the message for the
people of Judah was quite different.
UNDERSTANDING
Jeremiah 15:10-21 compose the
second of the prophet’s five laments
or confessions (see also 11:18–12:6;
17:14-18; 18:18-23; and 20:7-18). A
lament is a prayer that consists of an
expression of sorrow, a petition to God
for help, and usually a reference to an
unnamed enemy. Individual laments
are often written in the first person
and addressed directly to God. After
the reasons for the petition are given,
the prayer usually moves toward a
declaration of confidence in God and a
promise of praise and sacrifice (Access,
OT 987).
Jeremiah’s confessions are
intensely personal expressions of his
feelings, and he complains more than
once about his failure and rejection
as a prophet. There is no doubt that
Jeremiah is in a difficult position. On
the one hand, he proclaims God’s
message to the people of Judah, but
on the other, he also represents the
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people and ultimately shares their
fate. In that case, Jeremiah’s assertions
of doubt, anger, and grief are relevant
not only to his own situation, but
are also expressions of the people’s
suffering (Access, OT 987).
In essence, Jeremiah is saying to
God, “I don’t like this. I took it on and
it has brought me nothing but pain
and heartache. Now, what are you
going to do about it?” After reminding
God that he undertook the mission
against his will, Jeremiah then accused
God of leaving him without relief
from his pain. However, God assured
him, I have intervened in your life for
good (15:11). In verses 19-21, Jeremiah
is reminded again of God’s earlier
promise of salvation and deliverance.
The second response bears something
new.
Verse 19 lists a condition to
God’s promise. Two phrases in
particular suggest that Jeremiah
had not accurately relayed what
God wanted him to say: If you utter
what is precious, and not what is
worthless... is clearly a conviction of
certain unnamed aspects of Jeremiah’s
message, and It is they who will turn
to you, not you who will turn to them
may indicate the cause of Jeremiah’s
“worthless” words. There is evidence
that Jeremiah made concessions to his
hearers, that he allowed his audience
to affect his deliverance of God’s
message. Why?
As previously noted, whatever
fate befell the people would surely
fall upon Jeremiah, yet time and again
throughout the book of Jeremiah, God
prohibits the prophet from speaking
on their behalf (see 7:16; 11:14;
15:1; 14:11-12). This is especially
peculiar because God has deemed
intercession on behalf of others the
primary responsibility of a prophet.

Jeremiah 15:10-21
Access Bible
OT 977–978

However, with obstinacy so blatant, sin
so great, and repentance so unlikely,
God had evidently decided to carry
through with their punishment long
before Jeremiah began to speak in
their defense. In fact, the prophet was
barred even from praying for them
(Perdue, 632)! Even though Jeremiah
seems to have disagreed with God—
wanting instead to plead for the
people—in order to do so, he himself
had to disobey God.
TEACHING
Use this session to focus on Jeremiah’s
inner struggle and private pain. Help
teens think about what they can do
when they disagree with God. It will
be important to define what we mean
by “disagree.” We are not referring
to the lifestyle and mindset of those
who, having decided not to follow
God, therefore disagree with God and
choose instead to do whatever they
want. Rather, our definition of “disagreeing” with God is placed in context
by Jeremiah’s call and relationship
with God. He attempted to be faithful,
yet wondered if his fulfilling God’s
wishes really was best. (For example,
God told Jeremiah that he was not even
to pray for his people as he delivered
God’s message of wrath and doom.)
In addition, explain that there is a fine
line between honestly laying out our
complaints before God and selfishly
or immaturely whining to God about
what we do not like about our lives.
Gail R. O’Day and David Peterson, eds.,
The Access Bible, New Revised Standard
Version (New York: Oxford University Press,

1999).
Leo G. Perdue, “Jeremiah,” Mercer Commentary on the Bible, ed. Watson E. Mills et al.
(Macon GA: Mercer University Press, 1995).
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o D
 EALING WITH
DISAGREEMENT
Materials: Markers, paper, tape, Teacher Resource
Page

Use this option to help your young people
think about how they deal with
disagreement. Prior to the session, prepare two
sheets of paper by writing in large print
“Agree” on one sheet and “Disagree” on the
other. Tape these to walls at opposite ends of
your youth study area.
Next, gather your youth group in the
middle of the room and read the statements
from the Teacher Resource Page Dealing
with Disagreement (p.31), pausing after
each to allow your learners to express their
agreement or disagreement by moving to
the corresponding side of the room. If your
area is small simply have your young people
stand or sit, depending on their responses
to the statements. You may choose to have a
teenager representing each viewpoint explain
why he or she agrees or disagrees. Allow
some debate, but for the sake of time, it may
be necessary to avoid lengthy discussion.
Afterward, make a transition to the questions
that follow by pointing out that disagreement
is a fact of life.

f

Questions to Ponder
• What do you do when you disagree with a friend?
• What do you do when you disagree with a family
member? a teacher? a stranger?
• What can someone do when he or she disagrees with
God?

o A WISER PERSPECTIVE
h Prior to the session, invite an adult
member of your congregation to
participate in the session. Choose an older
member whom you consider wise. Ask this
individual to speak for approximately five
minutes about a time when he or she had a
complaint with God. Ask the person to address
both the struggle and his or her ultimate
decision for dealing with the disagreement.
Provide clear instructions for your guest
a few days in advance. Explain when and
where to arrive as well as what time he or
she can expect to leave. (You may want your
volunteer present for the entire session.) Brief
the person on the session’s focus, supplying
the Scripture text and the Learning Tension.
(It may be helpful to give your volunteer a
photocopy of this activity.) In addition, pass
along any questions or issues you want the
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person to address concerning expressing disagreement with God. After
your guest shares, encourage your young people to ask questions. Use
questions like these to foster further discussion among your group.
Questions for Discussion
• When have you wanted to complain to God? How did you deal with the situation?
• Do you handle disagreements with God similar to the way you handle disagreements with
others?
• How do you think God receives our complaints?

o F EELING LEFT OUT
b Use this activity to help your learners reflect on times they have felt
excluded and alone. Arrange chairs in a circle so that everyone has a
chair. Everyone should sit in a chair except two whom you ask to stand in
the middle. At your signal, the game will begin and the two volunteers
will try to sit in the two vacant chairs. The young people sitting in the
chairs keep moving from chair to chair to prevent the two in the middle
from sitting. If one or both manage to sit in a chair, the person on their
right must replace them in the middle of the circle. Resume the game at
your signal. (You may want to consider altering the game, so that only
one teenager at a time is in the middle, with only one empty chair in the
circle.) After playing the game, ask the following or similar questions.
Questions to Explore
• What if life were like this game? What if everyone had to fight constantly for a “place in
the circle”?
• What would it be like if everyone around you was determined not to accept you?
• How important is it for us to be accepted by at least a few people?
• When have you faced a decision that could put your acceptance in jeopardy?
• Can you think of a situation in which choosing to abide by God’s wishes would result in
rejection from others?
• Do you think God would have you do something that could cause you to be excluded?
Why or why not?

Transition: Whether relating to family members, close friends, or casual
acquaintances, disagreement is simply a fact of life. But what can we do
when we disagree with God? Let’s read about Jeremiah’s experience to learn
about his disagreement with God. *
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Some younger teens may not have experienced frustration with or anger at God. However, discerning God’s willingness to hear our complaints and disagreements is a valuable truth upon which they can draw at some point in the future.
Most—if not all—believers struggle when what they want conflicts with what they think God wants. These are not times to
stop communicating with God. God received and responded to Jeremiah, helping him through a time of frustration, doubt, and
anger. Rather than resigning as God’s prophet, Jeremiah remained faithful even amid his dubious thoughts and feelings.

o J EREMIAH’S COMPLAINT
Materials: Bibles, Youth Pages

Use the Hearing the Scripture page to
help set the context for Jeremiah 15:1021, but wait before sharing all of the material.
Form two groups, provide the Jeremiah’s
Complaint Youth Pages, and give each group
one of the Youth Page assignments. Have them
read the entire passage and then answer their
assigned questions. After a few minutes, use
the Hearing the Scripture page to highlight
additional details. Then ask the Jeremiah group
to express the prophet’s complaints to the
group representing God, and have the group
representing God respond to those complaints.
Encourage the two groups to wrestle
thoroughly with the situation.
Help your group consider both
perspectives in the text. Jeremiah suffered as
a result of following God, but God protected
him in the meantime. Because he continued
to speak God’s message, we can assume that
Jeremiah must have felt reassured that God
heard his complaint.

f

 ORKING THROUGH
o W
THE TEXT
Materials: Bibles

i Study Jeremiah 15:10-21 by working

through the text in the following manner.
Begin with verse 10, commenting on the
extremity of Jeremiah’s regretting his birth.
Pose the following questions as well as your
own, sharing from the Hearing the Scripture
page throughout the activity to point out
significant aspects.
• Can you imagine a situation in which a person would
regret being born? What would you do if you felt this
way? Who would you talk to?
• What might be causing Jeremiah’s feelings?
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Suggest that your group look further into the situation. Read verses 11-12,
explain that God is the one speaking, and ask these questions.
• What is God’s response to Jeremiah?
• What more can you guess is occurring in the story?
• What has occurred previously?

Ask another young person to read verses 13-14. Note that the words
were spoken by God and directed toward the people of Judah as a
restatement of God’s intent. Then ask someone else to take over at verse
15 as Jeremiah starts to speak again.
• What is Jeremiah requesting?
• Why is he experiencing the things mentioned?

After reading verse 16, discuss the following questions.

• What do you think this verse means?
• Did Jeremiah decide to “eat” his words?
• What was the result of Jeremiah’s following God’s call?

Remind your teens that amid Jeremiah’s complaining to God, we
find evidence that Jeremiah had been blessed in his calling. After reading
verse 17, ask why Jeremiah is unable to rejoice or celebrate. Note that he
doesn’t view this as his choice, but as the result of God’s hand in his life.
Have someone read verse 18 and then pose these questions.
• What do you think Jeremiah was hoping for?
• What does a deceitful brook suggest (think of water that doesn’t do what one would
expect)?
• What should water supply to a thirsty person? Jeremiah suggests that God is not coming
through for him.

After reading verses 19-21, discuss the following.

• Why do you think Jeremiah chose to change his message?
• What is God’s promise?
• Does it sound as if the people will stop being mean to Jeremiah?
• If the people aren’t changing, what might make Jeremiah’s life better?
Transition: Jeremiah complained to God, sharing openly his frustration,
anger, and disagreement. What can we do when we disagree with God? How
can we be honest with ourselves about any frustration and anger we might
have toward God? *
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Following God often takes us to places we might never have gone on our own. Jeremiah complained that following
God had left him outcast and alone. Many Christian youth have had to make decisions knowing that their choices would
lead to either acceptance or exclusion. No one enjoys being excluded, and when following Christ leads to rejection, we face a
crisis: what we want and what God wants aren’t the same; hence, we disagree with God. Jeremiah faced a similar dilemma. What
do we do when we disagree with God?

o A LL ALONE
Materials: Bibles, pencils, paper

Turn off the lights and ask your youth to
close their eyes and use their
imaginations. Read the following scenario:

f

Think of people you consider friends and
imagine that each person no longer likes you.
You go to school and no one is friendly to you.
You sit in classes and no one speaks to you.
They ignore you in the community. You overhear
them talking about you to their friends. It hasn’t
always been this way. Your life has been like
this only since you began doing something for
God. People don’t like your new lifestyle or your
new message about what you think is right and
wrong, and now they don’t like you either. God
knows they don’t like you, but God wants you to
continue being faithful. Although you stand up
for what you think is right, they only
condemn you more.

Ask your youth to remain quiet when
you turn on the lights. Distribute pencils
and paper, instructing your teens to write a
letter to God about their situation. Encourage
them to be honest about their complaints,
frustrations, or disagreements. Have them
ask God to take specific action. After a few
minutes, call for volunteers to share their
writings. Then distribute Bibles and have a
volunteer read Jeremiah 15:10-21 aloud. Use
the Hearing the Scripture page to feature
key details. Ask questions like these.
Questions for Reflection
• What message did Jeremiah deliver?
• How would you describe Jeremiah’s mood?
• What are Jeremiah’s complaints?
• How does God respond to Jeremiah’s complaints?
• What does God require of Jeremiah?

o A
 CONVERSATION BETWEEN GOD AND
JEREMIAH
Materials: Bibles

i Distribute Bibles and help your young people locate Jeremiah

15:10-21. Have volunteers read the verses in this order: 10;
15-16; 17-18; 11; 12-14; 19; 20-21. Instruct the first two readers to begin
their readings with the introductory phrase “Jeremiah said....” Afterward,
pose the following or similar questions.
Questions to Consider
• In what ways is Jeremiah struggling?
• Do you believe Jeremiah was out of line in complaining to God?
• How did God receive Jeremiah’s complaints?
• What, if anything, did God offer Jeremiah?

Next, use information from the Hearing the Scripture page to
highlight relevant details of the passage. Note that Jeremiah’s current
situation was one of his own choosing (15:16). Although Jeremiah was
pleased to follow God, he was not pleased with the people’s response
and what he had to face as a result. Point out the difference between
being honest with God about our difficult feelings and whining or
complaining about our circumstances. Assure your teenagers that God
can handle our expressing difficult feelings.
Emphasize that when we speak of disagreeing with God, we are not
referring to the lifestyle and mindset of those who, having decided not
to follow God, therefore disagree with God and choose instead to do
whatever they want. What it means to “disagree” with God is set into
context by Jeremiah’s call and relationship with God. He was attempting
to be faithful, yet wondered if his fulfilling God’s wishes really was
best. For example, God told Jeremiah that he was not even to pray for
his people as he delivered God’s message of wrath and doom (see 7:16;
11:14; 15:1; 14:11-12).

Transition: Jeremiah complained to God, sharing openly his frustration,
anger, and disagreement. What can we do when we disagree with God? How
can we be honest with ourselves about frustration and anger we have toward
God? *
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o T OUGH TIMES
Materials: Pencils, paper

f Distribute pencils and paper,
instructing your young people to
write a brief description of a time in
their lives when doing the right thing
placed them in an awkward situation.
After a few minutes, or when everyone is
finished, foster group discussion by
posing the following questions.
Follow-up Questions
• Why did you decide to make the choice you
did?
• Did you know before making your choice that
it would put you in a tough situation? If so, how
did knowing affect your decision? If not, had
you known, would you have made the same
decision? Why or why not?
• After finding yourself in the tough spot, what did
you do first? To whom did you talk about the
situation?
• When have you talked to God about a difficult
situation? What occurred as a result of your
talking to God?
• What benefits are there in going to God when
we find ourselves in such situations?

Explain that God does not always
offer quick fixes to our problems. As
in the case of Jeremiah, God may offer
what we need most. Rather than bailing
us out, God may help us through a
situation by providing strength, wisdom,
patience, and love. Afterward, close the
session with a prayer, asking God to be
present with your teenagers even when
they disagree with or don’t understand
what God is trying to do in their lives.
o M Y COMPLAINT
e Organize pairs and instruct each
partner to consider a complaint
they have expressed to a person with
whom they disagreed, and describe
briefly how they expressed it. Also
have them include the responses of
the individuals they confronted. Before
your learners begin sharing, however,
them to remove any details
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inappropriate for discussion, and
caution them against gossiping or
tearing down others. They should
simply describe the situation and
what occurred.
Afterward, have a few volunteers
share their accounts. Ask how
they felt both when expressing
their complaints and when their
partners responded. Ask them what
different responses might result from
expressing disagreement with others.
Communicate that God can handle
any expression of our thoughts and
feelings, even when we disagree
with God. Note, however, that God
is not always responsible for what
goes wrong in our lives. God may
not change our circumstances, or
for that matter even respond with
an immediate answer, but we can be
sure that God hears us, loves us, and
has our best interests at heart. Close
the session with a prayer, asking God
to help your youth realize that they
can be honest with themselves and
with God about their difficult feelings.
o C LOSING THOUGHTS
Materials: Youth Pages

b Distribute copies of this session’s

Closing Thoughts Youth Page.
Have a volunteer read the “Leader”
portion as you recite the “Group”
parts in unison with the remainder
of your learners. You may want to
let this serve as the closing moment
for the session, or you may want to
follow this activity with a prayer.
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o W HY NOT?
Materials: Pencils, markers, newsprint,
tape

e Post two sheets of newsprint with

these headings: “Why Not?” on
one and “Why?” on the other. Distribute markers and invite your youth to
write on the “Why Not?” list reasons
we should not express—even to those
with whom we disagree—our complaints to others. Afterward, discuss
the validity of each response, removing the reasons your group considers
insignificant.
Then have your young people
note on the “Why?” sheet reasons
we should express our complaints.
Once again, have teenagers comment
on the answers as you review their
responses. Acknowledge that there
are valid reasons in given situations
for not expressing complaints. (For
example, if we do not like a particular
gift, it probably is not appropriate
to complain to the giver.) Emphasize
that there are also good reasons
for expressing complaints. When it
comes to our relationship with God,
we do not have to withhold anything.
When we withhold even our most
disturbing thoughts and feelings from
God, we are not being honest and
place limits on our relationship with
God. Afterward, close session with a
prayer, asking God to help your young
people understand that they can be
honest with both themselves and God
about their difficult feelings.
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Teacher: Use this sheet with the option Dealing with Disagreement on page 27 of Talk about
Life. Read the following statements and ask your youth to choose their answers.

Dealing with Disagreement
Aliens: do they exist or not?
Christ: will he return during your lifetime or not?
Best hamburger: McDonald’s or Burger King?
Preferred grocery bag: paper or plastic?
Better computer: Apple or PC?
Vacation spot: Alaska or the rain forest?
Preferred sandwich spread: mayonnaise or mustard?
Political correctness: cool or annoying?
Suntans: worth the wrinkles or dangerous?
The rise in technology: text or letter?
Your finances: spend, spend, spend or save, save, save?
Favorite date: low-key and casual or formal and dressy?
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T

Youth PageSample

his sample Youth
Page is provided to

assist the teacher in session
preparation.
To order the full-sized color handouts
for your youth, call 1-800-747-3016 or visit
www.nextsunday.com/intersection
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A Prophet of Truth
Learning Tension
How can I determine the
truthfulness in opposing
views?

Jeremiah 28:1-17
Access Bible
OT 1007–1008

Why Does It Matter?

When Jeremiah and Hananiah delivered opposing messages, both claiming to speak for God, the
people of Judah faced a tough decision. How were they to distinguish who was right? It’s a little
too easy—not to mention convenient—to boast in hindsight, “I would have believed Jeremiah” or
“I would have seen through Hananiah’s false sense of security.” As this session notes, the people of
Judah were primed to hear and accept Hananiah’s attractive message of victory and safety.
Let us consider the position in which the people of Judah found themselves. On the one hand,
they were no more capable of knowing what to do about the two opposing viewpoints than we are
today regarding similar circumstances. With any important issue there is likely to be dispute over
which is the “right” viewpoint. Although I may consider my opinion correct, another person of faith
may hold the opposite belief. How can I determine the truth in the two opposing views?
However, it is important to remember that the people of Judah had the ability to see and
understand more than they actually did. Unfortunately, many deliberately chose not to open themselves
to discerning what is true, right, and good. In fact, they couldn’t even see and admit their own sin,
much less recognize the larger illusion under which they lived. Their status as God’s favored people was
merely an age-old promise they had long since breached by deciding to follow other gods.
It isn’t always easy to know what is true at a given moment, and yet, when we are attuned to God
and to our own good sense, that which is true, right, and good becomes more accessible. Teenagers
especially need help figuring out how to extract the truth from what they see and hear. What do they do
when presented with two or more perfectly good viewpoints? What happens when opposing views seem
perfectly legitimate or when people or groups who disagree all claim to speak for God?
Patience is certainly a virtue in situations like these. Many youth want immediate gratification or
resolution. Although Jeremiah responded to Hananiah’s prophecy by issuing a controlled statement
expressing his hope for good to occur, he formed no immediate and conclusive opinion. Only later, he had
communicated with God, did Jeremiah revisit Hananiah concerning his prophecy. With this story, we can
help teenagers understand that they don’t always have to reach immediate decisions. We can guide them to
reflect on what is occurring and to seek input from those they trust.

Featured Writer: Mike McBrayer

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (p. 33) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 34).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 35) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 36-37) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 38) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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Scripture Teaching Outline
1 – Historical Background
2 – Episodes of Conflict
3 – The Yoke of Babylon
4 – Wanting to Believe
5 – Criteria for a Prophet
6 – Youth and the Passage
HEARING
In Jeremiah 28:1-17 Hananiah
promises that Judah’s troubles are
coming to an end and that everything
taken by the Babylonians in 598 BC
will be returned. Although Jeremiah
is hopeful, he notes that the prophets of old who preached an attractive
message of peace and safety for God’s
people often turned out to be wrong.
The text notes that in order to
symbolize Judah’s fate, Jeremiah dons
a wooden yoke around his neck which,
in a moment of high drama, Hananiah
removes and snaps in half. Later,
Jeremiah uses an iron yoke to signify
that their servitude will continue. The
true prophet is finally unveiled when,
just as Jeremiah prophesied, Hananiah
dies later that year.
UNDERSTANDING
Judah fell to the Babylonians around
598 BC. Not only had the holy city of
Jerusalem been taken, but also many
of Judah’s finest citizens had been
packed up along with the vessels of
the temple and sent to Babylon. The
city of Jerusalem was a mere remnant
of its former self. Although Hananiah’s
message may have seemed far-fetched,
it is helpful to recall that the LORD
previously had protected the city of
Jerusalem and its temple when they
were threatened. The people were ripe
for Hananiah’s message.
Three episodes in Jeremiah’s life
illustrate his conflict with the priests
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and the prophets of his people. The
first involves the trial that followed his
temple sermon (7:1-15; 26:1-24). The
other two appear in chapters 27–28,
where Jeremiah criticizes efforts to
convince Zedekiah to rebel.
The yoke of Babylon is the focus
of Jeremiah 27–28. One dictionary
defines a yoke as “an arched device
formerly laid on the neck of a
defeated person” (Merriam-Webster,
1373). God imposed foreign rule upon
Judah and other neighboring nations
for their sin (21:1-10; 32:3-5). Around
593 BC, a window of opportunity
opened for an uprising against
Babylon. A few surrounding nations
planned a revolution, and Hananiah
was among those who lobbied Judah’s
king, Zedekiah, to join the rebellion
against the invaders.
Hananiah’s message fit well with
the patriotism so pervasive during
this era. The people of Judah were
convinced that, as God’s favored
nation, they were destined only for
greatness. God would never allow
foreign invaders to capture the holy
city and the temple, symbols of God’s
presence among the people. Among
those who wanted to believe victory
would soon be theirs, Hananiah
was just as disillusioned about the
people’s future as were the people
themselves. Any call to rebel against
their Babylonian enemies, in that case,
would actually have been defiance
against God’s will. Hananiah neglected
to seek God’s direction and spoke
instead on what he and others wanted
to believe would occur. Jeremiah, on
the other hand, cautioned against
joining the rebellion, claiming that
because God was using Babylon to
exact discipline on an unrepentant
people, fighting would be useless.
Any prophet who asserted to
speak for God could be verified over

Jeremiah 28:1-17
Access Bible
OT 1007–1008

time. If the message proved to be
true, the prophet was deemed to
have spoken on God’s behalf. The
prophets of old were measured by
this criterion (see Deut 18:15-22).
Anyone claiming to speak for God
could employ persuasive speech, offer
attractive messages, and use dramatic
actions (like breaking a yoke in half).
However, if what they prophesied
never came to pass, that “prophet”
was perceived as not being divinely
led or inspired. On the other hand,
if the prophecy did prove true, then
that person would be seen as God’s
prophet.
TEACHING
In Jeremiah 28:1-17 the king and
the people of Judah are faced with a
decision. Jeremiah and Hananiah both
claim to speak God’s message, yet their
prophecies contradict one another. We
know that Hananiah died soon thereafter and that the Babylonians further
conquered the people of Judah about
six years later in 587 BC. However, the
question remains: between when the
prophecies were declared and when
they were proven either true or false,
how could the people know which
“prophet” to believe?
Our teens need help figuring
out how to recognize the truth in
what they see and hear. Hold forth
patience and common sense as good
companions in seeking the truth of
God’s way.
Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 10th

ed. (Springfield MA: Merriam-Webster, Inc.,
1993).
Gail R. O’Day and David Peterson, eds., The
Access Bible, New Revised Standard Version
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1999).
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o T RUE OR FALSE

Life

Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

Distribute pencils and the True or False
Youth Pages, explaining to your learners
that some statements are true and some are
false. Have them mark their answers in the
spaces provided. When everyone is finished,
read each statement and let your teens give
their responses (Answer Key: 1-T, 2-F, 3-F, 4-T,
5-T, 6-T, 7-F, 8-T, 9-F, 10-T). Offer the correct
answer after discussing each statement.
Afterward, ask questions like the following.

f

Questions to Ponder
• How did you know which statements were true and
which were false?
• For which ones did you have to guess?
• Which ones were you certain about? How could you
be certain?
• Which ones did you feel certain about, only to learn
that the answer was actually the opposite of what you
thought?

After your brief discussion, emphasize
that we have to make decisions daily, and
sometimes that involves discerning the truth
in certain situations. Mention that determining
truthfulness can be difficult, especially when
there is conflicting information. This session’s
focal Scripture text details a conflict between
two prophets who relayed opposing messages,
yet who both claimed to speak for God.
o W HAT IS TRUE?
Materials: Pencils, note cards

i This activity will require teenagers to

determine which of two given statements
is true. Give each person a pencil and a note
card and have your youth write two statements
about themselves that they can share with the
group. One statement should be true and the
other false. Explain that the intent is to confuse others in the group. Remind them not to
write anything that others in the group already
know to be either true or false. This will ensure
that no one gives away what they might know
about someone else’s answers. Be sure to have
them jot their names on the cards.
After a minute or so, instruct your youth
to exchange their cards with one another.
Take turns having people read the two
statements and reveal whose card they have.
Once everyone has shared, allow the group to
express their opinions on which statements
they believe to be true. As discussion
concludes, have each person reveal which
statement is true and which is false.

Talk about

teaching options
Afterward, ask questions like the ones provided, making sure to note
that this session’s focal Scripture passage involves conflicting messages
offered by two prophets who both claimed to speak for God. The hearers
had to determine which message to believe. Their decision would affect
their entire future.
Questions to Explore
• How can we judge whether or not someone is telling the truth? Is there any way to be
certain?
• How can we determine the truthfulness in two conflicting viewpoints?
• What, if any, are the “tests” of truth?
• How can time itself be a test of truth?

o T ODAY’S PROPHECY
Materials: News articles on future prophecies and predictions

h Prior to the session, gather examples of published material that deal

with predictions and prophecies about the future. If possible, obtain
one for each person you expect to be present, or make copies. Otherwise,
you can organize as many groups as you have pieces on prophecy.
If there are enough pieces for everyone to have an article, have
each person read theirs and answer questions like the ones provided.
However, if you locate only one or two pieces of written material,
consider the questions as a group. Another option is to distribute articles
to several small groups and ask them to prepare a summary to present
to the entire group. Have them consider the following questions as they
work.
Reflection Questions
• What does your article predict? For whom is it intended?
• What conditions must occur in order for the prediction to be fulfilled? Does the author
assume they will be present?
• What authority or expertise does the author claim to possess?
• Is it possible to determine whether this prophecy has come to pass? If not, do you think it
will come true?

Afterward, explain that there have always been prophetic messages,
some true and some false. Note that this session’s Scripture text focuses
on two prophecies, one of which cannot possibly be true, since the two
predictions are in direct opposition. Be sure to point out, however, that
knowing when two prophecies conflict does not necessarily make it
easier to determine which prophecy will prove accurate.
Transition: We have to make decisions daily, and sometimes that involves discerning the truth in certain situations. As we read about conflicting messages
offered by two prophets who both claimed to speak for God, let’s consider
how we can determine the truthfulness in opposing views. *
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younger youTtahlk about The BibLe
Most younger youth know the difference between the truth and a lie. In fact, they probably can recall numerous
examples of times they have told the truth and times they have not. In Jeremiah 28:1-17, even though two prophets claim
to speak God’s message, their prophecies contradict one another. How could the people possibly know who was right? All they
knew was that someone wasn’t telling the truth. Use this session to help your youth learn to discern the truth in what they see
and hear.

o ACT IT OUT
Materials: Bibles, Teacher Resource Page (optional:
costumes, props)

Prior to the session, make copies of the
Teacher Resource Page Act It Out (p. 39),
and ask four teens to read the parts of the
narrator, Hananiah, Jeremiah, and God. You
may want to use costumes and props like
these: robes for Hananiah and Jeremiah, a
sheet taped to the wall for “God” to stand
behind, and a yardstick or something easily
broken to use as Jeremiah’s yoke.
After your volunteers read their parts,
thank them for their work. Distribute Bibles,
help your young people locate Jeremiah 28:117, and use information from the Hearing
the Scripture page to highlight relevant
details of the passage. Point out the contrast
between Jeremiah and Hananiah before posing
discussion questions like those provided.

f

Discussion Questions
• Why would the people have wanted to believe
Hananiah?
• What could the people have used to help them discern
the truth?
• How did Jeremiah react to Hananiah’s prophecy?
• What did Jeremiah suggest as the test of prophecy?
• What was wrong with what Hananiah did? How did it
hurt the people?

Following discussion, acknowledge the
struggle to discern truth in certain situations.
Highlight how Jeremiah withheld judgment
on Hananiah’s prophecy until he had the
opportunity to seek God’s thoughts and
guidance.
o S PIN AND ANSWER
Materials: Bibles, pencil, candy

h Form a circle and place a pencil in the
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center. Then pass around Bibles, help your
young people locate Jeremiah 28:1-17, and
spin the pencil to select a teenager. Have that
person read verses 1-4 and answer the

question designated below. (The lead questions are for fun and the
additional questions are for group discussion.) Give the person a piece of
candy regardless of whether he or she answers correctly.
Afterward, use the additional questions to foster conversation about
the Scripture text. Continue spinning the pencil and selecting youth to
read passages and respond to the lead questions. Offer candy to each
person. Use the Hearing the Scripture page throughout the activity to
highlight significant aspects of the text.
(1) Read 28:1-4. Lead question: In what month did this exchange take place? Additional
questions: Is this prophecy similar to what the people had previously heard from Jeremiah?
How is it different? What is Hananiah predicting?
(2) Read 28:5-6. Lead question: Is Hananiah the long-lost twin brother of Jeremiah? Additional questions: How did Jeremiah receive the prophecy of Hananiah? Why wasn’t he
angry at Hananiah for his conflicting prophecy?
(3) Read 28:7-9. Lead question: What would one call the head of a kingdom? Additional
questions: What had other prophets prophesied? When will Jeremiah believe the
prophecy of Hananiah to be true?
(4) Read 28:10-11. Lead question: Have you ever broken a yoke? Additional question: What
was the point of breaking the yoke?
(5) Read 28:12-14. Lead question: Do you prefer wearing wooden yokes or iron yokes?
Additional questions: What is the significance of iron bars? Why would God want the
people to serve King Nebuchadnezzar?
(6) Read 28:15-17. Lead question: On what part of the earth do we live here in (say the
name of your city or town)? Additional questions: Why is Hananiah being punished? How
could believing a lie affect the people?

WHY NOT ASK...
• How might not knowing the truth affect the people?
• What ideas currently exist that, although attractive, might not necessarily be accurate?
• What conflicting messages prevalent in the modern world cause people the most difficulty?
Transition: Jeremiah and Hananiah both claimed to speak for God, yet offered
conflicting messages. The truth was not immediately revealed, so the people
had to establish for themselves which prophet was right. How can we
determine the truth in opposing views? *
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older youthTalk about BibLe
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Jeremiah and Hananiah both claimed to speak God’s message, yet their prophecies contradicted one another. In fact,
the messages were as different as night and day—freedom versus slavery, life versus death, peace versus war, reconciliation versus consequences. While Hananiah’s was certainly the more appealing prophecy, Jeremiah’s was based on truth.
Arriving at the truth is not always easy. Conflicting messages abound in our society, and youth deal with this as much as anyone.
Use this session to help your teenagers realize that what appear to be the more appealing options are not always the best choices.

o T HE YOKE
Materials: Bibles, Youth Pages, a piece of wood
(broomstick, 2” x 4”, etc.)

Prior to the session, acquire a piece of
wood about four or five feet in length (a
broomstick, a 2” x 4”, etc.). Begin the activity
by displaying your makeshift yoke, distributing
The Yoke Youth Pages, and using the printed
description on the Youth Page to talk about the
function of a yoke. Hand around Bibles and
read Jeremiah 28:1-17 using the method that
follows.
After everyone forms a circle, invite
four volunteers to step forward. Ask your
volunteers to each place the piece of wood
over their shoulders, resting their arms on it as
they read one of these passages: verses 1-4,
5-9, 10-11, and 12-17. (You will have to hold
up a Bible so your volunteers can read as they
wear the yoke.) You may want to allow each
person to wear the yoke, even those who do
not read a biblical selection. Afterward, use
information from the Hearing the Scripture
page and the following questions to feature
key details of the passage.
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Questions to Consider
• What was Jeremiah’s wearing of a yoke meant to
communicate to the people?
• Do you think Hananiah intentionally lied to the people?
Why or why not?
• How do you think the people responded to Hananiah’s
messages?
• What effect might the prophecy of Hananiah have had
on the way the people responded to Jeremiah?

Note that Jeremiah did not jump to
conclusions about Hananiah’s prophecy,
but instead waited for God’s guidance
before responding. Ask your young people
if they ever find themselves in situations in
which they cannot determine what is true.

Perhaps they are left wondering—or at best suspecting—where the truth
rests. The people of Judah were in a similar situation. Even Jeremiah may
have wondered about the truth of Hananiah’s statements concerning
Judah.
o C ONSIDER YOURSELF JUDAH
Materials: Bibles

b Use information from the Hearing the Scripture page to set the

passage in its historical context. Explain what life was like for the
people of Judah at that particular point in time. (It may be helpful to
utilize background material from sessions 1-3 of this unit.)
Ask your teens to consider the passage from the perspective of the
people of Judah. Note that they recently had been denied control of their
own future. They were disciplined for their disregard of God and had lost
their way of life.
Distribute Bibles, help your youth locate Jeremiah 28:1-17, and ask
volunteers to read these portions of the text aloud: verses 1-4, 5-9,
10-11, and 12-17. Afterward, discuss these questions.
Questions to Examine
• How might the people have responded to Hananiah’s prophecy? How do you think it
influenced their outlook on life?
• What was the main point of Hananiah’s prophecy?
• What aspects of Jeremiah’s prophecy had the people heard before? How do you think it
influenced them?
• Someone wasn’t telling the truth. How do you handle a situation in which the difference
between the truth and a lie is not readily apparent?

Emphasize how serious it was for Judah to be able to determine
which messages were actually from God. Ask your group how Judah
could have discerned the truth. Point to Jeremiah 28:9 and Deuteronomy
18:15-22 as the criteria by which the prophets of old were measured.
Note that when we encounter conflicting information, the truth does not
always become apparent in a timely manner. Sometimes we must wait
for the truth.

Transition: Jeremiah and Hananiah both claimed to speak for God, yet offered
conflicting messages. The truth was not revealed immediately, so the people
had to determine for themselves which prophet was right. How can we determine the truth in opposing views? *
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o W HERE DO YOU TURN?
Materials: Markers, newsprint, tape

Have your group list on newsprint
where they turn when facing tough
decisions. Whose advice do they seek?
To whom do they turn for help in
determining the truth in difficult
situations? Review their responses and
pose these questions.

f

Follow-up Questions
• If you had answered these questions several
years ago, how would you have responded
differently? Do you think your answers will
change continuously throughout your life?
• What is the benefit of having at your disposal
multiple sources for advice?

Emphasize the wisdom in seeking
input from peers, family, teachers, and
ministers, but acknowledge that God is
our greatest source of truth. The closer
we grow to God, the closer we are to
what is true, right, and good. Close by
praying that your youth will involve God
in their daily lives.
o A COLLAPSING TOWER
Materials: Building blocks or the game
Jenga

h As a tower is close to toppling and
others are calling out “I doubt it!”
teens will sense the expectation of
wondering what may happen next. You
can perform this activity using either the
game JengaTM or building blocks.
The goal of JengaTM is to see who can
remove wooden pieces from a tower
without causing it to topple. Each time
someone takes a turn removing a piece,
have your group call out, “I doubt it!”
When the tower collapses, ask questions
like the ones provided.
Otherwise, you could work as
a group to construct a tower out of
building blocks. Have youth take turns
adding blocks (each piece must rest
atop the previous one). As they add their
pieces, have others say, “I doubt it!”
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When the tower collapses, pose the
following or similar questions.
Questions to Explore
• Are you trusting, doubtful, or somewhere in
between? Explain.
• In what situations have you struggled to
discern the truth?
• Where do you turn when faced with tough
decisions?
• How comfortable are you with not fully
understanding everything about a situation?
• What can we do when we must render a
decision but haven’t been given all the facts?

Remind your teens that even
when we do not have all the facts or
know what will occur, we can always
focus on what we do know. We are
already aware of the most important
factors of life: God created us, God
loves us, and God is always with us.
Close by praying that God will guide
your youth to make right decisions.
o M ORE PROPHECY
Materials: News article from the earlier
activity

e Summarize any article used in

the opening activity, Today’s
Prophecy (p. 35), on the Talk about
Life page, preferably one involving a
prophecy about the future that was
later proven false, and then ask
questions like these.
Further Discussion
• What is the purpose of prophecy?
• How might this prophecy have affected
others?
• How has God used prophecy in the past?
• To what extent are we responsible for learning the truth?

Use a simple analogy to
emphasize the importance of staying
connected to God. Some people’s
relationships with God are like using
a typical telephone: we have to pick
up the handset, dial the number,
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and wait for someone to answer.
We then have a conversation that
we eventually end by hanging up
the phone. However, a meaningful
relationship with God is like using
a portable cellular telephone: God
is always able to receive our call.
When we communicate consistently
with God, we are better able to live
faithfully and determine what is true.
End by praying that your youth will
stay connected with God as they seek
what is true.
o J UMPING TO
CONCLUSIONS
i Ask your youth to recall a time
when they jumped to a
conclusion that later proved to be
false. To generate ideas, you could
share a personal experience. (You
may, however, want to refrain from
using real names.) After inviting
volunteers to share their experiences,
pose questions like the ones that
follow.
Suggestions to Consider
• What led you to your conclusion?
• What, if anything, influenced you to make a
hurried decision?
• What are some situations that tend to lead
toward jumping to conclusions?
• What were the results of your jumping to a
false conclusion?

Note the brilliance in Jeremiah’s
delayed response to Hananiah. Even
though he may have been tempted
to react quickly, Jeremiah waited to
consult God. We, too, can follow God’s
guidance as we seek to determine the
truth in opposing viewpoints. Close
with a prayer, asking God to help your
youth understand life more clearly as
they seek what is true.
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Teacher: Use this sheet with the option Act It Out on page 36 of Talk about the Bible for
younger youth. Make a copy of this sheet for each of your volunteers.

Act It Out
Narrator: The prophet Hananiah spoke to
Jeremiah in the house of the Lord, in the
presence of the priests and all the people,
saying...
Hananiah: The Lord God of Israel has said: “I
have broken the yoke of the king of Babylon.
Within two years I will bring back to this
place all the vessels of the Lord’s house,
which King Nebuchadnezzar captured and
carried to Babylon. I will also bring back to
this place the king of Judah, and all the exiled
people who were taken to Babylon, says the
Lord, for I will break the yoke of the king of
Babylon.”
Narrator: Then the prophet Jeremiah spoke
to the prophet Hananiah in the presence
of the priests and all the people who were
standing in the house of the Lord; and the
prophet Jeremiah said...
Jeremiah: Amen! May the Lord do so; may
the Lord fulfill the words that you have
spoken, and bring back from Babylon the
vessels of the Lord’s house, and all the exiled
people. But listen closely to what I now say.
The prophets who came before you and me
from ancient times predicted war, famine,
and plagues against many countries and great
kingdoms. As for the prophet who predicts
peace, when the word of that prophet comes
true, then it will be known that the Lord has
truly sent the prophet.

Narrator: Then the prophet Hananiah
took the yoke from the neck of the prophet
Jeremiah and broke it in half. And Hananiah
spoke in the presence of all the people,
saying...
Hananiah: The Lord says: “This is how
I will break the yoke of the king of Babylon
from the neck of all the nations within two
years.”
Narrator: At this, the prophet Jeremiah
went his way. Sometime after the prophet
Hananiah had broken the yoke from the neck
of the prophet Jeremiah, the word of the Lord
came to Jeremiah:
God: Go, tell Hananiah that the Lord says you
have broken wooden bars only to forge iron
bars in their place! For thus says the Lord: I
have put an iron yoke on the neck of all these
nations so that they may serve the king of
Babylon, and they shall indeed serve him; I
have even given him wild animals.
Narrator: And the prophet Jeremiah said to
the prophet Hananiah...
Jeremiah: Listen, Hananiah, the Lord has
not sent you, and you made this people trust
in a lie. Therefore, the Lord says: “I am going
to send you off the face of the earth. Within
this year you will be dead, because you have
spoken rebellion against the Lord.”
Narrator: In that same year, in the seventh
month, the prophet Hananiah died.
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A Prophet of Hope
Learning Tension
How does God’s discipline
also have its advantages?

Jeremiah 30:1-11
Access Bible
OT 1010

Why Does It Matter?

Many young people may not care to discuss the value of discipline. In fact, some youth may
prefer to debate whether there is any value in discipline at all. Because each teenager receives
discipline from different sources, at different times, and in different ways, it is difficult to make
concrete statements about this issue. Some of your youth may have been subjected to punishment
that was exacted in inappropriate ways. Keep this in mind as you enter your discussions.
In order to address discipline—as well as the hope that lies behind it—we must start by defining
“appropriate” discipline. This includes defining the motives, the approach, and the attitude by which
it is undertaken. The root of discipline is love for another person, expressed as a desire for that
person’s well-being. Appropriate discipline is a challenging concept for teenagers. They may not
readily accept that discipline can be the result of love.
Some youth may think they have to endure discipline only until they are old enough to leave
home. “Once I’m on my own,” some teens think, “no one will ever be able to discipline me again!” Of
course, we know this is wishful thinking. Even the highest elected officials must answer to those who
elect them. Young people benefit from adopting a healthy view of the purpose and place of discipline
in their lives. If we didn’t tend to wander off on our own, to believe that we can always have a full
understanding of what is best for ourselves, discipline might not be so necessary. But because it helps
us move away from the worst parts of ourselves and toward a right relationship with God and others,
discipline is nothing less than essential.
In fact, we can think of discipline as “relationship medicine.” While this may not be an appealing
image, it is certainly a good one. Many people often put off taking medicine until conditions worsen to
the point of demanding attention. Why does taking medication have such a bad reputation? Because
more often than not, it just doesn’t taste good! Of course, most would agree that it is invaluable. Without
medicine, conditions likely would regress to the point of deteriorating the quality of life, perhaps even to
the point of death. Like some medicines, discipline does not go down easily. It is, however, essential for
preventing relational deterioration as well as restoring quality of life.

Featured Writer: Mike McBrayer

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (p. 41) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 42).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 43) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 44-45) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 46) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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Scripture Teaching Outline
1 – J
 eremiah’s Different
Messages
2 – Book of Consolation
3 – Historical Circumstances
4 – Judah’s False Security
5 – A Timely Message
6 – A Time of Distress
7 – Discipline and Hope
HEARING
The book of Jeremiah is best understood in light of the invasion,
destruction, and deportation by
Babylonia in 587 BC. Accompanying
Jeremiah’s judgments of doom was a
message of hope that looked beyond
divine judgment and punishment to an
era of divine restoration and renewal
(Clements, 2-3). In 30:1-11, Jeremiah
tempers a promise of deliverance
with a statement about discipline.
While the people still would bear the
consequences for their behavior, the
discipline would be in proportion to
their sin. Like the discipline of a loving
parent, God’s discipline also has its
advantages. The people would not be
utterly destroyed, nor would they face
their troubles alone.
UNDERSTANDING
The book of Jeremiah contains a
mixture of different messages, so our
perception of the prophet may depend
upon which part of the book we read.
In some places, Jeremiah is depicted
as a prophet of judgment and doom,
proclaiming the possibility of
redemption only if the nation of Judah
returns to God. In other places he is
described as a prophet who renders
judgment against wicked nations.
Elsewhere, we find him in conflict with
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both himself and God over the tragedies Judah has experienced (Perdue,
619-20).
Among the judgments, a series
of eight hope-filled prophecies
from chapters 30–33 serves as the
crucial pivot of the entire book of
Jeremiah. Known as “The Little
Book of Consolation,” its themes
are restoration and renewal. This
collection of assurances outlines
the certainty of Israel’s future hope
(Clements, 8, 175). Actually, despite its
many oracles of judgment and doom,
Jeremiah’s primary message is one of
hope.
The prophecy contained in 30:111 was delivered in the days leading
up to the fall of Jerusalem to the
Babylonians in 587 BC. The people of
Judah had lived with the assumption
that God would protect the holy city
of Jerusalem and its temple. This was
their land, given to them by God, and
the thought of its being taken from
them must have shaken their faith.
The people had in mind predictions
of capture and exile when Jeremiah
assured them of God’s faithfulness.
The security that the people
of Judah derived from the city of
Jerusalem and the temple was now
proven false. The LORD had taken
from them the very things in which
they had placed their hope. Stripped
of these idols, they were ready for
the message that would redirect their
hope from the promised land, the city
of Jerusalem, and the temple toward
the God who had been the source of
hope all along.
God’s timing was perfect. The
message of restoration would not
have met the same need a year later.
The people soon would be scattered
in exile, separated from their central
place of worship. It would not do for

Jeremiah 30:1-11
Access Bible
OT 1010

them to approach this time with their
faithfulness of God in question.
Verses 5-7 describe the time of
distress for Jacob. “Jacob” refers to
Israel, God’s chosen people, who
were crying out and bent over with
their hands on their thighs. However,
Yet he [Israel] shall be rescued from it
(30:7) signifies the people would make
it through this time of distress. The
punishment they endured was not an
end in itself but a means for turning
the people’s attention toward God
and restoring the broken relationship.
Verses 8-9 continue the hopeful theme
of deliverance, declaring that, once
again, a monarch from the lineage of
the great King David would lead the
people. Verses 10-11 offer assurance
of God’s faithfulness, yet remind the
people that they cannot escape the
consequences for their actions.
TEACHING
Some people have difficulty with the
image of a God who punishes. Yet,
like a loving parent, God disciplines
those whom he loves, and chastises
every child whom he accepts (Heb 12:6).
Use a study of Jeremiah 30:1-11 to
help your group consider the intent
of God’s discipline. Emphasize that
discipline is not an end in itself, but a
means intended to bring about a more
noble result: reconciliation with each
other and with God. If we understand
discipline as a path to reconciliation,
the harshness of what occurs is seen
not as punishment, but as love. How
so? God has our best interests at heart,
and divine discipline is an expression
of God’s love and hope for us.
R. E. Clements, “Jeremiah,” Interpretation
(Atlanta GA: John Knox Press, 1988).
Leo G. Perdue, “Jeremiah,” Mercer Commentary on the Bible, ed. Watson E. Mills et al.
(Macon GA: Mercer University Press, 1995).
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o D ISCIPLINE AND PUNISHMENT

Life

Materials: Markers, newsprint, tape, dictionary

Before the session, use a dictionary to
locate definitions for the verbs
“discipline” and “punish,” being sure to
include those that mention the benevolent
motives for discipline and punishment. You
may want to use the following definitions from
The Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary,
10th edition. “Punish implies subjecting to a
penalty for wrongdoing; to impose a penalty
on for a fault, offense, or violation. Discipline
implies a punishing or chastening in order to
bring under control” (947); “training that
corrects, molds, or perfects...moral character”
(330).
Attach a sheet of newsprint to a wall and
invite your teens to write definitions of what
it means to discipline or punish. It is likely
that members of your group will have varied
conceptions about discipline and punishment.
After reviewing their answers and allowing
further comment on the written responses,
ask questions like these.

f

Discussion Questions
• What is the purpose of discipline and punishment?
• What would life be like without discipline or if there
were no consequences for our actions?
• How can discipline be liberating?
• What motivates people to punish or exact discipline
upon others?
• What are positive reasons for discipline?
• What are negative motives for punishment?

Reveal the definitions you compiled
before the session, taking great care to
emphasize the well-intended purposes of
discipline. Although it is difficult while
we endure it, discipline can actually bring
freedom all while generating positive results.
Acknowledge, however, that unfortunately it
is not always carried out in such a fashion.
Explain that the Scripture text relays an
example of discipline that, although difficult
to endure, had a compassionate purpose.
o T
 IME OUT OR TIME TO TRY
SOMETHING ELSE?
Materials: Teacher Resource Page

e Before the session, make copies of the

Teacher Resource Page Time Out or Time
to Try Something Else? (p. 47). Organize small
groups, distribute copies of the Teacher
Resource Page, and have your youth read the
scenario. When they finish, ask them to list

Talk about

teaching options
five different methods of discipline they might choose in handling the
given situation.
After a few minutes, have volunteers take turns naming their groups’
methods of discipline. As they do, list their responses on the board or a
sheet of newsprint. Select a few examples and ask your young people to
name the pros and cons of each method.
Afterward, instruct each group to choose the method they think
would be the most appropriate and effective for responding to the
scenario. Remind them that their goals are to correct the children, to
help them learn from the situation, and to restore the trust level in their
relationship with the children. When everyone is finished, have each
group share its selected method of discipline, explaining both why they
chose it and what they hope will occur as a result.
o M Y OWN EXPERIENCE
b Before the session, reflect on your past experiences to recall times
when you were disciplined. Select one appropriate to share with
your group and prepare to talk about that situation—what it was like and
what you learned from it.
Begin the session by instructing each learner to locate a partner
and share a time when he or she has been disciplined. Your teenagers
may think of incidents when they disobeyed their parents, when they
were caught talking in class or turning in homework late, or more recent
experiences from their teenage years. Have them select a situation in
which they had to endure consequences and, though they didn’t enjoy
these at the time, they later realized they learned something and actually
benefited from the discipline.
After a few minutes, gather your group and share your experience
of being disciplined. When you finish, ask those who feel comfortable
doing so to share briefly their experiences with the larger group.
Afterward, ask questions like the ones that follow.
Questions for Reflection
• What is the purpose of discipline?
• Why is discipline so difficult to receive?
• In what way could discipline also have its advantages?
• How can discipline be dispensed so that it restores rather than aggravates a relationship?
• Do you think God disciplines us? If so, how and why?

Transition: Some people reflect on times when they were disciplined and
realize that even though it was difficult to endure at the time, it ultimately
proved beneficial. What can happen when the one issuing discipline has
our best interests at heart? Let’s read about a time when God disciplined the
people of Judah. *

FEEL

THINK

ACT

REFLECT

LO-PREP

STEP
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Younger youth doubtless still experience the “delights” of being grounded and losing privileges. They likely have fresh
memories to associate with discipline and punishment. This session’s focal passage can help teens see that there is hope
in discipline. Although better times are prophesied for the people of Judah, they must first undergo God’s discipline. God
would not utterly destroy them or leave them alone, but they would have to face the consequences of their actions. God had their
best interests at heart and sought to restore the broken relationship by implementing discipline.

o S CRIPTURE ON THE WALLS
Materials: Bibles, markers, newsprint, tape

f Prior to the session, number four sheets
of newsprint and attach them to various
walls in your youth study area. Then, write the
following Scripture references and questions
onto the corresponding sheets.

o DRAWING THE SCRIPTURE
Materials: Bibles, pencils, markers, paper

h Distribute Bibles to your youth, help them locate Jeremiah 30:1-11,

and ask six volunteers each to read one of the following sections:
verses 1-2, 3, 4-7, 8-9, 10, and 11. Afterward, ask your teenagers to sketch
drawings that depict what is described in these sections of the text. Allow
youth to choose which portions of Scripture they want to illustrate.
Distribute materials and invite your learners to work either alone,
Questions to Consider
• Verses 1-3 Why do you think the author listed everything with a partner, or in small groups. Encourage them to read their biblical
God said to the people? How might the people look
texts several times before beginning their work. Allow plenty of time for
back on this time years later?
your youth to depict what their passages describe.
• Verses 4-7 How does this passage depict the emotional
After a few minutes, or when everyone is finished, have volunteers
state of the people? What might be the effect of
share. Prior to having your young people share their illustrations, read
receiving from God the message that they will be
aloud each section of the passage. Ask each person which portion of
rescued?
• Verses 8-9 How might a people who have been living in their text seems the most significant. Along the way, use information
from the Hearing the Scripture page to feature key details of the
slavery respond to freedom? Recall the state of the
people at the beginning of the book of Jeremiah.
passage. Discuss the following questions for each section of Scripture.
Describe their relationship with God. How would the
current circumstances affect that relationship?
• Verses 10-11 Keep in mind that tough times awaited
the people of Jerusalem, as they would soon fall to an
enemy. Considering these conditions, what is the
importance of this message? What message is
conveyed in the final sentence?

Begin this activity by distributing Bibles,
helping your young people locate Jeremiah
30:1-11, and asking volunteers to read the
passage aloud. After the reading, assign
four groups or pairs to the four sheets of
newsprint. Set the context of the passage
by sharing relevant information from the
Hearing the Scripture page. It is important
to note that this passage comes just before
the fall of Jerusalem. Have groups reread their
portions of Scripture and note their responses
to the questions on the newsprint. Afterward,
have groups share in order their responses to
the questions.
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Questions to Ask
• Verses 1-2: What purpose does it serve for Jeremiah to write down all the things God has
said?
• Verse 3: What purpose does the time away serve?
• Verses 4-7: What is happening that is so bad?
• Verses 8-9: Why were the people in servitude?
• Verse 10: What would it have meant for a people who were about to be taken into exile to
receive such a glorious message of salvation?
• Verse 11: Why wouldn’t God simply eliminate the people of Israel and Judah?

WHY NOT ASK...
• How is discipline like medicine?
• What does it mean to receive discipline in just measure?
• How is our perspective on discipline different in hindsight?

Transition: The people of Judah had to deal with the consequences of their
actions, but God was not so harsh as to leave them on their own. God had
their best interests at heart and sought to restore a broken relationship. What
are the advantages of God’s discipline? *
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The book of Jeremiah is filled with expressions of God’s displeasure with the people of Judah, leading one to suppose
that God’s people might have a less than promising future. Judah would not avoid the consequences of their actions, but
their future was certainly not without hope. In fact, dubbed the Little Book of Consolation, chapters 30–33 reveal that
Jeremiah’s overall theme actually is hope. The discipline of the people of Judah was not issued by a vengeful God, but by a God
who had their best interests at heart. There was hope amid their discipline, for their difficulty had its advantages.

o PAUSING IN THE PASSAGE
Materials: Bibles

f Distribute Bibles and ask a volunteer to
read Jeremiah 30:1-11 using the following
or a similar method. When they reach certain
stopping points identified below, say, “Stop!”
Some of the pauses are abrupt, but the element of the unexpected will be a change for
your teenagers. At each stopping point, discuss
the question(s) provided. Use information from
the Hearing the Scripture page to highlight
relevant details of the passage. When discussion ends, ask another person to begin reading
where the first person stopped. Repeat the
process until the entire passage has been read.
Stopping Points
(1) Verse 3, after “restore the fortunes of my people”—
What fortunes are they losing?
(2) Verse 3, after “bring them back”—To where are they
being brought back? Where have they been? How do
you think a person who has been in exile would react
to being returned to their home? Why are they being
forced to give up their land?
(3) Verse 6, after “a woman in labor”—What is ailing the
people?
(4) Verse 8, after “break the yoke”— What does the yoke
symbolize? Who put the yoke on their necks?
(5) Verse 9, after “David their king”—Since King David is
already dead, to whom is God actually referring? Do
you think the people and God have the same thing in
mind concerning this “David their king”?
(6) Verse 11, after “chastise you”—What does it mean to
chastise? What is the goal of chastising? Why does
God chastise?
(7) Verse 11, after “just measure”—How much of this
chastising will the people endure? What message might
the people receive if they were chastised more than
necessary?
(8) Verse 11, after “unpunished”—How would the story
have been different if God had left them unpunished?
What difference do you think it would have made?
What might God hope to accomplish by delivering
punishment?

o L IST OF ACTIONS
Materials: Bibles, pencils, paper

i Pass around Bibles, locate Jeremiah 30:1-11, and explain that the text

is vivid in its description of what God is going to do with and for the
people. Read the passage, distribute pencils and paper, and instruct your
teens to list God’s plans for the people.
After everyone is finished, move through the passage verse by
verse, stopping at each point of action. Note the verbs and descriptive
phrases that describe the wonderful experiences God has in store for the
people. Use the Hearing the Scripture page to highlight the timing of
Jeremiah’s message. Afterward, ask questions like these.
Questions to Explore
• Under the circumstances, why was it important for the people to hear what God intended
to do in the future?
• What if God had waited until after they were in exile to communicate these things? What
difference might it have made?
• Ask your youth to consider the final verb, “chastise,” in verse 11. What does it mean to
chastise? Why would God want to chastise the people?
• In this case, being reconciled to God came with a cost. What do you think about a
God who disciplines us according to the consequences of our actions, yet also desires
to save us?

WHY NOT ASK...
• Why did God feel such a unique connection to the people of Judah and Israel?
• What influenced the time frame of the disciplinary action?
• What role does repentance play in discipline?

Transition: The people of Judah had to deal with the consequences of their
actions, but God was not so harsh as to leave them on their own. God had
their best interests at heart and sought to restore a broken relationship. What
are the advantages of God’s discipline? *
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o ACTIONS AND OUTCOMES
Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

Distribute pencils and copies of this
session’s Youth Page, referring your
young people to Actions and Outcomes.
Ask your teenagers to consider each of
the actions and list in the right-hand
column what forms of discipline would
likely be the natural outcomes. Explain
to your learners that you want them to
specify the consequences connected
with various behaviors. Another way to
ask this question is “How can those who
have acted out the given behavior be
encouraged toward healthier behaviors?”
When everyone is finished,
gather your youth together and invite
volunteers to share their responses.
Afterward, pose questions like the
ones provided below. Point out that the
root of discipline is love for another
person, expressed as a desire for the
well-being of that person. Explain that
when discipline comes from God, it is
not for the sake of punishing us for no
good reason. God has our best interests
at heart and seeks to restore broken
relationships by helping us learn from
our mistakes.
Following a time of discussion, close
the session with a prayer. Pray that your
young people will seek the guidance of
God as they learn from their mistakes
how to serve God better.

f

Questions to Ponder
• What do you think it is like to discipline another
person?
• Why would anyone choose to discipline
another person?
• Why do you think God disciplines us?
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o G OOD MEDICINE

o I S “DISCIPLINE” A BAD
WORD?

Materials: Various liquid medicines
(cough suppressant, antacid, pain
reliever, etc.)

Materials (optional): Dictionary

e If you haven’t already, you may

h Display the items you have

brought, noting that many people
do not like the taste of medicine. Ask
your young people to discuss different
types of medicine they have encountered throughout their lives, including
and in addition to the ones displayed,
as well as reasons they either did or
did not like each one. Listen carefully
to their responses so that you can
refer to their answers when explaining the medicine/discipline analogy.
Use these questions or ones similar to
them.
Closer Examination
• Why is medicine necessary?
• Would you take medicine that tasted bad if
you didn’t need it? Explain.

Emphasize that even though
medicine is meant to restore health,
some of us are reluctant to take it.
Then, compare discipline to medicine,
pointing out that not only do few
people enjoy being disciplined, but
also that discipline can be particularly
difficult to take. Be sure to note,
however, that discipline is also like
medicine in that it is necessary and
intended to restore health. Discipline
can lead to greater spiritual and
emotional well-being as well as
restore health to broken relationships.
Like some medicines, discipline
does not go down easily. Sometimes
discipline comes from God and is
meant for our well-being. Afterward,
close the session with a prayer, asking
God to discipline us so that we may
grow into the people God wants us
to be.

FEEL

THINK

opt

ACT

want to identify the various
connotations of “discipline” (punish,
chastise, correct, chasten, castigate,
etc.) to help your young people
distinguish its positive aspects. Since
many teenagers see no value in being
disciplined or punished, facilitate a
discussion using questions like the
ones provided. Afterward, close the
session by praying that your youth
will be open to discipline that helps
them grow into the people God wants
them to be.
Suggestions to Consider
• What comes to mind when you think of
being disciplined?
• When is punishment bad?
• When in your life has discipline actually
been helpful?
• Ideally, what should discipline accomplish?
Why do we most often consider it to be
negative?
• What would life be like if there were no such
thing as discipline?
• Do you think God disciplines us? Why or
why not?
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Teacher: Use this sheet with the option Time Out or Time to Try Something Else? on page 43 of
Talk about Life. Make a copy for each small group.

Time Out or Time to Try
Something Else?

Read the following scenario and list five different reactions or responses you can take.

You are baby-sitting a couple of neighborhood children when they ask to play outdoors.
The front yard is unfenced and faces a busy street. The backyard is fenced and a much safer
environment. They ask to go into the front yard, but you take them into the back and watch
them from the porch as they play. After a few minutes, your cell phone rings. You quickly
instruct them to stay in the backyard and then step away to answer the phone. You’re distracted
for only a minute, but when you return, the children have gone into the front yard via the gate.
They try to hide and then run from you once you discover their hiding place. You catch up to
them and...

Methods of Discipline
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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preparation.
To order the full-sized color handouts
for your youth, call 1-800-747-3016 or visit
www.nextsunday.com/intersection
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Someone Dial 911!
“Someone dial 911!” More than a mimicked line from TV shows and movies, this call for
help is the plea of many teenagers. Today’s youth seem to be confronted by a great deal of
crises. This unit is not designed to soothe the pain of every young person who has
encountered family problems, undergone a traumatic experience, been lonely, or felt
stressed. The hope is that important issues will be raised, that youth might realize that there
are caring adults they can trust, and that a seed might be planted whereby a teenager is
motivated to seek advice for problems they or a close friend might be facing.
Session one highlights the refuge and protection mentioned in Psalm 61. Like many
young people, the psalmist seems to be searching for a safe place, perhaps to sort out
the issues that assail him from all sides. Teenagers in today’s world face very difficult
circumstances and situations, and when home is an unhappy or even terrible place to be,
life can be all the more burdensome. The caring adults of a church’s youth ministry can
provide refuge for youth who face uncertain times in their family life.
In session two, we discover that Psalm 142 applies to many youth crisis situations
because it is the prayer of someone who feels he is suffering alone. It might be appropriate
to call the psalm “The Lament of a Teenager.” Some youth experience a crisis and almost
immediately ask for help. Other teens, though, remain silent about their pain or choose to
share it only with a close friend. This session guides youth to consider traumatic situations
they or their friends have experienced and to recognize the availability of support,
guidance, and assistance.
Session three helps teenagers realize that even in the loneliest of moments, we are
not truly alone. Psalm 139:1-18 confesses that God has been present with us since our
formation in the womb, that God is always with us, and that God is always near us. God has
been, is, and always will be a stable, ever present, and loving force in our lives.
In session four, we note that the story of Martha and Mary is a relevant one for busy,
stressed teenagers. Luke 10:38-42 isn’t simply about fighting over who gets to be with Jesus
and who has to do the work. This passage deals with setting priorities and the ability to
recognize genuine value. Determining what is most important is an ongoing task of daily
life. This session helps teens reflect on their busy lives and consider which activities mean
the most.
Young people sometimes struggle to understand the difficulties of life. In the midst of
a crisis, many youth long to feel connected with something or someone who cares. There’s
no better group to help teenagers ask difficult questions, express their fears, and find
support than a trusted faith community. As caring Christian adults, we can offer the hope,
care, and presence of God.

Featured Writer: Wanda Kidd
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UNIT TWO
INTRODUCTION

Session Profiles
SESSION 1: HELP! MY FAMILY IS FALLING APART!
Learning Tension: How can I find help for my family’s problems?
Pastoral Care
Old Testament
OT Writings

Christian Ethics
Old Testament
OT Writings

Psalm 61:1-8
Session one highlights the refuge and protection mentioned in Psalm 61. Like many young
people, the psalmist seems to be searching for a safe place, perhaps to sort out the issues that
assail him from all sides. Teenagers in today’s world face very difficult circumstances and
situations, and when home is an unhappy, or even terrible place to be, life can be all the more
burdensome. The caring adults of a church’s youth ministry can provide refuge for youth who
face uncertain times in their family life.
SESSION 2: HELP! SOMETHING TERRIBLE HAPPENED TO A
FRIEND!
Learning Tension: How can I help a friend deal with a traumatic experience?

Psalm 142:1-7
In session two, we discover that Psalm 142 applies to many youth crisis situations because
it is the prayer of one who feels as if he is suffering alone. It might be appropriate to call
the psalm “The Lament of a Teenager.” Some youth experience a crisis and almost
immediately ask for help. Other teens, though, remain silent about their pain or choose to
share it only with a close friend. This session guides youth to consider traumatic situations
they or their friends have experienced and to recognize the availability of support, guidance,
and assistance.
SESSION 3: HELP! I FEEL ALL ALONE!
Learning Tension: What can I do when I feel utterly alone?

Spirituality
Old Testament
OT Writings

Psalm 139:1-18
Session three helps teenagers realize that even in the loneliest of moments, we are not truly
alone. Psalm 139:1-18 confesses that God has been present with us since our formation in
the womb, that God is always with us, and that God is always near us. God has been, is, and
always will be a stable, ever present, and loving force in our lives.
SESSION 4: HELP! I FEEL STRESSED OUT!
Learning Tension: Where can I find peace in a chaotic world?

Spirituality
New Testament
NT Gospels
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Luke 10:38-42
In session four, we note that the story of Martha and Mary is a relevant one for busy, stressed
teenagers. Luke 10:38-42 isn’t simply about fighting over who gets to be with Jesus and who
has to do the work. This passage deals with setting priorities and the ability to recognize
genuine value. Determining what is most important is an ongoing task of daily life. This
session helps teens reflect on their busy lives and consider which activities mean the most.
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Help! My Family
Is Falling Apart!
Learning Tension
How can I find help for my
family’s problems?

Psalm 61:1-8
Access Bible
OT 731–32

Why Does It Matter?

If we were on the receiving end of a 911 emergency phone call from a teenager, we might hear the
desperate plea, “Someone help! My family is falling apart!” Many adult youth workers have read
studies, statistics, and reports that catalogue the troubling factors of contemporary family life. These
difficulties include such issues as divorce, parental stress, a lack of communication, single-parent
homes, blended families, and so on. When it comes to coping with problems, some families cope in a
healthy manner, and others do not.
Regardless of how hard anyone works at masking or denying a family problem, a young person
can often sense disharmony. They notice it, and many often feel some sense of responsibility for
what might be wrong. Some teenagers seek help for their problems, talk about what’s going on, and
get the guidance they need to cope with their situations. Other young people may not be able to make
sense of what they perceive and feel, much less bring it up for discussion. Realizing the magnitude of a
family problem might be more painful and frightening than some youth can handle.
A solid and stable family situation can provide the strong foundation necessary for enduring the
hardships of adolescence. Teenagers in today’s world face very difficult circumstances and situations,
and when home is an unhappy or even terrible place to be, life can be all the more burdensome. Caring
adults of a church’s youth ministry can provide refuge for young people who face uncertain times in
their family life. Refuge and protection are the primary requests in Psalm 61. Like a teen, the psalmist
seems to be searching for a safe place, perhaps to sort out the issues that assail him from all sides. The
unspoken plea of many young people is very much like that of Psalm 61.
This session is not designed to fix the problems experienced by families with teenagers. The hope is
that important issues are raised, that young people see you as someone they can trust, and that a seed is
planted that might motivate a teenager to seek advice about any family problems they or a close friend
might be facing. Remind your teens that every family experiences problems at some point in time. Point
out the importance of seeking a caring adult to listen and offer support. Help your youth know that there
is hope, that they do not have to face their problems alone, and that God is with them.

Featured Writer: Wanda Kidd

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (p. 51) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 52).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 53) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 54–55) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 56) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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Scripture Teaching Outline
1 – Book of Psalms Overview
2 – Psalter’s Second Book
3 – Individual Lament Psalms
4 – God as Refuge
5 – S
 ecurity in God’s
Protective Care
6 – Family Problems
HEARING
Psalm 61 portrays the anxiety and
apprehension that many suffering
people experience. The psalmist
employs a series of rich images to
call upon God for protection and refuge from an unnamed enemy. In his
hopes of finding a place of shelter and
rest, the psalmist declares his praise
for and trust in God.
UNDERSTANDING
The book of Psalms is a collection of
poetic lyrics that were likely written to
coincide with various acts of temple
worship. The Psalter, as the collection
is also known, served as a hymnal, or
religious song book, for ancient Israel.
Arranged into five books (Pss 1–41,
42–72, 73–89, 90–106, and 107–150),
the Psalter parallels the Pentateuch
(the five books of the Law, or Torah)
and developed over time as a type of
response on Israel’s part to the Law of
Moses (Oxford, OT 674).
Our focal passage rests within
the Psalter’s second book (Pss 42–72),
which itself has two major sections.
The first section (Pss 42–50) focuses
on the role of Zion in the life of God’s
people. “Mount Zion” was an elevated
area where the temple and palace
complex was built in earlier times.
It became the chief symbol for the
kingdom of God, the place where
the future Son-Messiah-King would
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one day preside (Luker, 986–87). The
second section (Pss 51–72) is compiled
of the prayers of David. These were
the prayers of a suffering people
(Tate, 482).
Psalm 61 is an individual lament,
which is the most numerous type in
the Psalter. A lament is a prayer
that consists of an expression of
sorrow, a petition to God for help,
and usually some kind of reference
to an unnamed enemy. Individual
laments are often written in the
first person and directly addressed
to God. Reasons for a petition
are usually given, and the prayer
frequently moves toward a declaration
of confidence in God as well as a
promise of praise and sacrifice (Tate,
435).
Psalm 61 is centered on the idea
that God is a refuge during times
of distress. In its ordinary usage,
the Hebrew verb for refuge (hasah)
means “to seek shelter or protection”
(see Judg 9:15), which is usually a
reference to taking shelter from bad
weather or seeking protection from
enemies. In this context, taking refuge
in God literally means seeking a safe,
protected place. In Psalm 61, the word
means to look to God for security from
threatening circumstances. The term
refuge correlates with other terms
used to speak of God as one who
protects the faithful—terms
like fortress, stronghold, dwelling
place, and shelter. The frequency of
the use of such words in the psalms
highlights the vital role of trusting God
in the face of life’s difficulties (Mays,
296–97).
The psalmist appears concerned
with the security found by those who
take refuge in God’s protective care.
The end of the earth (61:2) is a figure of
speech for having run out of energy,

Psalm 61:1-8
Access Bible
OT 731–32

options, and resources. Lead me to
the rock that is higher than I (61:2) in
effect means, “Help me find the place
of safety that I am unable to reach
alone.” The images of abiding in God’s
tent (61:4) and seeking the sheltering
wings of God (61:4) are additional
depictions of divine protection. The
term selah (61:4) appears throughout
the Psalter (Mays, 214–215). It was
a way of providing direction for
the temple worship leader, perhaps
indicating where an instrumental
interlude should occur during the
singing of the psalm.
TEACHING
Psalm 61 applies to the issue of family
troubles because it deals with the cry
of a person who is facing difficulty and
seeking refuge. Help your youth
consider the family problems they
or their friends face and how they
can find advice, support, and hope to
endure and rise above the problems.
During the session, pay attention to
cues that might indicate that a family
is experiencing difficulty. If you sense
a teen might need to talk, mention
your openness to listen and help.
(Do so after the session so as not to
call attention to a young person.) In
some cases, you may consider it more
appropriate to share your concerns
with a minister in your church.
Lamontte M. Luker, “Zion,” Mercer Dictionary of
the Bible, ed. Watson E. Mills et al. (Macon
GA: Mercer University Press, 1990).
James Luther Mays, “Psalms,” Interpretation
(Louisville KY: John Knox Press, 1994).
The New Oxford Annotated Bible, New
Revised Standard Version, ed. Bruce M.

Metzger and Roland E. Murphy (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1991).
Marvin E. Tate, “Psalms,” Mercer Commentary on the Bible, ed. Watson E. Mills et al.
(Macon GA: Mercer University Press, 1995).
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o W HAT’S FOR DINNER?

Life

Materials: Markers, paper

Use this option to foster discussion about
the way your teenagers’ families interact
and communicate. Form small groups and
hand around markers and paper. Instruct each
person to draw an overhead view of his or her
dinner table and to mark the location where
each member of their family sits during the
evening meal. (If you have access to tables,
spread out large sheets of newsprint across the
tables and have your youth draw in that area.)
Suggest that they draw arrows between people
who talk to each other, that they list any usual
topics of conversation, or that they write what
typically occurs during their family
conversation.
After a few minutes, or when everyone
seems finished, have your small groups
discuss what each person has written.
Encourage them to mention topics of
conversation during the family’s evening
meal, how they communicate with each
other, and what events, topics, patterns
of communication, or arguments seem to
recur during family conversations. Next, ask
your groups to sum up how their families
communicate and interact. When they finish,
have volunteers share, and then ask questions
similar to those that follow.

f

Questions to Consider
• What happens when someone shares good news
around the dinner table?
• How does your family deal with difficult subjects?
• If you could change one thing about the way your
family interacts, what would it be?
• If you could keep one thing about the way your family
interacts, what would it be?

o FAMILY DIFFICULTIES
Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

h Use this option to get your young people

thinking about various family problems.
Distribute pencils and this session’s Family
Difficulties Youth Pages. In column one, have
them list various problems that occur in
families. The difficulties could relate to their
own family situation or to that of a friend’s
family. Ask them to leave column two blank
for now. As they work, write the heading
“Family Problems” on the board or a sheet of
newsprint.
After a few minutes, or when everyone
seems finished, instruct your teens to
approach the board or sheet of newsprint and
to write some of the items from their lists. Be

Talk about

teaching options
sure your youth understand not to write anything about their family that
they do not want others to know. Review the responses on the board
and ask questions similar to those that follow. Have your teens save their
Youth Page lists if you plan to use the related closing activity, Musical
Reflection (p. 56), on the Intersection page.
Questions for Discussion
• Why do a lot of families seem to have problems?
• What are some reasons for family difficulties?
• What do teenagers do when their families are experiencing difficulties?

o C OMMUNICATION BREAKDOWN
b Many interpersonal problems stem from a lack of communication.
Although this is not always the case in family difficulties, communication is at the very least an important key for getting through tough
family situations. This activity can help young people see how easy it is
to lose sight of each other and, as a result, be unable to see eye-to-eye
and communicate well.
Form pairs and ask your youth to stand back-to-back. On your cue,
have each person begin turning around in circles. (They can move at any
rate of speed they choose.) As they spin around, instruct your teenagers
to begin talking about the kinds of things teenagers are expected to do
each day. Within three or four revolutions, your pairs will still be talking
but will rarely come face-to-face with each other. (Be sure they don’t spin
too long or your youth might get dizzy, bump into things, or fall down.)
Stop the activity after a few minutes. Then, instruct them to start
again but to work at maintaining the same pace so they come faceto-face more often. Again, ask them to talk about the things teenagers
are expected to do each day. After several revolutions, as the teens get
used to maintaining a good speed, have everyone return to their seats.
Ask the following or similar questions.
Questions to Examine
• When has your family been so busy that they passed each other without communicating?
• What effects can a busy and stressful lifestyle have on a family?
• How can we make time to communicate more often with our families?

Transition: The writer of Psalm 61 raised questions that many teenagers
have about their family situations: “Where is a safe place to deal with my
problems?” *
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younger youTtahlk about The BibLe
Some teenagers don’t feel comfortable talking about their problems in front of other youth. One way of helping a
young person deal with his or her troubles is to approach an issue as if it were “someone else’s problem.” For example, a
teenager might feel safer dealing with family problems in general than discussing their family’s difficulties. It might even be
helpful to approach an issue by talking about ways they can help a friend. This technique allows a young person to ask
questions with some distance, though they may be seeking answers for themselves. However, someone may genuinely be asking
on behalf of a friend. Be careful to enter into this time without judgment.

o T HAT’S NEWS TO ME
Materials: Bibles, pencils, recent newspapers

f Before the session, obtain recent
newspaper sections (except for sports,
business, or classified ads, which are not
useful for this activity). Have your youth select
partners, and give each pair a section of a
newspaper. Instruct your young people to
browse through their newspapers and to circle
the articles that deal with some aspect of a
family or families in crisis. After a few minutes,
ask your teenagers to share a few headlines
and to summarize an article or two.
Highlight the different kinds of crisis that
families face and how this pain affects us as
a community and a society. Talk about the
family structure and the different makeup of
today’s family. Mention that our family need
not be limited to people with whom we are
biologically or legally related, but can include
anyone who loves and cares for us, has our
best interests at heart, and is involved in our
lives in a meaningful way.
Distribute Bibles, locate Psalm 61:1-8, and
read the text. Use the Hearing the Scripture
page to shed light on relevant details of the
book of Psalms and its role in ancient Israel.
Explain that Psalm 61 is an individual lament.
Show the correlation of its content to the
desperate plight of those in difficult family
circumstances. As you do so, pay attention
to clues that some of your youth might be
experiencing family problems.
Thoughtful Questions
• What do you think are the causes at the root of many
family problems?
• How do some families deal with difficult issues?
• Where can young people turn to find help for their
family’s problems?
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o T ELL US A STORY
Materials: Bibles

b Before the session, invite an older person from your church or

community to speak to your youth group. Ask your guest to share
stories from their childhood and teenage years. They might talk about the
nature and dynamics of their family of origin, their experiences growing
up in a different era, how people dealt with family problems during that
time, and so on. Ask your volunteer to include happy memories as well as
sad ones. Be sure to communicate the focus of this session so that your
guest can prepare accordingly. You might even want to photocopy this
activity to help them get a sense of the purpose of this teaching option.
As your guest discusses their childhood and teen years, encourage
your young people to share related stories of their own. After some
conversation, thank your guest and pass around Bibles. Locate Psalm
61:1-8, ask a volunteer to read the passage, and then use the Hearing
the Scripture page to highlight aspects of the book of Psalms. Note
that Psalm 61 is an individual prayer of lament, and relate the psalmist’s
call for help to the needs of many teenagers regarding their family’s
problems. Point out that refuge and protection are the primary requests
in Psalm 61 and that, like many teenagers, the writer seems to be
searching for a safe place to sort out the problems advancing against
him from all sides. Mention that a solid and stable family situation can
provide a strong foundation for enduring life’s hardships. Note that the
unspoken plea of many young people is very much like that of Psalm 61.
Questions for Further Discussion
• What has changed about family life over the years?
• What remains the same in the ways that families interact and relate?
• How have the changes in our society influenced the makeup of the family?

WHY NOT ASK...
• When has a friend confided in you about his or her difficult family situation?
• How can you help a friend who is going through severe family problems?
• Where can you get suggestions to help someone who seeks you for support?

Transition: When it comes to a family problem, whether large or small, what
refuge or safe place do you need? *
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older youthTalk about BibLe
The

For many people, the “perfect” family means two parents raising their birth children. The image might even include
a quiet neighborhood, a house with a picket fence, and a pet. Although this scenario might seem ideal, it isn’t always
possible. In fact, it’s becoming less a reality every day. Perhaps the focus can be placed on having quality family relationships
regardless of a family’s makeup. Whether teens live at home with Dad and Mom or share their time between divorced parents,
grandparents, or foster or divorced parents, they still need a stable, loving environment that helps them learn how to deal with
problems.

o STRING MUSIC

writer seems to be searching for a safe place to sort out the problems
confronting him from many different directions. Mention that a solid and
stable family situation can provide the strong foundation necessary for
f Before the session, obtain an instrumental enduring life’s hardships. Note that the unspoken plea of many young
recording of a stringed instrument such as people is very much like that of Psalm 61. This activity has a follow-up
a harp, violin, or classical guitar. Otherwise,
option, Musical Reflection (p. 56) on the Intersection page.
have someone from your youth group, church,
or community (a person with some talent and o W HAT’S A FAMILY?
Materials: Bibles, pencils, paper, Teacher Resource Page
training who can play a brief selection lightly
in the background as you read Psalm 61) to
i Before the session, make copies of the Teacher Resource Page What’s
a Family? (p. 57) for each person in your group. Distribute copies and
perform. Since many psalms were designed to
pencils
and instruct your young people to complete the statements listed.
be used in worship settings, use your chosen
You might want your youth to think on their own, or they can choose a
musical selection to set the mood for a way
partner with whom to work. After a few minutes, have your young people
Psalm 61 might have been used.
gather into two small groups and share their answers. Ask your groups to
Introduce Psalm 61 as a part of ancient
use the input from each person to develop one response for each
Israel’s hymnal or religious song book. Note
unfinished statement. Instruct each group to write their four statements
the introduction of the psalm and how the
on the board or a sheet of newsprint when they are finished.
worship planner is guided to use it with
Hand around Bibles, help your youth locate Psalm 61:1-8, and read
stringed instruments. Explain that the Psalter,
the
text
aloud. Use the Hearing the Scripture page to highlight the
as it is also known, is a collection of many
different styles and types of poetic lyrics, most book of Psalms and its role in ancient Israel. Explain that Psalm 61 is
of which were written to coincide with various an individual lament, and show the correlation of its content to the
difficulties that many families face. Discuss what a “perfect” family
acts of temple worship.
Then, as a musical selection plays softly in might be, and the importance of quality relationships no matter what a
the background, read Psalm 61 aloud. Prepare family’s makeup is.
Materials: Bibles, musical selection, a way to play
the music for the group

ahead of time by studying the psalm and
Further Reflection
• Where do we get our ideas of what a family is supposed to be?
reading it a few times with the music. This will
• What kind of refuge can God offer to troubled families?
enable you to read the passage in a descriptive
• To whom can you turn for help with your family’s troubles?
way, placing emphasis on important words
and phrases. After you finish reading, pass
around Bibles, help your youth locate Psalm
WHY NOT ASK...
• What do you think is the most difficult challenge facing today’s family?
61, and ask them to read the passage silently
• Why do you think so many families are having trouble?
as the music is played again.
• How can you help a friend who is going through severe family problems?
Use the Hearing the Scripture page
to highlight aspects of an individual prayer
of lament. Relate the psalmist’s call for help
to the needs of many teenagers regarding
their family’s problems. Point out that refuge
Transition: When it comes to a family problem, whether large or small, what
and protection are the primary requests in
refuge or safe place do you need? *
Psalm 61 and that, like many teenagers, the
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o M USICAL REFLECTION
Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages, musical
selection, a way to play the music for the
group

This activity corresponds to either
of two previous activities: Family
Difficulties (p. 53) on the Talk about
Life page and String Music (p. 55) on the
Talk about the Bible for older youth
page. When your youth are working
alone or in pairs, play the musical
selection from the previous activity
softly in the background. If your teens
have not completed column one of the
Youth Page Family Difficulties, have them
do so now. Instruct your young people to
write in column two of the Youth Page
any potential sources of advice, support,
and hope that can help a teenager
endure and rise above the problems
listed.
After a few minutes, ask your young
people to choose a partner and talk
about their sources of help. Allow time
for some one-on-one discussion. Then,
have your youth share in the larger
group. You might want to write their
ideas for advice, support, and hope on
the board or on a sheet of newsprint.
Remind your teens that every family
experiences problems at some point in
time. Acknowledge that some situations
are more distressing than others and
that it is sometimes difficult to know
what to do. Point out the importance of
seeking a caring adult friend to listen to
your problems, a person who will give
wise advice and support you in tough
times. Close the session with a prayer.

f
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o W HO CAN I CALL?

o W RITE A PSALM

Materials: Markers, newsprint, tape

Materials: Bible, pencils, paper

e Most teenagers who experience a
family crisis need someone with
whom they can talk. Some young
people know they can go to a caring
parent, teacher, minister, coach, or
other trustworthy adult. Others,
however, wonder who they can trust
with their pain.
Form small groups, hand around
markers and sheets of newsprint, and
instruct your teenagers to create two
columns. In the first column, have
them write the qualities of people
who provide good advice and support
about family problems.
After a few minutes, ask your
youth to list people they know who
have the characteristics listed in the
first column. After allowing time for
them to finish, have your groups post
their work on a focal wall.
Review their responses and point
out the number of people available
to assist teenagers when needed.
Remind your young people that, like
the psalmist, they can always call on
God for help, guidance, and strength
during times of family difficulty.
Acknowledge that sometimes God
comes to us through the presence of
other people. Encourage your youth
to seek caring, trustworthy adults
when family problems become too
much to handle alone. Close the
session with a prayer.
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h The psalms are composed of

thoughts, feelings, and situations
that the writers wanted to discuss
with God. Although some are focused
on praise and others on remorse,
numerous psalms include pleas for
help and understanding. Ask your
youth to think of a current situation
or problem in their family or in the
family of a close friend.
Distribute pencils and paper
and instruct your teenagers to write
a psalm to God that expresses their
thoughts, feelings, and hopes for the
situation. They can declare their
concerns, their pain, or even their
thankfulness, if the situation has
improved. Assure your teenagers that
no one will be asked to share what
they wrote unless they want to do so.
Allow a few minutes for your
young people to work, and then ask
for volunteers to read their psalms.
Close the session with a prayer.
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Teacher: Use this sheet with the option What’s a Family? on page 55 of Talk about the Bible
for older youth. Make a copy of this sheet for each person in your group.

What’s a Family?
Being ‘family’ means...

Families are important because…

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

A family is supposed to…

I wish my family…

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________
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Youth PageSample

his sample Youth
Page is provided to

assist the teacher in session
preparation.
To order the full-sized color handouts
for your youth, call 1-800-747-3016 or visit
www.nextsunday.com/intersection
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Help! Something
Terrible Happened to
a Friend!
Learning Tension
How can I help a friend
deal with a traumatic
experience?

TeacherPrep
June 14, 2020

Psalm 142:1-7
Access Bible
OT 800

Why Does It Matter?

Some youth experience a crisis and almost immediately ask for help. Other teens, though, remain
silent about their pain or choose to share it only with a close friend. Psalm 142 applies to crisis
situations a youth might experience in that the prayer is from one who feels as if he is suffering
alone. In many ways, our psalm could be called “The Lament of a Teenager” because it alludes not
simply to the writer’s pain, but also to the extreme difficulties some youth face. Help your teenagers
consider any traumatic experiences they or their friends may have experienced and how they can find
advice, support, and help.
Although many young people appear not to have been challenged by traumatic situations, more
of them have than many adults might realize. Persons yet to encounter pressing needs are likely to
confront a crisis sooner or later. In addition, most teenagers can name friends who have experienced
profound difficulty. To think that youth are sheltered from pain and adversity is to deny the feelings
and experiences of many youth. Teens don’t always share their pain with adults but often seek support
and advice from their friends.
This session approaches adolescent crises by helping young people consider advice they might give
a friend. Addressing a crisis in such a way accomplishes two things. First of all, young people are not
placed in the uncomfortable position of having to talk about their traumatic experiences while in a larger
group. As a result, they may feel less threatened as they seek help for their own crisis situations. Second,
the session helps young people consider how they can help and support their friends.
This session is not designed to soothe the pain of every teenager who has undergone a traumatic
experience. Time, trust, and a deep, close relationship are often necessary for many youth to share their
painful circumstances or past experiences with an adult. The hope of this session is that important issues
will be raised, that young people might realize that there are caring adults they can trust, and that a seed
might be planted, motivating a teen to seek advice for problems they or a close friend might be facing.
It may be important to consider the fine line between crises of youth that can be named (such as family
problems, death, dating breakups, loneliness, stress, etc.) and ones so terrible that it might be best simply
to allude to them in general. Pay attention to signals from your youth that they or their friends might need
help. Some teenagers’ experiences have been so terrible that they may be suffering in silence, waiting for the
support and help of a caring adult. Familiarizing yourself with professional counseling services is a good step
toward helping youth and families who have been through such traumas.

Featured Writer: Wanda Kidd

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (p. 59) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 60).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 61) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 62–63) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 64) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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Scripture Teaching Outline
1 – The Psalter
2 – Book Five of Psalms
3 – Psalm 142
4 – Psalms with Titles
5 – Teen Crises
HEARING
Psalm 142 is balanced between fear
and hope, between desperation and
assurance. The psalmist knows that
danger is close at hand and that he
must face his troubles without the care
and help of supportive friends.
Ultimately, however, he relies on God
fully for refuge and protection.
UNDERSTANDING
The book of Psalms is a collection of
various types and styles of lyrics and
poetry. Most of the psalms were written for the worshipping
community during the era before
invaders destroyed the temple. When
the Israelites returned from
Babylonian captivity many years
later and rebuilt the temple (see Ezra
5:1-2 and Hag 1:1-4), the songs and
prayers were gathered into a hymnal,
or religious guide book. The Psalter, as
it is also known, is arranged into five
books, which parallel the Pentateuch
(the five books of the Law, or Torah).
These five groups of psalms developed over time as sort of a response
on Israel’s behalf to the Law of Moses
(Oxford, OT 674).
Psalm 142 is part of the fifth, and
largest, book of the Psalter (Pss 107–
150). Although the material in book
five is extremely varied, the emphasis
is clearly on praising God. Sorrow,
complaint, and distress are certainly
noticeable throughout, but praise is
the dominate theme. Book five reaches
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its zenith with the final “Hallelujah
psalms” (Pss 146–150) (Tate, 524–525).
Our psalm is an individual lament,
which is the most numerous type
in the Psalter. The prayer consists
of a petition to God for help, a brief
explanation of the situation, a prayer
for deliverance, and reference to an
adversary. Like other lament psalms,
it directly addresses God and is written
in the first person (Tate, 435).
There are titles on 116 of the 150
psalms. Descriptive headings were
added early in the development of the
Psalter by Jewish scribes attempting
to classify psalms according to literary
style, authorship, occasion of use,
or suggested means of recital. The
oldest manuscripts do not even label
the book, much less place a title on
individual psalms (Tate, 431–32).
The title of Psalm 142 contains four
different descriptive comments.
The Hebrew term maskil identifies
contemplative poems or artistic songs
(see Pss 32, 43–45, 52–55, 74, 78,
88–89). David |is listed as the author,
and his prayer was offered when he
was in a cave (Ps 142 title), which
could be a reference to one of two
events about David’s life that are
recorded in the Bible (see 1 Sam 22:1;
1 Sam 24:3-4).
The psalmist’s isolated and
hopeless predicament (142:4) reminds
the reader of Job’s circumstances
(compare 19:13-22; 22:11; and 38:11).
Set upon by enemies, he calls to God
for help because he is facing danger
without the support of a caring friend.
The prison reference (142:7) could
have many different meanings, which
may be intentional. Indeed, the psalm
applies to people who feel isolated in
any number of ways by a traumatic
experience. The psalmist affirms
that God’s attention, concern, and
assistance can easily fill the void left

Psalm 142:1-7
Access Bible
OT 800

by a lack of human support (Mays,
431).
TEACHING
Psalm 142 applies to youth crisis
situations because it is the cry of one
who feels as if he is suffering alone
in his painful circumstances. Help
your teenagers consider any traumatic
experiences they or their friends may
have experienced and how they can
find advice, support, and help for their
pain. Teaching this session may be
quite a challenge. We do not presume
to name the particular crises your
youth are currently facing or may
have dealt with in the past. Instead,
we encourage you and your group to
mention the most appropriate issues
for your situation.
During the session, pay attention
to cues that might indicate that a
young person, or their friend, is
experiencing a pressing need. If you
sense that an individual teen might
need to talk, let that person know of
your openness to listen and help. (Do
so after the session, so as not to
call attention to a young person.)
Depending on the seriousness of a
crisis, you may want to ask another
adult for advice, or refer a teenager
to someone more qualified to deal
with their specific needs. Balance
confidentiality with the need to keep
parents informed. It’s almost always
appropriate to share with a discerning
minister in your church any concerns
you may have.
James Luther Mays, “Psalms,” Interpretation
(Louisville KY: John Knox Press, 1994).
The New Oxford Annotated Bible, New
Revised Standard Version, ed. Bruce M.

Metzger and Roland E. Murphy (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1991).
Marvin E. Tate, “Psalms,” Mercer Commentary on the Bible, ed. Watson E. Mills et al.
(Macon GA: Mercer University Press, 1995).
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o T OP TEN CRISES

Life

Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

Ask your teenagers to choose a partner. Be
sure each person has a pencil and a copy
of this session’s Youth Page. Instruct your
young people to locate the Youth Page Top 10
Crises and to write the ten most frequent crisis
situations encountered by teenagers. As they
work, write “Top 10 Crises” across the top of a
board or a sheet of newsprint. After a few
minutes, or when everyone seems finished,
call your young people together and ask them
to give their responses. Select a volunteer to
write your group’s answers under the phrase
that you have written on the board or sheet of
newsprint.
After listing all of the items from their lists
of crises, have your youth work together as a
large group to prioritize the answers according
to what they think are the most traumatic
experiences a teenager could ever face. (Items
on the list don’t have to be ranked from one to
ten. Your group only needs to decide the ten
most difficult.) When your young people have
determined which ten situations they consider
to be the most alarming, ask questions similar
to those that follow.

f

Questions to Ask
• What do you think you would say to a friend who told
you they had recently encountered one of these difficult
situations?
• Where could you go for advice on the best way to help
a friend?
• What do you think is important to remember in the midst
of a crisis?

o P RIVATE PAIN
Materials: Pencils, paper, envelopes, markers,
newsprint

l Begin the session by making markers or

chalk available to each person. Instruct
them to approach the board or a sheet of
newsprint and list various traumatic
experiences that some teenagers face. Have
them write crisis situations whether or not
they or their friends have ever faced the
situations. When enough responses have been
listed, ask your young people to return to their
seats. Review some of the situations your teens
have listed on the board.
Pass around pencils and sheets of paper
to each person and have your youth choose
a situation that is closest to something they
have personally experienced. Ask them to

Talk about

teaching options
write briefly about the circumstance, but not to place their names on
their papers. Explain that no one will see their sheets unless they wish
for them to do so and that they will not be asked to talk about what they
have written. Allowing a few minutes for them to write, pass around
envelopes. Instruct each person to place his or her sheet inside an
envelope and to seal it. Ask your teens to keep their envelopes until later
in the session. This option corresponds with the closing activity, Asking
for Help (p. 64), on the Intersection page.
o H AVE-A-FRIEND BINGO
Materials: Pencils, Teacher Resource Page

h Prior to the session, prepare copies of the Teacher Resource Page

Have-a-Friend Bingo (p. 65). Be sure to read carefully each of the
comments in the squares of the Bingo sheet before making copies for
each person. You may decide that some of the statements are not appropriate for your group. You may want to be particularly selective if you
work with younger youth. If any comments seem inappropriate for your
situation, simply cover the statements you wish to delete before photocopying the sheet. (Use correction fluid, a dark marker, or pieces of
masking tape.) You can explain to your youth that the empty squares are
free spaces.
Begin the session by giving a pencil and a copy of the Teacher
Resource Page to each person. Instruct your teenagers to read each
comment, and then place a check mark in a box if their answer to a
statement is yes. After a few minutes, or when everyone is finished, ask
your youth to select a partner and to discuss some of their responses.
Be sure your youth know that they only need to divulge the answers
that they feel comfortable sharing. In addition, ask your teens to respect
issues of privacy by not discussing names or gossiping about people that
come to mind. After some discussion, call your youth together and ask
questions similar to those that follow.
Follow-up Questions
• What kinds of crises are people your age facing?
• What can we do when a friend tells us about one of their serious problems?
• How do some teenagers deal with traumatic situations?
• What is important for us to remember when we encounter extremely difficult circumstances?

Transition: When we feel alone, we might wonder if anyone really cares. Let’s
look at an experience David had and what he did. *
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The emotional swings common to adolescence lead some teenagers to experience a “major crisis” just about every
week. The kinds of problems on which this session focuses, however, are situations more likely to cause long-term pain
and difficulty. Your teens probably won’t open up during the session, and may never talk to you about a serious problem.
Take heart in the fact that you have planted a seed. Help your young people realize that when, not if, they encounter a traumatic
experience, they can ask for help.

o M Y FRIEND’S PSALM

o T RAUMATIC HEADLINES

Materials: Bibles, pencils, Youth Pages

Materials: Bibles, markers, paper, newspapers

f Distribute Bibles, help your youth locate
Psalm 142:1-7, and then read the text
aloud as your young people follow along
silently in their Bibles. Use information from
the Hearing the Scripture page to highlight
relevant details about the book of Psalms.
Point out that Psalm 142 is part of the fifth
book in the Psalter and is an individual lament.
Explain the important features of book five
and of laments. Note how the information in
psalm titles provides background on the
meaning and use of a psalm, and then review
the title of Psalm 142. Relate the psalmist’s
predicament and his plea for help to the way
that we sometimes feel when we encounter a
traumatic situation.
Following a study of the Scripture text,
have your youth form pairs. Ask them to
imagine that a good friend has asked them
for advice and help about a serious problem.
Refer your young people to the list of
traumatic experiences you wrote on the board
during the previous activity. Hand around
pencils and this session’s My Friend’s Psalm
Youth Pages. Instruct each set of partners to
select one of the crises on the board and to
rewrite Psalm 142 for their friend in need.
After a few minutes, or when everyone is
finished, have your teens cite the crisis they
chose and then read their psalm to the larger
group. After each set of partners has read their
psalms, ask questions similar to those that
follow.
Questions to Ponder
• When has a friend confided in you?
• How could you use this psalm, or a similar kind of note,
to reach out to a friend who has a problem?
• Under what circumstances would you consider divulging
a friend’s secret and why?
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h Prior to the session, obtain copies of recent newspapers. Have your

youth form into small groups and be sure each one has a marker, a
sheet of paper, and some newspaper sections. Ask your teens to search
their newspapers quickly and to circle articles that deal with traumatic
experiences. Next, have them think of a specific crisis that some young
people face. Instruct your groups to write a headline and a brief story
about a crisis situation faced by a teen. After a few minutes, or when
everyone seems finished, ask your groups to read their headlines and
stories.
Pass around Bibles, help your youth locate Psalm 142:1-7, and ask a
volunteer to read the passage aloud. Use information from the Hearing
the Scripture page to shed light on significant aspects of the book of
Psalms. Mention that Psalm 142 is an individual lament and is part of
book five of the Psalms. Highlight relevant details about the fifth book
of the Psalter and about prayers of lament. Explain the function of psalm
titles, and then point out the information provided in the title
of Psalm 142. Talk about the troubling circumstances of the psalmist
and how his cry for help relates to our own traumatic situations. Ask
questions similar to those that follow.
Suggestions for Thought
• What are the similarities and differences in the kinds of crises youth encounter and the one
the psalmist seemed to be facing?
• When have you helped a friend who came to you for advice about a traumatic
experience?
• When have you encountered extreme difficulty?
• How have various Scriptures helped you deal with a problem you were facing?

WHY NOT ASK...
• How do your parents love and support you in times of crisis?
• What other caring adults could help you through a traumatic situation?
• Where else can we find guidance for difficult problems?

Transition: What can we learn from the psalmist’s predicament about helping
our friends or dealing with our own traumatic situations? *
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Young people can be loyal to their friends, and it may be important to help them realize that it’s okay to break a
friend’s confidence in order to serve the friend’s best interests. For example, a red flag should go up when a person promises to tell us something if we swear not to tell anyone else. If we take a vow of secrecy and realize that the person may need
immediate help, then it becomes more important to aid the person than to maintain the trust of the relationship. Lead your youth
to consider when divulging a friend’s secret might be appropriate.

o T HE DOCTOR IS IN

Bibles, locate Psalm 142:1-7, and read the text. Use the Hearing the
Scripture page to feature key details about the book of Psalms. Point out
Distribute Bibles, locate Psalm 142:1-7,
that Psalm 142 is part of the fifth book in the Psalter and is an individual
f
and ask a volunteer to read the passage.
lament. Explain the important features of book five and of laments. Note
Use the Hearing the Scripture page to
how the information in psalm titles provides background on the meaning
highlight relevant details of the book of
and use of a psalm, and then review the title of Psalm 142. Relate the
Psalms. Mention that Psalm 142 is an
psalmist’s predicament and his plea for help to the way that we
individual lament and is part of book five of
sometimes feel when we encounter a traumatic situation.
the Psalms. Highlight relevant details about the
Explain that you will make a series of statements and that your
fifth book of the Psalter and about prayers of
youth are to stand at a certain place on the line to indicate their
lament. Explain the function of psalm titles,
answers. One end represents a definite yes, the other a resounding no.
and then point to the information provided in
Standing at points between the two extremes indicates that there might
the title of Psalm 142. Talk about the troubling be exceptions. For each statement you read, ask both of the following
circumstances of the psalmist and how his cry questions, being sure to allow time for discussion after each question:
for help relates to our own traumatic
(1) If a friend were in this situation and told you, would you tell another
situations.
person? Why or why not? (2) If this were your situation, would you tell
Form pairs and act out role-plays. One
anyone? Why or why not?
person is seeking advice for a problem, and
For example, say something like, “Parents are divorcing.” Next,
the other person is a counselor, listening and
ask the first question, have your youth stand on the line to show their
offering guidance. Refer your young people to answer, ask why they responded that way, and allow some discussion.
the list of traumatic experiences on the board. Then ask the second question, have your teens indicate a response,
Instruct the person seeking help to choose a
ask why they answered as such, and have more discussion. Repeat the
crisis and describe his or her situation to the
process with as many statements as time allows. Use statements like
counselor. After a few minutes, ask your youth those that follow.
to switch roles. Have the person seeking help
Activity Statements
select a different crisis and start the second
(A) Parents are divorcing
(B) Likes to get drunk		
(C) Is HIV-positive
role-play by describing their problem to the
(E) Parents have a problem with alcohol
(D) Has been abused
counselor. Afterward, ask questions like the
(F) Has considered suicide (F) A loved one has died
following ones.
Materials: Bibles

Questions for Reflection
• What was it like listening to the problems of another
person?
• What is hard about being helpful to someone undergoing extreme difficulty?
• Where do you go for help when life becomes difficult
and painful?

o W HEN DO I TELL?
Materials: Bibles, masking tape

WHY NOT ASK...
• When has your relationship with God helped you assist a friend in crisis?
• Why do you think there is so much pain in the world?
• When have you searched for God amid painful circumstances?

Transition: What can we learn from the psalmist’s predicament about helping
our friends or dealing with our own traumatic situations? *

e Before the session, make a line of tape

along the floor with room enough for all
your teens to stand at once. Hand around
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o A SKING FOR HELP
Materials: Pencils, paper, envelopes, a box

This option corresponds with
the opening activity, Private Pain (p.
61), on the Talk about Life page. Have
your youth locate their envelopes from
the option you did earlier. (If your group
did not do the previous activity, do a
condensed version of it now.) Explain
that some teens encounter extremely
difficult circumstances and feel alone in
having to face those situations. Ask your
youth to think about what they’ve sealed
in their envelopes and to consider
whether they might need help or advice
from someone. Instruct them to write
one of two things on the front of their
envelope. If they would like advice or
help, have them write their first name
and the name of a person to whom they
would like to talk. If they do not want
advice or help, ask your youth to write,
“No, thank you.” Ensure them that you
will not read any of the envelopes unless
your name is the one listed on the
outside.
Close by inviting your teens to place
their envelopes face down in the box
you have provided. If any young people
want to take their envelopes home,
allow them to do so. Place the box in
the center of your room and gather your
youth into a circle. End
the session with a prayer, asking God
to be present with and give strength to
your teenagers.

f

o F IRST AID
Materials: Ballpoint pens, Band-Aids

h When young people undergo

serious problems, they may
experience isolation similar to that
which the psalmist felt. Help your teens
comprehend the great number of
resources and people available during
times of crisis. Ask your youth to name
as many sources of help as they can
remember. The list could include places
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they can go, things they can do, the
kinds of people who are helpful, or
the names of specific people. List the
responses on a board or a sheet of
newsprint.
Afterward, give a Band-Aid and an
ink pen to each person in your group.
(Be sure the Band-Aids can be written
on and are large enough for a brief
phrase or sentence.)
Instruct your youth to think of
someone they know who is going
through an extremely difficult
situation and to write a helpful or
encouraging thought for that person.
Ask them not to put anyone’s name
on the Band-Aid. When everyone is
finished, gather your youth into a
circle. Have a quiet moment and ask
your teens to pray silently for the
person they have in mind. Then, end
the session by having your teens stick
their Band-Aids on the person to their
right. State that the encouragement
and supportive words written on the
Band-Aids can serve as a reminder
of the help available when we
experience painful circumstances.
o I CAN HELP
b Before the session, invite a
counselor to speak to your group
about ways young people can be
effective peer helpers. Numerous
programs and publications exist for
schools, community groups, and
congregations to work with teenagers
on peer counseling skills. You might
want to use the opportunity to “test”
the possibility of instituting some type
of peer helping course in your church.
After an appropriate amount of
conversation, thank your guest, make
a closing statement, and then close
with a prayer.
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Be sure to communicate the focus
of this session so that your guest can
prepare accordingly. Determine the
amount of time you want the person
to speak, and clearly communicate
that time period beforehand. You
might even want to photocopy
portions of pages 17–22 so that they
can get a sense of what this session
seeks to accomplish.
o I T’S A STRETCH
Materials: Wide rubber bands, hard
back books, ballpoint pens

h Before the session, obtain rubber

bands wide enough to be written
on and large enough to fit comfortably around a person’s wrist. Begin by
passing around ink pens, rubber
bands, and hardback books (Bibles,
hymnals, etc.). Instruct your youth to
stretch their rubber bands around a
book and write on the rubber bands
a prayer concern for a friend in need.
Be sure they do not include the
person’s name. Collect the rubber
bands and have each person draw one
at random. Ask your teens to place
their rubber bands around their wrists
and wear them throughout the
coming week. Each time your young
people notice their rubber bands,
have them pray for their person.
Remind your teens that their prayers
will make a difference even though
they may never know it. Close the
session with a prayer.
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Teacher: Use this sheet with the option Have-a-Friend Bingo on page 61 of Talk about Life.
Make a copy of this sheet for each person in your group.

Have-a-Friend Bingo
A friend my age
is pregnant.

I know
someone who
is in trouble.

I know
someone who
has shoplifted.

I know
someone who
is HIV-positive.

I have a friend
who likes
to get drunk.

I know
someone my age
who is sexually
active.

I know
someone who
has been
arrested.

I have a
friend who
has hit his
girlfriend.

I know
people who
regularly cheat
on tests.

I have a
friend who
has run away
from home.

I have a
friend who
has been stalked
by someone.

I have a
friend who
has been hit
by her boyfriend.

I have a
friend whose
parents are
getting a divorce.

I think life
as a teenager
is more difficult
than ever.

It is okay to
do some things
my parents
say are wrong.

I have a
friend who has
considered or is
considering
committing
suicide.

I know an
adult to whom
I could talk if I
had a problem.

I wish I could
go back and
change something
I have done.

I know
someone whose
parent has a
problem with
alcohol.

I could talk to my
parents if I had a
really big problem.

I can trust my
friends when I tell
them something in
confidence.

I have a friend
who I don’t think
would be accepted
at my church.

I have ridden
with a driver
who was under
the influence
of alcohol.

I believe that
Christ can help a
person endure a
crisis situation.

I have a friend who
has encountered
something
extremely traumatic
and I’m not sure
how to help them.
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Youth PageSample

his sample Youth
Page is provided to

assist the teacher in session
preparation.
To order the full-sized color handouts
for your youth, call 1-800-747-3016 or visit
www.nextsunday.com/intersection
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Help! I Feel All Alone!
Learning Tension
What can I do when I feel
utterly alone?

Psalm 139:1-18
Access Bible
OT 797–98

Why Does It Matter?

Many people have experienced feeling lonely in a crowded room. Simply being around other
people doesn’t satisfy our need for personal relationships. Consider the following conditions.
Technological advances have made it possible to interact with people around the globe. The human
population is more numerous than ever. There are increased opportunities for education and
recreation. Why, then, do so many people (not only youth) report feeling a sense of isolation and
loneliness? At least three factors may be taking a toll on the cultivation of meaningful relationships.
Time is necessary for building meaningful relationships. The face of the American family has
undergone radical change in the last three decades. An increasing number of marriages end in divorce
an single-parent homes are the norm in many places. Many working parents have turned to daycare,
which isn’t a bad alternative. But more work and more daycare still results in less time for parent-child
interaction.
The presence of someone is essential for forming lasting relationships. Children and teenagers
spend more time than ever in front of screens. Even if the programs, apps, or activities are appropriate,
the fact remains that a person can’t build a fulfilling relationship with a TV or a tablet. Though some
people develop a relationship with a character from a TV show or movie, the effect is virtual. Much of
what exists on TV and even the internet is a distortion of what’s real. A tablet can help people maintain
or even develop relationships, but these relationships will remain limited until they move into “real life.”
Significant relationships require stability, and the rapid pace of change makes constancy difficult.
We become accustomed to something and it changes, or we get used to having someone around and that
person leaves or moves. Many adults can recall a time when life seemed slow and simple. Young people,
however, have only known a world of swift change. If everything around us is subject to change, then to
what, if anything, can we hold that is solid and lasting?
Meaningful relationships are difficult to cultivate without time, presence, and stability, and without
close, personal relationships we’re more likely to feel lonely. But even the greatest of all human
relationships can’t always fulfill us. The void within that can only be filled by a relationship with God is
addressed in Psalm 139:1-18. God has been present for us since our formation in the womb. God cares for
us and is always eager to be with us, regardless of our thoughts and actions that tend to push God away. God
has been, is, and always will be a stable, ever present, and loving force in our lives. Even in our most lonely
moments, we are not truly alone.

Featured Writer: Wanda Kidd

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (p. 67) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 68).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 69) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 70–71) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 72) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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Scripture Teaching Outline
1 – A Lament Psalm
2 – The Primary Theme
3 – Omniscience in 139:1-6
4 – Omnipresence in 139:7-12
5 – Meaning of Sheol
6 – Our Origin in 139:13-18
7 – We Are Never Alone
HEARING
Psalm 139 describes what it means
to be known by God. For the psalmist, being thoroughly and completely
known by God makes possible a
unique relationship with the Creator.
The psalmist’s testimony teaches us
that a child of God is never actually
alone, even when we feel lonely.
UNDERSTANDING
Psalm 139 is a prayer of lament, the
type of psalm most numerous among
the Psalms. Like most other lament
psalms, it refers to an adversary,
directly addresses God, and is written
in the first person. Although classified
in the broad category of a lament, this
psalm also affirms faith in God despite
surrounding circumstances (Tate, 435).
Psalm 139 is bound together by
similarly themed opening and closing
statements: Lord you have searched me
and known me (139:2) and Search me,
O God, and know my heart (139:23).
The statements enclose the entire
psalm and point to the primary
theme—God fully comprehends
our existence in every way. The
fundamental message is clearly
evident in the three interrelated
sections of 139:1-18 (Mays, 426).
Psalm 139 deals with the
omniscience and omnipresence of
God. The root omni is derived from
the Latin word omnis, which means
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“all” or “universally.” Thus, in 139:1-6,
the psalmist professes God’s complete
knowledge about every aspect of our
lives. Nothing is concealed from the
God who knows everything we have
ever done or thought. In 139:7-12,
God is described as omnipresent,
present in all places and at all times.
No place in the entire universe is
beyond the scope of God’s presence.
God is with everyone, everywhere, and
in every circumstance.
The main theme is carried even
farther in a third section. In 139:1318, the psalmist’s confession reminds
us that we can even affirm God’s
presence with us when we came into
existence. God formed the embryo in
the womb and knew the psalmist’s
character from the moment of
conception. In the depths of the earth
(139:15) is either a poetic reference
to the human womb or to the idea
that humankind was derived from
the ground (see Gen 2:7). In either
case, the emphasis is on the absolute
and comprehensive nature of God’s
knowledge and purpose (see Jer 1:5;
Isa 42:9; Job 14:5) (Tate, 519).
Our psalm is addressed to the
God who searches and knows each of
us, which confirms two things about
Psalm 139. First, it deals with the
personal relationship between the
psalmist and God. Second, it focuses
on one aspect of God’s relationship
with all of humankind. That we are
known by God is the primary theme
throughout Psalm 139 (Mays, 426).
In different verses, the Hebrew
term Sheol is translated variously
as “pit,” “grave,” or “abode of the
dead.” In Psalm 139:8, it is used in a
comparison of the distance between
the underworld and heaven (see also
Amos 9:2 and Job 11:8). The point is
that a person could go to the farthest
reaches of either direction and still

Psalm 139:1-18
Access Bible
OT 797–98

not escape the presence of God. That
God is in Sheol, as well as in heaven,
illustrates the development of a new
perspective on Sheol. The prevailing
thought in ancient Israel was that
the dead were separated from God
(Ps 115:17). Psalm 88:5-6 contains
a classic description of Sheol (see
also Job 10:21-22 and Isa 38:18-19).
In general, Sheol was considered
to be the unseen dwelling place of
the dead—a still, dark, and helpless
existence (Rainwater, 819).
TEACHING
The declaration of Psalm 139 is true
for every person: We are completely
and intimately known by God. In
presenting a word of hope to teenagers, let us take care not to make light
of a person’s loneliness by offering
trite assurances. A simple awareness of
God’s presence won’t be an automatic
cure for youth who feel painfully
isolated. Be honest about what is
difficult and avoid the temptation to
try to solve their problems or make
teens feel better. One Bible study
session may not resolve their difficulties, but you can assure your teens that
they are not alone in their struggles.
Help them see that even amid isolating
circumstances God is present, understands their pain, and will never leave
them to face their problems alone.
James Luther Mays, “Psalms,” Interpretation
(Louisville KY: John Knox Press, 1994).
The New Oxford Annotated Bible, New
Revised Standard Version, ed. Bruce M.

Metzger and Roland E. Murphy (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1991).
Robert Rainwater, “Sheol,” Mercer Dictionary of
the Bible, ed. Watson E. Mills et al. (Macon
GA: Mercer University Press, 1990).
Marvin E. Tate, “Psalms,” Mercer Dictionary of
the Bible, ed. Watson E. Mills et al. (Macon
GA: Mercer University Press, 1995).
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o S PIN-N-SAY

Life

Materials: Plastic drink bottle, prepared questions

Before the session, write questions on
slips of paper, fold the slips, and place
them in a plastic bottle. Use unfinished
statements like the ones suggested, or develop
your own. (This activity is designed to use only
one bottle, and will work well with only one
container. You may, however, want to provide a
bottle with questions for each group.)
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Suggested Statements
1. When I’m alone, I…
2. A scary thing for me is…
3. I believe that the world is…
4. People are…
5. When I have some free time, I…
6. My friends and I like to…
7. I don’t like to…
8. I’ve never told anyone this, but…

Form small groups of equal number and
have each group gather into a circle. Starting
with the number one, go around each group
and give each person a different number.
Place the bottle in the center of one of the
groups and spin it. When it stops, call out the
number of the person to whom it is pointing,
read an unfinished statement from the bottle,
and instruct each person with the previously
mentioned number to finish the question in
their small groups. (For example, call out,
“All people with the number two.”) Repeat
the process as often as you like, and then ask
questions like those that follow.
Questions to Ask
• How would you define loneliness?
• What causes some teenagers to feel lonely?
• What is it like to feel isolated and alone?
• What’s the difference between being alone and feeling
lonely?

o S EEK AND FIND
Materials: Flashlights

h Choose an area that is fairly dark when
the lights are off. Ask a volunteer to leave
the room, have the other youth hide, and then
turn off the lights. Open the door and invite
your seeker to stand in the doorway. Without
moving from the doorway, the volunteer tries
to locate as many people as possible. Don’t let
it be too easy to locate the hidden youth. (You
can make it more difficult either by turning off
lights in adjoining hallways and rooms or by
having your volunteer wear sunglasses.)

Talk about

teaching options
Afterward, ask your volunteer to leave again. Give each person or
set of people a flashlight, turn off the lights, and ask your teens to hide.
When the seeker returns, the people hiding are to shine their lights on
the volunteer’s feet. Invite your seeker to scan the room, and identifying
by name as many people as possible. Obviously, the task will be much
easier. End the activity, collect the flashlights, and ask your teens to
return to their seats.
Rather than simply explaining the following analogies, use questions
like the ones provided to help your youth see the analogies in the game.
The game’s first round is like building relationships. Sometimes we are
so adept at hiding parts of ourselves that it is difficult to form meaningful
relationships with others. Without significant relationships, we are
sometimes isolated from others. In the second version, people were
easier to find, which symbolizes the fact that no part of us is hidden
from God. Because God is always present, we are never actually alone.
Reflection Questions
• What was it like trying to find hidden people?
• How is the first version of the activity like some of our relationships?
• Why was it easier to locate young people in the second version?
• How is the second version of the game like having a relationship with God?
• What can we learn about loneliness from this activity?

o F EELING LONELY
Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

l Provide pairs of teenagers with a pencil and this session’s Feeling

Lonely Youth Page. Instruct the partners to develop a list of times
when people feel lonely. After a few minutes, ask each set of youth to
partner with two other teens. Instruct the foursome to list some of the
causes of loneliness. As they work, create two columns titled “Lonely
Times” and “Causes of Loneliness.” Afterward, ask your learners to share
their answers with the group. This option corresponds to the activity,
Identifying with Loneliness (p. 71), from Talk about the Bible for older
youth.
Questions to Discuss
• When have you felt lonely, and why?
• How is it possible to be around other people and still feel lonely?
• What’s different about a brief time of loneliness and a long period of despair?
• What, if anything, can we learn by reflecting on times we’ve felt alone?

Transition: When we feel alone, we might wonder if anyone—even God—
cares about our loneliness. Let’s look at an interesting truth that the psalmist
discovered. *
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younger youTtahlk about The BibLe
Although a relationship with God is ultimately more fulfilling than any other relationship, we were also made for
human contact and association. The early chapters of Genesis inform us about our need to relate with other human
beings. Our inborn need to bond with people can leave us feeling lonely when we do not have significant relationships. Even
great biblical leaders felt lonely at times. People such as Moses, Elijah, and even Jesus experienced periodic moments of
loneliness. Identify younger teens in your group who seem lonesome and in need of your presence. Proper touches like a playful
elbow nudge, a caring hand on the shoulder, or an appropriate embrace can communicate as much or more than words.

o EVERYONE’S HAPPY?
Materials: Bibles, magazines, scissors, newsprint,
tape

The advertising industry studies human
behavior and uses creative means in the
endless endeavor to sell products and make
more money. One popular method is to
persuade people that they will be happier when
they use a certain product. This sales tactic is
often accomplished with advertising campaigns
and slogans that focus on physical beauty,
money, and personal power.
Form small groups and give them
magazines, scissors, and sheets of newsprint.
Instruct your teens to search for examples of
happiness. As they do so, have them cut out
the images or slogans and create a collage. Ask
them to work quickly and to locate at least 6–8
items. After a few minutes, or when everyone
is finished, have your groups post their work
on a focal wall. Briefly review the images and
slogans, asking questions similar to the ones
provided.
Following a time of discussion, pass around
Bibles, help your youth locate Psalm 139:1-18,
and ask volunteers to read portions of the text
aloud. Use information from the Hearing the
Scripture page to show the basic point that is
apparent in the three sections of Psalm 139.
Note that the psalm is related to loneliness
because it highlights God as a stable, ever
present, and loving force in our lives. Point out
that God has known us since our earliest days
of existence. You may want to interpret the
Hebrew term Sheol in Psalm 139.
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Questions to Consider
• What kinds of problems do you think the people in our
magazine ads experience in their real lives?
• If beauty, money, and power can produce happiness,
why aren’t more attractive, wealthy, and powerful people
happy and well adjusted?
• Why can’t beauty, money, and power offer lasting and
fulfilling peace?

o E XPLORING PSALM 139
Materials: Bibles, markers, newsprint, tape

h Form three small groups and distribute Bibles, markers, and sheets

of newsprint to each group. Help your young people locate Psalm
139:1-18, and then make one of the following assignments to each team
of youth: (1) 139:1-6, (2) 139:7-12, (3) 139:13-18. Instruct your teenagers
to read their assigned passages, determine what the Scriptures teach
about God, and write key words or phrases on their sheets of newsprint.
After a few minutes, or when everyone is finished, ask your youth to
post their work on a focal wall in your youth study area.
Instruct each small group to read aloud its portion of Psalm
139:1-18 and report its findings to the remainder of the group. Use
information from the Hearing the Scripture page to supplement
the small group reports. Note the way the main theme of Psalm 139
unfolds in the three interrelated portions of our focal text. Talk about
what it means to feel lonely, and then point out that God is a stable,
ever present, and loving force in our lives. Mention that God has known
us since the earliest moments of our existence. Explain the use of
the Hebrew word Sheol and its meaning in the psalm. For additional
information on biblical examples of loneliness, consult the Teacher
Resource Page Identifying with Loneliness (p. 73). Ask questions similar
to those that follow.
Questions for Thought
• What people have been a stable, ever present, and loving force in your life?
• Where can we go for help when we feel alone?
• How can a relationship with God help fill the void of loneliness?

WHY NOT ASK...
• Where is God in the midst of our loneliness?
• What can we do when we feel alone?
• To whom can we turn when we feel lonely?

Transition: How can being aware of God’s presence and knowledge help us
through painful experiences of isolation and loneliness? *
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The psalmist’s declaration is true for every single human being: We are intimately and thoroughly known by the Creator. God knows everything about us, and no parts of our lives are hidden from God. God’s knowledge is so complete that
it includes the time of our formation in the womb. Many young people have never considered that God is always with them
or that God knows them fully. Some older teens who experience a pervasive sense of loneliness may need the help of a trained
professional.

o I DENTIFYING WITH
LONELINESS
Materials: Bibles, pencils, Teacher Resource Page

This option follows the opening activity,
Feeling Lonely (p. 69) on the Talk about
Life page. Use this activity to help your youth
identify with the loneliness felt by various
people in the Bible. Before the session, prepare
the Teacher Resource Page Identifying with
Loneliness (p. 73).
Hand around Bibles, locate Psalm 139:118, and have volunteers read the text. Use
the Hearing the Scripture page to point out
the primary theme that is evident within the
three interrelated sections of our Scripture
passage. Explain that Psalm 139 relates to the
issue of feeling utterly alone because of the
way God is described as being all-knowing and
ever present. Note that God’s knowledge of
us extends to the time when each person was
being formed in his or her mother’s womb.
You might want to mention the Hebrew word
Sheol and the meaning of its use in the psalm.
Provide four small groups with a section
of the Teacher Resource Page. Instruct your
groups to read their respective passages and
respond to the questions. (Concise summaries
of the four biblical accounts are printed below
for your convenience.) After a few minutes,
ask your groups to report. Rather than use
time for reading the assigned passages aloud,
simply have your youth give an overview and
then answer the assigned questions. When all
the groups have competed their reports, ask
questions like these.
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Stories of Loneliness
(1) Elijah is alone and about to give up (1 Kgs 19:3-10,
15-18)
(2) Feeling betrayed and alone, Jeremiah mourns his own
existence (Jer 20:7-10, 14-18)
(3) Jesus and the Samaritan woman at the well (Jn 4:4-10,
15-18, 27)
(4) Jesus on the cross (Mt 27:41-46)

Questions to Examine
• Where is God when we feel lonely?
• How does God sometimes come to us through the presence of other people?
• How can meaningful relationships help us during times of loneliness?
• What can we do when nothing seems to soothe the pain of utter loneliness?

o K NOWLEDGE AND PRESENCE
Materials: Bibles, pencils, paper

b Form two teams, hand around pencils and paper, and make the

following assignments. Group One is to create a character profile of
an all-knowing entity. This being has full knowledge of all things, events,
and subjects. The complete understanding encompasses all people,
including all of their thoughts, deeds, and experiences. Group Two is to
create a character profile of an entity that is present everywhere and at all
times. This being has been fully present in all places and at all times since
the beginning of creation.
As the groups work, write “Omniscient” and “Omnipresent” on the
board or a sheet of newsprint. After a few minutes, ask if anyone knows
the meaning of the words. List the characteristics under the appropriate
term on the board. Once the profiles are complete, distribute Bibles
and help your youth locate Psalm 139:1-18. Read 139:1-6 and explain
omniscience. (Use the Hearing the Scripture page to shed light on
relevant aspects of all three sections of Ps 139.) Next, read 139:7-12 and
define the meaning of omnipresence. You may want to talk about the use
of the Hebrew term Sheol. Finally, read 139:13-18 and note that God’s
presence with and knowledge of us extend even to our earliest days of
existence. Point out the primary theme of Psalm 139 that now seems
obvious, and highlight the fact that we are never actually alone.
WHY NOT ASK...
• Significant relationships help guard against loneliness. What can we do to cultivate meaningful relationships?
• When have you felt so overwhelmed that knowing of God’s care didn’t seem to help?
• What can you do to help someone who seems lonely?

Transition: How can being aware of God’s presence and knowledge help us
through painful experiences of isolation and loneliness? *
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o R
 EFLECTING ON
LONELINESS
Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

e Use this option to help your young

people reflect on times they have
felt lonely. Older youth are particularly
capable of this sort of self-examination.
If you have ever kept a journal or
recorded your thoughts in some way,
consider sharing your experiences.
Perhaps you can emphasize the value of
reflecting on difficult times and how
learning can occur when we take time to
look back before moving forward.
Distribute pencils and this session’s
Youth Page, referring your young
people to Reflecting on Loneliness.
Ask your teenagers to find a place in the
room where they can feel comfortable
writing. You might want to play
background music at a low volume to
provide a more conducive atmosphere
for reflection.
Instruct each person to recall a time
when they felt lonely and to write about
it in the space provided. Their loneliness
may have occurred while they were at
home or school, during a social event,
or at some other time. Be sure your
teens know that they will not be asked
to disclose what they write unless they
feel comfortable about it. After a few
minutes, ask volunteers to briefly share
about what they wrote.
As you end the session, challenge
your young people to read Psalm 139
each day during the upcoming week
and to write about their thoughts.
Encourage them to reflect on times
of loneliness and on God as a stable,
ever present, and loving force in their
lives. You may want to point out the
difference between common, occasional
loneliness and extended, persistent
loneliness. Note that prolonged periods
of despair can indicate we need the
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help of a trained and caring adult.
Afterward, close the session with a
prayer.
o H OTLINE
f Form small groups of two or
three people each and ask your
young people to imagine that they are
telephone operators for a crisis
hotline. Have your teenagers imagine
that the scenarios you read are actual
callers with various kinds of problems, all of which include feeling
lonely or isolated. Within their small
groups, your youth are to discuss how
they might respond to each caller. Use
the scenarios provided or develop
your own.
Read a scenario and allow your
groups a minute or so to discuss how
they might respond. Have volunteers
share their thoughts, and then ask
the larger group whether or not they
think particular suggestions might be
helpful.
Repeat the process, using as
many scenarios as possible. Before
closing the session with a prayer,
distinguish between periodic
moments of temporary loneliness
and an ongoing, pervasive sense of
despair that may signal a need for
the assistance of a trained and caring
adult.
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the other. I feel abandoned in the
middle.
4. A serious and meaningful dating
relationship recently ended.
5. I just got into a major disagreement
with my best friend, and I don’t know
if we’ll ever be able to get past the
animosity.
6. A member of my family is very sick
and everyone is focusing on that
person. I know they need the care and
I don’t want to be selfish, but I
certainly want someone to pay attention to me.
7. I’m stuck in the depths of a dark
despair. I’ve tried to act happy and to
laugh, but nothing helps. I can’t take
this much longer.

Hotline Scenarios
1. I’m new to the community, and
I’m not sure I’ll ever be accepted at
school.
2. I’m ostracized because my religious
views and practices are different from
the majority of the people around me.
3. My parents are divorced and are
constantly maneuvering to dominate
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Teacher: Use this sheet with the option Identifying with Loneliness on page 71 of Talk
about the Bible for older youth. Make a copy of this sheet, cut apart the four designated
assignments, and give one to each of four small groups.

Identifying with Loneliness
Story One • 1 Kings 19:3-10, 15-18
(1) Who is feeling lonely in this scriptural account?
____________________________________________

Story Two • Jeremiah 20:7-10, 14-18
(1) Who is feeling lonely in this scriptural account?
____________________________________________

(2) Why do you think this person was feeling so
lonesome? ___________________________________

(2) Why do you think this person was feeling so
lonesome? ___________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

(3) What else happened in the story? _____________

(3) What else happened in the story? _____________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

(4) How do the events of this passage relate to times
you’ve felt lonely? ____________________________

(4) How do the events of this passage relate to times
you’ve felt lonely? ____________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

Story Three • John 4:4-10, 15-18, 27
(1) Who is feeling lonely in this scriptural account?
____________________________________________

Story Four • Matthew 27:41-46
(1) Who is feeling lonely in this scriptural account?
____________________________________________

(2) Why do you think this person was feeling so
lonesome? ___________________________________

(2) Why do you think this person was feeling so
lonesome? ___________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

(3) What else happened in the story? _____________

(3) What else happened in the story? _____________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

(4) How do the events of this passage relate to times
you’ve felt lonely? ____________________________

(4) How do the events of this passage relate to times
you’ve felt lonely? ____________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________
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T

Youth PageSample

his sample Youth
Page is provided to

assist the teacher in session
preparation.
To order the full-sized color handouts
for your youth, call 1-800-747-3016 or visit
www.nextsunday.com/intersection
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Help! I Feel
Stressed Out!
Learning Tension
Where can I find peace in
a chaotic world?

Luke 10:38-4242
Access Bible
NT 103

Why Does It Matter?

Living a stressful life is not limited to busy adults. As a matter of fact, the once idealistic notion of
a carefree childhood and adolescence may be fading into the past. Our teenagers are bombarded
on every side with pressures and expectations that previous generations only encountered in adulthood. Young people report worrying about their appearance, their grades, and their family situations.
They struggle with multiple responsibilities, high expectations, and the need to please others. To
make matters worse, many teen activities reward youth only for measurable success, and not for
participation. Or, teens are rewarded instantly so that they see little point in exerting prolonged effort.
Busy lives leave little time for fostering relationships with family members, gathering for meals,
talking about the activities of the day, working out problems, and other shared experiences that help
a family bond. A sense of home provides a strong base from which to face life. Without it, some youth
feel overwhelmed by the rigors of a busy schedule and the pressure to conform to society, not to
mention everything else that accompanies the natural process of maturing. Many young people sense
that they are in over their heads, but may not yet possess the coping skills necessary to make wise or
different choices. Some adults find it difficult to help because they, too, are overloaded and stressed out.
Although they may not express it with words, many of our youth are seeking help. Teenagers want a
sense of balance, but may not see a relationship with God as a realistic source of hope. Some adolescents
tend to compartmentalize their faith, separating it from other parts of life. It’s as if one set of unspoken
assumptions guides their lifestyle at school, with friends, in extracurricular activities, and in jobs, and a
completely separate source of rules determines their choices in religious settings. Although the process
may be difficult, teens will find it helpful to integrate their faith with the activities and relationships of
their lives. God cares how young people spend their time, how they feel about the pressures of life, and
what they think about themselves.
The story of Martha and Mary is a relevant one for busy, stressed teenagers. Luke 10:38-42 isn’t simply
about two people fighting over who gets to be with Jesus and who has to do the work. This passage deals
with setting priorities and the ability to recognize genuine value. Determining what is most important
demands more than taking a periodic inventory of life. Setting priorities is an ongoing task of daily life. This
session helps young people reflect on their busy lives and consider what activities mean the most.

Featured Writer: Wanda Kidd

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (p. 75) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 76).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 77) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 78–79) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 80) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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1 – J
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Distraction
2 – Why Luke Told the Story
3 – O
 ther Stories about
Martha and Mary
4 –J
 esus Didn’t Devalue
Work
5 – A Note about Women
6 – F
 ocusing on What’s
Important
HEARING
Luke 10:28-32 is a story about Jesus’
visit with Martha and Mary. During his
travel through an unnamed
village, Jesus was welcomed into the
home of Martha and her sister Mary.
Martha played the part of hostess,
and her involvement with many tasks
seems indicate that the visit was
unannounced. Mary, on the other
hand, was found sitting at the feet of
Jesus and listening to his every word.
Martha became angry with her sister
and appealed to Jesus for help. Rather
than scolding Mary for laziness, Jesus
reminded Martha to consider what is
most important.
UNDERSTANDING
Luke wrote his Gospel in order to
proclaim Christ not only as the
long-awaited Messiah, but also as a
flesh-and-blood human being. Luke
portrayed Jesus as a person who struggled through life as we have and, thus,
can understand the situations we face.
Jesus knew the distractions and pressures of a chaotic pace of life. Thus,
Jesus speaks from experience when
he directs Martha to calm down and
consider what matters most. In order
to meet the demands of life, Jesus
often took time to be alone with God.
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Experiencing and learning from God
gave Jesus the strength and perspective
on life necessary to complete his task
as Savior of humankind.
In all probability, Luke included
the story about Martha and Mary to
drive home a point. In a previous
story (10:25-37) Jesus encountered
a lawyer, told the story of the Good
Samaritan, and then told the man
to go and do (10:37). In our focal
passage Jesus encountered Martha
and, in effect, told her to stop, listen,
and learn. Taken together, these two
stories involve Jesus’ encounters
with two people who did not seem
to comprehend what was most
important. Their circumstances, the
barriers to their insight, and Jesus’
replies to them are unique. The two
stories describe different situations,
needs, and remedies. Jesus did not
prescribe the same remedy to each
person, but identified their particular
need and directed them accordingly
(Craddock, 149).
Luke is the only biblical writer to
record this story about Martha and
Mary, though John acquaints us with
them in the Fourth Gospel. Jesus was
a visiting teacher, but also a friend.
On two different occasions, Jesus was
present in their home during pivotal
circumstances. In John 11:1-44 Jesus
raised their brother Lazarus from the
dead, sharing first their grief and then
their joy. John 12:1-3 records that
Jesus was once again in the home
of Martha and Mary, only six days
prior to his final Passover celebration.
During his final visit, Mary anointed
Jesus’ feet with a bottle of costly
perfume. Interestingly, both of
John’s stories offer an image that
corresponds to Luke’s description of
the two women’s behavior: While
Mary

Luke 10:38-4242
Access Bible
NT 103

is in the house, Martha goes out to
meet Jesus (see Jn 11:20), and at
dinner Mary is anointing Jesus’ feet
as Martha is serving (see Jn 12:1-3)
(Craddock, 152).
Jesus was neither devaluing
service (saying that work is
unnecessary) nor expressing any
lack of appreciation for Martha’s
hospitality. Jesus was telling Martha
that he cared enough about her to
want her to value what was important,
and to let go of the distractions that
kept her from seeing what had the
most meaning.
One notable feature of the story
is revolutionary in nature and not to
be overlooked. First of all, Jesus stayed
in the home of a woman (Martha’s
brother Lazarus is not mentioned in
the passage). Second, Jesus taught a
woman, and Jewish teachers were
not allowed to have female disciples.
Jesus’ treatment of women was radical
for the first century (Craddock, 152).
TEACHING
Young people are busier than ever, and
most of the activities in which they are
involved pressure teenagers to succeed
and excel. Jesus’ message to Martha is
the same for our youth: Stop, listen,
and reconsider what’s most important. Although doing good things and
serving others are significant concerns,
taking on too many responsibilities
can distract us from what matters
most. Help your youth reflect on ways
they can slow down, listen to God, and
think about what’s most important.
Fred B. Craddock, “Luke,” Interpretation, ed.
James L. Mays et al. (Louisville KY: John Knox
Press, 1990).
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o L OOKING AHEAD
Materials: Pencils, ink pens, markers, Teacher
Resource Page

Prior to the session, make copies of the
blank calendar on the Teacher Resource
Page Looking Ahead (p. 81). Form small groups
and distribute a calendar, a pencil, and an ink
pen to each person. Ask them to think about
their schedules during the next four weeks.
Using only the ink pens, have your youth list
their regular, ongoing obligations (school,
church, jobs, lessons, team sports, club meetings, etc.). Afterward, have them write with a
pencil additional events to which they are
committed (a party or other social event, a
family gathering, a date, a dental appointment,
a time set aside to study for a test, etc.). Lastly,
ask your teenagers to use a colored marker to
outline the blocks of free time that remain.
After a few minutes, instruct your groups
to discuss their schedules and what they think
about the busy nature of their lives. Then,
have some volunteers share their thoughts
with the larger group. Ask questions similar
to those that follow. Afterward, have your
youth write their names at the top of their
sheets and set the calendars aside. Collect all
of the writing utensils that are not required
by the option you’ve chosen next. Whether
your youth keep their calendars or give them
to you, be sure to save their sheets for the
closing activity Prioritizing Our Calendars
(p. 80) on the Intersection page.
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Discussion Questions
• Why is life so hectic these days?
• What causes you the most stress?
• How do you cope with stress?

o A WALK ON THE CALM SIDE

Life

Talk about

teaching options
might experience a sense of release. Whatever they feel is fine; there are
no right or wrong responses.
As you start the session, inform your youth that their time together
will begin with a quiet time of reflection. (There are a few things you
can do to help create a more favorable atmosphere. Dim the lights in the
room. Ask your teenagers to get in as comfortable a position as they can.
You may want to have them take a few deep, relaxing breaths.) Instruct
your youth to close their eyes and to think about a place they like to
go when they want to be alone and think. Use a series of questions like
the ones printed to guide their thoughts. Pause along the way to allow
moments of reflection. Don’t rush the experience. Take enough time
for your youth to relax and to experience the place they’ve pictured
in their minds. Afterward, inquire about what they experienced. This
option corresponds with the closing activity Finding Peace (p. 80) on the
Intersection page.
Reflection Guide
• As you picture a place in your mind, take note of your surroundings. How does it feel to be
here? Are there sounds here?What about smells?
• Consider what you are dealing with in your life right now.
• Think about what is going well for you in life.
• Recall the stresses you are currently experiencing.
• Notice Jesus sitting next to you and listening as you talk about the pressures you are
currently facing.
• Christ offers you a strong and loving embrace. He is assuring you that, despite continuing
difficulties, you will be okay.
• Envision blowing all of your stresses and problems into a balloon. Ask Jesus to help you tie
it. Allow it to float into the distance.

o NAME THAT STRESS
Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

b Hand around pencils and this session’s Name that Stress Youth Pages.

Instruct your teens to circle their responses, but not to list their
names. Afterward, collect the sheets and quickly compile the results. List
results for each answer on the board, discussing any similar findings.
e Before the session, choose a brief record- the
Point out that a number of teenagers experience many of the same
ing of peaceful music. This activity can
help young people experience what Jesus calls difficulties. Note dissimilar responses and discuss the differences in
us to do. Feel free to adjust this activity to meet problems various young people encounter.
the needs of your group. If some of your youth
do not know or trust others who are present,
they may not feel completely comfortable with
this exercise. Younger youth may have a
particularly difficult time being serious. Any
joking or skepticism may have more to do with
Transition: Now that we’ve thought about what causes stress, let’s read a
being fearful of or unfamiliar with personal
related story about Martha and Mary. *
reflection. Some young people may simply be
unable to complete this activity. If so, help
those people respect those who wish to
participate. Some may feel anxious; others
Materials: A selection of peaceful music and a way
to play the music for the group
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younger youTtahlk about The BibLe
Even before they’ve mastered the skills of responsibility and self-discipline, younger teens are called upon to
juggle multiple obligations. Many youth report feeling enormous pressure to succeed in school, please their friends, and
satisfy parental demands. Like their overburdened parents, many teenagers are simply trying to do too much.
Luke 10:38-42 contains a story relevant for busy, stressed young people. This session can lead youth to reflect on their busy lives
and to consider what activities mean the most.

o M ARTHA AND MARY
Materials: Bibles, markers, sheets of newsprint,
tape

Form three small groups, distribute Bibles,
markers, and a sheet of newsprint to each
group, and assign them one of the following
Scripture passages: Luke 10:38-42, John
12:1-3, and John 11:1-6, 20-29. Instruct your
youth to read their passages and write down
what they observe about the characters Martha
and Mary. Have them list not only the actions
and words of the two women, but also any of
their personality characteristics that your
young people notice.
Afterward, have your learners post their
sheets, read their assigned Scripture texts
aloud, and report their findings. As all of the
groups share their findings about Martha and
Mary, a common picture of the two women
is likely to emerge. Use the Hearing the
Scripture page to point out significant aspects
of the stories about Martha and Mary that
Luke and John told. You might even want to
compare Luke’s account with his other story
in 10:25-37 to illustrate how Jesus understands
our particular situations and offers remedies
specifically geared to meet our needs. Discuss
Martha’s attention to good and worthwhile
matters and Mary’s choice to focus on the
most important matter of all.

f

Questions for Reflection
• Who do you know that gets stressed out easily, and
why do you think they become so anxious?
• What did Jesus mean when he said that there is need of
only one thing (Lk 10:42)?
• How can we reduce our stress and focus on what
matters most?

o ACT IT OUT
Materials: Bibles

h Help your young people identify with

scenario aloud, and ask questions to guide their preparation. Allowing a
few minutes for your teens to plan, have each group present their
role-play.
Role-play Scenario
Your parents are spending Saturday afternoon running errands to prepare
for an evening dinner party. You and your brother have been left with
the responsibility of mowing the lawn, making a salad, and picking up
around the house. Although you are working, your church youth minister stops by for a visit. You chat for a minute and return to your chores,
leaving your brother and youth minister talking on the back porch. You
fume as their conversation lasts for two hours. When your parents pull in
the driveway, you head straight for the car.
Role-play Questions
• What are you feeling, and what do you say to your parents?
• How do your parents respond when they learn that your brother has been talking with your
youth minister about becoming a Christian?
• How do you reply to your parents?

Following the role-plays, hand around Bibles and help your youth
locate Luke 10:38-42, having a volunteer read the text aloud. Use the
Hearing the Scripture page to feature key details of the passage.
Mention Jesus’ relationship with Martha and Mary by recalling John’s
accounts. Point out that Jesus wasn’t unappreciative of Martha’s
hospitality and wasn’t downplaying the value of hard work. Note that he
was concerned that his friend was missing the most important thing in
life by becoming distracted by less important matters. Talk about what
distracts teenagers from focusing on what matters most. Ask your young
people how they can find peace amid busy and stressful living.
WHY NOT ASK...
• What circumstances cause you the most anxiety?
• How can I simplify my life and focus on what matters most?
• What kinds of things distract many younger teens from focusing on what’s most important?

Transition: Martha was distracted by seemingly important responsibilities,
and Mary was focused on only the really essential matters. How can we focus
on what matters most? *

Martha and Mary by having them develop
a brief role-play. Form two groups, read the
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older youthTalk about BibLe
The

The stakes are high for today’s older youth. Some experts who study future trends claim that anyone without a college
education will be economically disadvantaged in the coming decades. In many colleges, the competition to gain acceptance is so fierce that the only people considered are the ones with the highest scores and best averages. The educational
agenda for students in high school is set accordingly, and teenagers have to comply. Young people report that the pressure to
succeed academically is a major source of stress.

o N O NEWS IS GOOD NEWS
Materials: Bibles, pencils, newspapers, scissors

Form small groups, give each one a pair of
scissors and a newspaper, and ask them to
cut out four or five articles. Instruct each
member of the group to read the headline and
opening paragraph of their stories. As your
teens are working, create two columns on the
board. Title one column “News that Causes
Stress,” and call the other one “News that
Reduces Stress.”
After a few minutes, ask your groups to
name the articles that generally seem more
stress-inducing for the reader, and why they
think so. Next, invite your youth to name
the stories likely to provoke less stress for
a reader, and why. Each time your youth
respond, list their articles or the story topics in
the appropriate column.
Then, have your group name issues in the
news that highlight stressful
topics. Talk about the way that local, national,
and international events can add additional
stress to an already high level of anxiety.
Mention that various forms of media often
report news items that will attract attention
and that such extraordinary issues and events
are often distressing.
Distribute Bibles, help your youth locate
Luke 10:38-42, and read the text. Use the
Hearing the Scripture page to shed light on
relevant details of this passage. Point out Jesus’
ability to identify with our level of stress. Talk
about why Luke included the story about
Martha and Mary, perhaps even mentioning
John’s stories about the two women. Note that
Jesus wasn’t devaluing hard work, but was
only reminding Martha of the need to slow
down and reflect on what matters most.

f

Questions for Further Examination
• What kinds of things stress teenagers?
• What can happen when we let stress build up?
• What can help us determine the things that matter most?
• How can we decide what obligations to forego in order to focus more attention on what’s
most important?

o H OW I SPEND MY TIME
Materials: Bibles, pencils, Youth Pages

b Pass around pencils and this session’s How I Spend My Time Youth

Pages. Instruct your youth to think about a typical week during the
school year and to prioritize the list according to the activities they give
more of their time to. Have them use 1 for the most important and 10 for
the least significant. Encourage your teenagers to be honest and practical
in their answers. Explain that they will not be asked to share their results
unless they feel comfortable doing so.
After a few minutes, or when everyone is finished, ask those who
feel comfortable doing so to share their responses with the larger group.
Then, distribute Bibles, help your youth locate Luke 10:38-42, and ask
a volunteer to read the passage aloud. Use the Hearing the Scripture
page to highlight relevant details of the text. Point out that Jesus is
aware of our busy lives and how easily we are distracted from primary
concerns. Mention that he wasn’t angry with his friend Martha, but was
concerned that she wasn’t focusing on things that would bring the most
meaning to her life.
Follow-up Questions
• Who do you know who might be willing to help us set better priorities?
• Why are we so easily distracted?
• Why do we settle for less when what matters is freely available?

WHY NOT ASK...
• What habits, activities, and attitudes help us deal with stress?
• What role can our family play in raising or reducing our stress level?
• How can a relationship with God help us find peace in the midst of stress?

Transition: Martha was distracted by seemingly important responsibilities,
and Mary was focused on only the really essential matters. How can we focus
on what matters most? *
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o R ESPONDING TO STRESS
Materials: Pencils, paper

Form partners and distribute
pencils and paper to each pair.
Instruct your youth to list the different
ways people deal with stress, listing as
many ways as possible. Be sure they
include both positive and negative
methods of handling anxiety. After a few
minutes, ask your youth to rejoin the
larger group. Take turns having different
teenagers write on the board various
ways people deal with stress. When the
master list is complete, ask your young
people to identify the best methods of
handling stress. Circle the answers that
your group identifies as healthy ways of
dealing with anxiety. Then, form the
same pairs as before and ask each
person: (1) to choose two healthy and
appropriate ways of dealing with stress,
and (2) to describe specific situations in
their lives in which they intend to use
the two forms. Afterward, close with a
prayer. Ask God to help your youth
respond in healthy ways to manage the
stress in their lives.

f

 RIORITIZING OUR
o P
CALENDARS
Materials: Pencils, calendar sheets from
previous activity

b Be sure each person has his or her

completed calendar from the
opening activity Looking Ahead (p. 77),
on the Talk about Life page. Instruct
your youth to review their schedules in
light of the story about Jesus, Martha,
and Mary. Have your teens add anything
they may have forgotten to write on
their calendars. Then, of the activities
and events listed, ask your young
people to place a star by the most
important ones. Afterward, of the things
marked, have them further narrow the
list by underlining a few of the items
that have the greatest meaning. Lastly,
instruct your group to circle the most
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important item. (If your group has a
significant level of trust, you might
have them share their priorities in
pairs. Don’t ask your youth to share
their answers unless you’re sure they
would feel comfortable doing so.)
Encourage them to spend time alone
with God and to reflect on their
priorities. Close with a prayer, asking
God for the wisdom to know what’s
most important and the courage to
make the best choices.
o D ISTRACTING GOALS
Materials: Pencils, paper, newsprint,
markers

h Lay a large sheet of newsprint on

the floor or on a table, make
markers available, and ask your youth
to write down all of the things that
distract us from paying attention to
what’s most important. When everyone is finished, collect the markers,
read the answers, and ask your youth
to think of the one thing that most
distracts them from focusing on
what’s important in life.
Then, distribute pencils and
paper and instruct your teens to set
two realistic goals that can help them
overcome their distraction. Encourage
your youth to consider small strides
that can be attained within two
weeks. After a few minutes, ask them
to select one goal and to list three
simple steps that will help them make
progress toward achieving their goal.
(You may want to develop a realistic
goal and three simple steps to use as
an example.)
Close the session by forming a
circle and praying. Ask God to grant
strength to your teens so they can
work to overcome the things that
distract them from what matters
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most. Be sure your young people
take their goal sheets with them. You
might want to check on their progress
at a later date.
o F INDING PEACE
e This option corresponds with the
opening activity, A Walk on the
Calm Side (p. 77), on the Talk about
Life page. Form small groups for
sharing and ask them to identify
actions people take when trying to
find peace in a busy, stressful, and
distracting world. (If they have trouble
getting their discussion started, cite a
few examples.) After a few minutes,
instruct your youth to name some
things people do to find peace in life.
They can name any action, whether
positive or negative, that some people
take to seek serenity.
Then, ask your teenagers to
identify two things they can do to
deal with the stress in their busy lives.
They could share in the larger group,
in a smaller gathering, with a partner,
or alone with God. (If your young
people work alone, you might want
them to write their thoughts down
on paper.) Regardless of the way best
for your group to respond, be sure
that a few volunteers are given the
opportunity to share before you close
the session with a prayer.
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Teacher: Use this sheet with the option Looking Ahead on page 77 of Talk about Life. Make a
copy of this sheet for each person in your group.

Looking Ahead
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T

Youth PageSample

his sample Youth
Page is provided to

assist the teacher in session
preparation.
To order the full-sized color handouts
for your youth, call 1-800-747-3016 or visit
www.nextsunday.com/intersection
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Ecclesiastes
The writer of Ecclesiastes sought the meaning of human existence and raised some
troubling questions. The fact that such questions posed long ago are still asked today is one
reason studying the book is relevant for teenagers. When my sister learned I was writing
youth Bible study sessions, she explained that Ecclesiastes had been the favorite biblical
book of her youth because of its truth about life.
Ecclesiastes contains the reflections of a wise and learned Teacher. He reviewed his life
experiences and pondered the religious and worldly wisdom he had attained, yet found
it all quite useless in determining the meaning of life. The Teacher seemed resigned to
the fact that the only matters of which one could be absolutely sure were that God was
sovereign and death was inevitable. In the end, he advocated enjoying the simple things in
life and doing the best one can to follow God faithfully.
Session one deals with the Teacher’s search for meaning. He seemed skeptical because
he doubted and questioned commonly held religious ideas. Over and above questioning
and raising doubts, Ecclesiastes affirms life’s uncertainty: the only thing certain is that
nothing is certain. In other words, everything that happens is ultimately beyond human
control. God is sovereign. Any meaning derived from life can only be gained by following
God faithfully.
A session two review of Ecclesiastes 3:1-15 focuses on a poem that does not bear
the Teacher’s previously pessimistic tone. For everything there is a season, and a time for
every matter under heaven (3:1). In other words, perhaps life is not completely empty and
meaningless after all. Maybe there are some appropriate times for certain actions. He
seems to be saying something like the following. “Life is simple: Do the right thing at the
right time and enjoy the simple things as you follow God.”
Some youth question if it matters how they live, if they have anything to contribute, or
if they can make a difference. They wonder what one person can do to influence the world.
A session three study of Ecclesiastes 9:13-18 focuses on the story of an individual with
few or no resources who led his city to overcome a king’s army. Use the story to help your
teens see that they can make positive contributions to the world.
Session four deals with decision-making and consequences. The fact that we do not
understand everything about life should not keep us from acting. Even though we cannot
guarantee a specific outcome, our possibilities for success are greatly enhanced if we take
some sort of action rather than sitting idly by and doing nothing. The Teacher dares us to
live, offering wise guidance and encouraging us: “Don’t just sit there, do something.”
A session five review of Ecclesiastes 12:9-14 affirms that the meaning of life can be
found in having reverence for God, following God’s guidance, and knowing that God holds
everyone accountable. Throughout the book, the Teacher encourages us to ask difficult
questions about what matters most and challenges us to avoid simplistic answers about
God, truth, and life. Mature believers are willing to ask questions about their most basic
beliefs and practices in an all-out search for truth about God.

Featured Writer: Rick Jordan
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UNIT THREE
INTRODUCTION

Session Profiles
SESSION 1: AFFIRMING UNCERTAINTY
Learning Tension: What does the book of Ecclesiastes have to do with discovering meaning in life?
Spirituality
Old Testament
Wisdom Literature

Ecclesiastes 1:1-11
Session one deals with the Teacher’s search for meaning. He seemed skeptical because he
doubted and questioned commonly held religious ideas. Over and above questioning and
raising doubts, Ecclesiastes affirms life’s uncertainty: the only thing certain is that nothing is
certain. In other words, everything that happens is ultimately beyond human control. God is
sovereign. Any meaning derived from life can only be gained by following God faithfully.
SESSION 2: TIME AND PLACE

Spirituality
Old Testament
Wisdom Literature

Learning Tension: If there is a time and a place for everything, how can I make better choices about using my time?

Ecclesiastes 3:1-15
In session two, the focal passage does not bear the Teacher’s previously pessimistic tone. For
everything there is a season, and a time for every matter under heaven (3:1) indicates that life is
not completely empty and meaningless after all. Maybe there are some appropriate times for
certain actions. Youth discover that the path to happiness is following God and searching for
joy in the ordinary times and events of life.
SESSION 3: THE WISDOM OF ONE

Spirituality
Old Testament
Wisdom Literature

Learning Tension: What can one person do to influence the world?

Ecclesiastes 9:13-18
Session three focuses on the story of a single individual with few or no resources who led his
city to overcome a king’s army. One person was very influential, yet he was ultimately
forgotten. Use the story to help your teens see that regardless of whether they are recognized,
they can influence the world for good.
SESSION 4: DARE TO LIVE
Learning Tension: How can I evaluate my circumstances and make better decisions?

Spirituality
Old Testament
Wisdom Literature

Ecclesiastes 11:1-6
Session four deals with decision-making and consequences. The fact that we do not
understand everything about life should not keep us from acting. Even though we cannot
guarantee a specific outcome, our possibilities for success are greatly enhanced if we take
action rather than sitting idly by and doing nothing. The Teacher dares us to live, offering wise
guidance and encouraging us: “Don’t just sit there, do something.”
SESSION 5: WHAT MATTERS MOST?
Learning Tension: When it is all said and done, what is most important?

Spirituality
Old Testament
Wisdom Literature
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Ecclesiastes 12:9-14
Session five affirms that the meaning of life can be found in having reverence for God,
following God’s guidance, and knowing that God holds everyone accountable. Throughout
Ecclesiastes, the Teacher encourages us to ask difficult questions about what matters most
and challenges us to avoid simplistic answers about God, truth, and life. Mature believers are
willing to ask questions about their most basic beliefs and practices in an all-out search for
truth about God.

TeacherPrep
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Affirming Uncertainty
Learning Tension

Ecclesiastes 1:1-11
Access Bible
OT 848

Why Does It Matter?

What does the book of
Ecclesiastes is quite possibly the strangest book in the Bible. The writer appears pessimistic, skepEcclesiastes have to do
tical,
and hopeless about finding any meaning in life. The opening chapter finds our Teacher full of
with discovering
meaning in life? questions and doubts, viewing life as a worthless pursuit. Most of us know teenagers who fit such

a description. Younger youth tend to develop simple black-and-white solutions for problems. Older
teens, however, are beginning to perceive the gray areas of life’s difficulties and to grasp life’s complexities. These complications can generate anxiety. Endless problems can loom larger than life, giving
rise to feelings of helplessness. One problem follows another. Can the world have peace? Is there any
reason for joy? Are we trapped in the meaningless repetition of senseless acts, deeds, and events that
occur without rhyme or reason?
The fact that such questions posed long ago are still asked today is one reason studying
Ecclesiastes is relevant for young people. The writer, “the Teacher,” deals with haunting questions
about life that some of our teenagers are asking. In a straightforward manner, Ecclesiastes faces
concerns about the emptiness and futility of life. Although the Teacher appears to find no answers to
his questions, the book provides a general reason for the writer’s skepticism. By the time our writer
came on the scene around the third century BC, the prevailing wisdom of the era provided a simple
explanation of life: good conduct brings rewards, and evil conduct brings punishment. The writer of
Ecclesiastes reacts to such an overly simplistic view, declaring that only God is free to determine what
occurs in life. We cannot control the sequence of events in our lives. We can, however, make the most of
our circumstances. Consider the following parable that illustrates well the message of Ecclesiastes:
A farmer lives on an island on a poor plot of land. He knows that he will not leave the island, but his neighbors
keep saying there is a new world beyond the surrounding waters, a new world that will solve all problems. The
farmer can complain about the plight life has brought, or he can be about making the poor plot of land the best
possible. (Bellinger, 96)

Ecclesiastes is not a sad observation on the emptiness of life, but a comment on the inability of wisdom,
religion, or any pursuit to provide all the answers. God and life are certainly more complex and mysterious
than any human attempts can perceive.
W. H. Bellinger, Jr., The Testimony of Poets and Sages (Macon GA: Smyth & Helwys, 1998).

Featured Writer: Rick Jordan

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (85) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 86).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 87) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 88-89) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 90) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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Scripture Teaching Outline
1 – The Teacher
2 – Two Main Sections
3 – Primary Theme
4 – Questioning the Answers
5 – Affirming Uncertainty
6 – Trusting God
HEARING
In the book of Ecclesiastes, the writer
asks many questions about the meaning of our existence and comes to
the conclusion that, ultimately, life is
senseless. An initial poem (see 1:4-11)
illustrates the biblical author’s basic
view of life, and serves as his
overarching theme for the book of
Ecclesiastes: the absurdity of life.
UNDERSTANDING
The Hebrew title Qoheleth, often translated “Preacher,” is more accurately
rendered “Teacher.” The Teacher of a
gathered community of faith passed
along the wisdom he discovered in his
search for life’s meaning. The author
experienced life at its fullest—wealth,
knowledge, and pleasure. Yet, he found
life futile, fruitless, and empty (Bellinger, 93).
Due to the unconnected nature of
the sayings in Ecclesiastes, arranging
it into sections is difficult. For our
purposes, we can distinguish two main
portions. The first part (chapters 1–6)
contains philosophical reflection on
both the meaning and the foolishness
of life. The second part (chapters
7–12) deliberates on how one
should live based on the viewpoint
established in the first part (Cox, 177).
A unifying theme runs throughout
Ecclesiastes: the vanity of all things.
The Teacher opens his work by
stating his conclusion (12:8). Having
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reflected on his life experiences, the
author determines that life is a vanity
of vanities (1:2), a Hebrew way of
saying “the most vain thing of all.”
Hebel can also be variously translated
as “breath,” “vapor,” “emptiness,”
“falsehood,” or “fleeting.” It is the
most important word the Teacher uses
and his statement in 1:2 sets the tone
for the entire book: life is absurd and
incomprehensible (Crenshaw, 553).
The Teacher challenged the
traditions of his day by refusing to
embrace commonly held religious
answers. Railing against overly
simplistic explanations of the
mysteries of life and God, the Teacher
attacked the belief that good people
are always rewarded and bad people
are always punished. He reasoned that
such naive beliefs could not explain
the mysteries of life and the meaning
of human existence (Bellinger, 94-96).
Ecclesiastes is often described
as a pessimistic book filled with
skepticism. Over and above
questioning and raising doubts,
Ecclesiastes affirms uncertainty. The
only thing certain about life is that
nothing is certain. In other words,
everything that happens is ultimately
beyond human control. The Teacher
makes readers stop and think about
their beliefs. He asks brutally honest
questions and refuses to accept
traditional religious answers (Bellinger,
96–97).
The Teacher’s attitude about life
can be summed up with the words of
singer-songwriter Bono of the musical
group U2: “I still haven’t found what
I’m looking for.” The Teacher does not
arrive at an answer, but an epilogue
(12:9-14) added by a later editor
points to a summary of the original
author’s thoughts. For the Teacher,
life remained a mystery, and the best
way forward was to trust and believe

Ecclesiastes 1:1-11
Access Bible
OT 848

in God and to live according to God’s
guidelines (Bellinger, 95).
TEACHING
Ecclesiastes has a vital place in the Old
Testament because it asks the question
with which we must all ultimately
struggle: What, if anything, actually
matters in life? The Teacher sought
the meaning of human existence and
raised some troubling questions. In the
process, he found traditional religious
explanations seriously lacking (Bellinger, 97). Doesn’t this perspective
describe the outlook of many teenagers today?
The Teacher’s questions are ones
that youth ask. “What is the purpose
of my life, or of anyone’s life?” The
answers that many people have long
accepted and believed don’t work
for everyone. The world is different
than the one in which most adults
were raised. Change is far-reaching
and occurring at an ever rapid pace.
Chaos abounds. New discoveries point
to how little we actually know. Some
modes of thinking simply can’t make
sense of today’s complexities.
The troubling questions, the
apparent cynicism, and the seeming
lack of answers lead some people to
feel uncomfortable about Ecclesiastes.
Young people, however, often have
greater respect for those willing to be
honest about the uncertainties of our
world. Take inventory of your views on
life and be honest with your teens, not
only about what you believe, but also
about what you don’t understand.
W. H. Bellinger, Jr., The Testimony of Poets and
Sages (Macon GA: Smyth & Helwys, 1998).
Dermit Cox, The Oxford Companion to the
Bible (NY: Oxford University Press, 1993).
James L. Crenshaw, “Ecclesiastes,” Mercer
Commentary on the Bible, ed. Watson E.
Mills et al. (Macon GA: Mercer University
Press, 1995).
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oC
 HALLENGES OLD AND NEW

Life

Materials: Markers, newsprint, tape

Prior to the session, lay markers and a
large sheet of newsprint on the floor.
Create two sections on the newsprint by
drawing a line down the center of it. Call one
section “Old Challenges” and the other “New
Challenges.” As teenagers arrive, invite them to
list some responses in each section.
Under “Old Challenges,” ask them to write
problems and circumstances people may have
encountered 100 years ago that we don’t have
to face now. Beneath “New Challenges,” have
your youth list difficulties and experiences
we deal with that did not exist a century
ago. Encourage them to consider how the
technological advances of the last 100 years
have influenced the types of problems and
situations with which we must deal.
Afterward, attach the newsprint to a focal
wall in your youth study area and review the
written responses. Then ask questions like
those that follow.

f

Questions for Discussion
• What words of advice from a previous century might not
apply today?
• What helpful guidance for current problems might have
been useless for those who lived a hundred years ago?
• What teachings have stood the test of time to help
people from many different places and eras?

oR
 ETRO
Materials: Various articles from the past

e Prior to the session, obtain some items

from bygone eras. You could select objects
from your days of youth or any antiques you
may possess (clothing, music, pictures, coins,
etc.). Display the items and use questions like
the ones provided to generate discussion about
reasons we often look back and recapture
cultural trends, clothing styles, music, and so
on. Be sure to touch on the way styles, trends,
and music help us connect with a bygone era
and what it might have been like to have lived
during that time.
Additional Questions
• What are some current trends, styles, or musical preferences that have actually been recycled from previous
decades?
• Why are oldies radio stations popular?
• What trends, styles, and music do you think future teenagers will someday find interesting about this decade?
• What do you think young people will one day laugh
about when they recall this decade’s fashions?
• How do past trends, styles, and music help us connect
with past eras?

Talk about

teaching options
oH
 OW LIFE HAS CHANGED
Materials: Markers, sheets of newsprint

h Give each young person a marker and a large piece of paper. After

they divide the paper into three sections, have your learners create a
poster called “How Life Has Changed.” The first section represents their
grandparents’ era, the second represents their parents’ era, and the third
represents their own era. Have them describe how they perceive life has
changed during the three generations in question.
Your teens can list ideas, create charts, or draw pictures that illustrate
topics. If they have trouble thinking of things to write, offer suggestions
of areas like communication, transportation, fashion, and recreation.
When everyone is finished, invite volunteers to share.
Afterward, lead a discussion about change. Point out that some
matters about life, such as birth and death, will not change. Note that
technology, fashion, music, and cultural trends will continue to change
and progress, but some aspects of life remain constant.
o I GIVE UP!
Materials: Pencils, paper

b Before the session, write the following on the board: “I Give Up!”

After everyone arrives, form pairs and provide them with pencils and
paper. Then, have them list reasons a person might want to give up on
life. Encourage them to be realistic as they consider how someone might
arrive at the point where they sense that life has no meaning or value.
When everyone is ready, invite volunteers to share. As they do, list their
responses on the board. Afterward, ask questions like these.
Questions to Ponder
• Why do you think some people fail to make sense of life?
• When have you lost sight of what matters most?
• What brings meaning to your life?

Transition: Life’s changes and difficulties prompt some people to wonder
about the meaning life. Some of us even to try to recapture the past through
styles and trends. Let’s see what the Teacher in Ecclesiastes discovered about
the meaning of life. *
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younger youTtahlk about The BibLe
Ecclesiastes contains a rather cynical view about life. Help your youth understand this session’s focal Scripture passage
by pointing out the reasons behind the Teacher’s apparent skepticism. Note his refusal to accept simple and easy answers for
life’s complexities, even when the answers were traditionally accepted religious ones. We don’t want our teens to become
skeptical or pessimistic about God, but we do want them to learn how to seek meaning for themselves.

oH
 AVING IT ALL
Materials: Bibles, pencils, Youth Pages

Hand around pencils and the Having It All
Youth Pages, asking your young people to
complete the statements as if they had unlimited
money and opportunities to do anything they
wanted in life. Afterward, invite volunteers to
share their answers.
Tell your assembled youth group about a man
in the Bible who seemed to have everything that
might make a person happy and bring personal
fulfillment—wealth, knowledge, pleasure,
recreation, and power. In reflecting on the
knowledge and wisdom he had gained from his
vast life experiences, he wrote Ecclesiastes.
Next, distribute Bibles and read Ecclesiastes
1:1-11 before having your teens describe the kind
of person the biblical writer seems to have been.
Ask why he might seem so down on life after
having experienced so much. Then, direct your
learners to their Youth Page responses and ask
the following questions. (The numerals below
correspond with the numerals of the Youth Page
questions.)

f

Activity Questions
(1) How long would your purchased items last? Can anything
last forever?
(2) Would you ever know all there is to know about a certain
subject? How much could you know about a subject?
(3) When would you be satisfied with your unlimited vacations?
Would you ever run out of places that you wanted to visit?
(4) When the affairs of every nation and people group were in
the exact manner you prefer, would the world be a perfect
place?
(5) Does being friends with famous or important people make
us any better or worse in the eyes of God?
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Afterward, use information from the Hearing
the Scripture page to explain the meaning of
the phrase vanity of vanities (1:2). As you describe
why the Teacher seemed so cynical, note his
search for meaning and his refusal to accept
overly simplified answers. Ask your group’s
opinion about the Teacher’s attitude toward life,
and inquire why such an attitude might be so
prominently included in the Bible.

oA
 N EXERCISE IN FUTILITY
Materials: Bibles

b This activity helps teens experience the monotony and futility that

the Teacher describes in our focal text. Have your youth stand in a
circle facing toward the center. Ask each person to choose a motion for
their right arm or leg (swing an arm, snap a finger, stomp a foot, etc.).
The person to their right will mimic that motion with their left arm or
leg. When you begin, each person will make two motions—their
original motion on their right and their adopted motion on their left.
After the first round, ask them to switch sides so that their original
motion is now on their left and their adopted motion is on their
right. At first, be slow about making changes so everyone can catch
on. Then, begin calling for changes more quickly. Surprise them on
occasion by moving people to different places and repeating the
process. Play this game until the fun has worn off and someone either
quits or asks to stop. Afterward, ask questions similar to the ones
provided.
Suggestions to Consider
• What did you think of our game?
• When did it stop being fun?
• How long would you have kept playing if we had not quit when we did?
• Who wanted to stop playing? Why?

Afterward, ask your group to listen for similar attitudes about
life as you read Ecclesiastes 1:1-11. Have them describe the author’s
attitude about life and how it compares with their attitudes about
the game. Use the Hearing the Scripture page to highlight reasons
the Teacher thought that life simply repeated itself. Then, have your
group name the kinds of things that continue to repeat themselves
generation after generation.
WHY NOT ASK...
• When have you been skeptical about something?
• When has a person’s explanation about something not satisfied you?
• What kinds of pursuits, attitudes, or accomplishments do you think lead to a more
fulfilling life?
Transition: The Teacher tested every area of life in an attempt to find
the meaning of human existence. Simple answers did not work for him
anymore. How can his experiences and conclusions help us find deeper
meaning in life? *
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older youthTalk about BibLe
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Use either of the two following options to help your youth understand the Teacher’s instruction. Explain Ecclesiastes
as a strange and unique biblical writing from a person who had lived life to its fullest. Point out that although the Teacher
appears to have found life meaningless, he was actually speaking against commonly held beliefs he no longer thought could
explain the mysteries of God and life.

oM
 Y PERSPECTIVE
Materials: Bibles, pencils, Youth Pages

Ask your young people to listen for the
biblical writer’s attitude and message as
this session’s focal Scripture passage is read.
Then, distribute Bibles and ask a volunteer to
read aloud Ecclesiastes 1:1-11. Afterward, have
your teenagers describe the biblical writer’s
attitudes about life. Ask what his main points
seem to be.
Next, hand around pencils and copies
of this session’s Youth Page, referring your
young people to the My Perspective section
of the Youth Page. Have your learners write a
philosophy of life that is the exact opposite
of the Teacher’s attitude about life. Your
youth can work alone, as partners, or in
small groups. After a few minutes, or when
everyone is finished, invite volunteers to share
their ideas. Then, ask questions like the ones
provided.

f

Questions for Closer Examination
• What about the Teacher’s attitudes are realistic
portrayals of life? What are not?
• What about our descriptions accurately depicts life?
What does not?
• Why do you think the Teacher’s writings are in the
Bible?

of God and life are futile. Mention how Ecclesiastes closes with a final
declaration about finding meaning in life: trust and believe in God and
live according to God’s guidelines.
o T HE GAME WITH NO PURPOSE
Materials: Bibles, a timepiece with a second hand, Teacher Resource Page

e Before the session, review the instructions on the Teacher Resource

Page The Game with No Purpose (p. 91). Use the activity to help your
young people identify with the writer in Ecclesiastes and his attitude
about life seeming to have no real purpose. (Hint: Do not divulge to your
youth that the game has no real purpose.) Once you have completed the
exercise and confessed that the activity has no purpose, pose questions
similar to the ones that follow.
Questions to Ask
• Would anyone want to play in a game without a purpose?
• Would you want to play this game again? Why or why not?
• How is our activity like the attitude some people have about life?
• What do you think persuades a person to believe life has no purpose or meaning?

Next, distribute Bibles, help your young people locate Ecclesiastes
1:1-11, and invite a volunteer to read the text aloud as everyone else
follows along silently in their Bibles. Afterward, ask your youth group
what the author of Ecclesiastes seems to think about life’s purpose.
Then, use additional information from the Hearing the Scripture page
to feature key details of the passage. Explain the meaning of the phrase
vanity of vanities (1:2) and the Hebrew word for “vanity.” Ask your
teenagers to name the different kinds of attitudes some young people
have about the meaning of life. Describe why the Teacher seemed so
cynical before noting his search for meaning and his refusal to accept
overly simplified answers, even commonly held religious ones.

Afterward, use information from the
Hearing the Scripture page to highlight
relevant details of the text. Note that biblical
WHY NOT ASK...
• Why do you think some people take such a pessimistic view of Ecclesiastes?
scholars are unable to determine the exact
• Do you have life goals? How do those goals give your life meaning and purpose?
identity of the author of Ecclesiastes, but that
• If you could state your purpose of life in a sentence, what would it be?
his purpose in writing is certainly evident.
Point out his search for meaning and his
refusal to accept traditional religious answers.
Describe the meaning of the Hebrew word
Transition: The Teacher tested every area of life in an attempt to find the
for “vanity” as well as the meaning of the
meaning of human existence. Simple answers did not work for him anymore.
phrase vanity of vanities (1:2). Then, talk about
How can his experiences and conclusions help us find deeper meaning in
the Teacher’s affirmation of uncertainty—
life? *
that life is beyond human control and that
our attempts to make sense of the mysteries
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oD
 EBATING THE MEANING
OF LIFE
Materials: Pencils, slips of paper, small
container

b Establish two teams to debate the

topic: “Life is meaningless.” One
team will support the statement, and the
other will seek to disprove it. Allow the
two groups time to list some statements
that prove their case. Act as the moderator and designate when each side is to
speak. Following the debate, declare to
everyone that the time for voting has
arrived.
Disband the debate teams and
distribute pencils and small slips of
paper. Ask each person to vote for the
perspective they think most accurate,
listing at least one reason why. Then,
gather into a circle and have them
place their folded slips of paper into a
small container (a box, a basket, a hat,
etc.). After tallying the vote, read aloud
various comments your youth have
written. As time allows, you may want to
use their written comments to generate
further discussion. Be sure to close the
session with a prayer, asking God to
help your teenagers as they search for
meaning and purpose in life.
o L ETTER TO THE TEACHER
Materials: Pencils, paper, prepared
questions

b Prior to the session, prepare a list of

questions to which your youth can
refer. You could write the questions on
the board or sheet of newsprint or make
enlarged photocopies of this page, cut
out the questions, and distribute the
copies among your teenagers.

Letter Topics
• What do you think about the Teacher’s philosophy of life?
• Do you agree with what he says? Do you like
how he says it?
• How do the Teacher’s writings relate to your
life?
• What suggestions do you have for the Teacher?
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Pass around pencils and paper
and invite your young people to write
letters to the author of Ecclesiastes.
Explain that the questions are only
suggestions to help them get started
and that your youth do not have to
use them. They may want to write an
entire letter that focuses on one of
the questions, a letter that includes
more than one of the questions, or
a letter from an entirely different
perspective.
After a few minutes, invite
volunteers to read their letters aloud.
When everyone is finished, remind
your teenagers of how Ecclesiastes
closes with a final declaration about
finding meaning in life: trust and
believe in God and live according to
God’s guidelines. Note that even when
we do not understand our lives or feel
in control of what is happening, God
knows what is happening and loves
us very much. Then, close session
with a prayer. Ask God to grant your
teenagers patience and insight as they
search for meaning and purpose in
life.
o A D CAMPAIGN
Materials: Markers, paper, tape, a business card, a piece of business letterhead

b Have your youth imagine that

they are advertising agents for a
new business leader. This leader has
explained his philosophy of life and
wants them to create a logo and a
slogan for his business. Distribute
paper and markers, instructing your
learners to develop an advertising
campaign based on the attitude of the
author of Ecclesiastes. You may want
to show samples of a business card as
well as a piece of business letterhead.
Your youth can work alone, as
partners, or in small groups.
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After a few minutes, invite
volunteers to share. Have them
explain why they developed such
an advertising campaign. Then, ask
questions like the ones provided and
close the session with a prayer. Ask
God to help your youth find meaning
and purpose in life.
Discussion Questions
• What might encourage the Teacher’s attitude
about life to change?
• How does his experience relate to life
today?
• What perspectives on life do you think are
important for having a meaningful and
fulfilling life?

oP
 OSITIVE ROLE-PLAYS
b Form small groups or pairs,
assigning each one the task of
creating a role-play. Each skit is to
portray an optimistic person trying to
have a positive conversation about life
with the Teacher of Ecclesiastes. (It
may be necessary to explain the
meaning of optimistic and
pessimistic.) Make sure your youth tell
the time and location of their roleplay prior to the performance.
Allow your groups enough time
to prepare, then have them make
their presentations. Afterward, ask
questions like the ones provided and
end the session with a prayer. Ask
God to help your youth find meaning
and purpose in life.
Further Reflection
• How difficult is it to remain optimistic around
a person who has a negative attitude about
life?
• Do your friends tend to be more optimistic or
pessimistic? How about you?
• When you think of Jesus, do you picture him
as an optimist or a pessimist?
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Teacher: Use this sheet with the option The Game with No Purpose on page 89 of Talk
about the Bible for older youth. Follow the instructions below to lead your teens through
an activity that simulates what the Teacher in Ecclesiastes wrote about life having no clear
purpose.

The Game
with No Purpose

Time and Place

Use this activity to help your young people identify with the writer
in Ecclesiastes and his attitude about life having no clear purpose.

Announce to your young people that you are excited to introduce a brand new game to them. (Do not divulge
that the game has no real purpose and no explicit goals.) After everyone has selected a partner, explain that each
person in the pair will compete against the other person. Have one young person be number one and the other
person be number two. Explain that you will call out instructions for each person. Your youth are to follow the
instructions for thirty seconds, after which you will call time and announce another set of instructions. Use
activities similar to the following ones or make up some that are appropriate for your group.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTNERS
• Person One: Stare at the face of person two. Person Two: Keep your eyes closed.
• Person One: Look up at the ceiling. Person Two: Look down at the floor.
• Person One: Stand facing a door. Person Two: Stand facing a window.
• Person One: Starting with the number one, count up as fast as you can. Person Two: Starting with the
number one thousand, count down as fast as you can.
• Person One: Sit on a chair with your arms crossed and your legs uncrossed. Person Two: Sit on a chair with
your legs crossed and your arms by your side.
After an appropriate amount of time, end the game and invite your young people to sit down. The following
questions have no right or wrong answers. Conceal this information from your group, and ask the questions as if
you expect correct responses.
ACTIVITY QUESTIONS
1. What was the purpose of this game?
2. In your pairs, who would you say won the game? Why?
3. What can we learn about life from this game?
Affirm your teenagers in their struggle to answer the questions and now confess that this activity is called The
Game with No Purpose. (Refer back to page 89 to continue the learning.)
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Youth PageSample

his sample Youth
Page is provided to

assist the teacher in session
preparation.
To order the full-sized color handouts
for your youth, call 1-800-747-3016 or visit
www.nextsunday.com/intersection
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Time and Place
Learning Tension

Ecclesiastes 3:1-15
Access Bible
OT 850

Why Does It Matter?

If there is a time and place
“Timing is everything.” A young person has to consider timing in many situations. Is it time to ask
for everything, how can I
for
the car? Is it time to get a job? Is it time to become physically involved with someone? Timing is
make better choices about
using my time? not only related to our external actions, but to our internal thoughts and decisions. Is it time to feel

happy or sad? Is it time to decide about God’s role in my life? Is it time to let my feelings show? Is it
time to be quiet, so I can observe and learn? Is it time to risk sharing my thoughts?
When it comes to success, many believe that “timing is everything.” We have to be at the right
place at the right time. For them, life is about being lucky. If we are savvy, make the right connections,
and manipulate matters in precisely the right way, we can be in the right place at the right time. The
Teacher of Ecclesiastes seems to disagree. Life is not about luck; there are identifiable cycles. The
key is to do the right thing at the proper time. God is ultimately in control, and the cycles cannot be
changed. The Teacher wrote, I know that whatever God does endures forever; nothing can be added to it,
nor anything taken from it (3:14).
The Teacher emphasizes the mystery of life. Instead of claiming that life can be fully understood,
the Teacher might exclaim, “Life is to be lived, not solved.” Therein lies a positive message for teens, for
many are saddled with high expectations much too early. They feel the pressure to map out many details
of their lives before graduating from high school: career focus, future education and training, committed
relationships, family planning, and so on.
Rushing to understand everything about life can cause stress and lead to confusion when life doesn’t
go as planned. Broken relationships, rejected college applications, family breakups, the death of loved
ones, and other unexpected occurrences can alter our previous plans. We need not think that life has
fallen apart when our plans don’t work out. Life is a mystery. A discussion with a wise adult can provide
evidence that things do not always go as planned. Such “detours” often turn out to be good for us in the
long run. A brief meeting with a person leads to an exciting new job. A blind date becomes a wonderful
marriage partner. Supposed detours and alterations in our plans can turn out to be our path to fulfillment.

Featured Writer: Rick Jordan

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (p. 93) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 94).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 95) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 96-97) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 98) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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 isinterpreting the
Teacher
6 – The Hiddenness of God
HEARING
The theme of Ecclesiastes 3:1-15
seems to be something like the following. “Life is simple: Do the right thing
at the right time and enjoy the simple
pleasures.” The only problem with
such an approach is that we know life
is a bit more complicated. How can we
be sure the time is right for our plans?
How can we determine if our plans
are the right choices? Can we exercise
some control over life? Do events simply occur by fate or chance? Has God
already determined all
circumstances? Such are the questions that some people raise about
the “timing is everything” theme of
Ecclesiastes 3.
UNDERSTANDING
Until chapter three, the Teacher has
seemed cynical and pessimistic about
life. In chapter one, he set the overall
tone of the book: life seems absurd
and incomprehensible. In chapter
two, he tested pleasure but concluded
that its pursuit is a chasing of the wind
(2:11). Next, he pursued wisdom (2:12)
and then hard work (2:18). He also
discovered them to be useless in his
search for the meaning of life (2:25).
The poem that opens chapter
three does not bear the Teacher’s
previously pessimistic tone. For
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everything there is a season, and a time
for every matter under heaven (3:1).
In other words, perhaps life is not
completely empty and meaningless
after all. Maybe there are appropriate
times for certain actions. Fourteen
pairs of actions are used to illustrate
that a life appropriately conducted
is not lived in vain. “All is not lost
simply because there are no ultimate
meanings to be found. One finds
meanings in the everyday virtues
and enjoyments” (Johnson, 124).
Therefore, the Teacher concludes,
there is nothing better for them than to
be happy and enjoy themselves as long
as they live; moreover, it is God’s gift
that all should eat and drink and take
pleasure in all their toil (3:12-13). The
Teacher’s happy conclusion, however,
is bittersweet. It is “sweet” in that God
is in control of life and its cycles. It is
“bitter” in that God’s ways are hidden
from us.
In verse 11, the Teacher uses a
word that is difficult to translate into
English. God has put something inside
each person. The Hebrew word for
that something is olam. The word
has been translated variously as “the
world,” “eternity,” “the everlasting”
(Alter, 281), “an enigma” (Scott, 220),
and “a sense of past and future.”
Despite the difficulty of translating
the word, the Teacher’s conclusion is
clear: yet they cannot find out what
God has done from the beginning to
the end (3:11). Regardless of what God
is doing, we will never have full and
complete understanding. We must live
as best we know how.
TEACHING
Teenagers may become impatient
with the Teacher’s poetic reflection
on the meaning of time. After awhile,
a young person might want to shout,
“So what?!” That, of course, is the

Ecclesiastes 3:1-15
Access Bible
OT 850

Teacher’s ultimate point: life has cycles
and appropriate times for certain
things (we can at least know this much
about life). But what do all the cycles
mean? Why has God given us such
limited understanding about the
purpose of life?
Some people misinterpret
the Teacher’s words and form a
philosophy of “eat, drink, and
be merry, for tomorrow we die!”
Our culture is saturated with this
short-sighted approach to life. It is
heavily promoted by advertisers and
adamantly expressed by peers. The
Teacher, however, is not promoting
excess, but simplicity. Even when life
seems complicated, we are to seek joy
in the simple things. The key is to do
the best we can with what we know at
any given time. The path to happiness
is following God and searching for joy
in the ordinary times and events of
life.
The hidden nature of God
may seem like a foreign concept
to some teens who have not faced
crises that have prompted them to
question God’s love. Other youth,
however, have encountered traumatic
experiences in life and questioned
God’s existence. Still others experience
God’s hiddenness when they receive
no identifiable answers about their
life questions. The Teacher assumes
that God listens, but concludes that
God remains silent. Paradoxically, the
Teacher says, God’s silence leads us to
have an awe of the transcendent Holy
One. (3:14)
L. D. Johnson, Israel’s Wisdom: Learn and Live
(Nashville: Broadman, 1975).
Robert Alter and Frank Kermode, The Literary
Guide to the Bible (Cambridge MA: Belknap Press, 1987).
R. B. Y. Scott, “Ecclesiastes,” The Anchor Bible,
vol. 18 (Garden City NY: Doubleday, 1965).
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o T IME AND PLACE

Life

Materials: Markers, newsprint, tape

Use this exercise to introduce the
Teacher’s notion of an appropriate time
and place for every action. Begin by brainstorming things teens do or choices youth
must make, as many as possible. As your
learners voice their answers, list their
responses on the board.
Next, give markers, newsprint, and the
following assignments to two groups. Ask one
group to select a few items from the larger list
and identify instances when making decisions
and taking actions are right because they
occur at the appropriate times and places.
Have the other group choose examples from
the list and describe decisions and actions
that are wrong because they are made at
inappropriate junctures of life. After a few
minutes, attach their lists to a focal wall and
have volunteers talk about the instances they
discussed.

f

o A TIME FOR EVERYTHING
Materials: Pencils, paper (optional: music)

e The poem that begins this session’s focal

Scripture text is among the best known
passages of the Bible. It has even been
popularized by various musical groups. The
Byrds recorded “Turn, Turn, Turn” in the
1960s. Although it is an older song, you may
have access to a recording of it. If so, play it as
your youth arrive for the session. See if they
are able to determine that the lyrics are based
on Ecclesiastes 3:1-8.
Next, provide pencils and paper so that
pairs of youth can list various activities,
responsibilities, and pursuits that require a lot
of their time. After a few minutes, take turns
having each pair of teens name an item from
their list. As they respond, write their replies
on the board. When the list is complete, note
the sheer number of responsibilities and time
constraints many youth encounter. Then, ask
questions like the ones provided.
Questions to Ask
• Where in your life do you feel hurried and rushed?
• Do you think life is hectic? Why or why not?
• How do some people deal with the hurried pace of
life?

oC
 HARTING TIME
Materials: Pencils, paper

Talk about

teaching options
left-hand corner. List the days of the week below the horizontal line. List
the even numbers (2, 4, 6, 8, etc.) along the vertical line to show
increments of a twenty-four hour period.
Begin by providing pencils and paper so that your teens can create
a graph that charts the way they use their time during a typical week.
Refer to the example you have prepared on the board. Have your
youth consider how much time they spend attending classes, studying,
working, watching television, listening to music, participating in church
activities, taking part in recreational activities, talking on the phone,
hanging out with friends, and so on. Ask them to list the total number of
hours taken up by such activities for each day.
After having volunteers share their work, use the charts to help
your teens reflect on their schedules. Guide them to see that many of
our activities have an appropriate time and place. (You can also use the
charts to help your youth examine their priorities and the consequences
of their choices.)
o N OT ENOUGH TIME
Materials: Bibles, markers, paper, tape, hymnals, prepared signs

h Use this exercise to symbolize how youth are often weighed down by

their responsibilities and time constraints. Before the session,
prepare signs with words or phrases that symbolize activities and events
to which many teens devote time. List such things as school, homework,
club meetings, practices, sporting events, church services, youth group
events, time with friends, chores, a job, time with family, time alone with
God, time with a boyfriend or girlfriend, watching television, reading,
time alone, and so on. Tape each sign to a hymnal or to some other book.
(Be sure to use tape that will not damage the cover of a book.)
Begin by remarking about the way we sometimes feel weighed
down by all of our responsibilities. Then, ask a volunteer to stand
before the group. As you read the signs one at a time, show them to
the group before stacking them in the hands of your volunteer. This is
where the symbolism of being weighed down by responsibilities and
time constraints comes into play. Since each sign designates a particular
activity or event in the life of a teen, every time you add to the stack
emphasize how much time that particular activity or event can take up
in the life a teen. When you have gone through each sign, your wellburdened young person will be a visible reminder of how weighed down
many youth feel by their responsibilities and time constraints.

Transition: Some people feel weighed down by their responsibilities and time
constraints. Let’s read a widely known biblical passage and consider how we
can make better choices about what we do and when we do it. *

b Before the session, create a graph on the

board by drawing a vertical line down the
left side and a horizontal line along the
bottom. Be sure the lines meet at the lower
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younger youTtahlk about The BibLe
Time, like gravity or centrifugal force, is a natural phenomenon beyond our grasp. We can, however, control ourselves
and our use of time. It’s one thing to know that for everything there is a season, and a time for every matter under heaven (Eccl
3:1). It’s entirely different to exercise self-discipline so we allow ourselves to enjoy our time by using it wisely.

oW
 ATCH YOUR TIME
Materials: Bibles, markers, tape, Youth Pages

Have volunteers describe the faces of
wristwatches they have owned. Some are
plain, ornate, or trendy. Others have cartoon
themes. Note that the styles of watches often
reflect certain aspects about the wearer. Then,
pass around pencils and the Watch Your Time
Youth Pages. Instruct your teens to design a
watch face symbolizing how they spend their
time. (They can sketch pictures or write
words.) After a few minutes, have volunteers
share their work.
Next, distribute Bibles, help your youth
locate Ecclesiastes 3:1-15 and read the text
aloud. Afterward, use information from the
Hearing the Scripture page to note that
everything has an appropriate time and
place, yet the course of our lives is not fully
determined. Emphasize that we have a choice
of how we use our time. Point out that even
when we do not understand everything
happening around us, we must live as best we
know how. Then, pose questions like the ones
that follow.

f

Questions for Examination
• To which of the fourteen pairs of actions listed in our text
can you relate? Why?
• How could a teen make his or her life less complex?
• What issues of time can’t be simplified because we
have no control over them?
• What can you do to control your time so that it becomes
as simple as possible?

oT
 HE RIGHT TIME LINE-UP
Materials: Bibles, pencils, paper

develop your own ideas. Be sure each way of lining up deals with time
instead of some other measure (weight, height, etc.).
Line Up By...
(1) Birth year
(2) Birth date
(3) Birth month
(4) Favorite month of the year
(5) The time they went to bed last night
(6) The time they got up this morning
(7) The length of time it takes to get ready for church

Then, distribute Bibles, read Ecclesiastes 3:1-8, and have your teens
identify the categories in the game that they had no choice about and
the ones they did. Create two columns on the board with the headings
“Choice” and “No Choice.” Note the scriptural reference to the fourteen
sets of action involving time that are cited in this session’s focal Scripture
text. Have your group cite examples of each set, identifying when people
do and do not have choices. Point out that other than the first and last
situations (birth, death, life, war), we have choices about how we use our
time and how we react to situations.
Next, have a volunteer read Ecclesiastes 3:9-15 before noting that
some people misinterpret verses 12-13 and live life as if it were one big
party. Then, use information from the Hearing the Scripture page to
explain that the path to happiness is following God and searching for joy
in the ordinary times and events of life. Afterward, ask questions similar
to the ones provided.
Discussion Questions
• What kinds of things complicate life for many of today’s teenagers?
• In what ways do we have choices about the complexity of our lives?
• How could we simplify our lives?

WHY NOT ASK...
• How much control do your parents have over your use of time?
• When has your experience at church-related activities been worth the time you gave it?
When has it not?
• How, if in any way(s), could teenagers benefit from time management training?

h Organize two teams for some friendly

competition. The goal of each round of
the game is for each team to line up in the
correct order more quickly than the other
team. Have your youth line up from least to
most, highest to lowest, or earliest to latest,
always in ascending or descending order.
When they finish, they are to say, “Right
Time!” Use the suggestions provided or
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Transition: The Teacher of Ecclesiastes described a cycle of events, each
occurring in its own time and way. If everything has an appropriate time
and place, how can we make better choices about what we do and when we
do it? *
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Young people of today have very full schedules. Afternoons are taken up with homework, sports, clubs, jobs, and a
variety of other activities. There is also pressure to have life figured out and planned out before reaching young adulthood.
The Teacher gives us a beautiful poem about time and the pressure that accompanies it. Everything has a suitable time.

oT
 HE BEST AND WORST OF
TIMES
Materials: Bibles, pencils, Youth Pages

f Pass around pencils and The Best and
Worst of Times Youth Pages, instructing
your teens to complete the statements. When
everyone is finished, organize small groups
and have them share their answers. After a few
minutes, ask volunteers to share insights they
may have discovered about the timing of
events in life.
Next, distribute Bibles, help your young
people locate Ecclesiastes 3:1-8, and ask a
volunteer to read the passage aloud. Note
that even though the book of Ecclesiastes was
written over 2,000 years ago, the wise Teacher
knew that “timing is everything.”Before going
further, ask questions like these.
Suggestions to Consider
• What happens when our timing is off?
• How do you know when the timing for an activity or
event is appropriate?
• Is this sense of timing taught, learned by experience, or
is it an inborn feature?

Afterward, ask another volunteer to read
Ecclesiastes 3:9-15. Then, use information
from the Hearing the Scripture page to note
the three statements in verse 11: (1) He has
made everything suitable for its time; (2) He
has put a sense of past and future into their
minds; (3) They cannot find out everything
God has accomplished from the beginning
to the end. Designate one side of your youth
study area as “Definitely True,” the other
side as “Definitely False,” and the middle as
“Unsure.” As you read the statements, have
your teenagers move to the location that
best expresses their beliefs. Between each
statement, allow time for discussion.

oF
 EELING PRESSURE
Materials: Bibles, balloon, Teacher Resource Page

h Prior to the session, review the Teacher Resource Page Feeling

Pressure (p. 99). After identifying a volunteer to sit in a chair before
the group, give your assistant a balloon and have them blow one full
breath into it each time you pause in the story. When the story is over,
ask your volunteer how they felt about inflating the balloon. Then, ask
your group to describe their feelings in watching the balloon get larger.
Debrief the activity with questions like these.
Questions for Reflection
• What do you think is the main point of using the balloon and telling the story?
• Does this activity realistically portray the pressures teenagers face today? Why or why not?
• What other pressures do young people face?

Next, distribute Bibles and have a volunteer read Ecclesiastes 3:1-15.
Afterward, use information from the Hearing the Scripture page to
highlight relevant aspects of the passage. As you emphasize the focus on
doing the right thing at the right time, inquire about any pressure your
young people feel to act in a correct manner or to make certain kinds
of decisions. Ask how they handle the pressure and how it’s possible to
know for sure when we’re making the right choices at the right times.
Continue by creating two columns on the board with the headings
“Advance” and “On the Spot.” Ask your youth to give examples of
choices that are best made well in advance and others that can be or
must be made on the spot. Read verses 12-13 again and explain that
the Teacher is not urging us to shirk important decisions or deny the
pressure we feel about them. As you mention how we often complicate
our lives and put unnecessary pressure on ourselves, note the Teacher’s
focus on simplifying life and finding joy in the simple times and events.
WHY NOT ASK...
• What are some simple pleasures we miss by becoming too busy?
• How much time per week is appropriate for religious activities?
• How much time do you think is best to spend in prayer and Bible reading each day?

Transition: The Teacher of Ecclesiastes described a cycle of events, each
occurring in its own time and way. If everything has an appropriate time
and place, how can we make better choices about what we do and when we
do it? *
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o W HAT DO I DO?
f After everyone has selected a
partner, have one person share a
time in life when they had to make a
decision without adequately
understanding what was happening.
After a minute or so, invite the other
person to talk about a similar situation.
When everyone is finished, give
volunteers an opportunity to share their
stories with the larger group.
Next, note the Teacher’s emphasis
on pursuing happiness by following God
and searching for joy in the ordinary
times and events of life. Remind your
young people that even when we do
not understand what is happening,
sometimes we have to live as best we
know how. Then, close the session
with a prayer, asking God to guide
your teenagers as they learn to use
their time wisely. Ask God to help your
youth remain faithful even when they
do not understand everything that is
happening.
o ACCEPTING AND
CHANGING
Materials: Pencils, paper, prepared poster

l Prior to the session, write the

Serenity Prayer on a sheet of
newsprint or posterboard, but do not
display the prayer at this time. (For your
reference, the prayer is printed elsewhere on this page.) Distribute pencils
and sheets of paper, and instruct your
young people to list the top ten things
they wish they could change about life.
After a few minutes, display the
Serenity Prayer poster and read it aloud
to your group. Next, ask your teenagers
to write on their lists the letter “P”
beside the items they cannot change, a
“C” beside items they can change, and
a “W” beside items about which they
are unsure. When everyone is finished,
invite volunteers to cite an item from
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each category and say why they
designated it as they did.
Then, close the session with a
prayer, asking God to guide your
teens as they learn to use their time
wisely. Ask God to help your youth
remain faithful even when they do
not understand everything that is
happening.
Serenity Prayer
Lord, Grant me the patience to
accept the things I cannot change,
the courage to change the things I
can, and the wisdom to know the
difference.
o P RAYERS FOR WISDOM
Materials: Pencils, note cards

e After providing pencils and note

cards, have your teens list an area
of their lives in which they currently
face a choice about how they will use
their time. It may be an area in which
they feel pressure or stress. Request
that your young people not write their
name on their cards.
Afterward, collect the note
cards, shuffle them, and redistribute
the cards at random, giving one to
each young person. Tell them not
to mention whether or not they
are holding their own card. Next,
organize a circle and lead a group
prayer similar to the following. The
group will begin each individual
prayer by saying aloud, “Lord, give
us the wisdom to make good time
choices about...” Take turns going
around the circle and having each
person finish the prayer by naming
the issue written on the note card
they hold. Continue alternating
between the group and the individual
until everyone’s concern has been
offered to God.
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Afterward, close with a moment
of silence where each person prays
silently both for their area of concern
and for the person who wrote the
card they hold. Then, end the session
by praying aloud. Ask God to guide
your young people as they learn to
use their time wisely. Ask God to
help your teenagers remain faithful
even when they do not understand
everything that is happening.
o S IMPLIFYING LIFE
Materials: Pencils, paper

b Provide pencils and sheets of

paper so that two small groups
can list the five best ways to simplify
their lives. Tell them not to let the
other team know their answers. When
everyone is finished, ask them to
determine a way of communicating
their answers other than simply
stating them aloud or writing them on
the board. Their methods must
involve everyone in their group.
After a few minutes, ask
your young people to make their
presentations. As they do, have your
other learners guess the answers.
As the presenting group verifies
that someone from the crowd has
guessed the accurate response, list
the correct answer on the board or a
sheet of newsprint. When all ten of
the responses have been recorded,
compare their ways of simplifying
life. Afterward, close the session with
a prayer, asking God to guide your
teenagers as they learn to use time
wisely. Ask God to help your youth
remain faithful even when they do
not understand everything that is
happening.
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Teacher: Use this sheet with the option Feeling Pressure on page 97 of Talk about the Bible
for older youth. Read the following to your group as a volunteer blows up a balloon during
the pauses. (Once the balloon pops, finish reading the story without the pauses.)

Feeling Pressure
Once upon a time, there was a little girl named Brianna. (Pause) Brianna
was born into a nice family, but like any family, it had its problems.
(Pause) For one thing, Brianna’s sister was a better athlete than
Brianna. (Pause) Her brother made better grades. (Pause) Brianna’s
father and mother were both very busy at their jobs and began
spending less time at home. (Pause) When her parents were home,
they were easily irritated. (Pause)
As Brianna grew older, she worked at a weekend job. (Pause) She spent
most of her afternoons at a sports practice or club gathering. (Pause) She
spent most of her evenings staying up late, playing video games or chatting online. (Pause)
One day, Brianna came home from a softball practice that had not gone so well.
(Pause) Her sister, always putting Brianna down, laughed, “Hey, I heard you’re in the
running for bat girl of the year!” (Pause) Her brother chimed in next, “With the grades
she’s getting this term, she might get dunce of the year, too!” (Pause) Dad cut in,
“Brianna, you know you’d better be keeping those grades up. You remember our deal
about the car?” (Pause)
Just then, her mother came in the room. “Who threw this dirty softball glove in the
middle of the floor? Brianna, you march outside and clean off those shoes and when
you come back in here, don’t you sit in my good chairs with that sweaty shirt on!”
(Pause) When Brianna came back inside, her brother said, “Brianna, telephone call.
Keep it short, I’m expecting my girlfriend to call.” Brianna hated her brother’s girlfriend.
(Pause) The call was from Brianna’s boyfriend. (Pause) “Hi, Brianna. Listen, could we, like,
just be friends for a while?” (Pause)
If the balloon has not already popped by this point in the reading of the story, make it
happen by saying, “and Brianna’s day only got worse (Pause) and worse (Pause)...” until
the balloon pops.
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Youth PageSample

his sample Youth
Page is provided to

assist the teacher in session
preparation.
To order the full-sized color handouts
for your youth, call 1-800-747-3016 or visit
www.nextsunday.com/intersection
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The Wisdom of One
Learning Tension
What can one person do to
influence the world?

Ecclesiastes 9:13-18
Access Bible
OT 856

Why Does It Matter?

Does it really matter how I live my life? People who cheat get good grades and even scholarships.
Some folks do wrong, yet get away with it. Others hire people to find legal loopholes so they can
escape justice. Drug dealers market poison and earn huge sums of money while honest, hardworking
folks scrimp and save to get by. They say, “Crime doesn’t pay.” Doesn’t it? Does it really matter how I
live my life?
Do I have anything to contribute? I am a young person, not yet legally an adult. I am intelligent,
but I have not yet completed my education. I have gifts, but they are not polished. I have a job, but I
play no influential roles. I don’t yet know my place in the world. Do I have anything to contribute?
Can I, as an individual, make a difference? Special interest groups hire lobbyists to influence
decision-makers. Problems in our community seem much larger than I can tackle. I am one lone
teenager. Who listens to people my age? Can I make a difference?
Questions like these arise in the hearts and minds of many teenagers. It’s no wonder some youth
question if it matters how they live, if they have anything to contribute, or if they can make a difference.
The questions are quite reasonable. The world is filled with overwhelming problems. Ecclesiastes 9:1318 tells the story of a solitary individual with few resources who led his city to overcome a king’s army.
On wisdom alone, he saved his city. One person was very influential, yet was ultimately forgotten.
Many of your teens may sense that they have little opportunity to combat society’s evils. It seems
odd, but a single individual can do the damage that takes many people working together to correct or
improve. Consider the following contemporary example that illustrates the Teacher’s thoughts. One person
shoots another. Emergency personnel race the wounded individual to a hospital where dozens of others
examine, treat, feed, and care for the person. Police search for and capture the perpetrator. Those in our
legal system exercise justice. Workers in the social service area become involved, as do friends and church
members. The problem was started by a single individual, but many people worked together to correct or
improve the situation.

Featured Writer: Rick Jordan

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (p. 101) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 102).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 103) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 104–105) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 106) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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Scripture Teaching Outline
1 – Details about the Story
2 – A Review of Ecclesiastes
3 – Meaning of “Wisdom”
4 – Ways of Teaching Wisdom
5 – The Teacher’s Method
6 – Teens and the Teacher
7 – Influencing the World
HEARING
A certain city was surrounded by an
invading king’s forces and a poor
man had no resources to fight such
a mighty army. Handicapped by the
limitations of money, power, and influence, he persevered nonetheless. His
lone resource was wisdom, and with it
he saved his city.
In this instance, a single individual
was very influential, testifying to
the fact that the wisdom of one can
overcome great might. Ever the realist,
however, the Teacher of Ecclesiastes
observed that wise people are often
forgotten and their insights despised.
The Teacher also recognized a
contradictory truth: Wisdom may
be able to overcome might, but even
then, the evil intentions of a single
individual can still undo the good
work of many people.
UNDERSTANDING
Chapter 9 contains one of the few
stories found in Ecclesiastes. Some
wonder if the story reflects an actual
occurrence. (The Teacher doesn’t
provide details such as the names of
the oppressed city, the invading king,
or the wise man.) It could be one that
was popularly told because of the truth
it illustrated. Regardless of its origin,
the story influenced the Teacher. It was
a parable of life that struck him as
significant (Scott, 247).
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Ecclesiastes contains the
reflections of a wise and learned
Teacher. He reviewed his life
experiences and pondered the
religious and worldly wisdom he had
attained, yet found it all quite useless
in determining the meaning of life. He
seemed resigned to the fact that the
only absolute certainties of life were
that God was sovereign and death was
inevitable. In the end, the Teacher
advocated enjoying the simple things
in life and doing the best one could to
follow God faithfully.
The Teacher used the word
“wisdom” in different forms fifty-two
times. In the book of Ecclesiastes,
the Hebrew noun used for “wisdom”
(hokma) carries the meaning of
experience, aptitude, technical skill,
and good sense. Depending on the
context, it can refer not only to God’s
wisdom, but also to worldly wisdom.
The books of Job, Proverbs, and
Ecclesiastes constitute the Wisdom
Literature of the Old Testament.
These books reflect the two primary
means of exploring and teaching
wisdom. The first way involves using
short, effective sayings that contain
truth. These adages encourage high
moral standards in both public and
private life as well as advocate strong
relationships with God and God’s
people. The second way consists of
philosophical reflection in the search
for and explanation of life’s meaning.
Such a search can be agonizing, for
life is filled with contradictions and
paradoxes.
The sayings and proverbs gathered
using the first way typically reflect the
belief that good people are rewarded
and bad people are punished. The
wisdom gathered in the second way
expresses a less naive, often more
skeptical view of life: bad things
happen to good people and vice versa.
Verses 16 and 18 reflect the
Teacher’s method of declaring an

Ecclesiastes 9:13-18
Access Bible
OT 856

insight only to turn it around and see
it realistically by viewing it from the
opposite perspective. He often quoted
a well-known proverb and countered
it with a realistic observation. Wisdom
maintains that living faithfully is
best but acknowledges that right
living is not always recognized and
rewarded (9:16). Even so, the Teacher
encouraged his readers to live rightly
and not foolishly. He advocated living
as best we can based on what know at
the time.
TEACHING
Some teenagers can readily handle the
Teacher’s reflections. Those who
realize that evil is not always punished
and that good is not always rewarded
are thinking like the Teacher. They
know bad things happen to good
people.
Other youth have a simpler view
of life: Be good, and God will love
you and do good things for you. Your
prayers will be answered and you will
feel happy and fulfilled. Be bad, and
God will become angry and cause
bad things to happen. Your prayers
won’t be answered and you will feel
miserable and lost. These young
people may feel challenged by the
Teacher.
Regardless of a person’s spiritual
insight, most youth can grasp the
insight of verses 13-18: even though
the way of wisdom is better than the
alternative, one foolish or evil person
can undo a great deal of good. Employ
the Teacher’s method by turning his
insight around and viewing it from
the opposite perspective: one wellmeaning person of faith can influence
the world for good. Help your teens
see that they can make positive
contributions to the world.
R. B. Y. Scott, The Anchor Bible, vol. 18 (Garden City NY: Doubleday, 1965).
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o I NDIVIDUAL INFLUENCES

Life

Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

Begin the session by providing pencils
and copies of the Individual Influences
Youth Pages for each person. Then, instruct
your learners to complete the unfinished
sentences by writing down the names of
different people. (They can include names of
acquaintances or strangers, living or dead
people, famous or not famous people, etc.)
After a few minutes, or when everyone
is finished, gather your teenagers together in
a large group. Read the statements one at a
time and ask volunteers to share the names of
people they have written down. Continue by
asking questions like the ones that follow.

f

Talk about

teaching options
o T HE POWER OF ONE
Materials: Pencils, paper

i Organize small groups and make the following assignments. Have

one group think of situations in which a single individual can make a
huge difference. Invite the other group to consider instances when a lone
person can cause a lot of trouble. Provide pencils and sheets of paper for
each group and ask your youth to write down as many items as possible.
As your teenagers are working, create on the board or a sheet of
newsprint
two columns with the headings “Good” and “Bad.” After a
Reflection Questions
• What, if anything, do these individuals have in common? few minutes, or when everyone is finished, gather your young people
together and ask each group to take turns reading examples from their
• What are the characteristics of influential people?
lists. As they do, write their responses in the appropriate columns
• How would you describe the meaning of the term
prepared on the board. Continue in this alternating fashion until both
“influential”?
• When have you made a positive contribution to another groups have reported all their listed items. Afterward, pose the following
person’s life?
or similar questions.

oH
 ELPFUL GRAFFITI
Materials: Markers, newsprint

h Prior to the session, attach a large sheet of

newsprint to a focal wall in your youth
study area. Write the following heading
prominently across the top of the paper: “Good
things one person can do for another.” Also,
prepare an example on the sheet using your
initials (see the next paragraph).
As your young people arrive, make
markers available and refer your group to the
graffiti wall you have prepared. Ask your teens
to write their initials on the paper and create
an acrostic. Have them use their initials to
begin three words or phrases of good things
one person can do for another. For example,
if the initials are RWJ, a person might write
the following: read a book to a child, wash the
windows of a homebound church member’s
house, and jump into a swimming pool to
rescue a person. Refer to the example you
have prepared on the graffiti wall to help your
learners understand what they are to do.
After everyone has had an opportunity to
list their words and phrases, gather together
into a large group and have some young
people read their lists. Point out that each of
them can make a difference in the world even
though they are only one person.

Questions to Ponder
• How much power to change the world can one person actually have?
• Who has made a positive contribution to the world?
• Who has negatively influenced the world?
• Who has made a positive contribution to your life?
• When have you made a positive contribution in the world?

oA
 LIST OF ONE
Materials: Pencils, paper, Sweet Tarts (optional: music)

h Prior to the session, obtain small packages of Sweet Tarts candy.

Begin by distributing materials and establishing small groups. Then,
have your youth list common sayings, song or movie titles, or other
popularly known phrases that contain the word “one.” (For example,
“Two heads are better than one.”) Challenge your young people to think
of as many as possible. While your teenagers are working, you may want
to play a song with a corresponding theme (“One is the Loneliest Number,” “One Day at a Time,” “Power of One,” etc.).
After a few minutes, or when everyone is finished, gather your youth
together and ask each group to read their answers aloud “one at a time.”
Just for fun, keep a record of the number of entries. Afterward, reward
your young people with Sweet Tarts, calling the candy their “One-a-Day
Vitamins.”

Transition: Some young people, questioning whether a single individual can
have a significant influence, wonder how they can make a difference in the
world. Let’s read a story used in Ecclesiastes to illustrate the influence of one
person. *
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The power of one is the power to do good or evil. A single individual can have a significant influence either way. The
foolish path is often the easiest one to take. It takes much less effort and time to tear something down than to construct or
repair something. Once a project is completed, it’s easier to destroy than to maintain. So it is with life. One person can make a
positive or negative contribution. We choose how we act, whether for good or for ill.

oW
 HAT ONE CAN DO
Materials: Bibles, guest

Prior to the session, enlist a guest to speak
to your youth group. Consider asking an
adult or a young person in your church or
community who does (or has done) something
significant to help others. Ask your volunteer
to plan on sharing what they do and their
reasons for doing it.
Prepare your guest by describing the focus
of this session and mentioning the amount
of time allotted for this activity. Explain that
you and your teenagers will likely have a few
questions. You may even want to provide your
volunteer with a copy of this page so they will
be clear about what you want them to do.
Accomplish this activity by distributing
Bibles and helping your youth locate
Ecclesiastes 9:13-18. Introduce the central
character as a person whose wisdom singlehandedly saved the inhabitants of his city.
Then, read the text aloud and use the Hearing
the Scripture page to explain why the
Teacher of Ecclesiastes thought the story was
significant.
Afterward, introduce your guest as an
individual who is making a difference in your
church or community. When they finish, allow
your youth to ask questions. If the following
issues are not covered in the presentation, be
sure to ask your guest about them. Thank your
volunteer when they finish and allow them
to leave if they need to do so. Then, present
questions for your youth to answer, too.

f

Ask Your Guest
• Did you get started on your own or did someone
encourage you?
• What obstacles have you encountered along the way?
• What needs are you helping to meet?
• What keeps you going?
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Ask Your Youth
• What do our guest’s story and the Scripture passage have in common?
• What can we learn from the story our guest shared?
• What can we learn from our Scripture passage?

oA
 MODERN VERSION
Materials: Bibles, pencils, paper

e Pass around Bibles, help your youth locate Ecclesiastes 9:13-18, and

ask a volunteer to read the passage aloud. Then, organize two groups
and give them each a pencil and a sheet of paper. Ask your young people
to write the story as it might occur in our contemporary era. As they do,
have them consider a unique way of presenting it. They could feature the
story as a news cast, a skit, a readers’ theater, or the highlights of an
upcoming movie. Your teenagers can base their stories on imaginary
instances and places or refer to actual events and people.
Allow time for your young people to read, write, and prepare their
presentations. After a few minutes, or when everyone is finished, have
your groups portray their updated stories. When the presentations have
been made, use information from the Hearing the Scripture page to
shed light on additional aspects of the text.
Describe the meaning of the Hebrew term for “wisdom,” and talk
about the two primary ways of explaining wisdom that are evident in
the Old Testament. Point out the interesting way that the Teacher in
Ecclesiastes commented on wisdom sayings by turning them around
and looking at them realistically from a contrasting viewpoint. Then,
emphasize why the Teacher liked the story and the truth he thought it
illustrated. Be sure to note his assertion that one person could make an
essential difference.
WHY NOT ASK...
• What does this story illustrate about life’s inconsistencies?
• Why do you think the wise man was not rewarded for his great wisdom?
• What criteria do we often use to determine who gets honor and recognition?

Transition: The Teacher of Ecclesiastes was convinced that a single individual
could influence the world, whether for good or for evil. Have you considered
the positive contribution you can make in the world? *
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We expect life to be fair: good people should be rewarded and bad people should be punished. That is only fair. It is
important for our leaders to be wise and discerning. We should ignore fools and half-wits. That makes perfect sense. When
a good deed is done, especially one that helps a lot of people, the doer of the deed should be honored, especially by those who
were helped. Life should be fair. As the Teacher of Ecclesiastes notes, however, life is neither fair nor sensible.

oT
 HE MISSING DETAILS
Materials: Bibles, markers, newsprint, tape

Distribute Bibles, help your young
people locate Ecclesiastes 9:13-18,
and read the passage aloud. Then, use
information from the Hearing the
Scripture page to highlight relevant
details of the text. After providing a brief
overview of the book of Ecclesiastes,
define the Hebrew word for “wisdom”
and the two basic ways that wisdom is
taught in the Old Testament. Note the
Teacher’s unique method of declaring an
insight only to turn it around and view it
from the opposite perspective. Point out
his view that a single individual could
greatly influence the world before
explaining the significance of the story
to the Teacher and the truth it illustrated.
Next, provide markers and large
sheets of newsprint so that your young
people can complete the story by filling
in the missing details. Ask them to
provide specific points such as names
of people and places, the poor man’s
insight, why he was forgotten, and so
on. Your teenagers can base their stories
on actual events and places or use
imaginary people and instances. The
key instruction is that they shed light
on the same truth that the Teacher in
Ecclesiastes focused on when he told
the story. Your youth can work alone, as
partners, or in small groups.
After a few minutes, provide tape
so that your young people can attach
their sheets of newsprint to a focal wall.
Then, have them read their lengthened
versions aloud. When everyone has
finished their presentations, ask the
following or similar questions.

f

Suggestions to Consider
• How does life work, according to this story?
• Do people always get rewarded for good acts?

• Should we expect rewards for good acts? Why or why not?
• Should we wait for guaranteed rewards before we do good acts? Why or why not?
• The Teacher thought that even though we may not always be rewarded for performing good acts,
we should do them anyway. Do you agree or disagree? Why?

oP
 ARALLELS OF HISTORY
Materials: Bibles, pencils, paper

i Provide the following assignments for two groups. Have one group think of

people or events in history where a single individual made a significant
contribution that positively affected the outcome of a situation. Ask the other
group to consider people and instances from the past where one person had a
negative influence on the end result of a circumstance. Distribute pencils and
paper so that each group can list as many examples as possible.
As your teens are working, create on the board two columns with the
headings “Good” and “Bad.” When everyone is finished, ask your youth to take
turns presenting their situations from history. As they do, list their responses
in the appropriate columns. Afterward, compare and contrast their examples.
Next, hand around Bibles and have a volunteer read aloud Ecclesiastes
9:13-18. Then, use the Hearing the Scripture page to feature key details of
the passage. After describing how the Teacher used the story to illustrate a
particular point, ask questions like the ones provided.
Discussion Questions
• What rewards did the wise man receive?
• How did society respond to his wisdom and service?
• Imagine that the same king tried later to conquer the small city. Do you think the man would offer
his wisdom again? Why or why not?
• What do our examples have in common with the Teacher’s story?
• How are our situations different from the events in the biblical story?

WHY NOT ASK...
• What is the difference between a hero and a celebrity?
• When has someone in our community or church had positive influence in the midst of a difficult
situation?
• What one person has had the most influence, positively or negatively, on your spiritual life?
Explain.

Transition: The Teacher of Ecclesiastes was convinced that a single individual could
influence the world, whether for good or for evil. Have you considered the positive
contribution you can make in the world? *
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oW
 HY AM I HERE?
Materials: Pencils, paper

f Organize chairs into a circle and
invite everyone to sit down. Then,
provide pencils and sheets of paper and
ask your youth to write their names at
the top of their papers. Next, have them
pass their papers around the circle and
have every teen write on each paper
some positive statements about the
person. Focusing on actions they think
that person can undertake, ask each
teenager to list one of the person’s gifts,
talents, abilities, or personal qualities. Be
sure to do a sheet for yourself and to
participate in the exercise.
After each person’s paper has been
written on by everyone in the group,
allow time for your young people to
read their sheets. When everyone is
finished, have them select a partner and
share two statements from their list:
one of which they were already aware
and one that is new to them. After a few
minutes, gather your teenagers back
into the large group.
Use this opportunity to remind
your group that a single individual can
influence the world. Challenge your
youth to think about whether they will
seek to make a positive contribution
to someone’s life or have a negative
influence in the world. Then, pause
and ask each person to circle the one
statement that means the most to them.
Encourage your teens to consider how
they can practice it during the upcoming
week. Afterward, close the session with
a prayer. Ask God to help your youth see
that they can have a positive influence
on someone’s life.
oD
 O THE RIGHT THING
ANYWAY
Materials: Teacher Resource Page

b Prior to the session, make copies of

having your teenagers read responsively the quotation attributed to Dr.
Karl Menninger. Distribute the prepared copies, organize a circle, and
give each person a number. If your
group has fewer than nine people,
assign your learners more than one
number. Explain how to proceed with
the responsive reading. (Otherwise,
you can simply read the leader part as
your youth read the group part.)
Start with the person who has
number one. Have that teenager
begin by reading the line designated
“Leader One.” Everyone else is to
follow by reading the line designated
“Group.” Continue with the
responsive reading, having the people
with the appropriate numbers reading
as the leader when their turn comes.
Afterward, end with a prayer. Ask God
to help your young people live good
lives, not because of any reward or
recognition, but because it is the right
thing to do.
o P OPCORN PRAYER
Materials: Pencils, note cards

e After giving a pencil and a note

card to each young person, ask
them to read verses 17-18 again and
list the opposites that they find there
(quiet vs. shouting, etc.). After a few
minutes, ask your youth to participate
in a type of special sentence prayer. In
a popcorn prayer, anyone can pray or
not, as they wish. Invite them to use
the words on their note cards to guide
their prayer. For example, a teenager
might say, “Lord, help me not to shout
foolish things.” Close the time of
prayer by thanking God for each
young person and the power they
have to make a positive contribution
to someone’s life.

opt

o M AKING A DIFFERENCE
Materials: Pencils, paper

l Use this activity to help your

group consider what young
people can do to influence the world
in a positive way. Lead your youth to
brainstorm ideas and actions teens
can do, as many as possible. As your
youth voice their answers, list them
on the board. After distributing
pencils and paper, give each person a
number 1–6 and have those with the
same number gather together. (If you
have a small group, select the assignment numbers you think are most
important.)
Use assignments like the ones
provided and instruct your teens to
develop specific lists. For example,
those with the number one are to
think of ways young people can
make a difference by acting as a
group. They can adjust some of the
responses on the board or develop
new ones.
After a few minutes, or when
everyone is finished, invite your
teenagers to share their ideas.
Afterward, have them select one
they can do during the upcoming
week. Then, close the session with a
prayer, asking God to help your youth
see that they can have a positive
influence on someone’s life.
Assignments
(1) As a group
(2) By themselves
(3) For their family
(4) Anonymously
(5) For their friends
(6) For the economically disadvantaged

the Teacher Resource Page Do the
Right Thing Anyway (p. 107). Close by
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Teacher: Use this sheet with the option Do the Right Thing Anyway on page 106 of
Intersection. Make copies of this sheet for each person in your group.

Do the Right

Thing Anyway

(Attributed to Dr. Karl Menninger, who is reported to have written the following on the occasion of his eighty- seventh
birthday.)
Leader One:
Group:
Leader Two:
Group:
Leader Three:
Group:
Leader Four:
Group:
Leader Five:
Group:
Leader Six:
Group:
Leader Seven:
Group:
Leader Eight:
Group:
Leader Nine:
Group:

People are unreasonable, illogical, and self-centered.
Love them anyway.
If you do good, people will accuse you of selfish, ulterior motives.
Do good anyway.
If you’re successful, you win false friends and make true enemies.
Try to succeed anyway.
The good you do today will be forgotten tomorrow.
Be good anyway.
Honesty and frankness will get you nowhere; they make you vulnerable.
Be honest and frank anyway.
People favor underdogs.
Fight for some underdogs anyway.
What you spend days building may be destroyed overnight.
Do it anyway.
People really need help, but they attack you if you try to help them.
Try anyway.
Give the world the best you have and you get kicked in the mouth.
Give the world the best you have anyway.
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Youth PageSample

his sample Youth
Page is provided to

assist the teacher in session
preparation.
To order the full-sized color handouts
for your youth, call 1-800-747-3016 or visit
www.nextsunday.com/intersection
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Dare to Live
Learning Tension
How can I evaluate my
circumstances and make
better decisions?

Ecclesiastes 11:1-6
Access Bible
OT 857

Why Does It Matter?

Young people, like adults, must make choices every day. Some of life’s decisions are monumental,
and others are not. Should I iron this shirt or wear it wrinkled? Should I race through the yellow
traffic signal or slow to a stop? Should I order a hamburger or a salad? Some choices are made
because of social pressures, some out of duty, some from fear of pain, and some in hopes of reward.
We make most of our decisions without giving much thought to the consequences.
We enjoy the freedom and the responsibility to make decisions, but choosing can be difficult. We
are confronted with two desirable alternatives and are forced to choose one over the other. Which
should it be? How should I spend my time? Where should I put my efforts? Choices between the
clearly “right” things and the clearly “wrong” things are usually easy enough. Even if we chose the
wrong thing, we probably knew it was wrong in the first place. But what about two good options, either
of which could turn out great? Should I ask this person or that person to the prom? I can’t do both. I
have to make a choice. I have to take a risk.
Robert Frost wrote, “Two roads diverged in a yellow wood...And I took the one less traveled by, And
that has made all the difference.” Young people are beginning to realize that they face diverging paths in
life. They have old friends who have changed and taken a different path. Teenagers are beginning to see
that their decisions have consequences. They can reflect on various instances and see how a choice they
made (or a choice made by someone responsible for them) “made all the difference.” They can also see
forks in the road that lie ahead. They face some major choices in the future.
To make a choice is to take a risk. We take risks with our future, our reputation, and on once-in-alifetime opportunities. “It’s a chance I have to take,” you might say. The Teacher of Ecclesiastes might
offer a wink, a slight grin, and a word of encouragement saying, “Go for it!” He did not condone choices
made purely on the basis of monetary gain or personal pleasure. He considered these approaches to life as
vain and futile in the search for meaning and fulfillment. Likewise, the Teacher did not guarantee that our
choices would provide us with certain desired outcomes. But, we must choose anyway. None of us want to
let life pass us by. We have to take some chances.
Robert Frost, “The Road Not Taken,” Modern American Poetry: An Introduction, ed. Louis Untermeyer (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Howe,
1919).

Featured Writer: Rick Jordan

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (p. 109) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 110).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 111) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 112–113) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 114) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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Scripture Teaching Outline
1 – A Review of Ecclesiastes
2 – Some Wisdom Sayings
3 – Investing for a Return
4 – When We’re Unclear
5 – Teen Decision-Making
6 – “Don’t Just Sit There...”
HEARING
As young people grow, most begin
to see that life does not always turn
out like they plan. Many people have
discovered our limited influence in
making events turn out exactly as we
desire. Some people have even reached
the Teacher’s conclusion about life:
Our knowledge is very limited.
Who knows what will happen
or when or why? Who can fully
understand God’s ways? Will our plans
be successful? As someone once said,
“You pay your money, you take your
chances!” This saying, by the way,
is not far from the Teacher’s advice.
Ecclesiastes 11:1-6 contains words of
challenge and encouragement that can
be stated in less poetic, less formal
language: “Don’t allow your inability
to understand life to keep you from
doing something. Jump in. Take risks!
Don’t just sit there. Get going! Just be
sure you buckle up first.”
UNDERSTANDING
Ecclesiastes contains the personal and
philosophical reflections of a wise and
learned Teacher. He reviewed what
he had learned from his life experiences and pondered the religious and
worldly wisdom he had attained, yet
found it all quite useless in
determining the meaning of life. The
Teacher seemed resigned to the fact
that the only of which one could
be absolutely sure are that God is
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sovereign and death is inevitable. In
the end, he advocated enjoying the
simple things in life and doing the best
one could to follow God faithfully.
Ecclesiastes 11:1-6 is part of a
collection of varied wisdom sayings.
The section (10:8–11:6) contains
numerous examples that warn of
the disaster that follows foolishness.
Exercising good judgment offers
no guarantees that adversity can be
avoided, but thoughtful, wise decisions
are far more likely to end successfully
(Towner, 348).
People disagree about the
meaning of the saying cast your bread
upon the waters (11:1). W. S. Towner
notes that when verses 1 and 2 are
read together, they point to wise
insight about investing our resources.
In other words, take a risk by doing
something with your resources, but
do not place all of your eggs into one
basket (Towner, 349). Although the
exact meaning alludes us, one matter
is clear: the Teacher believes that
taking some sort of action is better
than taking no action at all. We have
a better possibility of getting a good
return on our investment if we at least
take a chance and do something.
Verse two alludes to dividing your
means seven ways, or even eight but
does not offer the specific ways. This
method of listing advice is found
elsewhere in the Old Testament but
is usually followed by an actual list
(Amos 1:3–2:8; Prov 6:16-19; 30:1531). Verses 3-4 are also meant to be
read together. Even though some
matters are out of our control, it
is unwise simply to sit by and do
nothing. We cannot wait to have
everything perfect before making a
decision (Towner, 349–50).
The two proverbs that close the
section repeat the Teacher’s primary
theme that many aspects about life,
God, and the future are unknowable.

Ecclesiastes 11:1-6
Access Bible
OT 857

The fact that we do not understand
everything about the mysteries of
life (the conception of life, the work
of God, the seasons, etc.) should not
keep us from acting. Even though we
cannot guarantee a specific outcome,
our chances of success are greatly
enhanced if we take some sort of
action rather than sitting idly by and
doing nothing (Towner, 350).
If we were to summarize 11:1-6
using contemporary language, the
verses might read something like the
following. If you don’t take risks, you
won’t get rewards (11:1), yet do not
take the risk of “putting all of your
eggs into one basket” (11:2). Make a
decision even though some things
are out of your control (11:3). Do not
wait to have everything perfect before
making a decision (11:4). Make a
decision even though some things are
beyond your comprehension (11:5).
You’re more likely to succeed if you do
something rather than nothing at all
(11:6).
TEACHING
Young people make decisions every
day—some choices are wise and
others are foolish. Today’s teens certainly have more options than previous
generations. Having choices is wonderful, until we allow the prospect of
making decisions to frighten us into
doing nothing and sitting idly as life
happens to us. How does one sort
through the options? How does one
stir up the courage to make a choice?
How can one know if a particular
decision is good or not? The Teacher
does not give us the answers, but he
does offer wise guidance by
encouraging us: “Don’t just sit there,
do something.”
W. Sibley Towner, “Ecclesiastes,” The New
Interpreter’s Bible, vol. 5, ed. Leander E.
Keck et al. (Nashville: Abingdon Press,
1997).
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o M YSTERY GIFTS
Materials: Pencils, paper, prepared note cards and
envelopes

Prior to the session, prepare three
envelopes in the following or similar
manner. Write the name of a desirable gift on a
note card (a car, a piece of fine jewelry, a
two-week all-expenses-paid trip to Europe, a
beach house, etc.) and seal the card in an
envelope. Do the same thing two more times,
but make one a completely undesirable gift (a
rotten banana, a pair of used earplugs, a CD of
polka music, etc.) and the other something that
would only have value to a collector (a package
of baseball cards, foreign stamps, a framed
velvet Elvis picture, etc.). Write the word “Gift”
in large letters on the outside of each
envelope.
Place the three envelopes on a table
in front of your group and explain to your
young people that someone will have the
opportunity to choose one of the gifts.
Then, provide pencils and sheets of paper,
instructing your teenagers to write down how
they would go about selecting an envelope
if given the opportunity. Have them consider
what they think might help them choose one
gift over another.
After a few minutes, announce that your
group will name the person to select a gift.
Have your youth write down the name of their
nominee and why they think that person is
the best choice. Then, receive nominations
and take a vote. Afterward, remark how
your group had a decision to make and
congratulate them on making a choice. Invite
the winning person to come forward and
inform your young person that they also have
an important choice to make. Explain that one
of the envelopes contains a wonderful gift,
another has something they may or may not
like, and one has something they definitely
won’t prefer.
Allow the individual to identify which
envelope they want, but do not yet permit
them to take it. Have the second-place
winner come forward and make a choice.
Before allowing the third envelope to go to
the highest bidder, ask the remainder of your
group what they would be willing to risk in
order to receive the final unknown gift. (You
determine the third person by judging who is
willing to take the greatest risk.)

f

Life

Talk about

teaching options
Distribute the three envelopes but have your youth wait to open
them. Ask the three young people to share how they had planned to
select an envelope. After allowing them to open their envelopes, explain
that this session deals with making choices in life when we are unable to
determine in advance what the outcome might be like.
o TAKE A CHANCE
Materials: Markers, cardboard, lollipops, a bag

l Prior to the session, purchase lollipops and mark the ends of some

of them with a colored marker. Punch small holes in a piece of
cardboard and place the lollipop sticks through the holes. For each
lollipop you mark and place in the cardboard, put another one into a bag.
Be sure you have enough lollipops in the cardboard so that everyone who
might be present will have one. Carry the bag of extra lollipops with you
when you go to teach the session.
Write the following phrase on the board or a sheet of newsprint:
“Take a Chance!” As your young people arrive for the session, invite
them to take a chance and to select a lollipop from the cardboard. If they
pull out a marked lollipop, they get to keep it and choose another from
the bag. If they pull out an unmarked lollipop from the cardboard, they
do not get to pick another one from the bag. After everyone has had an
opportunity to select a lollipop, point out the words you have written on
the board as you explain that this Bible study deals with taking chances
and making good decisions.
o R ISKY BUSINESS
Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

e Hand around copies of the Risky Business Youth Pages and ask your

teenagers to work alone as they complete the unfinished statements.
After a few minutes, or when everyone is finished, organize your young
people into a circle. Read aloud each statement, stopping after each one
so your youth can read aloud their answers. Start at one place in the
circle and give each person an opportunity to respond.
If anyone prefers not to answer, they can say “pass” when their turn
arrives. (You might consider informing your group that each person can
pass up to two times when answering the seven questions.) Afterward,
make a comment about the chances we sometimes have to take when
we make certain kinds of decisions.

Transition: When it comes to making important decisions, some people are
more willing to take risks than others. Let’s see what the Teacher of Ecclesiastes had to say about evaluating our circumstances and making better
decisions. *
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younger youTtahlk about The BibLe
As younger youth grow and mature, most will begin to realize that life does not always turn out like they plan. When
they begin to see that they don’t have as much control over their circumstances as they like, it will help them to know that
they need not understand everything in order to make a wise decision. Use the Teacher’s wisdom sayings in Ecclesiastes 11:1-6
to help your younger teens learn some important truths about decision-making.

oT
 EEN DECISIONS
Materials: Bibles, pencils, paper

Use this activity to help your youth apply
the Teacher’s principles of decision-making. Lead your young people to brainstorm
decisions most teenagers face, as many as
possible. As your youth voice their answers,
list them on the board. Afterward, pass around
Bibles and ask a volunteer to read Ecclesiastes
11:1-6. Then, use the Hearing the Scripture
page to shed light on the principles that follow.

f

Decision-Making Principles
(1) If you don’t take risks, you won’t get rewards (11:1).
(2) Do not take the risk of “putting all of your eggs into one
basket” (11:2).
(3) Make a decision even though some things are out of
your control (11:3).
(4) Do not wait to have everything perfect before making
a decision (11:4).
(5) Make a decision even though some things are beyond
your comprehension (11:5).
(6) You are more likely to succeed if you do something
rather than nothing at all (11:6).

Next, provide small groups with pencils
and paper, instructing your youth to
determine the principle that would be most
helpful for each of the decisions listed on the
board. Afterward, review the decisions most
teenagers face and ask your groups to state the
principles they think would be most helpful
and why.
oD
 ECISION-MAKING
PRINCIPLES
Materials: Bibles, Teacher Resource Page

b Before the session, copy the Teacher

Resource Page section Decision-Making
Principles (p. 115) and cut it into the six
designated portions. Then, distribute Bibles,
read Ecclesiastes 11:1-6, and use the Hearing
the Scripture page to highlight relevant
details. Next, form six pairs or groups. (A single
individual can be a group.) Assign the six
principles for decision-making identified in
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our focal Scripture text by giving each group one of the slips of paper you
have cut from the Teacher Resource Page. (Be sure your youth know only
about their particular assignment.) Then, ask young people to prepare a
brief role-play that portrays their principle.
After a few minutes, explain that their role-plays will serve as
illustrations for the six Bible verses. Read verse one and have the first
person, pair, or group make their presentation. When they finish, ask the
remainder of your youth to guess about the principle of decision-making
behind the Bible verse and the role-play. Have a group member reveal
the principle and then write it on the board or a sheet of newsprint.
Repeat this process for each of the six verses and role-plays.
o A PPLYING THE PRINCIPLES
Materials: Bibles, pencils, paper

e Hand around Bibles, read Ecclesiastes 11:1-6, and explain that the

Teacher thought it best to make decisions even when we may not
have all the desired information. Write “Principles for Making Decisions”
on the board and go through the six verses to find out how the Teacher’s
advice applies to making wise decisions. Read a verse and ask questions
like, “What is the Teacher’s main point?” and “What is another way to
say it?”
Use information from the Hearing the Scripture page to help your
youth understand the Teacher’s six principles for making wise decisions.
As your group deals with each principle, number it and write it beneath
the heading on the board. Repeat this process for each verse. Afterward,
ask questions like those that follow.
Questions to Discuss
• What do you think about these principles?
• With which one do you most agree? Why?
• With which principle do you most disagree? Why?
• Which others, if any, would you modify? How?

WHY NOT ASK...
• What is the most important choice you will have in the near future? In what way can you
follow God in that choice?
• What decision that you have stuck with has paid off?
• When have you taken a leap of faith?
Transition: The Teacher thought that if we waited until we understood everything about a particular situation, we might never act. How can we evaluate
our circumstances, take a reasonable risk, and make better decisions? *
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older youthTalk about BibLe
The

One of the wonderful gifts we are given as we mature is the opportunity to make our own decisions. This freedom to
choose is also a burden of responsibility. We must make important decisions about life circumstances, about relationships,
about our behavior, and about following God. Through a series of miscellaneous wisdom sayings, the Teacher of Ecclesiastes
can challenge and encourage older youth with important principles for making decisions.

oS
 CENARIOS
Materials: Bibles, marker, paper strips, prepared
poster, tape

Prior to the session, write the following
six principles for decision-making on a
sheet of newsprint or a piece of posterboard.
When you arrive at your youth study area, use
tape to attach the poster to a focal wall.
However, be sure to cover the six principles so
that your list cannot be seen.

f

Principles for Decision-Making
(1) If you don’t take risks, you won’t get rewards (11:1).
(2) Do not take the risk of “putting all of your eggs into one
basket” (11:2).
(3) Make a decision even though some things are out of
your control (11:3).
(4) Do not wait to have everything perfect before making
a decision (11:4).
(5) Make a decision even though some things are beyond
your comprehension (11:5).
(6) You are more likely to succeed if you do something
rather than nothing at all (11:6).

to the scenarios your young people developed by asking questions like
the ones provided.
Reflection Questions
• In what one scenario do you think the Teacher’s wisdom sayings might be the most
beneficial?
• Which decision-making principle do you think could be the most helpful for teenagers to
remember?
• How realistic is the Teacher’s advice?
• What words of wisdom would you add to the principles of decision-making?

oC
 ASE STUDIES
Materials: Bibles, Teacher Resource Page

i Prior to the session, make copies of this session’s Teacher Resource

Page section Case Studies (p. 115) and cut it into the three designated
case studies. Give one of the sections to each of three groups or pairs,
instructing youth to read the scenario and to answer the questions. After
a few minutes, or when everyone is finished, gather your teenagers
together. Have each group take turns reading their case studies aloud and
providing answers to the questions.
Next, distribute Bibles and help your young people locate
Ecclesiastes 11:1-6. Mention that the passage deals with making choices
and taking risks. Ask your teens to listen for the Teacher’s advice as a
volunteer reads the text aloud. After the passage has been read, use
information from the Hearing the Scripture page to highlight relevant
details of the text.
Explain that the Teacher uses illustrations from nature and
agriculture to emphasize that choices have to be made and almost all
choices involve an element of risk because we cannot predict the future
or control the outcome. Apply the Teacher’s advice to the case studies
and help your young people consider risks that might be wise to take
and those that might be foolish.

Next, provide small groups with pencils
and paper before having your young people
develop five brief scenarios about realistic
situations teenagers face during high school.
Ask them to focus on important matters that
require a decision. When everyone is finished,
have volunteers share what they wrote. Then,
list their ideas on the board and have your
group vote on the top five. Afterward, display
the poster that contains the decision-making
principles.
WHY NOT ASK...
Next, pass around Bibles, help your
• How is the decision to become a Christian “high risk”?
youth locate Ecclesiastes 11:1-6, and have
• In what way is choosing to follow Jesus a “low risk”?
a volunteer read the passage aloud. Use
• Do you think God allows us to make our decisions or decides ahead of time how we will
information from the Hearing the Scripture
choose? Why?
page to point out the Teacher’s belief
that exercising good judgment offers no
Transition: The Teacher thought that if we waited until we understood everyguarantees that life will always work out the
thing about a particular situation, we might never act. How can we evaluate
way we want. Note, however, that thoughtful,
our circumstances, take a reasonable risk, and make better decisions? *
wise decisions are far more likely to end
successfully than foolish or irresponsible ones.
Apply the scriptural principles on the poster
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oT
 HE LESS-TRAVELED
PATH
Materials: Pencils, paper

Close the session by reading aloud
the following Robert Frost poem,
“The Road Not Taken.”

f

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;
Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim,
Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,
And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.
I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.
Robert Frost, “The Road Not Taken,” Modern
American Poetry: An Introduction, ed. Louis
Untermeyer (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Howe, 1919).

After reading the poem to your
group, hand around pencils and sheets
of paper to your young people. Ask
them to list choices that they have made
or have been made for them by caring
adults, decisions that have “made all the
difference.”
When everyone is finished, have
each teenager select a partner and
discuss what they wrote. After a few
minutes, invite volunteers to talk about
important choices that have taken them
down different paths in their lives.
Then, have your partners turn again to
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talk with each other, this time about
an important situation they currently
face that will require them to make
some wise decisions. (Otherwise, they
can talk about an important situation
they know they will eventually have
to deal with.)
After a minute or so, gather
everyone together. Once again, have
those who feel comfortable doing so
to share the situations that require
wise decision-making. Then, close the
session with a prayer, asking God to
provide your young people with the
wisdom necessary for choosing the
right path.
o ACROSTIC PRAYERS
Materials: Pencils, paper

h Pass around pencils and sheets of

paper to each teenager and have
your young people write the word
RISK in large letters down the left side
of their sheet of paper. Explain to your
youth that an acrostic involves using
terms or phrases that begin with one
of the letters in the word you use to
make the acrostic. Ask your learners
to use each of the four letters in the
word to create an acrostic about
taking foolish and unwise risks. When
everyone is finished, have your youth
take turns reading their acrostics
aloud.
Afterward, ask your young
people to use each of the four letters
in the word to create an acrostic
about taking risks and making wise
choices. Have your young people
write their acrostics as prayers. After
a few minutes, invite volunteers
to share what they wrote with
the larger group. Then, close the
session with a prayer, asking God to
help your teenagers evaluate their
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circumstances so they can make the
best decisions possible.
oN
 EEDED: WISE
RISK-TAKER
Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

e Form small groups of three or

four people each. Distribute
pencils and copies of this session’s
Youth Page, referring your young
people to Needed: Wise Risk-taker.
Instruct your teenagers to create a
help-wanted advertisement for an
adolescent named Perry Lized who is
frozen by anxiety and worry over an
important decision that he must
make. Perry needs someone who can
challenge and encourage others to be
wise risk-takers. Ask your young
people to list the characteristics of
someone who could be designated as
a wise risk-taker. When everyone is
finished, have volunteers share what
they wrote with the large group.
Afterward, ask your teenagers
to return to their small groups and
name people they know who bear
the qualities of a wise risk-taker. After
a few minutes, gather your youth
together into a large group. Have
them name people they consider to
be wise risk-takers and the reasons
why they consider them such.
Close the session by challenging
your young people to emulate a
person they admire. Ask them to
devote themselves to taking risks
and making wise decisions. End
with a prayer, asking God to help
your teenagers wisely evaluate their
circumstances so they can make the
best decisions possible.
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Teacher: Use the top portion of this sheet with the option Decision-Making Principles on page
112 of Talk about the Bible for younger youth. Use the bottom portion of this sheet with
the option Case Studies on page 113 of Talk about the Bible for older youth.

Decision-Making Principles
Copy and cut the principles into the six designated sections.

1 If you don’t take risks, you won’t get rewards (11:1).
2 Do not take the risk of “putting all of your eggs into one basket” (11:2).
3 Make a decision even though some things are out of your control (11:3).
4 Do not wait to have everything perfect before making a decision (11:4).
5 Make a decision even though some things are beyond your comprehension (11:5).
6 You are more likely to succeed if you do something rather than nothing at all (11:6).

Case Studies
Copy and cut the case studies into the three designated sections.
Laura has three choices of schools after she graduates from high school. She can attend a small Christian college, a
large state university, or a local community college where she could transfer after two years to a four-year school.
What should she do? What are some issues to take into consideration? What might cause her to hesitate in making
a decision?
John has invited Brent on an overnight camp out with some friends. Brent knows they are planning to drink. He’s
new in town and glad to be included. He wants to go camping but he has a difficult time being around people who
are drinking. His dad gets violent when he drinks, and Brent has been through some traumatic experiences. What
should he do? What are some issues to take into consideration? What might cause him to hesitate in making a
decision?
Brittany recently discovered that she has a minor learning disability, which explains why she has such a tough
time with reading. She has a good grade point average, but needs an A in literature to lock in a college scholarship.
Although she’s never cheated on an essay, she’s watched all her friends do it. Since everyone else does it, what will
it hurt to do it just this once? What should she do? What are some issues to take into consideration? What might
cause her to hesitate in making a decision?
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Youth PageSample

his sample Youth
Page is provided to

assist the teacher in session
preparation.
To order the full-sized color handouts
for your youth, call 1-800-747-3016 or visit
www.nextsunday.com/intersection
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What Matters Most?
Learning Tension
When it is all said and
done, what is most
important?

Ecclesiastes 12:9-14
Access Bible
OT 885

Why Does It Matter?

We all need a home base. We need somewhere to begin our explorations. When explorers, whether
Christopher Columbus or Lewis and Clark, set out on their journeys, they always wanted to know
how to find their way back home. As they traveled, they compared new discoveries with something
from “back home.” Explorers must have bearings and standards. So it is for our young people as they
continue their spiritual journey. They must have some basic orientation for their travels. This is not to
say that their beliefs and practices won’t be challenged and found wanting. They will be. We confront
serious questions about our most firmly held convictions and our most cherished habits, customs,
practices, and traditions almost all the time. Christians declare that the God they worship is a God of
love. Every battlefield, every hospital, and any occasion when one wonders how a God of love can allow
pain, suffering, and adversity challenges this concept. Yet we continue to believe that our God is a God
of love.
Maintaining certain beliefs about God and life does not mean that we have to be closed to new ways
of thinking. Maintaining a certain moral code of conduct does not mean that we can never learn more
about our world and the consequences of our actions. Maintaining certain forms and styles of worship
does not mean that we are unable to glean any insights from people outside our own faith. Christians
generally agree that some primary beliefs (for example, God is One, God is Love, Jesus is Savior), moral
conduct in relationships (for example, honesty, faithfulness, compassion), and worship rituals (for
example, proclamation of the gospel, teaching of commandments, praising God, confession of sins) are
essential to the Christian faith.
Some Christian teenagers encounter challenges to their faith at school, from their peers, from their
culture, and most assuredly from their own new ways of thinking. Assure your young people that life
is filled with questions, doubts, and mysteries. Explain that when facing the unfamiliar and unknown,
many people choose to react with “fight or flight.” We can fight, arguing that those who take the time to
listen will find answers. We can flee, imagining that the questions and doubts will disappear if we ignore
them or if we simply have enough faith. Or, we can follow the wise advice recommended by the writer
of Ecclesiastes. We can accept the tensions, the contradictions, and the polarities of life with a faith that
declares that “even if God does not provide all the answers, I will still trust God.”

Featured Writer: Rick Jordan

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (p. 117) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 118).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 119) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 120–121) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 122) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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Scripture Teaching Outline
1 – A Review of Ecclesiastes
2 – An Editorial Epilogue
3 – Conclusion’s Purpose
4 – The Declarations of 12:13
5 – Divine Justice in 12:14
6 – Asking Questions
HEARING
Ecclesiastes 12:9-14 does not contain
the Teacher’s usual abstract thoughts.
Instead, we find a series of concrete
statements about what seems basic
and true about our faith. In addition,
the Teacher is praised for his insight
and teaching ability. It is almost as if
someone added a postscript to the
book. Our focal passage is the closing
section of Ecclesiastes. Throughout the
book, the Teacher has encouraged us
to ask difficult questions and
challenged us to avoid simplistic
answers about God, truth, and life.
UNDERSTANDING
Ecclesiastes contains the reflections of
a wise, learned Teacher. He reviewed
his life experiences and pondered the
religious and worldly wisdom he had
attained, yet found it all quite useless
in determining the meaning of life.
The Teacher seemed resigned to the
fact that the only matters of which one
could be absolutely sure were that God
was sovereign and death was inevitable. In the end, he advocated enjoying
the simple things in life and doing the
best one can to follow God faithfully.
The book closes with a section
widely held by biblical scholars to
have been written by someone other
than the author of the main text. The
verses are written from a third-person
perspective instead of speaking in
the first person. The verses praise the
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Teacher, provide an insight into his
methods, and remind the reader to
have reverence for God and to obey
the commandments. No other book
of the Bible has such an epilogue,
one that both praises and defends the
author.
The purpose of the first section
(12:9-11) was to make the book more
appealing to the average person of
faith in order to bolster its position as
a sacred writing. The recognition that
the Teacher is wise (12:9) identifies
him as a professional sage, a person
who cultivated wisdom in order to
instruct others. Unlike most sages,
however, the Teacher studied, taught,
and compiled wise sayings so he could
help common folks benefit from the
wisdom usually reserved for society’s
privileged class (Towner, 358).
The second section (12:12-14)
was added to balance ideas that could
discredit the work. The editor was
clearly fascinated with the book,
yet realized its radical questioning
of traditional religious explanations
could keep it from becoming regarded
as authoritative (Gordis, 200-201).
Fear God, and keep his commandments
(12:13) reflects a summary of
traditional religious thought of the
day. The statement was deliberately
included to defend the book against
certain criticisms.
The declarations of verse 13
do more than serve the purpose of
ensuring the book’s place as a sacred
writing. The fundamental affirmations
of faith found in the epilogue stand
on their own merit. The meaning of
life can be found in having reverence
for God, following God’s guidance,
and knowing that God holds everyone
accountable.
Verse 14 is an attempt to balance
what the editor thought to be the
Teacher’s potentially dangerous ideas

Ecclesiastes 12:9-14
Access Bible
OT 885

about divine retribution. Remember,
the Teacher had become dissatisfied
with the traditional religious
explanations about God and life.
In particular, he disagreed with the
conventional notion that good people
are always rewarded and bad people
always punished. The Teacher posed
serious questions about how divine
justice was carried out. He held that
the prevailing religious wisdom of his
day could not adequately explain why
bad things happen to good people and
vice versa (8:9–9:3).
TEACHING
Viewed within the context of the entire
Bible, nothing is extraordinary in the
epilogue to Ecclesiastes. It is remarkable, however, that someone with such
traditional views praised someone
so skeptical. Why would the writer
of 12:9-14 commend a writing that
questions such basic and commonly
accepted answers about God and life?
As C. S. Lewis pointed out in his 1943
work, Mere Christianity, a faith that is
not open to examination is not worth
having. The writer of the epilogue
might conclude, “Life does indeed
have meaning, but we dare not ignore
the Teacher’s questions.” Mature
believers are willing to ask questions
about their most basic beliefs and
practices in an all-out search for truth
and God. Mature followers of Christ,
trusting Christ and emulating the faith
Jesus himself placed in God, rest their
security in God, not in specific beliefs,
actions, practices, or worship rituals.
Help your youth examine their views
so they can grow spiritually.
Robert Gordis, Koheleth—The Man and His
World: A Study of Ecclesiastes (New York:
Schlocken Books, 1968).
W. Sibley Towner, “Ecclesiastes,” The New
Interpreter’s Bible, ed. Leander E. Keck
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1997).
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oA
 GENUINE IMITATION
Materials: Pencils, note cards, play money, new
$20 bill

Use the comparison between a genuine
article and its imitation to point out the
need for a genuine faith. You will need a new
$20 bill and some play money from a board
game. Also, any object that is an imitation of a
genuine article will suffice. You could use
imitation gold, diamond, or pearl jewelry, or
the print of a famous painting. For a humorous
touch, you could even use something like a
wig or false teeth.
Begin by distributing pencils and note
cards and showing the object you obtained
beforehand. Ask your youth to observe it and
remain silent as you pass it around. When
everyone has handled the item, have your
teens describe it in writing. Ask them not to
reveal their descriptions to others.
After a few minutes, have volunteers
share their answers. Most of your learners
will likely describe the object without viewing
it as the imitation of a genuine article. If no
one identifies the item as being counterfeit,
ask your group to cite additional aspects they
observe about the object. After a few moments
of questioning, or when anyone answers
correctly, verify the fact that the item you have
brought is an imitation of a genuine article.
Ask your teens to name ways of telling
the difference between something real and
something counterfeit before mentioning how
some people create counterfeit paper money.
Note that new technology has allowed us to
print paper bills that are extremely difficult to
forge. Show the $20 bill and point out some of
the features that help a person know whether
or not it is the genuine article (the lightly
printed watermark, the thin band embedded
in the paper, etc.). Then, point out that
this session deals with identifying genuine
Christian faith.

f

o I MPORTANT DIRECTIONS
Materials: Blindfold, newspaper, aluminum cans

Life

Talk about

teaching options
volunteer will follow their directions as he or she attempts to knock down
the cans.
Each team will use different means of helping the blindfolded young
person locate the cans. Ask the scorekeepers to count the number
of times their teammates give directions that are not in line with the
following: the Editors can only call out correct instructions (“turn right,”
“go three steps forward,” etc.); the Teachers are to offer correct but
confusing directions using questions or cautionary instructions (“do you
really want to turn left?,” “be careful stepping forward,” etc.). Whoever
has the lowest score wins (like golf).
Blindfold a volunteer, hand the person a rolled newspaper, and set
up the cans. Play the game two or three times, using different volunteers.
After tallying the scores, point out that this session focuses on basic
truths that guide us in our faith. Explain that your youth are going to
consider the beliefs, moral principles and actions, and worship practices
that help us keep our bearing in our spiritual journey.
o E XPLORER’S SKIT
Materials: Three volunteers, prepared poster, name tags, Teacher Resource Page

e Prior to the session, enlist three youth to perform a brief role-play.

Using the Teacher Resource Page Explorer’s Skit (p. 123), prepare
copies of the skit beforehand so your teens can review their speaking
parts. You may even want to mark their respective speaking parts with a
yellow fluorescent marker.
Determine whether you will prepare the poster and name tags or
if your volunteers will do it. Have each actor wear a large name tag so
others will know their identity. Prepare a compass by drawing a circle
on a sheet of posterboard. Mark it into three sections, each of which has
written in it one of the following: “Yes,” “No,” or “Maybe.”
Begin the session by having your three volunteers act out the skit
about the explorers Lewis and Clark. When they finish, explain that, like
Lewis and Clark, we are also on a journey. Point out that even though
ours is a spiritual journey, it is still important to know how to find our
bearings so that we will not become lost. In other words, it is important
to know the basics, the fundamentals of the spiritual life. Then, note that
this session focuses on what matters most in pursuing a relationship
with God.

h Before the session, get a newspaper, a

blindfold, and some empty aluminum
cans. Begin by forming two groups and calling
three volunteers. One volunteer will be blindfolded, and the others will serve as
scorekeepers for their teams. Designate one
group as “Teachers” and the other as “Editors.”
Explain to the teams that the blindfolded

Transition: Some people spend their entire lives trying to discover what matters the most. Let’s consider what can guide us through life by reading what
Ecclesiastes says about searching for the basics of a genuine faith. *
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younger youTtahlk about The BibLe
The Teacher questioned the established religion of his day, yet someone from the mainstream tradition praised the
Teacher. Someone was obviously aware that struggling with difficult questions can solidify our beliefs by expanding our
limited view of God, truth, and life. But how do we respond to people who have a different understanding of right and wrong?
Do we simply submit to their logic? Do we drift through life subscribing to every version of truth we encounter? Or do we seek
truth with God’s guidance and the aid of trusted and caring people?

oA
 LETTER OF RESPONSE

oS
 TATEMENTS OF FAITH

Materials: Bibles, pencils, paper, Youth Pages

Materials: Bibles, markers, newsprint, tape

f Distribute Bibles, help your young people
locate Ecclesiastes 12:9-14, and read the
text aloud as your teenagers follow silently in
their Bibles. Next, use information from the
Hearing the Scripture page to highlight
relevant details of the passage. Provide a brief
overview of the book of Ecclesiastes, noting
the epilogue and the editor. Talk about the
Teacher’s dissatisfaction with how the religion
of his day explained the mysteries of God and
life. Emphasize that even though the Teacher
of Ecclesiastes was skeptical about traditional
religious beliefs and practices, a mainstream
religious leader chose at a later point in time
not to change the tone of the book and even
praised the Teacher for his writing. Afterward,
ask questions like the ones provided.
Questions to Ask
• Why would a religious leader praise someone who kept
asking such confusing questions?
• How do you think our church might respond to someone
who posed difficult questions?
• How do you think our youth group might react to such
a person?
• Is asking questions a sign of a strong faith, a weak faith,
or no faith at all? Explain.

Afterward, hand around pencils, sheets of
paper, and copies of the Youth Page, A Letter
of Response. Instruct your teens to read the
letter printed on the Youth Page and write a
response as if they were the youth minister.
When everyone is finished, have volunteers
share their responses. Then, lead your teens to
combine their collective wisdom into a single
letter of advice. Write “Dear Chris” on the
board and list the insights your young people
think are the most important to consider.
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i Form small groups and provide them with markers and sheets of

newsprint, instructing your young people to write down some
important statements of faith, ones that are indispensable. When
everyone is finished, gather your teens together in a large group. After
making tape available and having each group attach their sheets of
newsprint to a focal wall, take turns allowing your youth to report what
they think are essential statements of their faith.
Next, pass around Bibles, help your teenagers locate Ecclesiastes
12:9-14, and ask a volunteer to read the text aloud as the remainder of
your group follows along silently in their Bibles. Afterward, briefly review
Ecclesiastes and point out the Teacher’s skeptical view of commonly
accepted explanations about God and life. Explain that the closing
section of Ecclesiastes was written by someone other than the Teacher
who wrote most of the book. Lead your young people to understand
aspects of the passage by using information from the Hearing the
Scripture page. Afterward, pose questions like those that follow.
Discussion Questions
• What opinion did the editor have of the Teacher?
• Why might his opinion be surprising?
• Why do you think a mainstream religious leader would appreciate the Teacher’s difficult
questions?
• How do questions about our beliefs affect our faith?
• What truths does the closing section identify as important?
• How do our statements of faith correspond with the ones in verses 13-14?

WHY NOT ASK...
• When have you wondered what was most important?
• With what question of faith are you currently struggling?
• With what question have you struggled and come to a resolution?

Transition: The closing section of Ecclesiastes sums up what matters most.
What is most important and can guide us through life? How can we determine the basics of a genuine faith? *
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Many people feel uncomfortable about having doubts, not knowing certain answers, and not having a clear understanding about the mysteries of God and life. We want to be sure and to have solid truth on our side. The Teacher of
Ecclesiastes poses serious questions and challenges believers. His wisdom is perplexing. What do we do with such a person?
How do we handle his prodding way of pointing out inconsistencies? The one who provided the closing to the book of
Ecclesiastes chose to praise the Teacher and to remind us of some important matters.

oD
 ON’T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT
THEM
Materials: Bibles, pencils, Youth Pages

f Hand around Bibles, read aloud Ecclesiastes 12:9-14, and share from the Hearing
the Scripture page to give an overview of
Ecclesiastes. As you note the Teacher’s skeptical view of commonly accepted explanations
about God and life, explain that the closing
section was written by someone other than the
Teacher. Point out that the writer of the
epilogue appreciated the Teacher’s work, but
wanted to emphasize certain essential beliefs
to which one could hold even amid questions,
doubts, and mysteries.
Next, provide small groups with pencils
and the Don’t Leave Home Without Them
Youth Pages. Ask your young people to write
the most important beliefs and practices they
think a Christian must maintain. After having
volunteers share their answers, pose questions
like these.
Questions to Ponder
• What other ideas, attitudes, and actions do you consider as essential?
• When is it okay for a person to have questions about
basic beliefs of the Christian faith?
• When is it not okay for someone to question such basic
beliefs?

oA
 GREE OR DISAGREE
Materials: Bibles, pencils, prepared copies

h Prior to the session, make photocopies of

the sections of statements provided at the
top of the next column. Then, provide pencils
and the prepared copies so your teens can
write whether they agree or disagree with the
statements. (Another option is to have your
youth number sheets of paper 1–8. Then,

simply read the statements one at a time and have your young people
write down their answers.)
Statements
(1) A faith that is not opened to any scrutiny and examination is not worth having.
(2) Someone with a secure faith doesn’t have to ask questions.
(3) A strong Christian knows their beliefs and sticks to them regardless of the consequences.
(4) Spiritual leaders should provide answers, not raise confusing questions.
(5) In order to be called a Christian, one must hold certain beliefs.
(6) If we question or doubt God we could lose our faith.
(7) Spiritual leaders should offer as many questions as they do answers.
(8) In order to be called a Christian, one must maintain a certain lifestyle.

Afterward, designate one side of the room “Agree” and the other
“Disagree.” Then, read a statement, have your teens stand on the
appropriate side of the room, and invite volunteers to share why they
agree or disagree. Repeat the process for each statement.
Next, distribute Bibles, read Ecclesiastes 12:9-14, and use the
Hearing the Scripture page to review Ecclesiastes, noting the epilogue
and the editor. Explain that even though the Teacher was skeptical
about traditional religious beliefs of his day, a mainstream religious
leader chose at a later point in time not to change the tone of the book
and even praised the writing. Apparently, he agreed that the Teacher’s
questions were valuable. Point out that other religious leaders must have
felt similarly because the book eventually came to be regarded as Holy
Scripture. Afterward, ask questions like these.
Reflection Questions
• Overall, do you think most Christians affirm or discourage challenging questions?
• How does your church deal with serious questions about God, truth, and life?
• When is it good to ask questions about your convictions?
• When, if ever, is it better to rely upon your basic beliefs instead of asking questions?

WHY NOT ASK...
• How is it possible to have serious questions and doubts yet still have a hopeful faith?
• What questions or doubts do you have about God, truth, and life?
• How do you respond to someone who claims to have all the answers?

Transition: The closing section of Ecclesiastes sums up what matters most.
What is most important and can guide us through life? How can we
determine the basics of a genuine faith? *
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o P ROVIDING DIRECTIONS
Materials: Bibles, pencils, markers, paper,
tape 1

f Hand around Bibles, markers, and
sheets of paper to your young
people, instructing them to scan the
book of Ecclesiastes for valuable directions for life. Your teenagers can work
alone, as pairs, or in small groups. Each
time they locate a verse, ask them to
draw a traffic sign that relates to that
verse and our spiritual journey (Stop,
Yield, Sharp Turn Ahead, Caution,
Workers Ahead, School Zone, No
Passing, Speed Limit, Do Not Enter, etc.).
Have your youth write the Scripture
reference beneath the sign they create. If
they have problems locating verses you
may want to suggest biblical references
like the ones provided (1:2; 2:24; 3:1,
12-13; 4:13; 5:1; 7:12; 9:17; 12:1, 13-14).
You could write them on the board or a
sheet of newsprint.
After a few minutes, or when
everyone is finished, gather your young
people together as a large group. Make
tape available and ask your learners
to attach their signs to a focal wall in
your youth study area. Next, invite
members of your group to read their
verses and describe the directions the
signs and verses offer for someone who
is on a spiritual journey. Afterward, ask
each person to select one sign to take
home and use as a reminder during the
upcoming week. Then, close the session
with a prayer, asking God to help
your teenagers discover what is most
important in their faith.
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oG
 IVE US WISDOM
Materials: Bibles, prepared paper slips

i Prior to the session, write some

of the more important Scripture
references from Ecclesiastes on slips
of paper (1:2; 2:24; 3:1, 12-13; 4:13;
5:1; 7:12; 9:17; 12:1, 13-14). Give each
person a Bible and one of the prepared slips of paper, instructing your
young people to locate their assigned
Scripture passage and to read it. Ask
them to be prepared to explain its
meaning in their own words.
When everyone is finished,
gather your teenagers together into
the larger group. Have each person
read their biblical text aloud and
explain its meaning. Afterward,
organize a circle and ask each person
to read their Scripture passage aloud
once more. Each time a text is read,
have everyone respond by saying,
“Lord, give us wisdom.” Then, close
the session with a prayer, asking God
to help your young people discover
what is most important in their faith.
o R OOM FOR QUESTIONS
Materials: Markers, newsprint, paper,
tape

e Before the session, write the

following or a similar unfinished
statement on a large sheet of newsprint: “A genuine faith has room for
questions, such as....” Then, attach the
newsprint to a focal wall in your study
area. (Otherwise, you can simply lay it
out on the floor or a table.)
Close the session by providing
pencils and slips of paper so that
your youth can write a question
they have about God, faith, life, or
truth. After a few minutes, or when
everyone is finished, call your young
people together as a large group.
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Make tape available and ask your
teenagers to attach their questions to
the newsprint. Invite those who feel
comfortable doing so to share their
questions with the group. Afterward,
lead your youth to pray the following
or similar prayer. “God, no question
is too big for you. Provide us with
the courage to ask questions and
the strength to stand for what we
can know.” End the group prayer
by asking God to help your youth
discover what is most important in
their faith.
o S OLID GROUND
Materials: Markers, paper, tape

h Give each person a marker and a

sheet of paper and instruct your
young people to trace the outline of
one of their feet (they do not have to
remove either of their shoes). Ask
them to write on their traced foot a
truth that can provide solid ground on
which to stand in their spiritual
journey.
After a few minutes, or when
everyone is finished, gather your
teenagers together into the larger
group. Make tape available and ask
your young people to attach their
“feet” to a focal wall in your youth
study area. Then, invite volunteers
to share what they have written and
why they consider it to be essential
to their faith. Afterward, close the
session with a prayer, asking God
to help your youth discover what is
most important as they journey on
the path to God.
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Teacher: Use this sheet with the option Explorer’s Skit on page 119 of Talk about Life. Make
three copies and mark the respective speaking parts for your volunteer actors.

Explorer’s Skit
Narrator: Today we honor two heroes of our
American heritage, Lewis and Clark.
[Lewis and Clark enter. Clark is holding a large
compass, but is not showing its face to the audience.]
Lewis: You know, Clark, when President Jefferson
sent us on this expedition, I had my doubts.
Clark: Oh really, Mr. Louise?
Lewis: That’s Lewis, Clark! Lewis!
Clark: Oh really, Mr. Lewis Clark Lewis? About what
did you have doubts?
Lewis: Actually, Clark, I had doubts about you.
Clark: About me?
Lewis: Yes, Clark. I was not completely confident of
your navigational skills.
Clark: You didn’t think I could get you all across
this continent in one piece?
Lewis: Well, no, Clark, I didn’t. And I don’t say
that to put you down at all, Mr. Clark. Obviously,
you knew exactly what you were doing. It’s just
that following the swollen-necked scissor-tailed
swallows every other Tuesday and other such
means of navigation were foreign to my way of
travel.
Clark: They are well-kept family secrets.
Lewis: Yes, I can see why. And yet, they worked. We
are here at the western-most point of this great new
land. We have crossed rivers, mountains, and great
prairie expanses. I have to give you much of the
credit, Clark.
Clark: Why, thank you very much, Mr. Lewis Clark
Lewis. But I couldn’t have done it without my trusty
pointy-helper. [Holds up the compass with the back
still facing the audience].
Lewis: Yes, Clark, I’ve heard you mention the trusty
pointy-helper before. Tell me, how exactly does that
thing work? It looks to be a very complicated piece
of machinery.
Clark: Oh, it is, it is! It has cardboard and a pointy

thing and a nail that holds it all together. Modern
technology! Every night, before I go to bed, I face in
a direction and I say “Trusty pointy-helper, should
we go this way tomorrow?” I spin the pointy thing
and it gives me the answer: [shows the compass]
“Yes, No, or Maybe.”
Lewis: That is truly remarkable. I commend you for
your ingenuity.
Clark: Actually, it has no engine, but I can see how
you might think so.
Lewis: Well, Mr. Clark. It’s time we head back to
Washington with our extensive knowledge, our
maps, and our souvenirs.
Clark: And how will we get back to Washington,
Mr. Lewis Clark Lewis?
Lewis: The same way we got here, Clark. You
will be the navigator. Lead on, oh great trusty
pointy-helper!
Clark: Oh. [pause] Um, we have a problem.
Lewis: A problem, Mr. Clark?
Clark: Yes, you see, trusty pointy-helpers only work
when you’re going east to west and since we’ll be
going west to east...well, it won’t work.
Lewis: Won’t work? Then what do you suggest?
Clark: Well, we could build a ship and keep
heading west, discover Japan and China and send
a fax message from Paris. I estimate our arrival in
approximately three to thirty years.
Lewis: I suppose we have no choice, do we? Do you
think these redwoods float?
Narrator: So we leave our amazing American
heroes. Lost, without a map, and trying to find their
way home without a tool or a hope. Will they make
it? Join us next week when we hear Lewis say,
Lewis: Wow, what a great wall!
Narrator: And Clark say,
Clark: You know, in my family they always said it
was a grape wall.
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Youth PageSample

his sample Youth
Page is provided to

assist the teacher in session
preparation.
To order the full-sized color handouts
for your youth, call 1-800-747-3016 or visit
www.nextsunday.com/intersection
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Paul—From Persecutor to
Apostle
Paul is one of the most important figures in the New Testament. His work among the
Gentiles resulted in new churches throughout Asia Minor and Greece. Paul’s letter-writing
left the church with what would become a major portion of the New Testament. As a matter
of fact, of the twenty-seven books in the New Testament, at least thirteen are attributed to
Paul.
At the same time, Paul was a controversial figure. He became embroiled in controversy
in the church. He argued with the disciples in Jerusalem. He even confronted Peter, the
chief of the apostles. He found himself in frequent skirmishes with Christians on the
mission field. Perhaps in spite of the controversy that followed him, or perhaps because of
it, Paul had a major role in shaping the thinking of the emerging church. By the time the
Acts of the Apostles was written, Paul was seen as being so important that from chapter 16
onward Acts deals almost exclusively with his work. Needless to say, we have much to learn
from Paul.
In Session One we encounter Paul, the Apostle of Grace, when he was still known as
Saul and was very much in need of grace himself. We examine the changes in his life on
the road to Damascus and in the years that followed. We also explore the changes that
occurred in the lives of those with whom he came into contact. Paul and his Christian
supporters serve as our models, teaching us how to deal with change, how to accept grace,
how to trust God to change others, and how to extend grace ourselves.
In Session Two we examine Paul at a later time. It may be surprising that the man who
had persecuted Christians joined with the leaders of the church in Antioch. There he and
Barnabas were called by the Holy Spirit to missions. This experience is not limited to Paul
and Barnabas. Every believer in Jesus Christ has gifts for ministry and a unique calling
from God to put those gifts to work. As we examine Acts 13:1-5 we find that the church in
Antioch affirmed the callings of both Paul and Barnabas, and we search for ways in which
our churches today can help youth to discover their unique gifts and affirm their callings.
Session Three focuses on one of the most ancient themes of the Bible—hospitality.
Paul was often dependent upon the hospitality of others. In this session, we look at the
hospitality Lydia extended to Paul and his companions. Hospitality does not come easily
to youth. Their natural inclination is first to fill their need for belonging. Reaching out to
others and including them, especially when others are “different,” is threatening. Challenge
your teens to consider hospitality as a form of ministry that they can integrate into their
personal practices of faith.
During Session Four, we deal more specifically with the topic of risk. The people of
Philippi were not as hospitable to Paul and his companions as Lydia had been. In fact, Paul
found one particular encounter most troublesome. When he cast a spirit out of a woman,
he was thrown into prison. But Paul was not one to compromise or to remain silent when
he faced difficult times. Even in prison, he boldly confronted the magistrates for their
failure to follow due process in his case. Use this session to help young people decide to
confront wrong whenever they see it, all the while weighing the risks involved.

Featured Writer: Rob O’Neal
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UNIT FOUR
INTRODUCTION

Session Profiles
SESSION ONE: CHANGES, CHANGES
Learning Tension: How can I trust God to change others? How can God change me?
Discipleship
New Testament
Spirituality

Acts 9:1-19a, 26-27
In our focal Scripture passage, Paul is still known as Saul and is very much in need of grace.
We examine the changes in his life on the road to Damascus and in the years that followed.
We also explore the changes that occurred in the lives of those with whom he came in
contact. Paul and his Christian supporters serve as our models, teaching us how to deal with
change, how to accept grace, how to trust God to change others, and how to extend grace
ourselves.
SESSION TWO: SPEAKING BOLDLY

Discipleship
New Testament
Missions

Learning Tension: Could God be calling me?

Acts 13:1-5
Many in the early church were surprised to find that a man infamous for persecuting Christians had joined the leaders of the church in Antioch. In Antioch, Paul and Barnabas were
called by the Holy Spirit to a special mission. Every believer in Jesus Christ has gifts for
ministry and a unique calling from God to put those gifts to work. Just as the church in
Antioch affirmed the callings of both Paul and Barnabas, we search for ways our churches
today can help youth to discover their unique gifts and affirm their callings.
SESSION THREE: STARTING CHURCHES
Learning Tension: How can providing hospitality become a ministry for my church? For my youth group? For me?

Discipleship
New Testament
Evangelism

Acts 16:6-15
Dependent upon others, Paul was appreciative of Lydia’s gracious hospitality. We are not
naturally inclined to serve others; instead, we seek first to fill our own needs. Reaching out to
others and including them, especially when others are “different,”is threatening. Challenge
your teens to consider hospitality as a form of ministry that they can integrate into their
personal practice of faith.
SESSION FOUR: SINGING IN JAIL
Learning Tension: What evil am I willing to expose for the sake of the gospel?

Discipleship
New Testament
Christian Ethics
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Acts 16:16-34
The people of Philippi were not as hospitable to Paul and his companions as Lydia had been.
When Paul cast a spirit out of a young woman, he was thrown into prison. Not one to
compromise or to remain silent when faced with difficulty, Paul boldly confronted the
magistrates for their failure to follow due process in his case. Use this session to help young
people confront wrong whenever they see it.
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Changes, Changes
Learning Tension
How can I trust God to
change others? How can
God change me?

Acts 9:1-19a, 26-27
Access Bible
NT 187–88

Why Does It Matter?

As you watch your youth grow, you see them changing rapidly in many ways. Their bodies, their
relationships with one another, their relationships with their parents and other adults, the
expectations they face, and the boundaries on their activities change so quickly that we can barely
keep up. Do you ever get frustrated with the “snail’s pace” at which your teens grow and mature
spiritually? Do you ever leave a meeting with your young people and ask yourself whether what you
are doing actually makes a difference in their lives?
Change is a constant not only in the lives of teens, but in adult lives as well. More than likely, you
have faced the same changes your youth face now, just as you have experienced things they likely
will experience in the future. Some of the changes we go through are good, but some of them may
not bring the results we might like. Other necessary transitions are painful, while some of them are
downright damaging; nevertheless, change is a constant.
Hopefully, as we grow and change, we also desire to try to become more and more like the children
of God we were created to be. God’s grace and love can help make that happen. Certainly that was the
case with Paul and the other characters from this session’s focal Scripture passage. As Paul approached
Antioch with a warrant for every Christian’s arrest, the lives of many were bound to change, some of
them dramatically. Fortunately, God’s grace and love flooded into the life of every person involved,
ensuring that the changes would be for the better.
When we first encounter Paul, he is known as “Saul,” a Pharisee desperately in need of God’s saving
grace. He shows all the signs of being an angry and bitter man who needs God’s touch, but one whom
most of us would not touch with a ten-foot pole. Meanwhile, when we first discover Ananias and the
disciples in Jerusalem, we find people who are both fearful of and angry with Saul. They are not prepared
to lay hands on, to heal, to teach—let alone to accept—the budding apostle.
Many of your youth may wonder, “Does God really matter? Can having a relationship with God truly
influence my life?” Once they realize what a difference God made in the lives of Saul, Ananias, Barnabas,
and the disciples in Jerusalem, they may see that a relationship with God actually does matter. In fact, it can
change lives.

Featured Writer: Rob O’Neal

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (p. 127) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 128).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 129) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 130–131) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 132) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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Scripture Teaching Outline
1 – Three Versions
2 – T
 hree Subsections of the
Passage
3 – Three Conversions
4 – God’s Offer of Grace
5 – A Message of Hope
HEARING
The story of Paul’s conversion begins
with the account of Stephen’s stoning
(see Acts 6:8–8:3). After witnessing
and approving the sentence of death,
Saul—Paul’s Roman name—
subsequently persecuted the church
severely, dragging Christians from their
homes and throwing them into prison.
He was headed toward a similar
mission in the Damascus area when
he had an unexpected confrontation.
A bright light forced Saul to his knees,
and he heard the voice of Jesus. Saul
was left blinded and shaken by the
experience.
Around this time, the Lord
also spoke to Ananias, a disciple in
Damascus, challenging him to lay
hands on Saul so that he might be
healed and receive the Holy Spirit.
Frightened and perhaps even angered
by Saul’s reputation, Ananias balked
at the instructions; yet the Lord
persisted, and Ananias obeyed. Later,
Saul was baptized.
After briefly preaching in
Damascus, Saul fled when he learned
of a plot by the Jews of the region
to kill him. Three years later, Saul,
now known as Paul, finally went to
Jerusalem to meet with the disciples
there. At first they were wary because
of Paul’s reputation, but Barnabas
affirmed that Paul had in fact changed.
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UNDERSTANDING
The familiar account of Paul’s conversion is found in three passages: Acts
9:1-31, 22:3-21, and 26:2-23. Although
there are slight variations between
the versions, the texts may simply
supplement and complement one
another (Hedrick, 143). Then again,
some believe the author of Acts told
the story three times to emphasize its
importance (Haenchen, 327). Indeed,
from this point on, the newly born
“Paul” remains the focus.
Our focal Scripture passage is
primarily formed into three sections:
the Damascus road scene (9:1-9), the
role of Ananias (9:10-19a), and Saul
in Jerusalem (9:26-27). In verse 2, the
Christians in Damascus are referred to
as followers of “the Way,” reminiscent
of the people of the Qumran
community who used the same
phrase to describe themselves. The
bright light in verse 3 is a traditional
biblical sign for God, while Saul’s
use of the term “Lord” in verse 5 is
similar to our greeting “Sir”—simply
a form of respect, not a name for
God. Note that in verse 7 the traveling
companions hear the voice but see no
one, as opposed to Acts 22:3-21, when
they see the light but hear no voice
(Dillon, 743). As one scholar points
out, Ananias does not simply show
obedience.” He responds only when
given reason. The laying on of hands
is a symbolic action used in miracle
stories, in blessings, and in connection
with the reception of the Holy Spirit
(Krodel, 173–8).
It seems that not one but three
conversions have occurred here.
Paul’s most obvious change of heart
was toward Jesus, but he still had to
be convinced to join “the Way.” The
church was made up of people whom
Paul had at one time despised. Finally,

Acts 9:1-19a, 26-27
Access Bible
NT 187–88

the people also had to make their own
conversion, one that would lead them
to accept Paul. Clearly, Paul was not
the only one who was called to take a
step in a new direction.
TEACHING
In hindsight, we know Paul was vital
to the livelihood of the early church.
His life and ministry furthered the
spread of the good news dramatically.
Moreover, his letters had a profound
influence, not only on the
communities to whom they were
addressed, but also on us. Yet, as our
focal Scripture passage illustrates,
God’s grace was crucial to Paul’s life
and ministry. The apostle became the
great missionary and writer that we
admire only after he responded to
God’s dramatic offer of grace. Likewise,
Ananias, Barnabas, and the disciples
found it within themselves to befriend
and trust a man they once feared.
This session’s focal story provides
a message of hope for youth. God can
work in dramatic ways to help them
become fully devoted followers of
Jesus Christ, just as God can redeem
those who seek to persecute them.
They may even be instrumental in
helping their enemies to establish
relationships with God.
Richard Dillon, “The Acts of the Apostles,” The
New Jerome Biblical Commentary, ed. Raymond E. Brown (NJ: Prentice Hall, 1990).
Ernst Haenchen, The Acts of the Apostles (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1971).
Charles Hedrick, “Paul’s Conversion/Call: A
Comparative Analysis of the Three Reports
in Acts,” The Journal of Biblical Literature

100/3 (1981).
Gerhard Krodel, “Acts,” Augsburg Commentary on the New Testament (Minneapolis:
Augsburg Publishing House, 1986).
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 E, CHANGE?
oM

Life

Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

Begin the session by inviting your young
people to form pairs and providing them
with pencils and the Me, Change? Youth Pages.
Point out the interview questions listed on the
Youth Pages. The questions are designed to
help each pair of teens consider the ways their
lives have changed since they started school.
Explain that after interviewing each other,
your youth will be asked to share with the
larger group what they learned about one
another.
After a few minutes, announce this
session’s primary theme as transition—an
especially relevant topic for your young
people, since they are in a phase of life that
is characterized by frequent transitions. Open
the floor to anyone who would like to name
some of the changes teenagers encounter, and
then pose the following or similar questions.

f

Talk about

teaching options
• What do you think most people wish they could change about themselves?
• Is there anything you would change about yourself if it were in your power to do so?
• If you had the ability to change others, where would you start?
• Can you provide examples of well-known people who have changed for the worse? For
the better?

o I DENTIFY YOUR VILLAINS
Materials: Markers, newsprint (optional: Les Miserables movie, laptop or tablet or TV
with DVD player)

e This session helps your teens identify with the fear that Ananias—

and later Barnabas and the other disciples—felt when faced with the
prospect of befriending Paul. To help your group understand the
way the disciples felt about Saul before his conversion, consider using
a clip from the 2012 movie Les Miserables. In the scene at the bishop’s
Follow-up Questions
house, the prisoner Jean Valjean is taken in and fed by a kindly clergy• What role has God played in “adjusting” your life?
man, but then steals from the bishop during the night (be sure to stop the
• How have you changed for the better?
film before Valjean is caught in the morning). Although Paul was not a
• When have you had to “relearn” how to trust somethief, Valjean’s despicable act may provide a better grasp of how dreadful
one? For example, have you ever tried to regain your
it must have been at first merely to be in Paul’s presence, let alone to
confidence in someone who told you a lie? What made
reach out to him. They would have found Paul untrustworthy. Use
trusting that person easier or more difficult the second
questions like these to generate discussion.
time around?

o M AKE A CHANGE
Materials: Modeling clay or play dough

h Begin the session by providing small

groups with modeling clay and allowing
time for your teenagers to create something
simple. After a few minutes, or when everyone
is finished, have groups exchange their
finished products, instructing the new owners
to alter completely the function of the original
creation by making only one simple change.
For instance, a snake could easily be transformed into a bracelet, a bowl into a hat, and
so on—all with just a minor tweak.
Generate further thought by relaying to
your learners one of your own experiences
during which a small change signaled an even
bigger one. For instance, “After running for
two blocks, I knew that I had decided to start
running regularly,” or “I knew that I could
run, and therefore that I could do something
positive about my health.” Afterward, debrief
this exercise by posing questions like the ones
provided.
Questions
• If you could change something about yourself as quickly
and easily as you changed the clay, what would that
one thing be?

Questions to Discuss
• What groups of people frighten you? What groups make you wary? (If answers aren’t
quick to come, prompt your participants with examples such as terrorists, racial hate groups,
teenagers who bring guns to school, etc.)
• What is it about each of these groups that frightens you? Makes you uncomfortable?
• Are there specific individuals who frighten you? Maybe “a friend of a friend” or someone
else that you would rather avoid? What would it be like to meet that person face to face
alone in a dark alley?

After some discussion, have your group list on a sheet of newsprint
the top ten groups and/or individuals they fear most. As they organize
their ideas, urge them to think beyond typical “school bullies” to dangers
that may threaten their lives. (Most of your youth may never have had
their lives threatened, as did the Christians by Saul, but rest assured their
conflicts are very real to them.) As your teens identify with a certain
level of fear, they will be able to relate better to the tremendous faith
demonstrated by Ananias, Barnabas, and the other disciples.

Transition: In a world where things can seem uncertain, at least we can rest
assured that God has the power to change people for the better. Let’s read
from Acts to see how important it is for us to have faith that God can turn any
sinner into a saint. *
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younger youTtahlk about The BibLe
Let’s face it: youth—especially younger teens—face so many changes that their lives often seem to be in complete
turmoil. The stories of conversion in Acts 9 vividly portray the importance of God’s grace and love. Use the suggested
activities on this page to help your young people learn about the changes that occur in the Scripture passage and the high stakes
that were involved.

o W HAT MIGHT HAVE
HAPPENED?
Materials: Bibles, markers, newsprint

Explain to the group that the Apostle
Paul was tremendously significant to
the livelihood of the early church. In fact,
Paul founded a number of churches
himself, becoming mentor to more people
than we can count. To emphasize this point,
highlight for your young people some New
Testament books that are attributed to Paul.
Despite all this, Paul’s career was
not a given. In other words, he was
not one of Jesus’ “original” followers.
Apparently, he never even met Jesus prior
to the Resurrection. Instead, Paul’s first
relationship to Jesus was as a persecutor of
the Christian church.
Paul’s career as a missionary hinged on
important moments when change became
a vital issue. Distribute Bibles and have a
volunteer read Acts 9:1-19a and 26-27.
Use information from the Hearing the
Scripture page to shed light on the most
critical moments in the account: Paul’s
reaction to Jesus (9:18-19a), Ananias’s
decision to lay hands on Paul (9:17), and
Barnabas’s decision to trust Paul and be
his advocate in Jerusalem (9:27). List the
individual episodes on the board or a sheet
of newsprint.
Next, form small teams, assigning a
different item from the list to each group.
Ask each group to consider how the
outcome of their episode might have been
different had the characters made different
choices. Allow everyone the opportunity to
share their ideas before asking questions
like the ones provided.

f

Discussion Questions
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• How might each “variation” of a particular episode have influenced Paul’s ministry? How
might each influence the church of today?
• At what points might God have had to intervene if things had not gone according to plan?
• At what times in your life have you been called either to change yourself or to trust in the
transitions another person claimed to have made in their own life?

o T HESE PEOPLE ARE DANGEROUS
Materials: Bibles, pencils, paper

b Distribute Bibles, asking one of your teens to read Acts 9:1-19a and

26-27 aloud to the rest of the group. Using the Hearing the Scripture
page, provide insight into who Saul the Pharisee was before he became Paul
the Apostle. Make a point to portray the sense of mortal danger Saul posed
to Jesus’ followers. However, don’t ignore the fact that before his conversion,
Paul considered the Christians a threat to his religion and culture.
In our society, when a dangerous person is on the loose, the public
is alerted immediately. With this in mind, have your youth write a news
story warning the public about the intense threat hovering around Saul.
First, form two teams, assigning one group to write from the perspective
of the disciples in Damascus and the other to write as if they are viewing
the story from the eyes of Saul the Pharisee. You may need to remind
your second group that, as far as Paul was concerned, the Christians were
blasphemers who advocated ways contrary to the Law of his Jewish faith,
which was the predominant religious perspective of the region in that day.
Allow enough time for the two groups to brainstorm and complete the
project before asking everyone to reconvene. Give everyone an opportunity
to share their work, wrapping up the conversation with the “Why Not
Ask...” questions that follow.
WHY NOT ASK...
• What changes took place in the lives of Saul and the followers of Jesus that allowed them to
work together?
• How do you see grace at work in the lives of Paul, Ananias, and Barnabas?
• In relation to the changes Paul faced, what difference did his response make?
• What difference do your responses make regarding the changes you face?

Transition: Not only did Saul gain a new outlook on life—along with a new
name—but the people of the city also overlooked their past grudges against
him. If God has the power to transform even the strongest opponents of the
faith, how might God be able to change people I care about, or even me? *
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older youthTalk about BibLe
The

Older youth have already faced some of the most difficult years in their lives, and at this point they are better able to
begin bearing grace themselves. Paul’s life changed through God’s grace, but so did the lives of the disciples he had once
persecuted. As your teens learn about these changes, lead them to consider how they look at the people they fear as well as
ways they can find a place in their hearts for such people.

o T HREE CONVERSIONS
Materials: Bibles, Teacher Resource Page

Distribute Bibles, read Acts 9:1-19a and
26-27, and offer relevant information
from the Hearing the Scripture page. Point
out that if we define “conversion” as “turning,”
then there actually are several conversions
within this session’s focal Scripture text.
Approach this activity from one of two
angles, either by posing for your entire group
each set of questions provided on the Teacher
Resource Page Three Conversions (p. 133), or
by forming three small teams and having each
team tackle a different scenario. Remember,
the questions are merely a guide to help your
teens reflect on the different layers of the
passage.
When addressing Saul’s conversion to the
teachings of Jesus, emphasize the fact that
Paul had been so set against the church that
he was willing to drag Christians all the way
from Damascus back to Jerusalem to be tried
as heretics. However, while in Damascus, blind
and neither eating nor drinking, he changed
his mind, deciding that Jesus was the only
path to true fulfillment.
As you move to the next set of questions
on the Teacher Resource Page, note that
Ananias did not want to go to Saul, even after
receiving a reassuring vision. While he argued
with the Lord, though, he changed his mind
and opted instead to carry out the errand of
mercy and grace. Note that in verses 26-27,
the disciples in Jerusalem also have to be
convinced that “Paul” had changed radically
from the person they always knew as “Saul.”
Saul is converted not only to Jesus, but
also to Jesus’ followers. Before his conversion,
Saul thought Jesus’ followers were wrong
and deserved to be persecuted. Afterward,
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however, Paul willingly consented to live among the Christians—who,
incidentally, were so gentle and accepting that they eventually changed
Paul’s opinion of them altogether.
o D EFINITION OF GRACE
Materials: Bibles, dictionary or dictionary app

i Distribute Bibles and have volunteers read Acts 9:1-19a and

26-27. Afterward, ask your group how Ananias must have felt
considering the circumstances. The passages reveal that Ananias showed
great faith in God. He was able to put aside his intense fear of Saul.
Barnabas and the other disciples in Jerusalem had heard about Saul. They
feared him just as much as Ananias did, so they didn’t trust Saul to
become an authentic disciple. Over time, though, Barnabas grew to
believe that God could and did change Saul. He was right.
Since this four-session unit on Paul emphasizes his response to
God’s grace, ask your participants to define “grace.” List their ideas on
the board or a sheet of newsprint, then look up and review the variety
of meanings related to the word “grace.” Discuss all the definitions, but
devote special attention to those with positive implications. In Acts 9:1-2,
Paul sounds nothing like an “apostle of grace.” However, when he took a
drastic turn in a new direction, Paul once again sought out the disciples.
This time, he intended to befriend them, not kill them. When you
finish defining the term “grace,” you may want to ask questions like
these.
Questions for Reflection
• To what factors can Paul’s dramatic conversion be attributed?
• What role did grace play in that process?
• When have you seen someone demonstrate God’s grace?
• When have you experienced the grace of God?

WHY NOT ASK...
• What role did Ananias play in Paul’s conversion experience?
• How was Ananias a “bearer” of God’s grace? In what ways was Barnabas?
• How can we imitate Ananias and Barnabas by becoming “bearers of grace” in someone
else’s life?

Transition: Not only did Saul gain a new outlook on life—along with a new
name—but the people of the city also overlooked their past grudges against
him. If God has the power to transform even the strongest opponents of the
faith, how might God be able to change people I care about, or even me? *
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oG
 RACE ACRONYM
Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

f Provide each young person with a
pencil and a copy of the Youth Page
Grace Acronym. Explain that an acronym
is a term composed by joining the first
letter of each word in a series (for
instance, radar = RAdio Detecting And
Ranging). Then have your young people
work independently to complete both
sides of the acronym with words or
phrases matching the letters of the word
“grace.” After a few minutes, or when
everyone is finished, allow ample time
for volunteers to share their responses.
Point out that even though their
examples might not be as dramatic as a
blinding light on the road to Damascus,
that does not make them any less
significant. God’s work in an individual’s
life is always a blessing. As you close
the session with a prayer, challenge
your young people to select one of the
items they listed as their focus for the
upcoming week.
o T RUSTING GOD TO
CHANGE ME
b Point out to your group that we all
have changed tremendously since
the day we were born. Some of those
changes have been small, but some of
them seem large. Most of the changes
have one thing in common: they happen
gradually. We frequently prove impatient
with this gradual quality of change. If we
could have our way, we would see
change happen overnight—especially
when the change would be of singular
benefit to us!
As we have learned, some of the
changes in Saul’s life were quick and
dramatic, but others took years to
work themselves out. Despite the fact
that it had been three years since the
apostle’s conversion, the disciples in
Jerusalem still may not have trusted
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Paul completely without the help and
faith of Barnabas. With the theme of
change as your focus, ask your young
people to respond to each of the
following three statements. Afterward,
be sure to close the session with a
prayer.
Statements for Consideration
• The main person I want God to change
might need my encouraging words before
they can believe that their small changes are
only the beginning of even bigger ones.
• As much as others need to change, I also
need not only to change, but more importantly, to believe that the other person can
change as well.
• One way I can trust God to change others is
by trusting God to change me.

o AGENTS OF GRACE
Materials: Pencils, paper

e We live in a culture where nearly

every technical gadget in existence is designed to help us do things
more quickly and efficiently. Needless
to say, many of us are not good at
being patient. If God chooses to
change another person more slowly
than we would like and to change us
more slowly than we would like, what
are we to do in the meantime? Sometimes we simply have to start acting as
if the change has already happened.
Hand around paper and pencils,
asking your teenagers to note one
concrete thing they can do this week
to begin acting out God’s love toward
one person they wish God would
change. The point of this exercise is
to help your young people consider
how they can be agents of God’s
grace today—right where they are. As
you dismiss the group with a prayer,
encourage them to keep their notes
as reminders to act.
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o EVEN HE CAN CHANGE?!
Materials: Les Miserables movie, laptop
or tablet or TV with DVD player

e Prior to the session, prepare to

play the final abbey scene from
the movie Les Miserables. (This is the
scene in which Jean Valjean is dying.)
In this particular scene, Valjean is
absolved of his sins and his daughter
is told that Valjean saved the life of
her husband. (If you are very familiar
with Les Miserables, resist the urge to
tell your youth more of the story. You
will have the option to do so in the
final lesson of this unit.) This story,
coupled with the conversion accounts
from Acts 9:19a and 26-27, serves as a
powerful backdrop against which
your teens can consider their roles in
extending grace to others.
After playing the movie segment
for your group and discussing ways it
fits the theme of this session, remind
your youth that God’s grace is open
to all of us, no matter what “type” of
person we may seem to be. Sometimes grace—extended from the hand
of someone sincere—is all it takes to
persuade people to open their hearts
in order that God’s love might flow in.
Close with a prayer, asking that
God help us respond to the grace we
receive in a way that will prod us to
grow in the direction of godliness. It’s
not easy to welcome those we dislike
or fear, but with God’s love anything
is possible.
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Teacher: Use this sheet with the option Three Conversions on page 131 of Talk about
the Bible for older youth. Use the following sets of questions with the activity to guide
your group’s discussion. You can pose the questions to the entire group, or cut apart the
assignments and give them to three small teams.

Three Conversions
Saul Converts to Jesus
• Why was Paul on the road to Damascus? (See Acts 7:58–8:3 for background details.)
• What happened on the road to Damascus?
• From what did Saul turn away?
• To what or to whom did Paul turn?

Disciples Convert to Saul
• As Saul arrived in Damascus, someone else had a vision. Who had the vision, and what did
the person see?
• How did the person respond to the Lord?
• How did the Lord respond to the person’s firm protests?

Saul Converts to Disciples
• After studying Acts 9:26-27, how do you think Saul felt about Christians before his
conversion?
• What did Paul try to do during this particular visit to Jerusalem?
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T

Youth PageSample

his sample Youth
Page is provided to

assist the teacher in session
preparation.
To order the full-sized color handouts
for your youth, call 1-800-747-3016 or visit
www.nextsunday.com/intersection
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Speaking Boldly
Learning Tension
Could God be
calling me?

Acts 13:1-5
Access Bible
NT 194

Why Does It Matter?

Have you ever been with youth on a mission trip during which they helped meet the needs of others? If you have ever spent time with young people as they worked on a Habitat for Humanity house,
you know how good it makes them feel to use their gifts for the sake of others. Have your teens ever
beamed with pride after leading a meaningful “Youth Sunday” worship service? Have you ever
witnessed firsthand their smiles after an intergenerational fellowship with senior adults? Needless
to say, young people have tremendous gifts for ministry, and it fills their hearts to overflowing to put
those gifts to work. Is God calling them to ministry? Absolutely.
Many churches are familiar with the popular slogan “Every member is a minister.” The important
thing to remember is that this motto applies to teenagers too. God is calling our youth, calling them
to a relationship with Jesus Christ—Forgiver and Leader—calling them to put the gifts they have been
given to the test. Slowly but surely, young people are beginning to realize the ways in which God
can use them. They may be considering the possibility of vocational service to their local church,
for instance. They may sense that God is calling them to the mission field. Although the possible
approaches are endless, any effort on behalf of the kingdom is worth celebrating.
Our role as caring adults who work with youth is to help them discover their unique callings,
whatever those may entail. Together as the church, we can affirm the gifts we see in one another, always
going out of our way to encourage our teenagers to use their God-given abilities to full capacity. For many
youth, that means we can help them discern how God is calling them to ministry in their schools, in their
homes, through the church, and eventually in their workplaces. In order for them to appreciate these
unique callings, it is important that we affirm their callings as real and celebrate their value. Hopefully, our
young people will follow in our footsteps until they are able not only to acknowledge their talents, but also
to refine them.
This is what the church in Antioch did for Paul and Barnabas. Their story illustrates for teenagers how
far a person can go—not to mention how effective they can be—if only they trust God’s craftsmanship. May
the example of Paul, Barnabas, and the church in Antioch encourage your youth to consider their unique
callings.

Featured Writer: Rob O’Neal

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (p. 135) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 136).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 137) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 138–139) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 140) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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Scripture Teaching Outline
1 – Prophets and Teachers
2 – S
 imeon, Lucius, and
Manaen
3 – Worshiping and Fasting
4 – Laying on of Hands
5 – God Is Calling Teens
HEARING
After returning from Jerusalem,
Barnabas and Saul assumed positions
of leadership in the Antioch church,
listed along with three others as the
“prophets and teachers” of that particular congregation. While the people
were worshiping and fasting, the Holy
Spirit spoke, instructing them to set
apart Barnabas and Saul for special
work. The references to the Holy Spirit
both here and in Acts 13:4 demonstrate that their calling was definitely
from God and not merely the result of
human planning and insight (Holladay,
1095). Whether the Holy Spirit spoke
audibly is questionable. More likely the
Spirit spoke through one of the five
named “prophets and teachers.”
While God initiated the call
of Barnabas and Saul, the church
community was responsible for
affirming that call (Krodel, 224–28).
The entire church joined in fasting, in
praying, and in the laying on of hands
before sending the two disciples on
their way (Acts 13:9). Barnabas and
the newly-named Paul went from
Seleucia straight to Cyprus, Barnabas’s
home (Acts 4:36), setting their
missionary journey into motion.
UNDERSTANDING
Verse 1 of our text provides a list of
“prophets and teachers”: Barnabas,
Simeon, Lucius of Cyrene, Manaen,
and Saul. Some scholars suggest that
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the placement of Barnabas’s and Saul’s
names in the list was intentional; the
order of the names serves to make
the first and the last—Barnabas and
Saul—stand out in the reader’s mind
(Haenchen, 395–96, 401–402).
Neither Simeon, Lucius, nor
Manaen reappear in the book of Acts.
Though little is known of these three
men, a few details can be surmised.
For instance, Simeon’s other name
may indicate that he was from North
Africa, although he probably was
not the same Simon of Cyrene who
helped Jesus carry his cross. If he
were, it would be curious that not
he, but Lucius, is called a Cyrenean
(Bruce, 260). The most information
scholars provide is on the prophet
Manaen, the foster-brother of Herod
the tetrarch. Bruce notes that “the title
‘foster-brother’ was given to boys of
the same age as royal princes, who
were brought up with them at court.”
The Herod mentioned here was Herod
Antipas, son of Herod the Great, who
participated in the trial of Jesus and
the beheading of John the Baptist
(Bruce, 159–261).
Acts 13:2 provides glimpses into
the practices of the early church,
some of which continue today. First
mentioned are “worshiping and
fasting…the two basic postures of a
church’s sensitivity to the direction
of the Holy Spirit” (Krodel, 85). By
fasting, “one withdraws in the highest
degree from the influence of the
world and makes oneself receptive to
commands from heaven” (Haenchen,
224). In this context, the church at
Antioch encountered the Holy Spirit.
After more fasting and praying,
“they laid their hands on them and
sent them off” (Acts 13:3). The laying
on of hands is an ancient biblical
practice that has many different

Acts 13:1-5
Access Bible
NT 194

meanings. In this instance, “by laying
their hands on Barnabas and Saul, the
community and its prophets blessed
them and identified themselves
with their work of mission and the
hardships they would have to endure”
(Haenchen, 224–28). In fact, many
of today’s churches continue this
practice during services in which
various church leaders are set apart
for service. These “ordination”
ceremonies are ways for the church to
recognize God’s call of individuals to
specific roles and functions.
TEACHING
This session points to Paul and
Barnabas as people who answered
God’s call upon their lives obediently.
It may be news to your group, but
God is calling teens as well. They may
assume that God’s call is limited only
to those who have been officially
recognized, called out, or trained.
In helping your group deal with
the implications of Acts 13:1-5, point
out that every follower of Jesus has
a unique set of gifts, talents, and
abilities. The real question is not
whether young people are called to
ministry, but to which unique and
wonderful area they are called. How
can a church affirm and celebrate our
teens’ gifts even as we nurture them to
exercise those abilities?
F. F. Bruce, The New International Commentary
on the New Testament: The Book of the
Acts (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans

Publishing, 1977).
Ernst Haenchen, The Acts of the Apostles (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1971).
Carl Holladay, “Acts,” Harper’s Bible Commentary, ed. James Mays (San Francisco:
Harper & Row Publishing, 1988).
Gerhard Krodel, Augsburg Commentary on
the New Testament: Acts (Minneapolis:
Augsburg Publishing House, 1986).
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o GIFT INVENTORY

Life

Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

The goal of this exercise is to help young
people discern their gifts and receive
feedback from someone who knows them
well. This may prove to be an opportunity for
some of your learners to discover their
unrealized potential.
Distribute pencils and the Gift Inventory
Youth Pages, instructing your young people to
identify the talents one must possess to be a
minister. Invite your teens to complete their
Youth Pages with a partner. Due to the nature
of the questions, it may be helpful for them to
pair up with someone who knows them well.
As they work, write “Every Member Is a
Minister” on the board. This phrase describes
the idea that God blesses every Christian
with unique gifts to be used in ministry.
Allow time for discussion before gathering
everyone together to share their insights. After
discussing their responses to the inventory,
ask your participants to determine which traits
they possess that would make them worthy
ministers. If the gifts they identify are all
characteristic of pastors or missionaries alone,
this might be an opportunity to challenge
them to think more openly about the ways
they can put their gifts to use.

f

o I NTERVIEWING A GUEST
Materials: Pencils, guest, Teacher Resource Page

e Before the session, enlist someone from

your congregation who has been
ordained—called by God and recognized by
the church as being set apart for service. Seek
a person who not only can attend your Bible
study session, but also is willing to be interviewed. If possible, choose someone with
whom the majority of your teenagers are
already comfortable.
Use the interview to help your young
people reflect on the themes of Acts 13:1-5
and the focal topic of this session. As they
learn from someone who has been called out
and set apart for Christian service, your teens
can begin thinking about ways God might be
calling them.
Before your guest arrives, allot time to
prepare your teens for the interview. Address
basic issues surrounding ordination, using
questions such as: What does it mean to
be called out and set apart? When was our
church’s most recent ordination service? Who
among the youth group has ever attended
such a service? Does anyone in the youth

Talk about

teaching options
group know someone who has been called by God and the church and
set apart for service to God’s kingdom?
As you disclose that someone will be stopping by to talk about the
meaning of ordination, pass around pencils and copies of the Teacher
Resource Page Interviewing a Guest (p. 141). Your teens will find sample
questions to use in their interview. You may want to prepare a few
“prompting” questions to use in case your group suddenly becomes shy
with a visitor in the room.
Be sure to properly introduce your guest to the youth group. You
may want to have the person start off by sharing his or her personal
testimony. They could talk about how they came to faith in Christ and
how that relationship has influenced their choices of how, when, and
where they exercise their ministry gifts. Be sure to thank your guest after
the interview is over. This option corresponds to the activity What Is
Ordination? (p. 88), from Talk about the Bible for younger youth.
o D ID YOU HEAR GOD CALLING?
Materials: Photos of recent youth activities

e If time and materials permit, secure pictures or photo albums from

recent youth mission trips in which members of your group
participated. Use this activity to help your young people reflect on times
when they have ministered to others. For instance, have they worked on a
Habitat for Humanity house, led a youth worship service, worked in a
homeless shelter, or cleaned an elderly person’s yard? Write their replies
on the board, creating a second column to list the gifts that prepared
them for their ministry experiences. Ask questions like these to focus the
discussion on what they have learned about developing and using their
gifts.
Follow-up Questions
• In looking back over these experiences, was there ever a time before, during, or after when
you sensed an urgency, maybe even a calling to a certain ministry task?
• In what ways might God build on these experiences and call you to use your gifts in the
future?
• How can you continue to use your talents and abilities?

Transition: Despite what many teenagers may think, they are more than
capable of bringing Jesus into the world for others. As we learn from Acts
through the examples of Paul and Barnabas, everyone has a place within the
work of the kingdom. *
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younger youTtahlk about The BibLe
Younger youth are filled with energy, making them perfect candidates to begin exploring their unique gifts and callings
for ministry. Many younger teens often feel as though more people are against them than for them. This could be a
wonderful opportunity to help them see that God wants to work both with them and through them.

o W HAT WAS IT LIKE?

Finally, have everyone return to their seats. Emphasize that the
moment was special for the Antioch church as well as for Paul and
Barnabas, just as there will be special moments in the lives of your teens
f Form a circle and have five volunteers
dramatize the characters from Acts 13:1-5: when their gifts for ministry are affirmed by God and the church. Such
Barnabas, Simeon, Lucius, Manaen, and Saul.
affirmations may be as simple as knowing at the end of a long day that
Ask them to sit in the center of the circle.
they have made a difference in someone else’s life.
Distribute Bibles, read the passage, and have
o W HAT IS ORDINATION?
your volunteers portray their characters’
Materials: Bibles

actions. Afterward, thank your volunteers, but
ask them to remain in the center of the circle.
Read the text again, and then use the following
questions to reflect further on the passage.
(Some of the answers appear for you in the
parentheses that follow the questions.) Share
relevant details from the Hearing the
Scripture page.
Verse One:
• What role did the five characters play in the church at
Antioch? (prophets and teachers)
• What do you suppose were their duties within the
church? (Answers may vary, but most importantly they
taught and preached to the congregation.)
Verse Two:
• What were the five doing when the Holy Spirit spoke to
them? (worshiping and fasting)
• What exactly does fasting entail?
• In what manner do you suppose the five were
worshiping?
• How can fasting and worshiping make us more receptive to God’s call?

Since the entire church laid hands on Paul
and Barnabas before sending them out, ask
the remainder of your group to stand, gather
around the five volunteers, and lay hands on
“Paul” and “Barnabas.”
Verse Three:
• How might the church have prayed for Paul and
Barnabas?
• How do you suppose Paul and Barnabas felt as they
were being prayed for?
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Materials: Bibles

b This option follows the opening activity, Interviewing a Guest (p.

141), on the Talk about Life page. You may want to ask your guest
to stay for this part of the discussion. Obviously, their input could be
valuable.
Distribute Bibles, read Acts 13:1-5, and use the Hearing the
Scripture page to note that Paul and Barnabas were called out by the
Holy Spirit for a special task: to serve as missionaries. Emphasize that the
call came after much prayer and fasting. It was important that Paul and
Barnabas make themselves ready to receive the call, putting themselves
into a state of mind that would be receptive to the movement of the Holy
Spirit. At this point, ask your guest what preparation they made for their
service of ordination.
Note also the indication in verse 3 that, after more fasting and
praying, the church laid hands on Paul and Barnabas and sent them
out. Ask your guest to describe the laying on of hands and what the
experience was like.
The role of the church is significant in this particular account,
affirming God’s call of the two disciples and then offering to support
them. By laying on hands, the community was saying, “We will pray
for you, we will support you, and we believe in you.” The community’s
role is equally important today. People who exercise their gifts in service
to others cannot perform their responsibilities alone, but rely on the
prayers and support of others.
Discussion Questions
• How can we support those in our congregation who have been called by God and
recognized by the church as being set apart for service?
• In turn, how can they support us in our own ministries?

Transition: God set apart Paul and Barnabas for unique work. How can we
make a deliberate attempt to uncover our special talents and gifts in order
that we might effect positive changes in others’ spiritual lives? *
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older youthTalk about BibLe
The

Like their younger counterparts, older youth are beginning to find their respective places of service within ministry. Chances are they are still unsure of themselves, uncertain they are capable of doing much to help God at all. Use the
suggested activities to help them understand that—like Paul and Barnabas—they too have unique gifts for ministry that God is
calling them to use.

o L ISTENING FOR AND
AFFIRMING GOD’S CALL
Materials: Bibles, newsprint

f How does God speak to us? Perhaps even
more perplexing, how do we prepare
ourselves to hear the voice of God? Before
reading Acts 13:1-5, ask your teens to list on
the board or a sheet of newsprint the many
ways in which people can prepare themselves
to hear God speak to them.
Explain that Paul and Barnabas, along
with all the other prophets and teachers at
Antioch, heard God telling them through
the Holy Spirit that they should be sent
out as missionaries. In light of this, as your
participants progress through the text, urge
them to look for ways Paul and Barnabas
prepared themselves to hear God’s voice. Most
likely, they will identify worship and fasting,
and they may mention prayer as well. Use the
following discussion questions to help your
teens think through these processes.
Questions to Consider
• What is fasting?
• For what reasons would a person typically fast?
• How does giving up the essentials of life—such as food—
make room in our lives for God to speak?
• What role can fasting play in your life?
• How does God speak to us through worship?
• How have you heard God’s voice during worship?
• What role does prayer play in preparing us to hear
God speak?

o W HAT’S THE STORY?
Materials: Bibles, newspaper

b As implied, “news” stories tell us something new, something differ-

ent. Rarely do we hear on the news a story of a typical birth;
however, if a mother gives birth to six or seven babies at one time, the
story easily makes the national news!
Distribute Bibles, have a volunteer read Acts 13:1-5, and then list on
the board or a sheet of newsprint the key details surrounding the text.
Remind your group that any good news story makes it a point to answer
the “basics”: who, what, when, where, why, and how. (Be sure to leave
room at the top of your list for a catchy headline.) After listing the basic
details of the story, lead your youth to brainstorm potential headlines,
keeping in mind the thoughts discussed in the following paragraph.
The fact that Paul and Barnabas were called to be missionaries is not
really news. People are called to serve God every day. Every follower of
Jesus Christ is called to some type of ministry. Neither is it news that the
Holy Spirit spoke. The Holy Spirit speaks to us all the time—consoling,
encouraging, directing, and even calling us. Is it news that the church
affirmed the call of Paul and Barnabas? Hopefully, we too will experience
the approval of our peers, especially in regard to living out our call. Is it
news that Paul and Barnabas responded? We like to think that it is not
unusual for someone to respond to God’s call, but perhaps things aren’t
always as they seem.
Be prepared to point out that your young people’s preferred
headlines reveal much about their understanding of ministry, the Holy
Spirit, the role of the church, and calling. Challenge them to realize
that God calls every one of us to minister and to serve. Therefore, our
response to God’s call is essential. As necessary in the discussion, share
relevant details from the Hearing the Scripture page.
WHY NOT ASK...
• What gifts do you think particularly suited Paul and Barnabas for the work they had to do?
• How do your unique gifts differ from those of Paul and Barnabas? For what tasks are you
best equipped?

Transition: God set apart Paul and Barnabas for unique work. How can we
make a deliberate attempt to uncover our special talents and gifts in order
that we might effect positive changes in others’ spiritual lives? *
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o F ILL IN THE BLANKS
Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

f Close the session by distributing
pencils and the Fill in the Blanks
Youth Pages to small groups. Instruct
your teenagers to “rewrite” Acts 13:1-5.
Have your young people fill in the
blanks, substituting the names of people
from your church for those of Barnabas,
Simeon, and the others.
After a few minutes, or when
everyone is finished, ask each group to
read aloud their team’s account. If no
one develops a version that keeps the
missionaries in your own city or state,
work together as a large group to devise
one that keeps the action a bit closer to
home. (For instance, the missionaries
from your community could serve in a
homeless shelter.)
End by reminding your young
people that just as God called Paul and
Barnabas, so God is calling out to them.
Each Christian has a unique gift for
ministry, and even now God is calling
them to discover that gift, to develop
it, and to put it to work for God’s glory.
Close the session with a prayer, asking
God to call your teenagers to service and
to empower them to minister to others.
o H OW CAN WE AFFIRM
YOUR CALLING?
Materials: Markers, newsprint, tape

e Prior to the session, write “I Am

Called!” on a sheet of newsprint and
tape it to a focal wall in your youth study
area. Ask each of your teenagers to
consider the ways in which God is
calling them. For instance, God may be
calling them to follow Jesus and ask him
to be their Forgiver and Teacher. God
may be calling them to grow in some
particular way. Regardless of their
individual callings, one thing is certain:
God is calling them to serve in a unique
and wonderful capacity.
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Next, provide markers and ask
each young person to write on
the newsprint their response to
the following statement: “God is
calling me to....” (For those who are
uncertain how to respond, you may
want to give the option of simply
writing “God is calling me to discover
my calling.”) Afterward, review their
responses and lead the group to pray
for each other. End the time of prayer
by asking God to bless each teenager
as they follow or pursue their calling.
o A FFIRMATIONS
Materials: Pencils, slips of paper

b End the session by forming a

seated circle, distributing pencils
and slips of paper, and asking
everyone to write their name and fold
their slip of paper in half. Collect
these before having each teenager
choose one of the folded papers.
(Permit your youth to exchange slips
of paper if they have the name of
someone they do not know well or
their own name.)
After each participant selects a
name, allow a few minutes for your
young people to think of one gift
the person named on the paper has
demonstrated for ministry. Prompt
them with suggestions, if necessary.
Then close the session with prayer,
taking turns having each person
complete the following sentence as
a way of affirming the people whose
names they drew: “God, I have seen
(name) show an ability to _____.
Thank you for the way he/she shares
his/her talents with others.”

opt

h Prior to the session, wrap a box

as if it were a present, placing it
on the floor or at some central point
in the room. Explain to your youth
group that the package represents
God’s call upon our lives. If necessary,
remind your teenagers that it is a gift
to be called to join the work of God’s
kingdom. Also remind them that
anyone is welcome to participate in
this miracle. Ask everyone to imagine
that the package is for them. Inside is
a letter from God describing the
ultimate plan for their life. Then pose
questions like these to guide the
discussion.
Questions to Ponder
• If you were to read the letter, what do you
think it might say?
• How do you think you might respond?
• If you are unsure of what the letter would say,
what steps can you take to discover God’s
call upon your life? Remind your youth that
calls may be lifelong or only for a certain
period of time.

Afterward, close the session
with a prayer, asking God to give
your young people the strength
they need to discover their purpose.
More importantly, thank God for the
privilege of having a purpose in the
first place.

o OPENING THE GIFT
Materials: Box, wrapping paper,
scissors, tape
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Teacher: Use this sheet with the option Interviewing a Guest on page 137 of Talk about Life.
Make a copy of this sheet for each person in your group.

Interviewing a Guest
o What do you think it means to be ordained?
o Why were you ordained?
o How did you know God was calling you?
o What role did the church play in your calling?
o What preparations did you make for ordination?
o Talk about the ordination process.
o What was it like to have other people lay hands on you?
o In your opinion, how are ordained people different from other Christians?
o How would you describe the calling God places upon the lives of those who are not
ordained?
o How do we decide whether ordination is something we should pursue for ourselves?
Write your own questions below:
o

o

o

o
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Youth PageSample

his sample Youth
Page is provided to

assist the teacher in session
preparation.
To order the full-sized color handouts
for your youth, call 1-800-747-3016 or visit
www.nextsunday.com/intersection
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Starting Churches
Learning Tension

Acts 16:6-15
Access Bible
NT 200–201

Why Does It Matter?

How can providing hospiSome might say hospitality is a lost art. Although most of our grandparents knew how to welcome
tality become a ministry for
people
into their homes and make visitors feel at ease, for some reason we seem to lack their
my church? For my youth
group? For me? expertise, particularly when it comes to those we do not know well. Yet, hospitality remains a signifi-

cant ministry, as we are urged in Romans 12 to “extend hospitality to strangers.”
The importance of hospitality and justice for the sojourner is highlighted in the early chapters
of the Bible (see passages like Ex 22:21, 23:9). God wanted the children of Israel to remember their
history, namely, how they felt when they were strangers traveling through strange lands. Moses gave
the Israelites a ritual whereby they were to remember their identity and heritage. In keeping with
this ritual, the Israelites were to proclaim “a wandering Aramean was my ancestor” (Deut 26:5), taking
every opportunity to recount for others the stories of their origins as a people.
This idea of hospitality continues strongly in Luke-Acts, where people always seem to be either
going to a meal, coming from a meal, or thinking about the next meal. In Acts 16:6-15, Lydia’s
potentially costly hospitality makes a profound difference in the lives of Paul and Silas. Hospitality is
not exactly the “default position” for most teenagers. For many, it goes against their nature. During the
adolescent years, youth are attempting to establish their identities. They do this by trying on different
personas. “Fitting in” and belonging become important, which is why young people naturally tend to
congregate with peers who look, talk, and act like themselves. Not surprisingly, that is also why many
teens have a difficult time reaching out to those who are different.
The same seems to be the case with youth groups, who often prove uninviting unless challenged
to think differently. Left to themselves, many youth groups naturally defend their positions of privilege
and attention. Only as they begin to see the value of reaching out to strangers will they also discover the
benefit of sharing the incredible blessing of God’s love with others. At that point, they are more capable of
opening the gates of hospitality.
There is room at God’s table for all of us. This holds true both for youth groups as whole units and
for the circle of friends each individual member of your group keeps. This session challenges teenagers’
perceptions of themselves where hospitality is concerned. Guide your young people to think about the
importance of being open, and of welcoming newcomers into their established fellowship with open arms.

Featured Writer: Rob O’Neal

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (p. 143) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 144).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 145) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 146–147) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 148) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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Scripture Teaching Outline
1 – H
 indering the Spread of
the Gospel
2 – Paul’s Vision
3 – Paul Arrives in Philippi
4 – Lydia’s Important Role
5 – Matthew 22:1-14
6 – Houses of Fear and Love
HEARING
Forbidden by the Holy Spirit to preach
in certain areas, as well as prevented
from going to others, Paul had a vision
directing him to Macedonia. The vision
indicated that the Macedonians were
ready and willing to receive Paul’s
message. Immediately, Paul and his
companions complied. Their journey
took them to Philippi, a Roman colony. On the Sabbath, the group went
outside the city to a prayer meeting
attended by women. This is where
they met Lydia, who listened eagerly
to the gospel message. Not only were
she and her entire household baptized, but she even opened her home
in a gesture of hospitality to Paul and
his companions during their stay in
Philippi.
UNDERSTANDING
One might wonder why God would
hinder the spreading of the good news
to any area. Hindsight, however, might
say that the people of Philippi and
Macedonia were more receptive than
those in the areas of Asia from which
Paul and his companions were blocked
(Haenchen, 484–85).
God makes it clear to Paul in
the second of his six visions where
he should and should not go. As the
apostle dreams of a Macedonian man
calling for him to “help us,” Paul
becomes confident of the direction he
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is to take. One commentator on the
Bible sees this vision as a sure sign
that “Paul’s mission is not his own...
it belongs to God and is controlled by
God” (Krodel, 302–303).
After the vision experience, Paul
and his friends traveled to Macedonia,
arriving in the city of Philippi. Paul’s
normal practice was first to seek out
the local synagogue and present the
good news to the people there. Biblical
scholars have concluded that there
must have been no synagogue in
Philippi, perhaps because there were
not enough Jewish men to meet the
legal requirement. However, there was
an unofficial meeting place outside
the city, and this is where Paul and
his band of preachers found the
women who were gathered to pray—
and where they met one woman in
particular: Lydia (Bruce, 331).
Lydia was from the city of Thyatira
and a dealer in purple cloth (Acts
16:14). From the few references to
Lydia and her household, biblical
commentators have determined
that she was both a powerful and
successful businesswoman (AldredgeClanton, 55). Lydia grew to be an
important leader in the ministry of
Paul and was Paul’s first convert in
Europe (Bruce, 331). “Lydia asked the
whole group to come to her house and
stay, which presupposes that it was
large enough and she was sufficiently
affluent to be hostess to three (or four)
guests. Her house became the center
of the first Christian community in
Philippi (see v. 40)” (Krodel, 307).
Because of Paul’s willingness to heed
the Spirit of God, a group of women
were introduced to the story of Jesus.
In turn, Lydia’s faithfulness and
generosity enabled her community to
gather together in a safe place. The

Acts 16:6-15
Access Bible
NT 200–201

Christian message was furthered in
Philippi because of her hospitality.
Matthew 22 provides yet another
wonderful image of hospitality.
In verses 1-14, a king invites all
commoners and vagrants to find their
places at his banquet table. In the eyes
of God, we are those same commoners
and vagabonds. The application of
this session’s focal Scripture passage
implies good news for every person
on the face of the earth: There is room
for each of us in God’s kingdom.
TEACHING
In his book Lifesigns, Henri Nouwen
talks about two houses in this life: the
House of Fear and the House of Love.
In the House of Fear, we have to worry
about who wants to take our place
at the table. However, that is not the
house in which Christians are called to
live. Rather, we are to live in the House
of Love, where everyone is welcome.
Help your youth understand that
God can make room for others in their
lives as well as in their youth group.
Explain that it is the nature of the
Christian faith not just to live in the
House of Love, but also to invite others
to join us there. Two of the most
valuable gifts they can give are their
friendship and their hospitality.
Jan Aldredge-Clanton, God, a Word for Girls
and Boys (Louisville KY: Glad River Publications, 1993).
F. F. Bruce, The New International Commentary
on the New Testament: The Book of the
Acts (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans

Publishing, 1980).
Ernst Haenchen, The Acts of the Apostles (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1971).
Gerhard Krodel, Augsburg Commentary on
the New Testament: Acts (Minneapolis:
Augsburg Publishing House, 1986).
Henri Nouwen, Lifesigns (New York: Doubleday, 1990).
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o C ASE STUDY

Life

Materials: Teacher Resource Page

Before the session, make copies of the
Teacher Resource Page Case Study (p.
149). When everyone arrives, give each person
a copy of the case study and ask a volunteer to
read it aloud as the remainder of the group
follows along silently. Afterward, review the
case study by asking the following two
questions: What did Traci’s grandmother do to
show that she knew what it meant to be
hospitable? What does this teach us about
hospitality?
Next, ask your teens to recall instances
when they specifically remember someone
showing them hospitality. Even as you allow
them to share openly, offer your own example
that is fairly personal. You may consider
asking someone in your church for whom
hospitality is a natural, obvious ministry to
come and talk with your group during this
time. Their accounts about how they have
seen the ministry of hospitality influence
others may prove insightful.
Share with your group what they likely
already know: It isn’t always easy to be
hospitable. Sometimes we find ourselves in
awkward situations, ones in which we don’t
know what direction to take. Perhaps we know
it is better to be kind, but are not sure how to
proceed. There are also times when we’re too
concerned with our own problems to notice
what’s happening to those around us. Yet God
calls us to a new level of hospitality, one by
which society’s standards pale in comparison.

f

o H OSPITALITY IS...
Materials: Pencils, guest, Youth Pages

i Before the session, enlist a volunteer to sit

with the group for a brief time at the
beginning of your meeting. Explain that you
simply want your guest to enter the room and
sit down. They are to make no effort to engage
your teens (eye contact included), but neither
are they to ignore those who might speak to
them. Your guest need not stay more than five
minutes, and if all goes according to plan, your
young people will be preoccupied with
something else when the person enters and
leaves. Make it a point to ignore the guest as
much as possible, but try not to be too
obvious.
Hand around pencils and the Hospitality
Is… Youth Pages. As your learners work
individually, your guest should arrive shortly
after your teens have begun working, stay
five minutes, and then leave. When everyone

Talk about

teaching options
is finished, have volunteers share their answers before asking questions
like these about the mysterious visitor.
Follow-up Questions
• Did anyone notice something unusual happen a moment ago?
• Who saw the person who walked in?
• What did you do when that person arrived?
• In what ways were we hospitable?
• In what ways were we inhospitable?
• What, if anything, could we have done to make our guest feel more welcome?
• How do our Youth Pages describe hospitality?
• How do you define hospitality?

o D ESIGN A HOUSE
Materials: Pencils, paper, rulers

h Form two groups and provide them with paper, pencils, and rulers.

Ask the first group to design their dream home, given the option of
either sketching a floor plan or describing the house in words.
Underscore that while they are to dream as though money were no
object, they nevertheless should stick to installing only the common
domestic functions—in other words, no helicopter landing pads or
private NASCAR race tracks.
Meanwhile, ask your second group to design a low-cost hostel for
people who are visiting your city. The hostel needs to be affordable
for those who will be staying there, as they may include anyone from
vacationers, to new arrivals looking for more permanent homes, to
truly homeless people. At the minimum, the structure must at least be
furnished with sleeping rooms and toilets. Allot the groups a few minutes
to work before having an “open house.” Pose the following questions to
the appropriate groups as they present their structures.
Discussion Questions for “Dream Home” Blueprints
• Which is your favorite room in the dream home?
• Why do you prefer this particular space over the others?
• Did you think to include space for entertaining guests or providing hospitality?
Discussion Questions for Hostel Blueprints
• In designing your hostel, did you stick to functional space only, or did you include any
“perks”?
• What could you add to your hostel to make it more warm and inviting?

Transition: Providing hospitality for others can play a significant role in
furthering the work of God’s kingdom. Let’s read about the openness and
generosity of an early Christian believer and how her ministry
contributed to a greater good. *
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younger youTtahlk about The BibLe
Part of our challenge as Christians is to make room in our hearts for other people. Our natural tendency is to be
self-absorbed, to keep our thoughts centered on what is going on in our lives at any given moment. However, what
many people—even “upstanding, God-fearing citizens”—don’t realize is that hospitality is a vital step in becoming a fully
devoted follower of Jesus.

o E XAMPLES OF HOSPITALITY
Materials: Bibles, markers, newsprint

Hand out Bibles, help your young people
locate Acts 16:6-15, and read the text
aloud. Use information from the Hearing the
Scripture page to shed light on relevant
aspects of the passage. Afterward, ask for
possible reasons why Lydia extended hospitality to Paul and his friends. Clearly, Lydia was
grateful for the message of Christ that Paul
shared with her and the other women, so she
was glad to open her home to the traveling
evangelists.
The episode on which this session is
based is only one of a number of examples
in the Bible involving hospitality. Form four
small groups and assign one of the following
Scripture references to each: Genesis 18:18 (Abraham and Sarah extend hospitality to
angels); Genesis 19:1-3 (Lot extends hospitality
to an angel); Joshua 2:1-7 (Rahab cares for the
spies); and Luke 10:38-42 (Mary and Martha
care for Jesus). Explain that for each passage,
they must establish who is hospitable to
whom, and to what extent. Before you call on
volunteers to share, you may want to suggest
that your teens consider these questions as
they apply to the assigned texts.

f

Discussion Questions
• Who is extending hospitality?
• Who is receiving hospitality?
• What does the gesture of hospitality entail?

When everyone seems finished, address
Lydia’s ministry or the ministry of hospitality
to which God specifically may be calling your
teens. Set aside plenty of time for the group
to go over the different ways hospitality can
manifest itself. The possibilities for extending
hospitality are countless.
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Emphasize that hospitality is an important gift we can give to one
another. It is a gift Lydia gave to Paul and his friends, as well as to her
entire community. Her hospitality essentially resulted in her home
becoming the center of the Christian community in Philippi.
o H OSPITALITY BANNER
Materials: Bibles, markers, newsprint, tape (optional: various art supplies)

h Distribute Bibles, help your youth locate Acts 16:6-15, and have

volunteers read portions of the passage aloud. Use information from
the Hearing the Scripture page to note that the Holy Spirit and the
spirit of Jesus prevented Paul and his companions from igniting missions
efforts in certain places. This may have been because they would not
have found a willing audience in those places. The welcome they
received in Philippi, however, was somewhat different. In this story we
find a group of women willing to listen to what Paul and his companions
said. We also find the wonderful example of Lydia, who provided hospitality for the weary travelers. Pause a moment to pose the questions
provided before continuing with the exercise.
Questions to Consider
• What did Lydia do for Paul and his companions?
• Recognizing that Paul wound up in jail in Philippi, what risk did Lydia’s hospitality bring
upon herself?
• What did Lydia’s hospitality do for Paul and his friends?

Recognizing that Lydia’s hospitality is a model for us today, invite
your learners to create a banner, including symbols of hospitality, to
serve as reminders to them to follow Lydia’s example of ministry. Tape
a large sheet of newsprint to a focal wall and have your group illustrate
their ideas using a variety of supplies. You may decide to display the
banner for several weeks as a constant reminder to be hospitable.
WHY NOT ASK...
• What are some practical ways we can extend hospitality to others?
• How does extending hospitality benefit us spiritually?
• To whom do you find it difficult to extend hospitality? How so?

Transition: The hospitality Lydia extended to Paul and his companions
resulted in the founding of the church at Philippi. How can we as individuals
and as a youth group share in the ministry of hospitality to Christ’s
advantage? *
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older youthTalk about BibLe
The

Hospitality comes naturally to some people. These individuals appear to be born with an ability to make others feel
welcome and comfortable. For the rest of us, though, hospitality is something that has to be learned. Lydia is a powerful
example of someone who opened her home—not to mention her life—in hopes of furthering the cause of something she
believed in wholeheartedly. Lift her up as a role model for your older youth, encouraging them to adopt aspects of this form of
ministry for their lives.

o T HE MINISTRY OF
HOSPITALITY
Materials: Bibles

A review of Acts 16:5-15 finds Paul
and a new companion, Silas, on
Paul’s second missionary journey. The two
men often traveled to towns where they
knew no one, left to depend on people
they met along the way for food and
shelter. Before you deal with the primary
text, distribute Bibles and guide your
youth to read other verses that focus on
the importance of hospitality.
Begin with Exodus 23:9, asking
your teens about the meaning of the
statement, “You know the heart of a
stranger.” When God told the children
of Israel to deal justly with “resident
aliens,” the people of Israel were still
in the wilderness, wandering without a
home. In other words, they were strangers
in the lands they visited. Next, assign
teens to locate and then read aloud the
following passages: Luke 7:36, 10:38,
11:37, 14:1, 19:5, 22:14, 24:28-29; Acts
10:22-23, 10:48. The primary reason for
reading these passages is to help your
teens identify the common themes of the
verses, including hospitality and sharing
meals.
Jesus and the apostles traveled
from town to town—strangers, just like
the children of Israel had been in the
past. The writer of Luke–Acts tells of
many encounters in which Jesus and
the apostles accepted someone else’s
hospitality; our focal text contains one
such account. After a volunteer reads
aloud Acts 16:6-15, use the Hearing the
Scripture page to note that even though
Lydia would have been aware of the risks
and dangers involved, she still opened her
home. Ask questions like these to help
your teens reflect further on the story.

f

Reflection Questions
• Why do you think Lydia invited Paul and Silas to stay in her home?
• Why was she so grateful?
• What do you think it cost Lydia to open her home to Paul and Silas? (Allude to the fact that, beginning in verse 16, Paul and Silas begin to get into such trouble that they are beaten and thrown in
prison.)

o T HANK YOU
Materials: Bibles, pencils, paper

b Distribute Bibles, read Acts 16:5-15, and use the Hearing the Scripture

page to explain why Paul and his companions were prevented from
ministering in certain areas. Point out the possibility that something significant
was about to happen in Philippi. Then, focusing on Lydia’s ministry of
hospitality to Paul and his companions, ask the following questions.
Questions to Ponder
• What needs did Lydia meet for Paul and his companions?
• How did that help Paul and his companions focus on their ministry?
• What emotional needs do you suppose Lydia’s hospitality helped satisfy for Paul and his
companions?

These questions help us better understand to what extent Lydia’s ministry
of hospitality was a blessing to Paul and his companions. In our culture, it
is often deemed appropriate to leave a thank-you note for a host. Keeping
this in mind, ask your learners to write individual thank-you notes to Lydia.
Distribute pencils and paper to your participants, asking each to imagine that
he or she is the Apostle Paul, waiting to leave Lydia’s house. In the notes, they
should be specific as to what exactly they are thankful to Lydia for. Be sure
everyone is finished before calling on volunteers to share their notes.
WHY NOT ASK...
• Why do you suppose Paul and his companions relied on the hospitality of others as they traveled
and worked?
• What do you think it might be like to travel from city to city, none of which you have ever been to
before?
• What benefits came from Paul’s practice of relying on the hospitality of those to whom he
ministered?

Transition: The hospitality Lydia extended to Paul and his companions resulted in
the founding of the church at Philippi. How can we as individuals and as a youth
group share in the ministry of hospitality to Christ’s advantage? *
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o F EELING WELCOME
Materials: Pencils, Youth Pages

Ask each member of your group to
recall a time when they have been
the stranger in the crowd (for instance,
on the first day at a new school). Then
distribute copies of the Feeling Welcome
Youth Pages and have your teens list in
the left column words that describe how
they tend to feel on such occasions.
Follow this portion of the activity by
asking your young people to identify
what exactly made them feel like
strangers. Next, ask your participants to
remember instances when they felt
welcome, even in a strange situation.
Have them list their responses in the
right column of their Youth Pages.
Allow five minutes or so for your
teenagers to complete their work before
asking all participants to reconvene.
When volunteers have shared their
experiences, propose questions like the
ones provided. Then close with a prayer,
thanking God for sharing love, grace,
and blessings with any and all people.
End by challenging your young people
to consider seriously how the youth
group can be more welcoming to other
teens.

f

Questions to Explore
• How important is it for you to feel welcome?
• How do you react when you do not feel
welcome?
• Do you continue to attend functions or be with
groups when you do not feel welcome or
comfortable there?
• What factors typically help you feel welcome?
• Why might a new person have a hard time feeling accepted or welcomed by this youth group?
• How could we be more welcoming?

o W ELCOME BROCHURE
Materials: Pencils, paper

i Challenge your group to put

designed to be a full youth group
brochure.) All you hope to accomplish
is to help your teenagers think about
what might attract people who
otherwise would not consider
attending group meetings.
Begin by guiding your young
people to develop a list of the ways
they currently are welcoming and
hospitable to newcomers. Then, lead
your group in translating their ideas
into text and images for a brochure.
Afterward, close the session with a
prayer, asking God’s guidance and
strength to make your group more
welcoming of newcomers.
o H OSPITALITY IN ACTION
Materials: Snack food, juice, children’s
music, mp3 player or cellphone, blanket

h Before the session, invite one of

the preschool groups from your
church to join your youth for snacks
at a specified time. Alternatively, your
group could go to the preschool area
instead of having the children come to
the youth meeting room.
Take a moment during the
session to discuss ways your young
people can show hospitality to their
young guests. Since many of the
children may not have been in the
youth meeting area before, it will be
important for your group to make
them feel as comfortable as possible.
Provide the materials you have
brought, assisting your learners in
arranging the room in a way that
the preschoolers will find soothing.
A blanket on the floor, for instance,
will put everyone on the same
“level.” Your preschool leaders may
suggest other creative possibilities for
accommodating the children.

opt

Use this activity to help your
teenagers put into action what they
have learned about hospitality as they
welcome the children. Meanwhile,
encourage them also to teach the
children about hospitality by their
example. At the end of the session,
lead both your young people and
their guests in a short prayer,
thanking God for friends of all ages,
and particularly those rare but
precious opportunities to be together.
o SHEEP AND GOATS
Materials: Bible

b Distribute Bibles and help your

teenagers find Matthew 25:31-36.
Read the text aloud for your group,
noting that the passage speaks clearly
about the value of hospitality. In the
verses that follow, we learn that by
welcoming “the least” of those who
are members of Jesus’ family, we in
turn are welcoming Jesus. Defining
what it means to welcome the
so-called “least of these” reveals the
essence of the ministry of hospitality.
Before dismissing everyone, close
the session with a prayer. Invite your
young people to hold hands and ask
volunteers to pray aloud individually,
beginning with, “God, help me to be
more welcoming by....” If you have
too many youth in your group for
this approach, simply ask three or
four teenagers to pray on behalf of
everyone else.

together a draft of a brochure or
card welcoming new people to the youth
group. (Note, however, that this is not
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Teacher: Use this sheet with the option Case Study on page 145 of Talk about Life. Make a
copy of this sheet for each person in your group.

Case Study
Confidential
Grandmother Knew about Hospitality
Traci used to love spending the night at her grandmother’s house. Without
a doubt, her grandmother knew the real meaning of hospitality! When Traci
was a little girl, her grandmother always made her feel special. She always
cooked fried chicken—one of Traci’s favorite foods—for dinner. The two of
them played games after supper (sometimes Grandmother even let Traci
win).
Afterward, Grandmother popped popcorn for them to eat as they watched
television or played more games. As Traci got ready for bed, she knew
Grandmother would provide fresh towels and little soaps for her to use. In
the morning, Grandmother let Traci sleep in, and then she prepared a big
breakfast. When Traci was with her grandmother, she always felt like she was
important. She felt that her grandmother wanted her there more than anyone
else. Grandmother listened to Traci, valuing both who she was and what she
had to say. Grandmother knew how to show hospitality.
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Youth PageSample

his sample Youth
Page is provided to

assist the teacher in session
preparation.
To order the full-sized color handouts
for your youth, call 1-800-747-3016 or visit
www.nextsunday.com/intersection
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Singing in Jail
Learning Tension
What evil am I willing to
expose for the sake of the
gospel?

Acts 16:16-34
Access Bible
NT 201–202

Why Does It Matter?

Paul began a small but strong movement that endured many obstacles, not the least of which was
the anger of those he confronted. If he had been more tolerant of wrongdoing, he might have
suffered physical abuse less often. Then again, perhaps the good news about Jesus Christ might not
have spread the way it did without Paul’s willingness to stand up and speak out. Following Jesus’
example, he did not allow others to intimidate him to a point when he feared speaking his mind.
Unlike Paul, we often feel it necessary to be nice and avoid confrontation at all costs. For many people,
confronting others is not easy. Granted, the risk to ourselves is rarely something so severe as
imprisonment, physical beating, or banishment, but harsh backlashes from those we confront—no
matter how lovingly—can occur.
Paul knew who he was and what he believed. Empowered by this self-awareness, he was able
to face and confront wrongdoing. Parker Palmer talks about this in terms of teaching when he says,
“Authority is granted to people who are perceived as authoring their own words, their own actions, their
own lives, rather than playing a scripted role at great remove from their own hearts” (Palmer, 33). In this
sense, Paul was the author of his own words; his thoughts came from the core of his being. He was able
to speak the truth even in difficult circumstances because he knew the truth about what he needed to do
and be. This sense gave him the profound ability to say yes to some things and no to others. It also gave
him the uncanny ability to do so publicly, no matter what the consequences.
Teenagers are only beginning to discover who they are and what they believe. Many of them are
still trying on various identities, seeing how each fits before choosing something more permanent. Most
young people are terrified of scorn and ostracism by their peers, feeling a desperate need to belong and to
be accepted. It is important for youth to hear from their peers that the people they are becoming and the
beliefs they are forging are “okay.”
No one ever said the task of assisting teenagers in preparing to confront evil or wrong behavior was
easy. However, you can use this session to help your youth examine the risk factors involved in confronting
others. You can also direct the discussion toward your own behavior, using personal experience to note
realistic means of encouraging one another to stand courageously.
Parker J. Palmer, The Courage to Teach: Exploring the Inner Landscape of a Teacher’s Life (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1998).

Featured Writer: Rob O’Neal

Teaching Plan

f

Follow the guide below, or locate the symbol, which indicates a 3-step plan that has already been outlined for
you. Feel free to select any combination of activities, or adjust them to meet your needs.
1: Study the Scripture passage and read Why Does It Matter? (p. 151) and Hearing the Scripture (p. 152).
2: Select an activity from the Talk about Life page (p. 153) to begin the session.
3: Choose an option from the appropriate Talk about the Bible page (pp. 154–155) to teach the Scripture text.
4: Select an option from the Intersection page (p. 156) to close the session.
5: Gather and prepare the necessary materials for the options you have chosen.
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Scripture Teaching Outline
1 – A Demon-possessed Girl
2 – Paul and Silas Imprisoned
3 – Joy Amid Suffering
4 – A
 n Earthquake Leads to
Freedom
5 – Youth and the Story
HEARING
On their way to the place of prayer
outside Philippi, Paul and his companions met a slave girl who was
possessed by a spirit. The girl annoyed
them by shouting, “These men are
slaves of the Most High God, who
proclaim to you a way of salvation”
(Acts 16:17). Admittedly, that was not
the most troubling claim a person
possessed by a spirit had ever directed
toward Paul and his colleagues, but
evidently the apostle got irritated
enough that he cast the spirit out
of her.
The slave girl’s owners were
angered at Paul for “drying up” their
only source of revenue, so they
dragged both Paul and Silas before
the local magistrates, who had the
two men beaten and jailed. In the
“maximum security” part of the
prison, Paul and Silas took heart
together in singing songs to God.
Around midnight, an earthquake
shook the cell, opened the doors, and
loosened the captives’ chains. Paul and
Silas had to assure the shell-shocked
warden that all the prisoners were
indeed still present. After the episode,
the jailer went on to be baptized—
along with his entire family—and he
even cleaned the two missionaries’
wounds and gave them food. In the
morning, the magistrates sent word to
release Paul and Silas, but they refused
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to leave before receiving an apology
for being beaten and imprisoned,
although Roman citizens, without due
process.
UNDERSTANDING
Paul and Silas were followed,
apparently day after day, by a demon-
possessed girl. She was enslaved not
only within, but by owners who used
her possession for profit. Finally
frustrated with the girl’s ranting and
raving, Paul commanded the demon
to release her, and she was healed.
However, “although most miracle
stories end with accolades from the
crowd, this one does not” (Krodel,
309). The slave masters lost a lucrative
business with the healing of this girl,
so they brought Paul and Silas before
the authorities, who had the two men
flogged and thrown in jail. The young
woman was freed of her malady, but
her Spirit-empowered healers were
imprisoned for their act of compassion
(Willimon, 138–40).
One might think imprisonment
would have a sobering effect on Paul
and Silas. To the contrary, we find
them—beaten, jailed, confined, and
shackled—”singing hymns to God”
while the other prisoners listen. Why
such optimism? Their joy during such
suffering was not a masochistic love
of punishment, but the happiness
of doing God’s will despite adversity
(Krodel, 311–12). Paul and Silas had
confidence in their God and in their
mission. They believed that healing
the girl was so important that any
suffering the gesture caused them
would seem trivial in comparison.
The faith of Paul and Silas soon
proved founded, for an earthquake
freed them, obviously the intervention
of God. Not only did the doors swing
open, but also the chains fall from
the limbs of the bound prisoners—

Acts 16:16-34
Access Bible
NT 201–202

obviously the result of no less than a
miracle (Haenchen, 497). The jailer,
awakened by the earthquake and
seeing the doors open, prepared to kill
himself in utter dismay. This account
is an examination of freedom—
namely, its presence or absence in
our lives. “By the end of the story,
everyone who at first appeared to be
free—the girl’s owners, the judges,
the jailer—is a slave. And everyone
who first appeared to be enslaved—
the poor girl, Paul, Silas—is free”
(Willimon, 138–40).
TEACHING
That Paul and Silas were jailed because
they healed a demon-possessed girl
might initially be an odd concept
for your youth to grasp. Healing has
always held positive connotations.
Besides, most youth assume they will
never be in a position to heal anyway,
so as far as they are concerned, they
have little to fear.
However, doing something
unpopular or facing criticism,
ostracism, or ridicule for their actions
is something to which youth can
relate. Urge a different approach
to this passage, stressing the point
that Paul and Silas did something
unpopular despite knowing they might
suffer for their actions.
The Access Bible, New Revised Standard
Version, ed. Gail R. O’Day et al. (New York:

Oxford University Press, 1999).
Ernst Haenchen, The Acts of the Apostles (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1971).
Gerhard Krodel, Augsburg Commentary on
the New Testament: Acts (Minneapolis:
Augsburg Publishing House, 198).
William Willimon, “Acts,” Interpretation, ed.
James L. Mays et al. (Atlanta: John Knox
Press, 1988).
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o T HE RISK FACTOR

Life

Materials: Youth Pages

Hand around copies of The Risk Factor
Youth Page, allowing several minutes for
your young people to complete their sheets.
Assure them that no one has to share answers,
so they can feel free to be open and honest.
Once everyone is finished, have them tally
their scores, first for column A and then for
column B.
A score between 9 and 25 in column A
indicates that the individual is not likely to do
any of the things mentioned. A score between
9 and 25 in column B indicates that a person
is not likely to confront these behaviors, even
if they saw them in action. A score between
30 and 40 in column B, however, indicates
that the individual is likely to confront these
behaviors.

f

Discussion Questions
• If you scored between 30 and 40 in column B, would
you feel comfortable explaining why you scored so
high?
• What are the risks involved in cheating on a test? Is
cheating on a test a high or a low risk?
• What are the risks involved in making fun of someone
behind their back? Is this a high or a low risk?
• What are the risks of excluding someone because of
race? Is racial discrimination a high or a low risk?
• Would you still choose to do the right thing, even if
you were guaranteed to escape the consequences of
choosing to do otherwise? Explain.
• What are the risks involved in confronting wrong
behavior?
• What makes us prone to letting other people “get away
with murder”?

o M ONOLOGUES
Materials: Youth Pages

e Prior to the session, enlist two youth to

prepare a different monologue from the
Monologues and Role-Plays Youth Page. Read
over the scenarios carefully before assigning
them. You know your youth best, which is why
you will also know which teens can do the
best job of handling certain monologues. Do
not assign the task to anyone not comfortable
performing a monologue.
Explain during your “recruitment phase”
that the volunteers will not have to memorize
their monologues, nor will they be reading
them. Instead, they need to be familiar enough
with their given situations that they can
convey the predicaments in their own words.
Each will speak for no more than two to three
minutes.

Talk about

teaching options
As the session begins, explain to the larger group that the
monologues they are about to hear are true-to-life experiences. The
volunteers have been instructed to pretend as though they are involved
in the circumstances mentioned.
Invite each of the two teens to share their monologues in a prearranged order. Afterward, debrief the exercise using questions like those
that follow. This option corresponds with the closing activity, Role-Plays
(p. 156), on the Intersection page.
Questions to Consider
• What do you think each character in the different monologues should do next?
• What makes it easy to confront someone who is doing things that are either harmful or
destructive?
• What makes it difficult to confront someone who is doing things that are either harmful or
destructive?

o P UBLIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
Materials: Pencils, markers, paper, magazines, scissors, tape

h For this activity, youth will create posters for a public awareness ad

campaign. Form groups of three, asking each team to design a poster
that addresses either of the following or other relevant dilemmas.
Issues
• Smoking is bad for your health.
• Many teenagers and college students are guilty of binge drinking.
• In many parts of town, customers deliberately “forget” to pay for their gas.
• Litter on the highway makes our roads ugly.

Provide supplies in a central location accessible to all groups. After
five minutes, give each team an opportunity to present their posters,
asking them to spotlight the problem their poster addresses, their group’s
position on the issue, and how their poster encourages others to follow
their suggestions. Follow up with questions such as those provided.
Follow-up Questions
• Is it easier to put up a poster or to actually talk with a friend about a problem? Explain.
• Have you ever confronted anyone about any of the problems mentioned today? If so, what
response did you get?
• How do you choose whether to confront something you believe is wrong?

Transition: Confronting wrong or dangerous behavior is difficult for many
people. On the other hand, some individuals do not appear to have any
trouble confronting people with whom they disagree—regardless of the
risks. Let’s review an incident involving Paul and reflect on his example of
confrontation. *
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younger youTtahlk about The BibLe
In Acts 16:16-34, Paul and Silas choose to do an unpopular thing. Unfortunately, as reward for their efforts, they end
up in jail. Use this session as you help your younger youth muster the courage to do the right things—even though there
may be any number of consequences for their actions.

o W HAT DOES IT MEAN?
Materials: Bibles

f Use this activity to walk through each
verse of Acts 16:16-34, helping your
young people discover the basic meaning of
the passage as they go. As necessary, refer to
relevant material from the Hearing the
Scripture page for insight.
Distribute Bibles, read verses 16-18,
and ask your teenagers to explain their
understanding of the girl’s “demonpossession.” Some people believe the girl was
actually possessed by a demon. Others believe
she had some sort of mental illness that the
culture of the time identified as possession. In
any case, her life was troubled, and Paul chose
to heal her.
Next, ask a volunteer to read verses 19-24.
Point out that the girl’s owners were angry
about their inability to make more money
off their former spectacle. It’s no secret that
some people lie to punish others. The slave
owners were angry with Paul, so they reported
Paul and Silas to the authorities. Of course,
we know Paul and Silas were guilty only of
helping someone in need. As is often the case,
the crowd followed the loudest rather than the
most upright individuals, proving once again
that doing the right thing is not always the
most popular decision.
At this point, see if your young people can
tell the rest of the story from memory: the
story of Paul and Silas singing in prison, of
the miraculous earthquake, of the baptism
of the jailer and his family, and of the apology
by the magistrates. If no one can recall the
remaining details, simply read verses 25-34
and explain the story to your youth.
Note the risk involved in the jailer’s
decision to take the two prisoners home with
him. Point out that sometimes our willingness
to do what is right empowers others with the
courage to do the same. The jailer was not
only saved; he was changed!
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o WALL MURAL
Materials: Bibles, markers, newsprint, tape

i Hand around Bibles, read Acts 16:16-34, and use information from

the Hearing the Scripture page to review the text. It may be
helpful to explain the story using the following scenes:

Scene 1: Paul and his companions meet a slave girl who is possessed by
a spirit. After meeting several times, Paul casts out the spirit. Though
reluctant to do so, would they have helped her if she had not continued
to follow them around?
Scene 2: The slave girl’s owners drag Paul and Silas before the magistrates
and accuse them not only of disturbing the city but also of teaching
unlawful customs. The crowds willingly join in the attack.
Scene 3: The authorities order Paul and Silas to be beaten and jailed.
Scene 4: Paul and Silas continue to worship even in their cell.
Scene 5: An earthquake shakes open the prison doors, and Paul’s and
Silas’s chains fall off.
Scene 6: The jailer, about to kill himself, finds that all the prisoners are
present and accounted for.
Scene 7: The jailer takes Paul and Silas home, cleans their wounds, and
feeds them.
Scene 8: The jailer and his family are baptized.
Assign each of these scenes to a different teenager or small group
of youth. Tape newsprint to a focal wall, distribute markers, and ask
your teens to illustrate a “comic strip” representation of their scene.
Allow enough time for your young people to complete the project
before asking everyone to present their creation. Ideally, the comic strips
together will tell a complete story.
WHY NOT ASK...
• When have you been hurt or ridiculed for doing the right thing?
• Did others react to your pain by coming to your aid or by joining those who were hurting
you in the first place?
• What about confronting evil makes you most anxious?
Transition: Paul and Silas were willing to do the right thing, even though it
was unpopular. Because of their courage, both a demon-possessed young
girl and an authority-possessed jailer were saved. How can we muster
this kind of courage within ourselves to do the right thing and confront
wrongdoing? *
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older youthTalk about BibLe
The

People like Paul—those who are willing to stand up against evil despite pressure and consequences—are everyday
heroes, plain and simple. Your teenagers might be surprised to learn that they have this same capacity for heroism right
where they are. Lift up the model of Paul in order to encourage your young people to seek out the heroes within themselves.

o W HY DID THEY DO THAT?
Materials: Bibles

Before reading Acts 16:16-34, ask your
youth to pay attention to each verse,
imagining themselves in the situations.
Pause at the points indicated below to
discuss the following questions, sharing
details from the Hearing the Scripture
page.

f

Stopping Points
Verse 18: Why did Paul order the spirit to come out of
the slave girl?
Verse 19: Why did the slave girl’s owners seize Paul
and Silas and take them before the local authorities?
Verse 21: Why might the slave girl’s owners have
decided to exaggerate the truth?
Verse 22: Why did the crowd agree with the slave
girl’s owners?
Verse 24: Why did the magistrates order Paul and Silas
to be flogged and thrown into prison?
Verse 25: How did Paul and Silas find the will to sing
in prison?
Verse 27: Why do you suppose the jailer set out to kill
himself?
Verse 34: Why do you suppose the jailer brought Paul
and Silas to his house to bandage their wounds and
to feed them?

Emphasize the courageous actions
that occur in the story. Paul exorcised a
demon, despite the potential outcome. Paul
and Silas sang joyfully to the Lord—even
in prison. Paul and Silas remained in their
cells even though their chains had fallen
off. The jailer took prisoners into his home,
despite the risk of punishment by his
superiors.
o PAUL AND OTHER HEROES
Materials: Bibles, Teacher Resource Page
(optional: Les Miserables movie, lyrics for the
song “Who Am I?”, laptop or tablet or TV with
DVD player)

e Use a scenario from the musical Les

Resource Page Paul and Other Heroes (p. 157) so that you can summarize
the basic plot of the musical, leading up to, but not including, the
courtroom drama. You may want to play the song “Who Am I?” from the
2012 movie for added effect. Before the session, search for websites that
might feature the lyrics to the song. If possible, print and bring copies for
your group.
After summarizing the basic plot—and playing the song if you
choose—read the lyrics aloud to help everyone understand Valjean’s
dilemma. One can imagine that Valjean tried to grasp at any excuse he
could for remaining silent. People depended on him to continue in the
role of the good mayor. If he were to admit his true identity, surely he
would find himself in prison. Yet even though speaking out would cost him
his freedom, he could not bear the consequences his soul would have to
endure for an eternity if earthly justice were to go unserved.
In a moment of deep introspection, Valjean realized that his soul was
no longer his to give. Once the Bishop forgave him, he made a decision
that changed his life forever: “My soul belongs to God, I know. I made
that bargain long ago. He gave me hope when hope was gone. He gave
me strength to journey on” (Herbert Kretzmer). That knowledge of and
relationship with God gave the hero the courage to admit who he was, free
the innocent man, and fully accept the consequences his decision would
bring.
Distribute Bibles, read Acts 16:16-34, and use the Hearing the
Scripture page to shed light on the text. Note that Paul decided to heal the
slave girl and that he decided to confront the magistrates for their injustice
in beating and imprisoning a Roman citizen without due process—in both
cases at the possible expense of his own life. Both Paul and Jean Valjean
are models of people whose convictions gave them the courage to act—
despite the consequences.
WHY NOT ASK...
• What other biblical or historical figures have taken great risks to confront evil?
• How might raising the stakes affect our willingness to be outspoken?
• Which of your role models are willing to face even dire consequences in order to do what is
right?

Transition: Paul and Silas were willing to do the right thing, even though it was
unpopular. Because of their courage, both a demon-possessed young girl and an
authority-possessed jailer were saved. How can we muster this kind of courage
within ourselves to do the right thing and confront wrongdoing? *
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o C ONFRONTING ONE
ANOTHER
f As we already mentioned, confronting injustice can be difficult. Use the
following questions to facilitate discussion about handling conflict.
Questions for Discussion
• What do you think might help us confront
wrongdoing when we see it?
• Which is more difficult to imagine: confronting
others in the youth group, confronting friends at
school, or confronting strangers?
• What would it take for you and a friend to
begin holding one another accountable when
you see each other doing things you both
agree are not best for either of you?
• What types of behavior would you be willing to
confront? For example, what would you do:
...if you saw a robbery in progress?
...if you saw a suspicious person hanging around
your school?
...if you saw a car weaving on the road?
...if a friend of yours began drinking heavily?
...if you found out a friend of yours had an eating
disorder?
...if you saw someone cheating on a test?

Afterward, close the session with
a prayer, asking for the strength and
courage necessary to confront others
as well as the wisdom to discern the
appropriate times and appropriate
means of doing so.
o R OLE-PLAYS
Materials: Youth Pages

e This option corresponds with

the opening activity, Monologues
(p. 153), on the Talk about Life page.
Refer again to the Monologues and
Role-Plays Youth Page and ask your
group to imagine that the two characters
from the monologues chose to confront
their friends with their concerns.
Confronting a friend about a
problem they are having isn’t always
easy. In fact, it is often much simpler to
ignore the issue rather than risk your
friendship with that person. What we
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forget, though, is that we may be the
only person who cares enough about
our friend or knows enough about the
situation to say anything.
Confrontation is not always the
easiest way, but it often proves to be
the “right” way.
Form two groups, assigning
each a role-play scenario from the
Youth Page. Allot five minutes for
preparation and two minutes for
the presentation of each role-play.
Afterward, close with a prayer, asking
God to grant your youth the courage
to confront wrongdoing.
o L ITANY FOR COURAGE
Materials: Two differently colored markers, newsprint

i Your group has read about the

courage Paul and Silas demonstrated by healing the girl even when
it was the unpopular thing to do. End
the session by creating a list of
possible courageous actions that your
young people could attempt throughout the upcoming week.
Write “Courage is...” at the top
of a sheet of newsprint, asking your
teens to complete the statement in as
many different ways as they can—for
instance, “Courage is...trusting God
in difficult situations.” Be prepared
with other suggestions if your group
is slow to respond. As they offer
other answers, use the two colored
markers to write their responses on
the newsprint. Alternate colors for
each entry, stopping when the list is
sufficient and has an even number of
answers.
In closing, recite your finished
list together as a benediction. Each
time, begin with the phrase, “Courage
is....” Ask half the group to read the
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entries that appear in one color and
the other half to read the items that
are written in the other color. If your
group is not accustomed to reading
litanies, choose a leader for each
group.
Finally, close with a prayer,
thanking God for providing us with
prime examples of courage in Paul
and Silas. Likewise, ask God to give
courage to your teens so that they
reflect the actions of faithful
disciples.
o C ONFRONTING
OURSELVES
b The issue of confronting
wrong-doing—whether that of
ourselves, our friends, or strangers—is
a tough one. Granted, we do not need
to be perfect ourselves before we can
recognize wrong in others, but at the
same time, recognizing our imperfection is probably a good starting point.
What is the standard by which we
measure right and wrong conduct for
ourselves? How do we discern what
God wants us to do?
If we listen patiently for God’s
response, prayer can lead us to
answers. But what about decisions
that we need to make right now?
Ask your members to consider what
measures they can start taking today
toward living up to the standard of
Christianity set by Paul and Silas.
After discussion and personal sharing,
close with a prayer. Ask God to
confront your youth with their own
deficiencies in ways that will help
them change and grow capable of
helping others become what they
were created to become.
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Teacher: Use this sheet with the option Paul and Other Heroes on page 155 of Talk about the
Bible for older youth. Review the information beforehand and prepare to share it with your
group.

Paul and Other Heroes
In Victor Hugo’s classic novel Les Miserables, Jean
Valjean (pronounced Zhawn Vahl-zhawn)—a prisoner bent on escape—is paroled after many years in
prison. The yellow parole ticket he is forced to wear,
however, condemns him to be forever an outcast. A
Bishop opens his home to Valjean, but Valjean repays
his kindness by stealing some of the good Bishop’s
silver. After the police catch the villain, the Bishop
lies and says that he had given Valjean the silver.
Therefore, Valjean is set free, left to start his life all
over again as someone other than “Prisoner 24601.”
Eight years later, Valjean has assumed a new identity,
that of Monsieur Madeleine. With this new identity,
he rises to prominence in business, becomes both
well-known and admired, and is even appointed mayor. As Monsieur Madeleine, Valjean is a
kind and generous man. He even extends great kindness to one of his former factory workers
whose struggles and circumstances had led her to prostitution. In the role of mayor, Valjean
saves the woman from prison and rushes her to a hospital. He even promises to care for her
young daughter.
Unfortunately, Monsieur Madeleine raises the suspicions of a tenacious inspector, Javert (pronounced Ja-vehr), who sees in the mayor great resemblance to the former prisoner Valjean.
Javert has been tracking the parole-breaker for years, but his suspicions are settled momentarily when another man is arrested as the alleged Jean Valjean.
Monsieur Madeleine hears of the goings-on and attends the trial of the accused man, which
goes poorly—not a big surprise considering the ill-famed reputation of the notorious Valjean.
The real Valjean—however reformed—cannot bear to see justice miscarried in this way. Even
knowing that he likely faces life in prison, he stands up and makes a startling announcement.
In the 2012 movie, Valjean declares, “And so your honor, you see it’s true. This man bears no
more guilt than you. Who am I? 24601” (Herbert Kretzmer).
Victor Hugo, Les Miserables, trans. Charles E. Wilbour (New York: Fawcett Premier, 1961) 7th printing, 1987.
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Youth PageSample

his sample Youth
Page is provided to

assist the teacher in session
preparation.
To order the full-sized color handouts
for your youth, call 1-800-747-3016 or visit
www.nextsunday.com/intersection
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Attention Youth Leaders
Re-energize with These Resources
#Connect
Reaching Youth Across the Digital Divide

Brian Foreman
Retail
$13.00
eBook
$8.99

Growing Up Christian
A Congregational Strategy for
Nurturing Disciples

C. Ellis Nelson
Retail $16.00 | eBook $8.99

A True Hope
Jedi Perils and the Way of Jesus

Joshua Hays
Retail $18.00 | eBook $8.99

Building Blocks for
Sunday School Growth
Bo Prosser with Michael
McCullar and Charles Qualls
Retail $15.00 | eBook $8.99

Call 1-800-747-3016 to order
For more information visit

www.helwys.com159
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